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By Mr. HUGH D. SCOTT, JR. (by re.
quest):
H. R. 3360. A bill for the· relief of Meyer
R. Brody; to ·the Committee on the ·Judiciary.
·
By Mr. SIKES:
H. R. 3361. A bill for the relief of ·J. Rutledge Alford; to the Committee on the Judiciary.

petitioning consideration of their resolution
with -reference to .request for enactment · of- ~
uniform national insurance program; to the
Committee on Ways and Mea~s.
451. Also, petition of membership of the
Sarasota Townsend Club, No. 1, Sarasota,
Fla., petitioning consideration of their resolution with reference to request for enactment of a uniform national insurance progra~; to ~he Committee on Ways t.nd Means.

PETITIONS, ETC.

Under clause 1 of .rule XXII, p_etitions
and papers were laid pn the Clerk's desk
and ·r eferred as follows:

SENATE

439. By Mr. GRAHAM: · Petition of 44 resiWEDNESDAY, MAY 7, 1947
dents of Beaver, 'Beaver County, Pa., urging
the passage pf s. 265, .a bill to prohibit the
· <Legislative day ot Monday, April21,
transportation· in interstate commerce of ad- .
. 1947>
vertisements of alcohol-ic beverages·, etc.; to
the Committee · on Interstate · and· ·Foreign
The Senate met at 11 o'clock a.· m., on
Commerce.
·
the expiration of .the recess.
440. By Mr .. HART: ~etition of the mem· The Chaplain, Rev. Peter Marshall,
bers of Lieutenant Robert P. Grover Post, No.
D. D., offered the following prayer:
377, Jewish War Veterans of the United
States, _Jersey City, N.J., urging the Congress ;
0 · God, our Father, who liast given
to take immediate action toward the estab~ .
us life and made our earth so fair, relishment of Palestine as the homeland for
veal to us this day Thy heart of infinite
Jews; to the Committee on Foreign Affairs.
·
44L Also, petition _of the New ·Jersey St'ate · tenderness yearning for . our ·love.
P-atrolmen's Benevoient· Association, -inc., of
Make us to fe.el Thy spirit .brooding
Glen Ridge, N. J., ·respectfully requesting the
over US, .longing to help US in . olir deciCongress of the .United States to enact legisshms, to· save us-from the pressures that
lation to relieve income taxation on incomes
drive us and the tensions that break l,lS ·
of retired public employees up to $1,440; to
down.
·
·
the Committee on Ways and Means.
· .. How strange it is, 0 lover of ~our souls,
. 442. Also, p_etition of the Life Underwriters
that Thou who art 'love, who dost give
Association of Northern New Jersey, favoring
enactment oy the Eightieth Congress of leg1ov:e to hungry human · hearts;· shouldst
islation amending th·e National Service-·Loife
Thyself be the great unloved. Give us
Insurance Act of 1940, as amended; to the
loye to. love Thee for Thy l,ove, an~ to
Committee on Veterans' Affairs.
love Him who first loved us and gave
443.' By Mr. LECOMPTE: Petition of Mr.
Himself for us. Loving· Thee, we shall
L. E.-Williamson and other citizens of Charilove one another, and loving one _an/ ton, Iowa, in the interest of S. 265, S. 623,
other, we shall do Thy will, and doing
H. R. 142, and H. R. 2408; to the Committee on
Thy will, we shall always do right.
Armed Services. '
444. Also, petition of Mrs. Anna Gustafson
We make our prayer in the lovely na~e
and several citizens of Chariton, Iowa, in the
of Jesus. Ameri.
interest of S. 265, S. 623, H. R. _142, and H.-R.
THE. JOURNAL
2408; to the Committee- on Armed Ssrvices.
445. By Mr. LYNCH: Petltion -of ·Knights of
On request of Mr. WHER-RY, and by
Columbus, of the city of New York tAqu_inas
unanimous consent, the reading of the
Council, 7·5 7), urging congressional action to
journal of the . proceedings· of .Tuesday,
make Good Friday a national holiday· and
May 6, 1947, was dispensed with, and the
urging further the support of the Sasscer bill
J:ournal was approved.
for that purpose; to the Committee on the
Judi'ciary.
. MESSAGES ·FROM THE PRESII?ENT
446. By Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin: Petition
Messages in .writing from the Presiof 59 citizens of Janesville; Wis., and vicinity,
urging support of S. 265, a bill to prohibit
dent of the United States submitting
the transportation of alcoholic-beverage adnominations were communicated · to the
vertising in interstate commerce and the
Senate by Mr. Hopkins, one of his
broadcasting of Slcoholic-beverage advertissecretaries.
ing over the radio; to the Committee on
lnterstate and Foreig~ Commerce:
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
447. Al~o. petition· of a group of citizens of
A
message
from the House of RepreElkhorn, Wis., urging .support ·or S. 266, a bill
sentatives, by Mr. Maurer, one of its
to pr()hibit the transportation of alcoholicbever;ige advertising in interstate commerce. reading clerks, announced that the House
and the bro-adcasting of alcoholic-beverage
had ·passed the bill <S. 591) to amend
advertising over the radio; to the Committee
the act of January 5, 1905, to incorporate
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
the_· American National Red Cross, w~th
448. By Mr. WELCH: Resolution No. 6457,
amendments in . which it requested the
passed by the Board of Supervisors of the
concurrence of the Senate.
City and County of San Francisco, memoriallzing Congress to e'nact legislation which
The message also announced that the
will enable municipalities to collect taxes
House had passed the following bills, in
from the Federal -Gove1·nment for any of its
which it r.equested the concurrence of
properties therein; to the Committee on Ways
the senate:
and Means. ·
· ·
H. R. 334. ·An act for .the relief of the legal
449. By the SPEAKER: Petitfon of memguardian of James Harold Nesbitt, a minor;
bers of the Moultrie Townsend Club, No. 1,
H. R. 407. An act - for the relief of Claude
of Moultrie, Ga., petitfoning consideration of,
R. Hall and Florence V. Hall;
their resolution with reference to endorsement of the Townsend plan, H. R. 16; to the
H. R. 765. An act for the relief . of Elwood
Committe·e on Ways and Mean·s.
·
L. Keel~r; ·
450. 'Also, petition ·of . membership of the
H. R. 770. An act· for the relief of -Norman
Orlando Townsend Club, No.2, Orlando, Fla.,
Abbott;

R .' 821. An act · :Cor the
w..H.Taylor,
Jr.; ·
· ·

relief of Charles

· ·

· ·

H. R. 889. An act for the relief of Russell
F. Taylor; . ; '·
-H. R. 1015. An · act ' for the · reUef -of Freel
Plttelli;
H. R. 1067. An at:t for the · relief of---a. C.
Spradling 'a nd R. T. ·Morris;
·H. R. 1788. An act for the relief of the
estate of John ·F. Hopperton, a minor,
deceased;
·
H. R. 1866. An act for the relief of Paul
Goodman;
H. R. 1954. An act for the relief of Robert
Hinton;
H. R. 1956.· An act tor the relief of Hugh c.
Gilliam; and
H. R. 2257. An act for the relief of Southeastern Sand· & Gravel Co.
THE AMERICAN NATIONAL RED CROSS

. The · PRESIDENT pro tempore. . The
Cbair lays before the Senate the amendments .of the House of Representatives to
the bill <S: 591) to amend the act of January 5, 1~05, to incorporate the American
National Red Cross.
The amendments of the House of Representatives were, on page 3, line 13, to ·
strike.out all aft~r· "treaties" down to and ·
including "adhere'~ in line 15; and on·
pag~ 9, line 4', after "199&'-', to insert "as ·
amended." ·: ..
·. .
_ .
. The PR~SIDENT pro tempo_:re. With ·
the indulgence of the Senate, the Chair.
woqld .like to say that these are technical·
amendments to the Senate bill amending·
tne.act.:to incorporate .the Am,e.rican National Red Cross. The Senate unani- ,
mously passed the bill s~veral wee}{s ago~
Without objection, the Senate will con:.
cur in the House amendments. The
Chair hears no objection, and the amendments are concurred in.
·
MIGRATORY .BIRD CONSERVATION
COMMISSION

.. The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
Chair wishes to announce that on recommendation of the minority leader, the
Senator from l{entucky [Mr. BARKLEY],
the Chair appoints the Senator from Virginia [Mr. ROBERTSON] to the minority'
vacancy on the Migratory Bird Conservation Commission.
SUPPLEMENTAL ESTIMATE, INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT (S . .DOC. NO. 52)

The PRESIDENT pro tempore lai~ before the Senate a communication from
the President of the United States transmitting a supplemental estimate of appropriation for the Department of the
Interior amounting to $715,000 and pro- ·
posed authqrizatigns for the · expenditure of Indian tribal funds, in the form
of amendments to the budget, fiscal year
1948, which, with the accompanying paper, was referred to the Committee on
Appropriations and ordered to be printed.
EXPRESSIONS OF SYMPATHY ON TEXAS
CITY DISASTER

The PRESIDENT pro tempore laid before the Senate a letter from the acting
legislative counsel of the Department of
Statf:r transmitting a telegram addressed
to the President of the National Congre-ss ·by · Ricardo Rivas Vides, president
of the assembly, san. Salvador, El. f?al~a:.
'dor, expressing sympathy on the . Texas.
City disaster, which was .referred to the
Committee on Foreign Relations and
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ordered to be 'p rinted in the- REC~:mn •. at$
_follows.:
-·
· SAN SALVADOR, April
PRESI::>ENT, NATIONAL CONGRESS,

21, 1~47.

Washington, D. C.

National legislative assembly deplores~ re~
cent tragedy occurred Texas and through, m~
extends its condolences to_. people and National Congress, United States.
\

RICARDO RIVAS VmES;
Pre~1dent, Assembly.

PETITION

The PRESIDENT pro tempor~ laid before the Senate a -resolution adopted by
the Jewish Community Council of Metropolitan Washington, D. C., relative to the
proceedings of the General Assembly of
the United Nations concerning Palestine,
which was referred to the Committee· on
Foreign Relations.
FEDERAL AID TO STATES - AND TERRITORIE8-MICHIGAN LEGISLATTTRE CON~
CURRENT . RESOLUTION

Mr. FERGUSON. Mr. President, while
no_t directly 'related to the issue now
before the Senate, I think it is of such
.. importance to the Nation as a whole
that I should read a resolU-t.ion recently
adopted by the Legislature of th~ State o'f
Michigan, which involves the question of
Feder·-..1 expenditures. As we know. bot'h
Houses of Congress are now working on
the questions of taxation and appropriati'ons.
· ·
On April 9, 1947, Senate Concurrent
Resolution No. 21 was adopted by the
Michigan Legislature. It is entitled: "A
concurrent resolution respectfully urging
Michigaxi Senators and Congressmen in
Congress -to exert all their efforts in attempting to stop cr at least reduce the
offering of Federal aid to the several
States and Territories."
The concu:rrent resolution _reads as
follows:
Whereas our sister State of Indiana has
shown the courage _to declare again's t the
unsoun~ financial pr-a ctice of so-called Fed:.
eral aid, and the general assembly of said
State has passe(1 a concurrent resolution
calling upon its Senators and Congressmen
"to vote to fetch its county courthouses and
city halls back from Pennsylvania Avenue";

It is clear that Pennsylvania Avenue,
in the city of Washington, D. C., is int~nded. I read on :
Whereas the. said . State of Indiana has
called upon the legi15latures of her sister
States to join with her in appealing to Congress for a cessation of this unsound political
fiscal extravagance; and
Whereas· when a State legislature is confronted with a Federal-aid law, the legislature must either comply or forfeit money
which has been or will be taken from the
c~tizens of the State in taxes, the effect being virtual compulsion; and
..
Whereas it ·is obvious that unless Federal
aid is discontinued _to all States, it will not
be refused by an~ Statei and
Whereas the members of the Senate and
House of Representatives of the Mi.ch.igan
Legislature agree with Gov. Thomas Dewey,
of New York, when he said that, "It is
a fundamental truth that when a unit of
government spends money that has not been
raised lpcally through .taxes, the inevitable
result is irresponsibility and waste and it is
old-fashioned common sense that best gov:.
ernment is that which is clos·e st to the people
and their pocketbooks": and
_XCIII. -294

Whereas oul' Nation is financially -embar..rassed to the amount of ·one-"quarter . of
trillion dollars and should divert so-called
Federal aid toward reducing its indebtedness;
and
.
Wliereas Michigan and most other States
are in sound financial condition, able to
handle their own fiscal responsibilities: Now,
therefore; be it

a

Resolved by the senate (the house ol
representatives concurring), That the Mich-

igan Legfslat-qre joins forces with our neighboring State of Indiana in denouncing this
practice of so-called"- matching doll-ars; and
be it further
Resolved, That we res_pectfully petition
anct urge Michigan ·senators and Congressmen in Congress to exert all their efforts in
attempting-· to stop ot at least . reduce the
offering. of Federal aid to the several States
and Terr_itories; and be ·it further
Resolv-ed, That a copy of this resolution
be sent to the legislatures or assemblies of
the 48 States, and to the Michigan Senators
and Congressmen in Congress.

Mr. President, l think it ·1ery significant that such a resolution should beadopted by the· State Legislature. 'on
many occa·siohs I have understood ·from
the people or-"Michtgan that' that' is how
the great majority. of them feel,' but
very few legislators and very few people
back home can take that stand, because
they are always under pressure to -accept ·
the idea that, since they are putting tax
dollars into the Treasury, they shoUld
receive tax 'dollars in return. That is
nOt economy in Government.
I have stood on tht::, :floor and told
the Senate and the country that it is
costing the people more to govern them~
selves than it is to feed themselves. In
view of that fact, the resolution is very
material. Senators sbould carefully
study the matter before compelling
States tq give money in aid, when. it is
not really needed, but when it is perhaps
felt that States .-should "k-eep up with the
Joneses,"-that is, with sister States.
I ask unanimous consent to present
the concurrent resolution of the Legislature of the State of Michigan and re~
quest that it be appropriately referred.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. - Without objection, the concurrent resolution
-will be received and referred to the Committee on Appropriations.
REAFFIRMATION OF CONSISTENT
POLICY TOWARD PALESTINE
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Wilson to Harry S. Truman, the Joint Congressional Resolution of 1945, the platforms
of both major political parties in 1945, and
the Presidential statement in 1946 when receiving the report of the Anglo-America~
Committee of Inquiry on Palestine: Now,
therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Council of the City of
Pittsburgh respectfully request the United
States Government to instruct its representatives at the United Na-tions to- 1. Reaffirm and carry out this established
policy;
2 . . 'rake such action tn the United Nations as will compel the mandatory power
to administer the mandate in spirit and
letter from now until its final dispositions;
and
Compel the nianda-tory power to repudiate· the 1llegal white paper. of 1939 which
has qeen.adjudged repugnant to the mandate
by the League of Na-tions Mandate Commission; and be it further
.
· -Resolved, That copies of this resolution be
transmitted by the city clerk to the Presi•
de!}t _of the United States, the Secretary of
State, the chairmen of the Foreign Affairs
Committees -of the United States Senate and
the United States 'House of Representatives
and -te the flve Representatives in Congress
from ,Allegheny. County and the two United
States Senators from ·Pennsylvania.
·_ In council April 28, i947, read ail(!. adopted.
.
.
-THOMAS E. KILGALLEN, -

·a.

President of counc1.l.

Attest:
JAMEs

W.

PATTERSON,

Clerk of Council.:

PROTEST AGAINST LIQUOR _ADVERTISING

Mr. CAPPER. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous 'consent to present fo~ appropriate reference a petitic':l signed by.Rev.
Hugh E. Wilson, Jr., minister of -the
Methodist- Church at Opp, Ala.. and 32
members of his congregation. The petition reads as follows:
To the Appropriate Committees. of the Senate and th.J House of Representatives of
the Congress, in Particular to the Senators and Representatives in Congress of
the Signers of This Petition: ·
.

We, the undersigned qu-alified voters·, respectfully request that you give favorable
considerati9n and support to S. 265, a bill, to
,prevent the intersta-te tl'ansmi-ssion of ad·
vertising of all alcoholic beverages and the
broadcasting of such advertising by means
of radio; and that you support_ any other
bills of similar character, it such support will .
best serve to secure quick relief from 1;he offensive and injurious promotion of the beverag~ alcohol custom and traffic.

Mr. MYERS. Mr. President, I ask
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. With·
unanimous consent to present for appro- out objection, the petition' will be repriate reference and to have ·Printed in ceived and referred to the Committee on
the RECORD a resolution adopted by the Interstate and Foreign. Commerce.
Council of the City ot Pittspurgh, Pa.,
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
requesting the United States GovernWORKS
ment to instruct _its representatives at
the United Nations to reaffirm and carry
Mi.
REVERCOMB, from the Commit:.
out its established policy toward Pales- tee on Public Works, to which was retine which has been in effect since 1911. ferred the bill (S. 1022) to authorize an
There being no· objection, the resolu- adequate White Hou~ie Police force, re. tion was received, referred to the Com- . ported it with an amendment, and submittee on Foreign Relations, and ordered mitted a report <No. 157) thereon.
to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:
Whereas the United States -has had an established and consistent policy toward Pal•
estine since 1917: a-nd
·
Whereas this policy has been embodied in
documents and statements such as -· the
mandate for Palestine, the Anglo-American
Palestine Convention of 1924, statements- of
policy from every President from .woodrow

EXECUTIVE MESSAGES REF!:!RRED

As in executive session, .
The PRESIDENT pro tempore laid before the Senate messages from the President of the United St;:Ltes , submitting
sundry nominations, which were referred to .the appropriate committees.
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<For nominations this day received,
see the end of Senate proceedings.)
EXECUTIVE REPORT OF. A CO!.fMITTEE
.

As ia executive session~

•
.
The following favorable report of . a
nomination was submitted:
. By Mr. REVERCOMB, _from the Committee
on Public ~orks:
Col. Samuel N. Karrick, Corps of Engineers,
for appointment as a member of the Cali~
fornia Debris Commission, vice Col. George
Mayo, «?orps of Engineers, to be relieved.
BILLS INTRODUCED

Bills were introduced, read the first
time, and, by unanimous consent, the
second time, and referred as follows:
By Mr. CAIN:
s. 1240. A bill to transfer certain lands
from the Olympic National Park to the
Olympic National Forest,. Wash., and for
other purposes; to the Committee on Public
Lands.
8. 1241. A bill to place the Office of. .Recorder of Deeds of the District of Columbia
under the jurisdiction, supervision, and control of the Commissioners of the District of
Columbia, and for other purposes; to the
Committee on the District of Columbia.
. By Mr. MYERS:
8. 1242. A bill for the relief of Anne Robinson Norwood; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
By Mr. CORDON (for himself and Mr.
MORSE):

S. 1243. A bill to provide for the payment
of revenues · rrom certain lands into the
tribal tunda of the Confederated Tribes of
the Warm Springs Reservation 'of Oregon,
and for other purposes; to the Committee
on Publlc Lands.
By Mr. MAGNUSON:
8. 1244. A bill for the purpose ot regulating
the conditions of employment of mechanica
and helpers, at all Gover.nment navy yards,
naval stations, arsenals, and other Government establishments, and for other pur-·
poses; to the Coinm.ittee on Armed Services.
8. 1245. A blll to amend the Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers' Compensation
Act so as to provide a system of safety ru~es,
regulations, and orders, and safety inspection and training, and for other purposes:
to the Committee· on Labor and Public
Welfare.
AMENDMENT OF CIVIL SERVICE RETIREMENT ACT OF 1930-AMENDMENT

Mr. SPARKMAN submitted an amendment intended to be proposed. by him to
the bill <S. 637) to amend the Civil
Service Retirement Act of May 29, 1930,
as amended" which was ordered to lie on
the table and to be printed.
HOUSE BllXS REFERRED

The following bills were severally read
twice by their titles, and referred to the
Committee on the Judiciary:
H. R. 834. An act for the rellef of the legal
guardian of James Harold Nesbitt, minor;
H. R. 407. An act for the relief of Claude
R. Hall and Florence V. Hall;
H. R. 765. An act for the relief of Elwood
L. Keeler;
H. R. 770. An act for the relief of Norman
Abbott;
.
H. R. 821. An act for the relief of Charles
W. Taylor, Jr.;
·
·
H. R. 889. ·An act for the relief of Russell
F. Taylor;
H. R. 1015. :An act !or the relief of Fred
Pittelli; .

H. 'R. 1067. An act· for the relief of S. 0.
Spradling and R. T. Morris;
.
.
H. R. 1788. An act for the relief of the estate of John F. Hopperton, a minor, deceased;
.
H. R. 1866. An act for the relief of PaUl
Goodman;
·
H. R. 1954. An act for the relief of Robert
Hinton;
H. R. 1956. An act for the relief of Hugh C.
Gilliam; and
H. R. 2257. An act for the relief of Southeastern Sand & Gravel Co.
FEDERAL CHARTER FOR . COMMODITY
CREDIT CORPORATION-CHANGE QF
REFERENC&

Mr. TOBEY. Mr. President, ! ,have a
letter dated April16, 1947, from the Secretary of Agriculture, addressed to the
Senator from Michigan [Mr. VANDENBERG], President pro tempore of the Senate, transmitting a draft of proposed legislation to provide a Federal charter for
the Commodity Credit Corporation,
which was referred to the Committee on
Banking and Currency. A . similar instance took place yesterday. I ask unanimous consent that the Committee on
Banking and Currency be discharged
from. the further consideration of the
matter and that it be referred to the
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, it is so ordered.
COMMITTEE MEETINGS DURING SENATE
SESSlON

Mr. WHERRY. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the Subcommittee on Flood Control of the Committee
on Public Works be permitted to sit and
hold hearings today during the session
of the Senate.
I ·m ake a similar request on behaH
of the Subcommittee on the Interior Department Appropriations of the Committee on Appropriations; and a similar request on behalf of the Small Business
Committee.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without ·o bjection, the order is made.
'Mr. GURNEY. Mr. President, l ask
unanimous consent that the Committee
on Armed-Services be permitted to meet
today, beginning at 2:30 o'clock this afternoon.
· The PRESIDENT pro tempore. WithOtlt objection, the order is made. _
THE LATE REPRESENTATIVE GERLACH,

OF PENNSYLVANIA

MAY

7

opposite sides o.f tlle same corridor. and
frequently walked together to the House,
discussing aJ,ong the way some of the
vitally important legisla't;ion.. which .we
who were members of those fateful Congre~es prior to and during the war had
to consider. Mr. GERLACH and I did not
always see eye to eye on legislative matters; but at all times, regardless of any
differences in our views, I found him to
be sincerely and ·genuinely concerned for
the greater good of all our people.
His pa-ssing at the early age of 51 has
demonstrated again the terrific strain
under which Members of the Congress
work. His associates in the House bear
testimony to the extreme vigor with
which he pursued his efforts on behalf
of his constituents, efforts in many cases
far beyond the call of duty.
Funeral services will be held for Rep-=
resentative GERLACH tomorrow, and I am
sure that I speak the sentiments of this
body and, in fact, of the entire Congress:
in saying that when he 1s laid to final
rest he will carry with him to the grave
the respect and the friend$b1P of hiS colleagues in the Congress.
COST OF WORLD-WIDE RELIEP-EDITORIAL FROM CIUCAGO DAILY NEWS '
(Mr. ~OOKS asked and obtained leave to
have printed 1n the REcorm an editorial entitled "Rationing Relief," published 1n the
Chicago Dally News of May 2,, 1947, which
appears in the Appendix.]
FEDERAL AID TO EDUCATION-ARTICLE
BY WALTER LIPPMANN
[Mr. HOEY asked and obtained leave to

have printed in the RECORD an article entitled "More on Federal Aid tor Schools,"
dealing with Federal aid to education, which
appears in the Appendix.]
RETIREMENT PAY OP LE'ITER CARRIERS-EDITORIAL FROM THE SEATTLE
TIMES
[Mr. MAGNUSON asked and obtained leave
to have printed in the REcoRD an editorial
entitled "Faithful Service Deserving of More
Attention," relating to the retirement pay of
letter carriers, published in the Seattle
Times of April 25, 1947, which appears in the
Appendix.}
POP~

ELECTION·· OF P~ESIDENT AND
PRESIDENT-EDITORIAL FROM
THE . ATTLEBORO (MASS.) SUN
(Mr. LODGE asked and obtamed leave to
have printed In the RECORD an editorial entitled "Saturday Musings.'' pubUsbed In tbe
Attleboro (Mass.) Sun of April 28, 1947. relating to the popular election of President
and Vice President, which appears in the
Appendix.]
LABOR RELATIONS
VICE

Mr. President, I desire
to express my appreciation to. the majority whip, the Senator from Nebraska
£Mr. WHERRY) for acting on· behalf of
The Senate resumed the coDstderation
the junior Senator from Pennsylvania
£Mr. MARTIN] and myself, in our neces- of the bill <S. 1126) to amend the National Labor Relations Act. to provide
~ry absence from the Senate on Monday, in calling up the resolution express- additional facilities for the mediation
ing the sorrow of this body over the"pass- of labor disputes affecting commerce, to
Ing of Representative CHARLES GERLACH, equalize legal responsibilities of labor
who .represented the Eighth District ·o f organizations and · employers, and for
·
Pennsylvania prior to his untimely other purposes. .
Mr.. GREEN obtained the :floor&
death.
Mr. WHERRY. Mr. PreSident, will
Jtepresentative GERLACH and I entered ·
the ~ongress .together in January 1939, the Senator. from Rhode Island yield to
and for several years while we served me to suggest -the absence of a quorum?
in the House toget}1.er, we had offices on
Mr. GREEN. I yield.
Mr. MYERS.

1947
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seeks to do -so by a complicated and far. takes less time for a man to make somereaching set of inhibitions on the func- thing and he can make it with -the extioning of labor unions. It is entirely penditure of less energy, So he ~n make ·
negativ-e in its provisions. Nothing in many more things with the same effort
this bill contributes affirmatively to the or in the same time. In other words,
development of better and more stable the same number ('If men can make the
relations between employer and em-. same number ol things in a,shorter workployee. We may well recall the ghastly day, or fewer men are needed 1f the work- .
Hatch
Myers
Aiken
remark of the c~arist general who, after day is unchanged.
Hawkes
O'Conor
Baldwin
Hayden
O'DJtniei
Ball
his Cossacks had trampled and shot
Machi:pery made possible much greater
Hlckenlooper O'Mahoney
Barkley
down all .. protesting citizens, reported production with less human labor ·and in
Hill
Overton
Brewster
"Peace reigns in Moscow." Social un- less time. This meant great savings· in
Hoey
Pepper
Bricker
Bridges
Holland
Reed
rest can be stifled or temporarily sup- the cost of production, and consequently
Ives
Reve·r comb
Brooks
pressed by force of ~aw or physical force, greater profits. By far the greater share
Jenner
Robertson, Va.
Buck
but the basic discontent continues to of these profits was taken by the capitalJohnson, Colo. Robertson, Wyo.
Bushfl.eld
Johnston, S. C. Russell
Butler
grow and will some day explode·. We ists who furnished this investment. A
Kem
SaltQnstall
Byrd
have long recognized that fear of defeat moderate share was given the consumer
Kilgore
Smith
Cain
in itself does not ~eep warlike nations at in the form of reduced prices and a very
Knowland
Sparkman
· Capehart
Capper
Langer
Stewart
peace, any more than the risk of detec- small share was paid over to those who
Chavez
Lodge
Taft
·"
tion prevents depraved individuals from furnished the labor or skill.·'
Lucas
Taylor
Connallf
engaging in criminal acts. War and
Whatever the exact figures may be, no
Cooper
:McCarran
Thomas, Okla.
McCarthy
Thomas, Utah
crime can only be extirpated by delib- one can deny that there has been a very
Cordon
Donnell
McClellan
Thye
erately, painstakingly, and intelligently great increase in wealth and also in the
Downey
McFarland
Tobey
building a healthier society. Today, in disparity between the very rich and the
McKellar
Tydings
Dworshak
McMahon
Umstead
the face of atom bombs and other types very poor. Almost all our attention has
Eastland
Magnuson
Vandenberg
Ecton
of fantastically destructive scientific been given to the production of wealth
Malone
Watkins
Ellender
weapons, which threaten the end of civ_. and very little to its fair distribution.
Martin
. Wherry ,
Ferguson
ilization or even of man's existence on The great capitalists have overreached
Maybank
Wiley
Flanders
Fulbright
Mi111kin
W1111a.ms
earth, men are talking about preparation themselves in their efforts. They have ·
George
Moore
Wilson
for new wars. No intelligent person not only by the application of economic
Morse
Young
Green
argues against adequate aefense or nee- laws but also by the manipulation of
Murray
Gurney
police measures. But real peace, man-made laws added to their colossal
Mr. LUCAS. I announce that the essary
either
between
nations or between classes fortunes. No one begr.udges them their
Senator from Rhode Island [Mr. Mc- within a nation,
will only be built when wealth except to the extent that it was
GRATH] is absent on public business.
there is a greater extension of·social jus- accumulated at the expense of·their fel•
The Senator from New York [Mr. tice betwe.e n nations, or between men low men. But now if the game is to go
WAGNER] is necessarily absent.
and women who are citizens of the same on, the rules must be made fairer so as
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Nine- nation, as the case may be. As a friend to give both the workingman and the
ty-two Senators having answered to not only of those employed and of those ordinary consuming citizen a better
their names, a quorum is present.
employing them, but also and princi- chance.
COLLECTTVE BARGAINING
The passage of the Wagner Labor Repally of the masses of my fellow citizens
Mr. GREEN. Mr. President, this bill, called the general public, I am will- lations Act 10 years ago made it practiS. 1126, calls for fundamental · changes ing to discuss regulatory measures ap- cally possible for several millions of
in our labor laws. Changes in laws are plying to labor only when we are pre- hitherto underprivileged citizens to
sometimes desirable because of change pared to present plans for ·,fostering and achieve in their workaday lives what the
in conditions, and sometimes lapse of developing the institution of collective Bill orRights had theoretically accorded
time, but these changes should be by bargaining. But this bill . limits, cuts them 150 years before. Large numbers
making the laws better · adapted to car- down, and thwarts the whole process of o{ wage earners have, as a result of the
rying out the basic principles agreed voluntary dealing between the workers workings of this beneficial legislation,
upon. Such changes should not be used and their employer, that is, collective cast off an attitude which was characterist,ic of a patetnalistic society, or even
to weaken those principles under the bargaining.
This proposed legislation treats labor of a feudal order. They have adopted
guise of maintaining them.
·
My objections to the bill may best be as a gigantic and inveterate culprit. The the role of full-fledged citizens in an
illustrated by describing briefly certain proponents of this legislat~on place a industrial society. This has been accomsignificant and fundamental economic great burden of culpability for strikes plished through the very simple process
and social situations which are peculiar and other labor troubles on labor alone. of collective bargaining. Those intellecto the great industrial area of New Eng- No responsibility is attributed to those tual bourbons in our industrial society
land, and especially to my own State of industrialists or big corporations who who have fought unremittingly against
Rhode Island. I shall ·not go into the have flouted governmental recommenda- the Wagner Act since 1935 now at last
intricacies of this legislation. But I tions and have forced the country to en- think they see the fr-uits of victory in this
shall try to show why I feel that this bill, dure costly and needless strikes. It is bill before us. These men seek a retul'n .
instead of being a mild measure to curb fantastically unfair to ascribe to labor a to a social order in which whole classes
certain abuses, is a harsh· measure clev- ruthless monopolistic role in a society are perpetually condemned to suffer unerly and carefully designed to kill labor when capital has become richer and der economic, social, and political disorganizations-not directly by outright stronger and more highly centralized crimination. The Wagner Act did, in a
prohibition or repeal, but indirectly by than at any time in our na~ional history. very real sense, offer emanicpation to
the use of certain d~vices which while This proposed legislation rests upon as- those who had the courage and characthey may be legal are nevertheless sumptions which are totally incorrect ter to seek fuller participation in our
deadly. The principal point I have to and presents an utterly false version of community life. This collective:-bargainmake has to do with the basic question of life as it is lived in our industrial com- ing process was not and is not concerned
collective bargaining in our modern so- munities in this year of ·our Lord 1'947. only with higher wages or better workIn this machine century two elements ing conditions. It is a process which
ciety. It relates not so much to the
newer and highly complicated develop- stand out and cllallenge the attention of profoundly influences the character and
ments in this field, but rather to the thinking men and women. Time has outlook of those who take part 1n it.
moral as:~>ects of these vital relationships . been saved. Energy has been saved. The The real reason so many people hate
between employer and employee.
t,wo st~tem~nts mean abQut the same Unions and slander the National Labor
· Tlle legislation now . proposed ~ pur- ~ipg. Bot_!\. :t:esult .from the develop:- . Relatfons Board :is because .they
ports to promote industrial· peace~ but it. ment of machinery of various sorts. · It · ..8een that f~ctory workers, ·or other types.
Mr. WHERRY. I suggest the absence
of a quorliDl.
The ·PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
clerk will call the roll.
The Chief Clerk called the roll, and the
following Senators answered to their
names:

ha:ve
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of employees, who have once built themselves effective collective-bargaining instruments, and by democratic methods
have established stable and permanent
organizations, are never quite the same
people again. These people become better citizens, they lead better lives, and
make a contribution to the whole of our
democratic society.
Let me give a simple illustration of
what I mean. Before unions were as extensive as they are today the average factory worker was dunned. each year for
a donation of a dollar o1· so to the community chest or for other local welfare
agencies. He gave grudgingly, because
there was, as ~." rule, an element of eompulsjon in this method of collection.
Generally he knew nothing about the
services of these welfare agencies and resented the phrase "social worker" as one
who interfered with citizens in need or
trouble. His individual contribution to
the fund was not individually acknowledged. What he gave was lumped with
the donation of his employer or of the
corporation by whom he was employed.
The welfart: fund, therefore, inevitably
took on in the worker's eyes the character
of "belonging to the boss." But after the
Wagner Act, and more particularly during the war years, the workers made their
contributions through their unions. The
whole attitude toward these contributions changed. Not only were workers
willing to give and gave more than they
had given in the past, but they became
interested in what they were giving for.
A whole new outlook wward .what we
call social work developed. The social
agencies were aided immeasurably by
this new attitude on the part of those
from whom the largest numbers of lts
clients are usually drawn. Today labor
unionists, men who make a mecbanic~s
wage, sit on the boards of hospitals,
orphanages. travelers' . aid societies,
child-care clinics, and so forth. No
longer are these posts assigned merely
to the weD-to-do, or the people of leisure
in our towns and cities. ·We have tapped
a whole new fund of support and
strength for those voluntary agenCies
which we now realize are essential to
the correction of social ills. such as the
care -of those who are aged or intirm,
or the skilled guidance or protection of
those needing them--.services which cannot be supplied at once out of the current income of the average citizen.
To such an extent has this change
come about that in several large tndustrtal centers trade unions. as a group,
either constitute the largest aggregate
givers to community chest funds, or are
close to being the largest givers. But
punitive legislation like tbis now -proposed would necessarily weaken and embitter large numbers of organized wage
earners who have demonstrated this high
order of civic responsibility.
The opening speech on this bill by the
Senior Senator from Ohio fMr. TAnJ put·
the issue before the Senate rather plainly, I thought. The Senator said, in effect,
that labor unions have grown too strong
. and should be put in their place. · Yet,
almost In the same breath, the Senator
points out that in comparison with "the

very largest companies in the United
States" labor unions have achieved at
best a position of uncertain equality.
This, I believe, is not a true :picture of
the actual state of affairs in our presentday economy. But even assuming that is
a correct estimate of the present economic balance of power. the Senator, by
his own declaration, would definitely and
deliberately put unions at a disadvantage
in relation to large corporations. According to the Senator. the small businessman is being squeezed by the unions.
although the fact is manifest that the influence and power of the big business
corporations is vastly increasing f1·om
year to year. To correct this condition
he would weaken not the big business
corporations but the labor unions.
I do not wish to load down my remarks
with statistics or quotations. but I feel
that I should read at this point a eouple
of extracts from a really remarkable
article on industrial mergers which appeared in the ·Wasbington Post on last
April 28. This article was written by
Robert E. Freer, a member of the Federal
Trade Commission.
Mr. Freer says. in part:
More than 1,800 formerly independent
manufacturing and mining concerns have
been swallowed up through merger and acquisition since 1940. Their combined asset
value was -$4,100,000.000, or nearly o percent
of the total asset value of all manufacturing
concerns 1n 1943. Moreover. lt ..rwas the
la-rger corporations each having assets of
over -$5,000,000 (in many lnstanees aellleved
through earlier acquisitions) that accounted
for some three-1ourtbs of these recent 1,800
acquisitions.
·
The war contributed powerfully to the
trend of concentration. Government purchases and Government financing of productive facillties were channeled predominantly
Into the hand of corporations which already
occupied positions of dominance. Surplus
profits created by such channeling have
contributed powerfully to the trend by providing fUnds for addi ti.onal wartime and
postwar expansion through acquisition of
former competitors. Out of $175,000.000.000
of Government contract awards between
June 19{6 and September· 1944, $107,000,000,000, or 6'l percent, went to only 100 of the
more than 18,000 corporations receiving mch
awards. During the war 68 corporatk>ns received two-thirds of the •1,000,000,000 appropriated by the Government for research and
development purposes 1n Industrial laboratories.

•

•

.

The stock-market crash of 1929. which
heralded the onset of the great depression,
was preceded by a great wave of corporate
mergers and a wlld speculation 1n thetr securities. Today speculation In the fUture of
merged concerns. supportied by war-swollen
profits. ls again operating as one of the important causes of the present upward trend
in merger activity._ Th1s speculation, which
stems from the expectation of greater profits
resulting from the elhnlnation of formerly
competing concerns. leads inexorably to the
elimination of our competitive economy and
thus to the elim1.nation of the possib!Uty of
legitimate speculation.

•

•

•

No one has summarized the danger of monopoly any better than President William
Howard Taft, under whose admtnistration
some :or the most far-reacblng ·antitrust actions of all time were taken, On December 5.
1911, he stated:
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A'When all energies are directed not toward
the reduction of the cost of production for
the public benefit by a healthful competition
but toward new ways and means for making
permanent 1n a few hands the absolute control of the conditions and prices prevailing
in the whole field of industry, then individual
enterprise and effort will be paralyzed and
the spirit of commercial freedom will be
dead."
' The. facts ot the present situation constitute an increasing threat not only to our
traditional antitrust policy but also to the
American system of free competitive enterprise which that policy· is designed to foster
and to protect.

· Yet the blame for our social and economic ills is placed by the Senator from
Ohio {Mr. TAFT J not on big business in
whole or in part but entirely on the labor
unions.
The situation in the telephone industry is a glaring example of the evident
purpose of these great monopolies to
keep labor weak and ineffective. I do
riot care to discuss now the merits of
the controversy itself, but only to use
it as an illustration of the attitude of
the typical large corporation toward labor. It controls the manufacture and
operation of telephonic communication
in this country. It exercises vast power
and influence. in almost every civilized
country in the world. Yet the holding
company in this field refuses to bargain
on an industry-wide basis with the union
of its employees. "Let negotiations be
carried on by our subsidiaries," says the
behind-the-scene power in this huge
combine. Yet it is a manifest and irrefutable fact that these subsidiaries
would have to submit their piecemeal
bargains to the all-powerful top command beforE!' anything could be signed
or consummated at the local level. The
day may come when it may be neeessary
for the Government to apply a system
of regulated bargaining, such as exists
on the railways today. to certain public
utilities, or even to other industries so
closely related to the public welfare as
coal mining. The Congress of the
United States should study that problem
and do it now. But to hamper the
growth and elllciency of unions by various legal interferences and obstructions
is an utterly mistaken. short-sighted. and
morally indefensible step for this or any
other legislative body to take.
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. President. will the
Senator yield, or does he prefer to 1inish
his remarks Without interruption?
Mr. GREEN. I yield.
Mr. PEPPER. In view of the able

Senator's comment regarding the attitude of the telephone holding company,
the greatest monopoly in the United
States, I believe, if it be true, as the
. Senator believes it to be, that the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. has not
been willing to bargain freely and in
good faith on an industry-wide basis
with:"the employees, ts not that attitude
a disservice to the public as well as to
the employees? Does it not force employees to. accept in many cases wages
and working conditions which are unfair
to the worker, and antisocial in addition. as an alternative to the interruption. of business? In other words, if the
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employees do not accept conditions
which are unsatisfactory to them they ·
are forced to strike, and that forces
upon the public a great inconvenience;
and then is not the Congress in the position of countenancing the continuation of a wrong practice and of having
to enact legislation which would restrict
labor's right to strike and compel public
supervision over such utilities? In other
words, is not such an attitude of unwillingness to bargain in a fair way with
the workers not only unjust to the workers themselves, but an antisocial attitude?
Mr. GREEN. The Senator is quite
correct, and I thank him for his amplification of my remarks.
If we push workers far enough they
will -disobey court injunctions. In fact,
this has already happened in one nearby
State where telephone workers have defied a State law.
What this Congress should do is to
pass legislation wl)ich will be so manifestly just and fair to all sides that it
will be willingly complied with. Every
Member of this Congress knows that it is
unwise and also impractical to legislate
for particular situations or to punish a
few men or especial groups. This bill
is that kind of legislation. It is directed
at the excesses of a few labor unionists.
It must fail because it penalizes and restricts the great body of organized labor
which is using the collective bargaining
process not only for the benefit of its
members but also for the benefit of industry and of the general public.
Alleged racketeering by certain labor
leaders should be dealt with by better
and more rigorous police measures, or
by suitable action in local courts of law.
The fact is that labor racketeering, so
called, is almost always a collusive practice in which some unprincipled employ~
er has conspired with another unprincipled person calling himself a unionist.
Monopolistic practices and restraints on
trading in local distributive industries
were not invented by labor unionists.
Any amateur student of these situations
knows that racketeering in these fields
usually grew out of the failure of proper
marketing regulations by local or State
governments. Sometimes in urban areas
it was due to contests for franchises in overcrowded areas; sometimes
it was due to competition for their inadequate facilities for wholesale distribution of perishable commodities.
Unionists, in the first place at least, were
the cat's-paw rather than the instigators of practices which are now widely
blamed on labor alone. Admittedly,·
hired strong-arm men sometimes go in
business for themselves, but these small
fry seldom last long unless t.hey are given
protection by equally criminal elements
which are influential but lurk in the
background and take no open risks. My
point here is not abstract. What I am
saying is that those who complain of
criminal practices, or of antisocial,
though not illegal behavior on the part
of labor organizations, usually can do
more themselves to correct these conditions than can the Congress of the

United States by the enactmen~ of new
statutes or by reinvesting Federal judges
with new and sweeping pqwers which, in
the past, have sometimes been misused.
Mr. McMAHON. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. GREEN. I yield.
Mr. McMAHON. I do not believe that
the Senator can emphasize too strongly
the proposition which he has just enunciated, namely, that it i$ up to our citizenry who have knowledge of violations
by labor leaders or by union leaders of
either State or national laws to· go to
the district attorney and make their
complaints. The talk about racketeering in labor is usually indulged in by people who express their opinions in the
newspapers and in other public forums
instead of calling the matter to the attention of the district attorney. If the
district attgrney does not do his duty,
then it is the responsibility of the citizen
who makes complaint to bring it to the
attention of those who can make him do
his duty.
I think that point needs to be emphasized, because it is under the assertion
that all labor is led by a bunch of thieves
and crooks and behind that shield that
much of the legislation which has been
designed in the last few months has
proceeded.
· Mr. GREEN. I thank the Senator.
He has emphasized very well indeed the
point I wished to make.
It may prove helpful to call attention
to a most interesting report lately issued
by the National Policy Committee. This
is a group of well-known citizens representing a broad and representative cross
section of our American society. It has
recently conducted a series of 17 meetings in 11 different cities on the whole
question of/ labor-management relations.
The National Policy Committee during
the past 10 years has specialized in holding meetings on current problems with
a view to distilling a synthesis or revealing summary of many opinions on given
issues. These reports are then made
available to the public. The reports
published by the NPC during the war
years, especially, have been definitely
helpful to Government agencies and to
many national bodies in framing policies
on hotly disputed matters. Many nationally known experts on labor matters
too~ part in these discussions, all of
which were off the record, so as to enable
everyone to talk quite frankly. The final
conclusions which emerged from all these
discussions in widely separated parts of
the country are now being written up.
But a preliminary release has been issued
which makes the following statement:
PRINCETON, N.J.,

April13, 1947.

The American people have a "yes, but-"
attitude toward pending Federal labor legis•
lation, according to a statement released to·
day by a panel of the National Policy Committee reviewing a Nation-wide series of
meetings on labor-management relations
held under the auspices of that committee
since December.
This panel has been meeting here at the
Institute for Advanced Study during the last
2 days, and has considered reports of 17 meetIngs held in 1l di1ferent cities from Boston
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to Portland, Oreg., and from Minl:leapolis to
Memphis. All meetings were o1f-the-record
sessions, permitting frank interchange on the
part of the 243 participants. Among thos~
taking part were 55 from management, 54
from labor, more than 20 each from education, _ law, government, press, and radio.
Others represented agriculture, the church,
and citizens' organizations.
"Legislation is not the final answer,'' says
the review panel of 15. "lndust1·ial peace
will grow only as management and labor
both recognize their responsibilities to the
public and develop better trained representatives for day-to-day plant relations as the
basis for workable contract negotiations.
They can't pass the buck to Government
and expect to avoid the controls that neither
management nor labor seems to wish."
Reviewing the discussions in these 11
widely scattered localities, the panel found
it significal)t that there was broad acceptance in principle of labor's right to organize, to bargain collectively, to strike. There
were, however, immediate exceptions to
these principles at the point of application.
It was agreed that labor has the right to
organize, but should this include the right
to force men to join a union? On the other
hand. should a nonunion man "freewheel"
on what the union does for its members?
It was agreed that labor has the right to
bargain collectively, but should this include
a closed, as contrasted with a union, shop?
It was agreed that labor has the right to
strike, but members from all sides took a
sober view of the e1fect nationally of the
misuse of labor's highly concentrated power.
Concern for sustained production was repeatedly emphasized. On the other hand,
there was substantial opinion that if that
right is denied in cases clearly a1fecting public health, welfare, and safety, the denial
must be sincerely balanced by workable
equivalents.
Concern was repeated that labor and
management both tend to bypass the public interest. At the same time it was said
that if the public wishes to intervene as a
balancing factor in labor-management disputes, issues must be better understood and
governmental machinery equipped with
skilled specialists to operate 1t.
The Nation-wide series of meetings which
this panel reviewed was an attempt on the
part of a private organization to provide
local occasions at which representatives of
the contending factors could meet for discussion of issues free from the pressures
of specific negotiations. The National Polley
Committee has its headquarters in Washington. Its cbairman is David Winton, of
Minneapolis. Funds for these discussions
were provided by the Scaife Foundation of
Pittsburgh.
Dr. FTank Aydelotte, president of the Institute for Advanced Study, met with the
group at dinner on Saturday night. The
review panel of 16, chaired by William H.
Baldwin, of New York City, included anumber of members who had participated in the
regional meetings. Among those present
were Winfield Riefier, of Princeton; H. K.
Thatcher, of Little Rock, Ark., secretary of the
National Association of State Commissioners,
Se~retaries, and Directors of Agriculture;
Bradley Morison, editor of the Minneapolis
Times:· Sam Sponseller, of Cleveland, regional
director, CIO; J. Lawrence, of SKF Industries,
Philadelphia; Marion Lyndon, public relations counsel, of Boston; and Bernard Noble,
of Portland, Oreg.

I ask for unanimous consent to insert in the RECORD at this point a table
showing those attending these labormanagement meetings and the places
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ative sampling of informed public opinion that has -been taken by any group
in this country.

where the meetings were helcf. It will
show at a glance by its facts and figures
that this is probably the most represent-
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There being no objection. the table
was ordered to be printed in the REcoRD.
as follows:

Attendance at NPC labor-management meetings
Boston

New

Pbilade.·
pbia

York

CJeveland

Ch.csgc. Memphis Bibrmamjng·

M inne·
apoli~

I Denver

Little
Rork

Portllllld

Totals

--------------,1--------------- --------------------Management.• ----------------------------------

3

Labor.• -----------------------------------------

1
1

Education--------------------------------------

Law·------------------------------------------Press and radio__________________________________
Government ..••• ------------------------------Finance ---------------------------------------Citizens' organizations__________________________
Public relations .. ------------------------------Medicine_______________________________________
Agriculture.____________________________________
Church_________________________________________
Unaffiliated_____________________________________

1

0
2
2
0
1
0
0
0
0

4
2
0
4
3
0
0
0

a
1

0
0
0

9

15
4

9

2
1
0
6
0
1
0
0
1

3
2
3
4
2
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
1
3

7
ti
1

3
10
15

2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

4
3
0
2
0
0
0
0
1

0

3

0

9

2

6

2

52

5
2

3
1

6

5

3
2

53

2
3
2
0
0
0
1
- 0
0

0
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

1

1

1

3

0

4
2

0
0
1
0
0
0

a7
Z7

~

~

9
8
4
a
2
1
2

'l'ota:_______________ ~-------------------- · --1-1 --1-7 --4-8 --1-8 --1-1 ~--2-1 --38- ~ --1-1' --21----1-7 -----;g
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Mr. GREEN. These general principles
of labor unionism I have been discussing
are well exemplified in the history of industry in my own. New England. Textiles there for generations have been the
principal economic ~ctivity. It is the industry employing the largest number of
people, and the economic ups and downs
of New Engtand in recent years can be
seen very clearly in any study of what
bas happened to the textile industry
there ~tnd in the neighboring States.
Textile unionism prior to 1937 consisted of a series of small scattered local
unions in a few centers such as Paterson,
N.J., and in the villages of Rhode Island,
and a few towns in Massachusetts. A
few of these were temporarily strong;
most of them were always weak. Many
were organized on a craft basis. so that
bickerings among different groups made
collective bargaining almost impossible.
The local unions which did exist, no matter how strong they were, could not
bargain on any effective basis. Wages
in the industry were determined by the
intense competition which was national
in scope. Because there was no strong
national union, mills did not .h esitate to
move their machinery from the sections
where the unions existed to those in
which there was no unionism. Therefore. the local unions which maintained
membership in such places as the cotton
mills of Salem, New Bedford, and Fall
River, Mass., the woolen and worsted
mills of Lawrence, Mass., and of various
mill towns scattered through Rhode
Island, the carpet and upholstery shops
of Philadelphia, Pa., an_d the silk mills
of Paterson, N. J., were never able to
raise the wages and working conditions
of their members above the low standards which existed throughout the industry.

other factors, in addition to the Nation-wide wage competition, made these
locals ineffective in dealing with their
employers. The unions did not have access to the economic information which
is essential for collective bargaining.
They could not afford to pay the engineers, the lawyers, or the experienced
negotiators who would have been -able
to discuss problems on equal terms with
those who were employed by the mill
owners. They met a compact and determined opposition to unionism on the part
of textile employers-an opposition
which they could not resist, since their

resources were too small to enable them
to fight back with any hope of success.
The vicious character of this opposition
has .been told in detail in the hearings
of the Senate Committee on Civil Liberties, and need not be repeated here.
As a result of the failure to develop·
responsible unionism,. textile workers.
frust.:ated and embittered, turned to the
strike as a means of revolt against their.
conditions. It has been estimated that
more than 6.000 textile strikes took place
in the 50 years prior to 1936. Many of
these attracted Nation-wide attention.
Such were the Lawrence strike in 1912;
the recurring silk strikes in Paterson;
the general strikes in New England in
1921 and 1922; the New Bedford cotton
strike in 1928; the Passaic woolen strike
in 1926; the wave of southern strikes in
1928, 1929, and 1930, and the general.
Nation-wide textile strike in 1934 which
hit my own State of Rhode Island particularly hard. Many of these strikes
were called in order to obtain simple
recognition of the union by the employer.
Others were revolts against wage c~ts.
or increased work assignments.
The wages and working conditions in
the industry reflected the lack of unionism. Its wages were the lowest of any
large manufacturing industry. In 1924
the average hourly earnings of northern
cotton workers was 46 cents and of
southern cotton workers 28.5 cents. By
the end of the decade, in ~930, the average earnings of northern workers declined to 39.7 cents per hour and of the
southern workers to 28.1 cents per hour.
At the bottom of the depression, July
1933, the scale had dropped for the
northern workers to 27.6 cents and for
the southern. workers to 20.5 cents.
Competition between low-wage areas
and areas still lower kept driving down
the earnings of textile workers.
The differences in wage levels in the
textile areas had another importan~
significance. They caused the scrapping
of spindleage and abandonment or
transfer of factories. Between 1922 and
1932, spindleage in New England had declined from 18,930,000 to 10,810,000, while
spindleage in the South rose from 16,458,000 to 19,052,000. The relatively
greater loss was suffered by Massachusetts; the smallest losses were in Maine
and Connecticut. New England suffered
substantial elimination and transfer of
entire business enterprises. Whereas

the number of cotton mills in New England declined from 386 in 1929 to 301 in
1933, the number in the South increased
from 656 in 1919 to 764 in 1927 and then
decreased in 1933 to 650, about the earlier figure. The gravitation of cotton
mills from what was then called a "highwage a:.:ea" in New England to the lowwage areas in the South was so great that
the consequences were stranded populations, unemployment, ghost mills and towns. By 1931 the city of Fall River,
Mass .• a major cotton textile producing
center, went bankrupt and financial con-trol was assumed by the Commonwealth.
In 1935, the average textile worker
earned but $850 for the whole year, and ·
this was far above the depression earnings of the early 1930's. The 1935 figure
was almost.$300 below the average earnings for all manufacturing industry at
that time. It was so low that when, in
1939, the Wage and Hour Administration
raised the minimum wage in the cotton
textile industry to 32lh cents an hour,
120,000 of the less than half. a million
workers in that section of the industry
were directly benefited by the new minimum.
Because of its low wages the industry
employed large numbers of women and
children. The 1930 census reported 110,000 children under the age of 18 employ.
ed in the industry, and 428,000 women,
of whom 35 percent were married.
Textiles was known as "sick" industry. Its low wages and poor working
conditions were notorious. It was
taken for granted that the textile mill
community would be a slum, whether it
was located in a crowded New England
city or in the company towns of the
Southeast. Because they went to work
so young the educational level of textile
workers remained low. The low wages
and long hours adversely affected conditions of health which the poor housing
already had undermined. Thus, the textile industry was a burden upon the
Nation, a burden which helped to prevent the development of a sound national economy.
The industry was an antidemocratic
force as well. A large proportion of its
workers lived in communities in which
almost their whole lives was dominated
by the mill in which they worked. They
lived in company houses, traded at the
company store, attende.~ the companY.
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church, · sent their children to the com- industry. On the contrary, the rate of Ford speaking to the members of the
pany schooi, and were buried in the profit of textile employers has increased press. Questions were asked, and I was
company cemetery. Those who could tremendously during the past several convinced, by the manner in which Mr.
read had their opinions formed by a years.
Ford answered the questions, "right off
company-dominated press. In whole
In accomplishing these goals the the cuff," that he knew what he was talktextile areas the American way of life unions in this· industry have acted upon ing about, and that what he said in the
was a mockery.
the principle that the workers' interests two addresses which I am about to place
However, during the past 10 years con- can best be advanced through the estab- in the RECORD came from his heart and
ditions in the textile industry have im- lishment and extension of peaceful col- mind. I hope that someone representing
proved notably. This has been largely lective bargaining culminating in the labor will make a speech on the other
the result of the efforts and pressures collective-bargaining agreement between side, so that I may insert it in the RECORD
of organized labor. Although wage the union and the employer. · The ma- and thus have it receive equal consideralevels in textiles have not reached those chinery provided by the National Labor tion and attention.
of other large manufacturing industries, Relations Act has been used in all orI shall read into the RECORD a few
they are no longer so completely sub- ganizing campaigns, thus assuring an sentences from the remarks made by Mr.
standard. Neither the industry nor its orderly, legal method in the place of the Ford, because I think we can profitably
workers remain a burden on the national earlier turbulence or disorder. The meditate upon them. He said:
economy. The average hourly earnings eiection has replaced the strike as the
We in America believe in certain "inalienin the industry have increased from 47 means of winning union recognition able" rights-the right to life, liberty, and '
cents in January 1937 to an estimated $1 from the employer. In almost every in- the pursuit of happiness. It is an article
in February 1947. In 1937 there was al- stance the original contracts and the of faith with us that these rights belong to
most no bottom to wages. Today the contract renewals have been negotiated all men. In our opinion, these rights are
or ignored, but they
effective minimum ranges from 80 to 90 at the conference table. Voluntary ar- . sometimes besuppressed
taken away.
cents an hour, depending upon the bitration of all disputes, and differences can never
branch of the industry. By means of on unforeseen issues which may arise
Those are words of wisdom, and they
collective bargaining under Federal law during the life of a contract, is written are material to the issue we are discusscomparatively uniform plant and job into virtually all textile contracts. ing here today. He continues:
minimum wage rates have been estab- Strikes are virtually unheard of during
But we who so hotly defend our rights are
lished in the different sections of the the period a contract exists. And as a apt to forget that there are obligations which
industry and the union has removed this method of dealings, strikes over the always go with rights. Liberty is not license.
result of the ·relationship built up by Men and institutions in a tlemocracy have a.
wages as a factor in the competition beto consider their own individual intween mills. Instead of an unhealthy terms of new contracts almost never take ·right
terests, to be sure. But they have an equal
competition based upon wages there now place.
obligation to consider the interests of others.
This is why collective bargaining is You
exists a competition based upon relative
and I have a right to drive an automomanagerial efficiency, the type of com- most important to the welfare of the bile-but not on the wrong side of the road.
petition which should be normal in a whole country. Yet it would be imprac- You and I have a right to publish advertisefree-enterprise economy. This has en- tical without labor unions. An employ- ments-but not to make false claims against
couraged more efficient mill operation. er cannot deal effectively with a large the public interest. You and I have a right
to speak our minds-to say what we thinkYet i~ has not hindered the growth of number of unorganized individual work- but
we have an obligation to avoid damagcotton-rayon mills in the South. The ers any more than America can make ing the
reputations of others.
present expansion program exceeds peace with Germany without an organThe truth of the matter is that our "rights"
ized
government.
Just
as
we
must
helP.
$200,000,000-and a substantial portion
are really "privileges" granted by all of us
establish such a government there, so we to each one of us.
is being spent by southern interests.
The union has also brought other so- must help maintain labor unions here.
But the pending bill is based on the
How true that statement is. · From
cial gains to the workers. The principle
of the paid vacation has been estab- will, the effort and the hope, to weaken, our study of the Constitution we know
curb, and ma:ke ineffective those very that all the fundamental rights of the
lished. Unfair discharges and discrimination in employment have been elim- labor unions. No matter how lo.udly its people come from the people themselves.
inated in the unionized shops. A advocates may shout their friendship for In America the people are sovereign.
I read further from Mr. Ford's stategrievance machinery has been estab- labor and labor unions, this bill has the
lished which makes possible the peaceful same effect which the enemies of labor ment.:
The question which I think we might ask
settlement of shop disputes without any and labor unions would have planned.
interruption of production. A large 'The subterfuges and indirections with ourselves this ~vening is this:
"What are the obligations which go with.·
majority of the employees covered by which its objective is obscured will not
privilege of freedom of enterprise?"
union contracts are protected by health- fool the union members nor the work- this
To put it another way:
"What is the price which the American
insurance programs paid for by the ingmen, generally, all of whom have been
helped by the benefits the labor unions people expect us to pay for the rights and
employers.
The increases in textile wages have have brought about. The bill is a bad freedoms we enjoy in American industry?"
All of you will have answers of your own.
been accompanied by a rise in the living bill from the point of view of the general
standards of the workers which has public. It is a bad bill from the point Let me give you some which have occurred
welfare. So .I to me. My first could be this:
greatly benefited the commt,mities in .. of view. of my country's
't
The American people expect· us to show
which they live. There has been an -shall vo t e agains t 1 s passage.
leadership in tackling ~the economic prob- · ~
Mr: FERGUSON. Mr:· President, if I lems of our times.
·
increase in home ownership; .~ Children
we must accept .the· obligation of leadercan stay in school because their parents' may, I should. like to present · two adincomes have improved. Retail business dresses for the RECORD. The Senate is ship primarily because 1! we do not do so.
in textile towris has been able to expand now working on labor legislation, and it someone else will. And, in my opinion, there
aild supply a higher quality of merchan- may be wondered why I should introduce · are no other qualified candidates for the
into the RECORD at this particular time job.
d~se . . Because they have ~n increased
;I may say that if the people back home
tncome the workers have been better able · an address delivered by Henry Ford II,
to solve their ·health problems, and doc- on April · 29, 1947. I do it, because, l
would carry out the..obligatio'n s which in
tors' and dentists' bills can be paid.
believe it is material to the pending issue. a democracy rest upon them_ and live up
I am sorry that I cannot insert in the to the spirit of democracy that is within
The coming of the union into the
community lfas freed the textile worker REcoRD at this time the words of a man them, it would not be necessary for the
from the economic pressure which made representing labor. There are leaders Senate to consider legislation such as
him a second-class citizen. He now par- who must think, and who do think, just we are now debating, because they would
ticipates fully in community life, as- as the young industrialist to whom I
be able to solve their problems individusured that he will not suffer penalties refer thinks. It may be said that be- . ally and collectively. Daily I receive
because of such participation.
cause of · -the young man's .age, his · mail from those who have a special inAll of these gains have been ·accom•
speeches were probably written for him: terest in a certain appropriation, telling
plished without curtailing in any way but I want to say that I was present in me that under all circumstances the apthe profitable operation of the textile the Press Club and heard Mr. Henry propriation must be made, but when the
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matter is analyzed closely it becomes apparent that only a few of the 140,000,000
people are interested in the appropriation, and that the small service which
might be afforded by it would benefit
only·a few.
I now ask to have printed in the REcORD the speech delivered by Mr. Ford on
April 29 before the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, at Washington, D. C.
There being no -objection, the speech
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
OBLIGATIONS OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

I am very happy to be here.
For several reasons I feel very much at
, home. Many · of the members of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States are
manufacturers who make parts and materials for Ford cars and trucks. More than
3,300 of our dealers belong to chambers. of
commerce in communities throughout the
United States.
"' The extent to which all -of us as business~en depend on each other is not, I ·think,
fully realized by the American people._ The
Ford Motor Co., for example, relies on nearly
6,000 other companies for the materials, supplies, parts, and services which keep· us going, and on almost 8,000 other enterprises to
distribute our products.
What I would like to discuss with you
this evening are certain problems which I
believe we all have in common.
-There probably never was a moment in
history when people everywhere wanted so
very much to get . along with orie another
as they do now. We all want peace-now·
and for all time. We are all very conscious
of the new and terrible power of atomic
energy, and of the horrible consequences of
another world war.
We want bett-er understanding and greater
unity at home, too. We see the costs of
domestic discord. We realize that we have
scarcely scratched the surface of what united
effort by and for a free people can do when
we remember what we accomplished in our
war effort.
I think, also, we all feel that peace at
home and peace abroad are related. We
know that 1f America is to be strong enough
to carry its responsib1lities for peace throughout the world, we must be united and ,productive at home.
If progress is to be made the great future
tha ·; can be achieved for all people, we
know that we must somehow find ways of
getting along better with one another. And
yet, at a time when unity is our most critical
need, we see a disposition on the part of
many groups of human beings to challenge
all other groups with proclamations of special
and particular· "rights"-very often insisting
that they are fundamental human rights and,
therefore, bound to be granted. We hear
about the rights of management, the rights
of labor, the rights of other groups. And
on the world stage, we hear about the rights
of nations.
We in America believe in certain "inalienable" rights-the right to life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness. It is an article
of faith with us that these rights belong to
all men. In our opinion, these rights are
sometimes suppressed or ignored, but they
can never be taken away.
But we who so hotly defend our rights are
apt to forget that there are obligations which
always go with rights. Liberty is not license.
Men and institutions in a democracy have
a right to consider their own individual interests, to be sure. But they have an equal
obligation to consider the interests of others.
You and I have a right to drive an automobile--but not on the wrong side of the road.
You and I have a right to publish advertisements-but not to make false claims against

the public interest. You and I have a right
to speak our minds-to say what·we thinkbut we have an obligation to avoid damaging
the reputations of others.
The truth of the matter is that our "rights"
are really "privileges" granted by all of' us
to each one of us.
·Freedom of speech is one of the privileges
of free men, and we hold it very dear, but
the American people certainly do not believe
that the privilege gives American Communists a right to seek the overthrow of our
Government.
Freedom of enterprise is another of the
great privileges which Americans enjoy.
More than anything else, it explains the position of the United States of America today.
It is the foundation on which our immense
achievements as a Nation have been built.
What has given us our high standard of
living is our capacity to produce, and our
productive capacity has its roots in the vigorous competitive spirit which freedom of
enterprise created.
The question which I think we might ask
ourselves this evening Is this:
"What are the obligations which go with
this privilege of free.d om ot enterprise?"
To put. It another way:
"What Is the price which the American
people expect us to pay for the rights and
freedoms we enjoy In American industry?"
All of you will have answers of your own.
Let me give you some which have occurred
to me. My first would be this:
The American, people expect us to show
readership in tackling the economic problems of our times.
We must accept tl:Ie obligation of leadership primarily because 1f we do not do
so, someone else wm. And, In my opinion,
there are no other qualified candidates for
the jo~.
We dare not take this obligation lightly.
We dare not overlook the dangers if we do
not rise to this occasion. We must have public confidence. And the public judges us
on what we accomplish-not in theoretical
terms, but In terms of what Americans want
out of life. Between 1936, for example, when
things were not going wen; and this year,
when things are going better, the number
of Americans who think that the Government should own electric-power companies
dropped 30 percent.
When .Government steps Into our affairs,
we all resent it, but in a democracy, when
people feel that things are not going right,
they turn to Government. Government "Interference" ts, to a considerable extent, an
expression of public dissatisfaction. We
Americans always want to "pass a law" to
remedy whatever abuses we think exist. But
just "passing laws" is not going to solve
the problems we face today.
If our obligation as business leaders is to
accept leadership in working toward the solution of the economic problemll of our time,
we ought to try to be crear as to what these
problems are.
One of them, it seems to me, is achieving
a steadily advancing standard of llving in
this country. It is true, for example·, that
Americans own 92 percent of all the bathtubs in the world. But it Is also true that
21 percent of American homes still do not
have running water and that 50 percent of
our farm homes and 10 percent of all our
homes stlll do not have electricity.
It is true that 60 percent of all the electric refrigerators In the world are found in
American homes. But it is arso true that
nearly one-third of the 31,000,000 domestic
and farm users of electricity have no electric refrigerators and that !40 percent do not
have washing machines.
Americans brag about their air conditionIng and are proud of the fact that 2,500,000
homes have oil burners in their basements.
But it is also a fact that 58 percent of American homes stlll do ·not have central heatina
equipment.
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·Our .:Nation ·rides '1n m1111ons of automobiles, but about 40 percent of American fami-

lies do not· have a car. Furthermore, -about
2,800,000 adults in this country. have had
no formal education of any kind in spite
of our great free educational system, and approximately 60 · percent of all adults have
gone no further in schoor than through the
eighth grade. LeSs than 5 percent have gone
through college.
·There can be no question that the standard of living which we enjoy in this country
has been created by freedom of enterprise.
But it is ~tlll a statistical fact that _2 0 percent of all famllies in the United States earn
less than $1,000 a year, and 47 percent earn
less than $2,000 a year. And such incomes
do not go far when things cost as much as
t4ey do today.
It Is perfectly clear to me that if any system can create a higher standard of living it
is only the democratic system which has already created the highest existing standard
of living.
Perhaps for the very reason that the _people of America have seen what business and
industry have been able to accomplish 1n
creating this standard of living, they believe
that we are capable o . . finding an answer to
other problems, too. They apparently believe that American business and Industry
can find an answer to probleins· like depressions and unstable employment. Certainly
I think they expect us to make the attemp_t.
I do not for a moment underestimate the
difilculties we face in tackling problems of
this score. We have seen people turn to
government for answers, and the world is
littered with their tragic failures. Nations
have turned to government controls and to
dictatorships in a desperate search· for secu;.
rity, and all that they have achieved is destitution, slavery, and insecurity.
Because I believe with all my heart in the
superiority of democracy and human freedom over any other system, I believe that
democracy alone offers hope of finding honest
solutions to such basic problems. Our freedom of enterprise may well depend on how
successfully we point the way.
How It is to be done, I for one do not know.
I do know that it will take the daring initiative that is the essence of leadership.
And in trying to point the way, we face
one harsh and unyielding fact: It is work,
and not theories of social responsibility,
which · is basic to the success of all of us.
Programs which merely drain off the accumulated savings of earlier and more vigorous
times without paying their way serve only to
sap our country's strength. The real objective is to keep adding to the capital of mankind by Increased production and distribution.
The result is what counts. And we arealways brought back to the basic measuring
stick of output per person compared to rate
of pay-whether that person sits in an omce
or works at a machine. All of us will be better off when we can pay a man $5 an hour
because he produces $5 worth of effort than
when we try to pay him $1.60 an hour for
75. cents worth of effort.
Our second grea·~ obligation as businessmen, it seems to me, is to achieve a better
sense of partnership with the American
people.
A successful partnership depends upon
mutual understanding. And there are a
great many things about business and industry that the American people apparently do
not understand.
Public opinion . polls show, for example,
that 60 percent of the American people think
that corporations make 25 percent or more
profit each year. The fact is that the actual
profit margin of a~l manufacturing corporations in this c·o untry during the 15 years
from 1925 to 1940 was 3.2 percent of total
sales. FUrthermore, 68 percent of all corporate statements during that period showed
a loss, not a profit.
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Surveys indicate that 75 percent of industry's employees think that stockholders and
top management of corporations take more .
out of the· busi~ss than employees do. Yet,
a recent study· showed that 72 large indus·
trial companies. in the country paid 3 cents
out of every sales dollar in the form of di·
vidends; plowed back 1.6 cents into the busi·
ness, paid 25.2 cents to employees in salaries
and wages; and paid 64.2 cents to other companies for materials, parts, services,. supplies,
etc. Taxes took the remaining 6 cents. Em·
ployees who think that they get less than
shareholders and top management actually
get :'!most 6 times as . much as the amount
paid to stockholders and the amount rein·
vested in the business.
As to the· share paid to the men of top
management, if you add up all the compensation of officers of _all corporations during
the period from 1931 to 1941, it amounts to
2.3 percent of sales. Officers of large corporations--those with assets of $50,000,000 or
more-get only one-half of 1 percent of total
income from sales.
No partnership can be expected· to work
very well in an atmosphere clouded by such
misunderstandings,
If a better .sense of partnership among the
· many groups which make · up industrial de·
mocracy is to be achieved, we in -management also · have a job of understanding to
do-partteularly those of us in mass production industries.
Mass production is something more than
a proven means toward goals of the future.
To the large percentage of our fellGW citi·
zens who work in industry, it is also a way
of life, a day-to-day experience from which
they must constantly draw a sense of satisfaction and personal accomplishment. If
work under the conditions created .by mass
production is to give people this feeling of
time and effort well spent, they need to know
that their part-however small it may beis an important part in the scheme of things.
So it seems to me that one of our obligations is to understand just what the things
are that people want from their jobs in order
to make their daily effort seem worth while.
In the field of seJling we have shown. great
skill in finding out what people want. We
have learned the economic advantage of de·
termining what products will sell readily and
in large volume. It is apparent that we have
not done nearly so good a job in finding out
what it is that me..n and women in industry
want from 'their jobs-what they consider the
essential ingredients of a satisfactory way
of
under the. conditions of modern industrial society.
We recently sent out a questionnaire to
everyone who works for the Ford Motor Co.
More than 22,000 of our people took the
trouble to fill out the questionnaire. They
had some very interesting things to say.
Thirty-nine percent of them feel that the
policies of our company have never been explained to them. More than one-third have
the impression that no effort is being made
to make them feel a part of the Ford Motor
Co. More than balf of them think that-there
should be some systematic way by which they
could make their views known directly to us.
Sixty-two percent think that questionnaires
and polls of this kind are a good thing be·
cause they give them a chance to express their
views.
These attitudes exist in spite of the fact
than an overwhelming majority of our em·
ployees think that our products-the cars a.nd
trucks .they have a hand in making-are as
good or better, values than the products of
our competitors. They exist in spite of the
fact that mbre than half of our employees ;;,ay
that they feel free to talk to their immediate
superiors whenever they want.- to about themeel ves and their jobs.
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In short, while our productive techniques
have met -gigantic nt!eds, they. have also created problems. Mass production has give~
us a high standard ot .living, but it ·has very
materially changed the relationships between a man' and his job, between employer
and employee, between management and
labor. The old relationship between an employer and a group of employees he knew
intimately does not exist for millions of men
and women. Because the factory worker is
a specialist, he no longer ha_s the kind of
satisfaction which a craftsman building a
complete machine might E!njoy.
··
.It now seems clear that ·we have not kept
the development . of our huma~ relations in
industry in pace with the development of
our production technology. Perhaps for
every dollar :we spent in scientific rese~rch .
for ·the development of better produgts and
more efficient machines, we should have
spent anc;>ther ~ollar in resear_c h into the
problems of people in industry.
To increas.e production efficiency, Ameri.can businessmen invest billions of dollars
annually in new plants. improved tools, better equipment and methods. During the
last quarter of 1946 such_ expenditures were
being made at the rate of $14,000,000,000 ·a
year. To bring our customers new and constantly "better products, almost 2 percent Q{
total industry S!;lles hav-e been spent for long- ·
range, scientific, research and experimentation.
·
Large ou.t~ay~. of this kind are farsighted
and necessary. They are insurance on the
life of any company. But to insure our tight
to freedom of e11-terprise we ~ay now be
facing an obligation to carry this kind of
long-range research • and experimentation
into still other fields.
Let me summarize:
The rights which we all enjoy in. the United
States carry obligations with them. · The
greater the right we assert, the greater obli·
gation we incur.
·
We pay for our rights continually by meeting our obligations, and when we stop paying we run the risk of losing our rights.
With the right to freedom of enterprise,
Americans have fulfilled the obligation of
making our ;country incomparably strong
and prosperous. But our rigpts as business- men may well depend upon our ability to
continue to meet the problems of our great
industrial democracy.
We have the obligation .to work toward a
better sense of partnership among all groups
in our industrial democracy. We face the
obligation to take leadership in tackling the
economic prob1ems of our times, to acknowledge our mistakes, and to keep on trying.
All other groups in our industrial democracy also have obligations. Unless labor
unions and their spokesmen can ·live up to
their responsibilities, they, too, risk curtailment or loss of rights. The American people as a whole have obligations. _We of industry are p~rtners with th~ people, and
people have an obligation to be intelligent
and understanding about their partners.
But a key responsib111ty is ours-an obli·
gation of American business management.
The American people expect us to manage.
They look to us for leadershlp. They are
more interested in the results we achieve
than in the details of .our business and in
the difficulties we have .t o overcome. And
we must accept the task of promoting better
understanding between the groups of people
who share the responsibility for achievement
with us.
There are many problems ahead that we
would all like to see solved, and the obligation of American business to demonstrate
leadership in their solution is heavy. I have
little doubt that if our free American industry devotes its traditional enterprise and
energy to .meeting this .obligation, the people of the United States, working together,
can continue to set a pattern of life under
human freedom for the whole world to follow.
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Mr. FERGUSON. Mr. President, I
also ask unanimous· consent to have
printed in the RECORD the, remarks made
by .Henry Ford, Jr., to ·the Nationa;l Press
Club, Washington, D. C., on April 30,
lW~

,

There being no objection, the remarks
were ordered to be printed in the REcORD, as follows:
It was very kind of you to ask me to be
your guest today, and I am happy to be here.
Not.ody knows better than you men that
there is a general tendency these days to talk;
about theories rather than pr·a ctice. Perhaps
that is ·because there are- so many:· complex
problems puzzling all of us, and we are always looking for simple solutions. There is
nothing wrong with theory, of course. I
spoke in pretty general terms myself last
night on a subject which is of deep interest
to all of us at the Ford Motor Co.
'
But behind all the elaborate theories for
economic and social reconstruction, I think
we should remember that the United States
is pounding forward. - A lot of concrete
things are b~ing done. America is really gett.i ng o~ with its job of providing -better standards of living for more people, despite its
prol;>lems.
,
·
- A_n d sq t~day I ~orne with ·no theories and
no solutions. As a matter of fact, I don't
even come here with ·any problems. Instead,
I would like to deal in rather concrete terms
and in some detail with the subject I know
best-the Ford Motor Co. I would like to
report briefly what's going on at Ford-what
we are doing, how we are doing it, and what
we are trying to achieve.
Let me take up the last item first-what
we are trying to achieve. It is quite simple.
We are trying to achieve leadership agairi in
the low-priced-automobile field. To give. you
a rough translation, we aim to beat Chevrolet.
Taken by itself, that's a perfectly normal
objective. It 1s what you expect in competitive industry. But in light of the abnormal
convictions of the past few years, 'it has some
significance. It means tbat American industry is back on the road 'toward hot, tough,
competitive battles, and most of the good
things that American industry has contributed to the general welfare have come out of
just such battles.
Accordh:ig to our way of thinking, the buyers' market can't. come any too soon. Competitive industry c·an't really flourish when
the seller is calling the tune. That's a fat,
unhealthy situation in a real industrial democracy. Under this system of ours; the customer always has to come first. When he
isn't coming first, the system just can't be
expected to operate right.
We at Ford have some right to talk Hke
this, because we are a pretty big customer
ourselves. People usually think of an automobile company· only as a sell~r. Actually,
the Ford Motor Co. is itself a huge market
place for goods. We hav~ almost 3,000 major
suppliers and an almost equal number who
sell us services and small quantities of the
many things we need to put together cars
and truck~t. So, speaking with some authority as a customer, I can tell you that we
have had considerable experience in this socalled sellers' market. It hasn't all been
pleasant, either. We like to see suppliers
compete for our business, just as we expect
to compete for the public's business in selling
cars. ·We aren't used to begging for supplies
and materials. We don't like it, and we can
certainly understand how our customers
must feel. It is, as the man says, time for
a change.
That is why we believe that one of the
major jobs of .our company, or any pompany
I know of today, is to _get flabby sales muscles
in shape tor the competitive punching ahead.
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Let m~ say a little bit about our _product.
eapaelty~ But I think that there Is · little
During the war years there was -a lot of spec- , need fOr .me to <go into the reasana we
ulation about the postwar autOmobile-the . are walking along rather than galloping along
dream ear of the future. Many· J)eople apthe production road. It 1s .8 lmply a ease or :
pa.rently expected lt to appear on the .streets . not betng able to get enough <>f what. It
overnight. Actually, as- you know, a · new
takes-steel, plg 1ron, tln, and hundreds of
car comes into be+ng only after the most
other . things.
painstaking eftort in many directions. There
I am glad· to be able to say that suppltes
are the elements of design. of new materials.
have steadied oft considerably tn the· last
of cost, of performance. And first and, last. . few months, though at fat' too low a level
there is the question of the people's choiceas far as we are concerned. The supplies ;
of what they really want to buy.
are low, that '1.s-not the cost' of wpplles. ;
Take, for example. thls question of a light · Nevertheless,. the ·s upply situation 1.s stlll
car. We at Ford have looked into this possispotty enough to make it necessary for us
billty at great length .. We have studied and
to keep improvising production methods~
experimented with a car which would weigh
altering schedules, and doing a lot of things
approxlmately one-thtrd less than a standard
which have the undesirable result of torelng
model. 1 think we have played all the
costs up and up.
changes on thls notion, 11'om ftve-cyllndel' .
As 11.11 of you know, the people who make
engines thr~mgh new metal-s and materials. - our products, ~ur employees, al'e an inBut during this research and experlmentacreastngly Important factor 1n our over-ali
tion, we went out and talked 1.n planned inoperations. As of the first of thts month
terviews with thousands of people, the people
there were 129,1'12 people working for us
who are our potential customers. We asked
in Dearborn and in various branches around
theni what they meant by aUght 'Car, what
the country. Thts' number wlll be stepped
they expected to 1ind tn a Ught ea'r, what
up eotifiiderably when our new fa'Cllities are
they eould do without and what they eouldn't
finished, and when we can get enough mado without.
·
ter~als to push up our production rate. It
Well, th\s survey showed that a great many
is a pleasure to be able to report that In the
people were very mueh tn ·tavor of a light
20 months stnee VJ-day, productivity haa
car. They were all in favor of a lot ·of other
risen pereeptlbly, although tt still · has -a. .
things, too. They said they wanted. for tnlong way to go. We know, though, that· we
stance, a Ught ear heavy enough so that tt
cannot expect maximum pt'oduetivlty untll ·
wouldn't sway on the road at high speed,
we are really able tq .get into maximum
or when the wind was blO'Vt'lng ag-a1nl>t lt.
production.
They wanted a Ught car whlch had an extraAnd -saving the best news tor the last; I
heavy frame for stabUlty, ash trays, bUmper- am glad also to be able to report that unguaros, TOOm tor a radio, and '81mtlar equipauthorized work stoppages · during the last
ment.
_
. 12 months have dropped 60 percent from the
In short, a close analysts of these return11 · preeetUng 12-month p4!rlod and 82 percent
. soon df.selOSed that u we made a light car from the average during the past 6 yean.
accord.lng to the specHlcattons laid down by
Still another measure of What•s- g'otng on
these people-by our customers, present and
1n our employee relations perhaps can be
potential-It would weigh approxtmately the
found 1n the grievanee record as ~ ~ay.
same or perhaps a ltttle more than our pres- There ;is a stgnifteant -decline here, too.
ent models.
During the 12 months which ended on AprU .
It became obvious. that to most people. yes1, a total ~ 12,196 grievances were filed.
terday'a luxuries are toclay's necessities 1n an
This compaTes wl~h a total ~ 27,504: grtevautomobUe, and that when people talk about
ances filed _ln the preceding 12 months.It would be foolish and dangerous to asa light car, 'they are really '&Sklug tor a low- .
priced car. Our. objective, then, becomes a . sign any single reason for this turn for the
product tn which you get more car tor less
better 1n our l'elationshlp-s with the people
money-. lower priced car rather tllan a
who work for us. During the · past year.,
lighter car. In other words, ·they are -~
however. we have had in our contract with
for pretty much what we are always trying
UAW a compan-yo~security clause which we
to· give them.
believe has been beneficial.
This 18 not to say that we have abandoned
These are comforting indications. We t\l'e,
our research and experimentation tn the sohowever~ a long way from feeling cocky
called light ~r field.. I shoul~ say that a
about our Telatlonshlp with our employees.
gooclllght car is still a. d.istinct pos&tbllity for
Last night I gave the results of an employee ·
American b.J,ghways.
questionnaire which we recently sent to an ·
Generally speaking; we aze working toward . our ~orkers. The replt'es to the s1x formal
wider rather than longer cars. More and questions we asked were all publicized, and
more, people are coming to consider their
they showed a lo~ of very interesting things.
automobile a living room on the road. They
A majority stated ·candidly that they
w~t more room to sit down 1n. and more
either were not awal'e or wel'e quite hazy
of the comforts they associate w1th their
about company policies~ and a similar maov.n home. Such redesJgn.lng will undoubt- . jorlty didn't give us muqh credit for: trying
edly be a matter a! careful evoluti~.
to make them. feel a part of the company.
The general question of production may
On the other hand, almost -90 percent said
also interest you. I wlsh I could tell you
they thought our products were as good 01'
exactly_what our present production capacity
better than those of our competitors and
is. The simple tact ls that we don't know.
that gave us all quite a lift . . But it was in
because we haven't had a chance since the
the so-called free response that we really got
wa:r to run the string out. At present. we
qutte a jolt. Mol'e than 80 percent of theare making about 4,200 cars 'alld trucks dally
people who · answel'ed had complaints about
at Dearborn and 1n 14 other assembly plants
supervision and about what they ·said was a
around the country. We :figure that this is
lack of honest effort on our part to underroughly 65 peree~t of {)Ur present capacity. : stand their problems and deal with them
Bu~ we don't think t?at present ~pacity 1B
properly: We . knew we were sticking our .
enough. So we are putting up to'ilr new a'S- · neck out when we distributed this quessembly' plantS-one at Los Angeles, one at
tionn.aire, and we expected that a lot a! peaMetuchen, N.J., one at St. Louis, and one at
ple w~uld . ~ke .a swing at us. . You can see .
Atlanta. That should answer· In advance · · that, even if we take several large pinches of
any questions which might be banded up to
salt to a~co~t for 1nte1nperate answers. we
this table about what we tbink the fUture of
have .no r~ _at tlUa moment t'.9 go ar9un<i
the American market is.
bragging tb.at we ve just· one big happy
Of oourse. we would· tike -to -be up to cafamily out· at ·FOl'd. We are try.ingJ tboug~ ·
paeity -production right riow. We tust can~t · · and to ibe extent .t~ the record shoW& an
operate in anybody-a best interest-youm or · · improvementJ we are aappy. about -our progours or our employee&-1lt 60- or 60-peroent
ress.
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Obviously this whol~ field ot employel'employ.ee relatlona is one wlitch
must get
straightened aWa.y lf we' are to ha-ve any JU;-.
surance. whatever of prosperity and success.
in the future.

·we

As fa-r as our sales 1U'e 'Cancemed, we tOok
· orders fOl' more eat'S du~lng 1946.than .during
any year since 1929. But ~ undoubteclly a
good many of you In this audienoo linow, orders and deUvertes these days are two dHfer-ent things. WhUe we have manufactured
more than 1,000,000 eai'S and trucks since
VJ-day, this still ls only a small pel'centage
of what we could have manufa:etured if we
had been able to get suftleient supplies. As
of the first ot this montn, we haci l,'f18,259
orders on our books. And by way of giving
an answer to people who say that demand is
actually on the down grade, I would like to _
point out that thls ts 48.3 percent more orders than we bad on hand on Aprtl 1, 1946.
And during that 12-month. period, we de11vere<l 692,U7 cars and trucks.
We..can only guess at how sound· thlB market 18-how many of these orders are dupltcates. etc. It Ia .OUt' feeling that this market is Just as sound as we .are able to make
it, and with that remark 1 want 1lnally to
talk tor a few momenta about this thing
called ·prtce. Price Js the one thing that Is
finally going to determine the soundness of
our market. and we are. ponvinced that our
market wW remain sound only to the extent
that we can keep lower prices.
As tv as a mass production manufacturer
1a eoncemed, price 1a only cost spelled backwards. 'lbe hard fact -of the matter 1a that
our elfort at Ford must always be to get
costs down while getting quality up. We
are trying to do that· tn & number of waysby eneolll'aglng our employees in every way
we Jmow to better productivity;· by working
with our suppliers to get better parts at
lower costs; by improving production .m ethods; by studying and. t'estudying all of our
management procedures.
It must be appuent to all of you that it
takes a great many peopl-e with a great-many
d.ilferent kinds of abliity to run well as large .
and diversified a business as an automobile ·
company. ThJs pattern o! .strOng team operation bas to start at top management. So
in closing. I would like to mention 601De of
the members ot the top management team
we are getting together at Dearborn. Most
of them are well .known to you, and they
comprise the policy committee which meets
frequently to decide on policies and programs
at operations.
There's Ernie Breech. who 1s executive vice
president; Jack Davis, ln sales and advertising; Jobn Bugas. in industrial re1atlons;
Mead Bricker. in general production; Del
Harder. in manufacturing; Lewis Crusoe, in
finance; AI Browning, 1n purchasing; Hai'o1d
Youngren, in engineering; Bill Gossett, general counsel; Jim Irwin, tn pubUe relations;
and my brother, Ben, who ls learning the
business.

.

to be a member of this
team. We think that these men as a group
I am very proud

a:re going to know more of the answers than
anyone else in the business, and. will get us
as 180011 as possible to the goal we have 1ill
set .tor ourselvea-leadership .1n the lowpriced car class.
This has bee!l only a..very broad glance
what we are doing. what we are thinking ,
about, and who we are at Ford Motor Co, To .
be sure. there are plenty of problems.. We
don'j h&ve a. proble~. however. which we
don'~ think we can whip. American oompetutve enterprise is a g~ system-the best
there 18. We h-ope we can do our share to ·
make J.t continue to work for \he benefit {)f
everybody. ·.
Thank you very much' for your kindness .
in inviting me here and for your oourteous
attention.

at
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Mr. FERGUSON. Mr. President, I am
sorry a stenographic record was. not
made of what Mr. Ford said in answer
to the members · of the Press Club. All
who· have · appeared before them know
that they can ask very sharp and very
effective questions. But Mr. Ford acquitted himself magnificently in answeririg the questions . put to him. If I did
nbt believe tliat the two speeches I have
piaced •n the RECORD came from this
young man's heart and soul, as well as
the· answers he made in response to·questions'asked of him by the members of the
press, I would not have placed t~e
speeches in the RECORD, because I know
that mere words, mere demagogic utterances, will never solve our problems.
Results count, and unless we can obtain
results from both labor and industry it
will be a sad day for America. I do not
believe we can solve our problems by laws
alone. When the people judge the work
performed by the Eightieth Congress
they must remember, not so much the
laws which shall have been passed, but
the kind of laws passed and whether they
were really needed for the welfare and
happiness of the Nation.
.
Mr. IVES. Mr. President, I join
· wholeheartedly in the very eloquent
statement which has just been made by
the Senator from Michigan. He hit the
nail on the head in what he said respecting the effectiveness of legislation, so far
as legal compulsion is concerned, something with which we are always faced in
matters affecting human relationships,
and of course what he said is especially
true in the field of labor relations. At
the moment it so happens we are considering an amendment which, however
justifiable in the results it seeks to attain, yet is of such a type and is in such
form that almost inevitably it will fail of
its purpose.
The pending amendment would appear
to be divided into two main proposals.
One would limit collective bargaining
units "to the same metropolitan district
or county," and the other would prevent
any -labor organization from exercising
authority over a subordinate labor organization in the determination of
wages, hours, and working conditions.
That, in substance, is the amendment
before us.
Addressing myself to the pending
amendment, I desire first briefly to review the historical background of industry-wide bargaining. The problem of
industry-wide bargaining has been given
so much attention and so many have_the .
idea that the amendment we are now
considering deals primarily with this
subject, that I think it should be g1ven
consideration in the way i.n which I am
now going to present it.
Although the fact is not generally
known, industry-wi(ie bargaining in. the
United States was first instituted almost
60 years ago when the workers in the
pressed- or blown-glassware industry
reached an agreement with an employers' ass,o ciation .in that Jildustry in 1888.
Furthern:tore, no major l!itrike has occurred in the industry within the inter- ·
v:e ning years: -- · - · .
. _ .. - ·
It is noteworthy that siinilar condi- ·
tions have prevailed· in .:. the . pottery
industry since 1922.
·

I point out that the 1946 contract between the National Automatic Sprinkler
and Fire Control Associations and the
United Associat~on · of Journeymen
Plumbers and Steamfitters, A. F. of L., is
largely a revision of the original agreement established in 1915.
Moreover, the 1946 agreement between
the anthracite-coal operators and the
United Mine Workers of America, A. F.
of L., is, for the most ·part, a -compilation
of resolutions, revisions, .rulings, and decisions which date back to 1903.
I might cite other cases of this kind.
with significant historical backgrounds,
but the ones I have indicated are sufficient to show that industry-wide bargaining is not a new development in the
United States.
The following-named industries, with·
which I show the percentage of all workers who are covered by agreements with
associations and groups of employers, is
important in the consideration of this
subject.
The first group of industries-and in
thfs group I would say that .from 80 to
100 percent of all the workers engaged
are covered ' by such agreements-ineludes men's and women's clothing, coal
mining, laundry and cleaning and dyeing, longshoring, maritime, shipbuilding
and boatbuilding.
·
In the· second ·group, with between 60
and 79 percent of the employees covered
by industry-wide agreements, are baking, book and job printing and publishing, canning and preserving of foods,
construction, dyeing and finishing of
textiles, glass and glassware, malt
liquors, pottery and related products,
trucking, and warehousing. .
In the third group, with between 40
and 59 percent of the employees covered
by such agreements, are building service
and maintenance, leather products, and
newspaper and periodical printing and
publishing.
The fourth group, in which between 20
and 39 percent of the workers employed
in the industry are covered by such
agreements, includes nonalcoholic beverages, hosiery, hotels and restaurants,
jewelry and silverware, lumber, shoes,
cut stock and findings, and other forms
of trade.
The following are examples of true
instances of industry-wide bargaining:
The first is the flat-glass industry.
The Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. and the
Libby-Owens.-Ford Glass Co., with which
organizations most of us are somewhat
acquainted, contro~ the major p~rt of the
production in this industry. They negotiate their agreements jointly with an
A. F. of L. union and a CIO union, but
each company signs a separate identical
agreement. The two companies also collaborate in the administration of the
agreement to assure uniform patterns of
interpretation.
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. President, w111 the
Senator yield for the purpose of suggesting the absence of a quorum?
Mr. IVES. Mr. President, the Senator:
from New York greatly appreciates the .
expression of consiaeration on the part ·
~f th¢ · .~J;l~tor fro,:rh '.Fiorida, ~~t· the·
Senator from ·New ·York does not· wish ·
further to·belabor Members of the,sen- ·
ate on this subject. I think they have
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heard quite enough. In any event, it
will be in the RECORD tomorrow.
Mr. PEPPER. ·Mr. President, this is
one of the unhappy situations which I
hope the Senate will some day remedy.
Let me say to the chairman of the policy
committee of the majority party that I
hope that at some time or other the
Senate will come to -a recognition of the
fact that -at some part of the midday
Senators need luncheon, and tpat we
should make arrangements so that they
can eat luncheon, and Senators will not
· have to speak 'to empty seats while other
Senators are having their luncheon.
This is · a good illustration of the difficulty. The able Senator from New York
is making a very fine address to the Senate, and yet he feels a diffidence about
yielding for the purpose of suggesting the
absence of a quorum, because he does
not wish to call Senators from their
luncheon.
Mr. IVES. The Senator from New
York has a very ·strong idea that he
understands exactly how some of the absent Senators probably feel.
Mr. 'TAFT. . Mr. President, will the
Senator yield? ·
Mr. IVES. I yield.
Mr. TAFT. As I understand, in the
glass industry the certified bargaining
agent for the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.
is a union composed of all the employees
of the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co:
Mr. IVES. That is my understanding.
Mr. TAFr. And the· same thing is
tru~ of the Libby-Owens-Ford Co.
M1·. IVES. That is correct.
I come now to the rubber industry. A
wage increase agreement was signed. on
March 2, 1947. I think most of us recall
it. It was very recent. Such an agreement was signed by the four largest
manufacturers, at;1d the agreement affected a large proportion of the workers
in the industry.
In this connection I should like to ,
point out to the Senate that I am not
naming all the examples of industrywide bargaining. I merely point out
these three as good examples.
The thir<:l is the basic ·steel industry.
The United Steelworkers of America
first signed agreements with the United
States Steel Corp. in 1937, and since
then, with a ·few exceptions, practically
all the basic steel industry has been
brought under agreement.
The following are examples · of collective bargaining· by geographical areas,
which I think should. be considered in
this connection in order to get the true _
picture:
' · The first is the hosiery industry. In
the hosiery industry a bargaining relationship has existed be.tween the fullfashioned hosiery manufacturers of
America and the American Federation of
Hosiery Workers s:lnce 1927. The employers' association, originally covering
only Philadelphia mills, now covers a
major part of the northern section of the
full-fashioned hosiery industry.
The· second is the textile industry.
There are association agreements between the Textile Workers'
Union of
1
Americ8: .' ana associations of silk · and .
'raybn ·fums .in a number of states. ·
·
· .·The -third . example is th·e maritime -: -· ; ·
workers. The water-•front employers•
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association ·on the Pacific coast, for lem, consisting principally of incomexample, embraces employers of long- petent manufacturers. seeking to comsharemen along the entire west coast. pete with New York City producers by
· The
International
Longshoremen's - escaping to lower wage areas under nonand Warehousemen's Union negotiates a union conditions, the result of such efgeneral cargo agreement with a coast- forts to avoid induStry-wide bargaining
wide association which signs on behalf has been to debase labor standards, both
of the four local associations. ·
where the industries are principally esThe fourth example is the pulp and tablished and where competitors spring
paper industry. In this connection, I up in other areas.
think it is not inappropriate for me to
Industry-wide or regional bargaining
point out that the other day I received avoids the necessity of many negotiations
a plea from an industry in my own State conducted with many different employagainst this particular amendment. This ers. It represents substantial savings in
particular industry happens to be in the time and effort both to industry and to
pulp and paper business. In the Pacific labor organizations in negotiating. conNorthwest the Pacific Coast Association tracts. It enables groups· of small emof Pulp and Paper Manufacturers deals players-and I want to emphasize thiswith the two nation8.1 unions in the :field. to protect themselves against the large
The fifth example is the :fishing in- labor unions by keeping the unions on
dustry. The fishing. industry, particu- terms of approximate equality through
larly on the Pacific Coast, wher.! it is well an employer a.ssociation, and avoids conorganized, is an example of collective ditions by which unions sometimes pick
bargaining almost exclusively on· an as- off one employer after another. It ensociation basis. The employers, how- abies the union to scale down the deever, are organized into a number of mands of any particularly militant group
separate associations.
or to raise the demands of any particuThe sixth example is the meat in- larly apathetic group of employees who
dustry. The National ·Association of Re- ~ threaten to put certain companies at a
tail Meat Dealers, composed of affiliated great advantage or a great disadvantage
State and local associations throughout in their competitive markets.
the United States, negotiates with the
This matter was thoroughly canvassed,
Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher as was pointed out yesterday, when the
Workers of America. Their-agreement Clayton Act was passed, and resulted in
recognizes that local conditions require the legislative declaration that the labor
local treatment, and that it is not prac- of a human being is not a commodity.
ticable or advisable to .include in the This was a recognition of the fact that
agreement questions ·affecting wages, wages are not a mere item of cost but
hours, and conditions of employment.
represent the living standards of the
The seventh example is the shipbuild- great mass of the people.
Furthermore, surprising as it may
ing and boatbuilding industry. Most of
t_he shipbuilding and boatbuilding in- seem, this condition does not necessarily
dustry on the west coast 1s covered by -a lead to monopoly. Employers still commaster agreement negotiated by the pete in · production efficiency, worker
Metal Trades Department of the Ameri- morale, favorable plant locations, and
can Federation of Labor.
other factors. By withdrawing labor as
The above background of industry and an element in competition the problems
regional bargaining over long periods of which have existed in coal and textiles,
time goes far toward indicating that sta- where benevolent employers have been
bility of labor relations has been main- unable to raise wages because of lowtained to a considerable degree by this wage competition in other areas, are
particular process; yet many persons avoided.
.
think that the first portion of the pendThe situation in the steel industry
ing amendment is intended to abolish which has been cited during this debate
the many satisfactory industry-wide or is not truly typical. It offers no suitable
regional plans which. have .been estab- example of prevailing conditions. It
lished and .have been in ope~ation for rises largely from the fact that the inmany years. I -think that questiQn was dustry has traditionally recognized both
cleared up pretty_ satisfactorily in the the price and wage leadership of Big
discussion which occurred on the floor of Steel. Thus the union has had no alterthe Senate yesterday between the Sena- native except to refuse to settle until a
tor from Ohio [Mr. TAFT] and myself. settlement with the United States Steel
I believe that everyone should realize Corp. has' been reached.
that this amendment has nothing to do
As I have previously stated, the net efdirectly with the type of bargaining of feet of the incorporation of this amendwhich I have been sp·eaklng; but there ment in Senate billl126 would be to place
is a strong possibility that the time may outside the protection of the statute all
come when it could have an effect upon collective bargaining under all circumsuch plans as I have _indicated.
stances in units larger than a single emIndustry-wide bargaining is working player or covering more than a single
well in the case of pottery, rubber, large metropolitan district or county where
areas of the textile industry, men's cloth- employers are involved.
In passing, however, I should like to
ing, ladies' garments, maritime shipping,
and other industries. The consistent de- point out that nowhere in. the bill is the
velopment in the direction of industry- term "metropolitan district" defined,
wide bargaining shows that -this has and that in defining it administratively
been a logical path of economic develop- the National Labor Relations Board
ment. Only through industry-wide bar- might well be faced with an impossible
gaining can substandards be raised. task. I have been rather curious, myFor example, whenever an industry has self, about what might be -construed as
been plagued by the run-away shop prob- a metropolitan district. During our dis-
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cussions in the Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare' there were a number
of different ideas expressed as to just
what might be meant by this term. Person-ally, I had a feeling that if anything
of this type were to be incorporated it
ought to provide something which would
include trade area. I think trade area
far more nearly expresses the idea which
many of us have when we talk about
metropolitan districts. However, the
matter is left as it 1s, and I can very well
see an opportunity in the future, if it
is ever incorporated in the statute, for a
vast amount of litigation in trying to determine in some section of the country
exactly what is intended to be included
in the term.
Looking for a moment to the administrative difficulties which would be encountered let us consider the following-Mr~ TAFT. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. IVES. Surely.
Mr. TAFI'. I think the difficulty is the
definition of "trade area." A metropolitan district has a precise definition. In
the Census Bureau it has been used in
preparing the census. So I think it ·does
have a definite meaning. I agree with
the Senator that it might be wise to
make a specific definition of it, if such a
definition can be framed. On the question of trade area, if we define it as an
area a little larger than a metropolitan
district, I do not think it ·reauy means
anything. If the Senator could suggest
a clearer definition, I should be glad to
accept it.
·
Mr. IVES. The Senator will well re- ,
call our personal discussions on that very
point.
Mr. TAFT. Yes.
Mr. IVES. I think we cannot assume
that the definition in the census ·report
would always be the :final definition of
a metropolitan district. My problem, as
the. Senator .will recall, is the fact that
I thought a metropolitan district limitation was altogether too small. I do not
think it 1s truly realistic. Presumably,
we do not know whether the trade-area
approach is realistic, but certainly, to my
way of thinking-and I think the Senator will agree that this is merely a matter of opinion-the term "trade area"
far more nearly approaches what I have
in mind tlian does the· idea of a metropolitan district. As a matter of fact,
going into this matter and beirig realistic
about it, instead of using the word
"county," we might properly use the
word "State.'·' The State of New York,
for example,.has a provision in its Labor
Relations Act coveririg multiple-employer
unit bargaining. That came about very
definitely becaus~ under the State Labor
Relations Act of New York State there
are niany requirements in the State for
that type of bargaining and that type of
approach. Consequently, we found it
necessary to provide in the statute a
permissive section to allow that type of
bargaining. Multiple-employer unit bargaining is nothing new in this country.
Mr. LODGE. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield? .
·
Mr. IVES. t yield.
Mr. LODGE. Does the Senator think
that the. phrase "metropolitan district"
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should include an area which covers one cations in that respect. , I recognize.
or more States? Take, for example, the that.
P·o rt of New York Authority, which
But it all goes to show the actual lack
covers two States. Does the Senator of consideration of this particular
think that a metropolitan district, under amendment and of this bill. We simply
the . meaning of the amendment, would do not have the answers, as is perfectly
go outside of the borders of a State?
evident in this instance.
Mr. IVES. The question of New York
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, will the
City and the particular area around New Senator yield?
York City was what was bothering me
Mr. IVES. I yield.
when I was trying to determine what
Mr. MORSE. At a later hour this
definition should be used, if it were to be afternoon, I intend to discuss the probused in this connection; and when I sug- lem in connection with the term "metrogested "trade area," I was aware that politan area," and I intent to point out
the metropolitan district of New York that it is so uncertain a concept that
in one sense includes part of New Jersey it would give rise, in my judgment, to
and perhaps some of Connecticut, but it confusion, rather ~han ·cl!}rity, in the
certainly goes away beyond any county handling of labor cases. But I do not
lines. Whether that is contemplated or have at tongue's tip the definition of
not I do not .know, and whether we can "metropolitan area" as used by the
combine other cities with New York City Census Bureau. If the Senator from
in a metropolitan district I do not know. Ohio [Mr. TAFT] has it, I wonder whether
Jersey City, Newark, and several smaller he will have it inserted in the RECORD
cities are in the same area. I do not at this point.
know what the answer is. Maybe the
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, will the
census definition would cover it,, but I Senator yield?
Mr. IVES. I yield.
doubt it. ·
Mr. LODGE. The reason I asked the
Mr. TAFT. I have sent for it.
question is that there might be cases of
Mr. IVES. Mr. Presiden:t, I shall
bargaining which are not Nation-wide greatly appreciate having the Senator
and not industry-wide, but might cover from Ohio interrupt me when that defimore than one municipality and more nition arrives, because I think it should
than one ~mployer. So the question of be in the RECORD.
Mr. REVERCOMB. Mr. President,
exactly what is meant by "metropolitan district" becomes very much a fun- will the Senator yield for a question?
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr.
damental question indeed.
Mr. IVES. It is fundamental to me. YouNG in the chair). Does the Senator
I desire to have the Senator understand from New York yield to the Senator from
that. That is one of the reasons why I West Virginia?
Mr. IVES. Surely.
opposed this amendment to the bill. I
Mr. REVERCOMB. I am very much
had visions of very serious complications
in the Greater New York City area with interested in the discussion of "multithe terminology expressed in the bill. I employer." Does the Senator from New
think very definitely if this be considered York feel that the pending amendment,
from a very serious standpoint-and pre- if adopted, would prevent a group of
sumably that is what we are doing at the employers from making an agreement
present time-something should be done with a trade organization or union?_
Mr. IVES. Oh, no. As was pointed
to write into the bill a definition. of what
is meant by "metropolitan district." out so well by the Senator from Ohio
Unless that is done, I think we might yesterday in explanation of this matter,
find ourselves in very serious difficulty, it would still be possible to have agreewere this type of term, undefined, to be - ments; contracts still could be drafted.
But the matter of collective bargaining
placed in a statute.
Mr. LODGE. In Massachusetts the and the certification of units would be
metropolitan district is defined· by State absolutely outlawed.
So to a certain extent a definite limilaw.
Mr. IVES. In that case there might tation will be placed in the way of the
arrival at such contracts or agreements.
be no difficulty.
·
Mr. LODGE: It takes in Boston and a There is no argument about that.
Mr. REVERCOMB. Will the Senator
certain number of communities around
Boston. But there are a number of further yield?
Mr. ·IVES. Surely.
communities that are not actually withMr. REVERCOMB. I should be very
in the metropolitan district, but are on
the edge of it, whose economic inter- glad to have the Senator make clear for
ests, insofar as this bill is concerned, are me and for others, perhaps, who are very
much interested in this phase of the sub ..
absolutely identical.
Mr. IVES. Of course that, again, is ject, whether it is outlawed.
Mr. IVES. It is not outlawed. ·
the problem which arises in connection
Mr. REVERCOMB. I understood the
with defining the term ''metropolitan
district." It all goes to show how almost Senator to say so.
impossible it is to writt. a satisfactory
Mr. IVES. I said that from a pracdefinition of the term, based on the con- tical standpoint we would run into exditions . with which we are actually treme difficulties. For instance, we
faced. We can write a definition al'bi- would run into difficulty under the foltrarily, but the chances are that it would lowing circumstances: If a question
not work in some communities.
arises in a case in which a group of emThat is my thought in connection ployers is-concerned, .in an area larger
_with the term "trade area." Of course, than a metropolitan district or a county,
I realize that the entire United States is wherein all the employers and all the
a trade area, if we wish ·to consider it in employees working for those employers
that way. So wa would run into compll- in that area-and they might be dif-
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ferent; they might be in the same industry, but conceivably they might be in
different industries-when there is an
election for certification purposes, to decide whether they shall be recognized
or whether, in fact, they are going to
lia ve a union, th,en under this provision
that cannot be done. So to th~t extent
the ability of employer groups to get
together with employees is definitely
restricted and limited.
Mr. REVERCOMB. Mr. President,
will the Senator further yield?
Mr. IVES. Surely.
Mr. REVERCOM}3. Let me present a
concrete case. Perhaps it will clarify
the matter. Let us take the case of the
glass workers' industry or some portions
of it. They make their agreement with
an association of glass manufacturers.
In other words, all the m8.nufacturers
within a certain association will make
an agreement with representatives of the
union. Some may be outside the association, and not members of it; and in such
cases they make individual contracts
with those who are outside the association. Would the pending amendment,
in the opinion of the Senator from New
York, prevent that group from bargaining as is done today in the glass indus·
try?
Mr. IVES. It would depend upon the
area, in the first place; and it would also
depend upon the kind of bargaining they
were doing. If it is a question of cer..
tification, if it is a question in which theNational Labor Relations Board is concerned, if it is a question of area or limitation of area, and if the area does not
conform to the limitations prescribed under the bill, yes, I think the bill would
interfere. But if it is a matter of agree·
ment or contract, that is something else.
In that particular instance I do ~ot think
the bill would interfere.
Mr: REVERCOMB. Mr. President, if
the Senator will yield for another question. let me inquire whether it would
interfere with having the labor organization deal with the groU:p as a whole with· .
in a State, covering the whole State, or
within parts of two States. Those . are
twc propositions.
Mr. IVES. Let us get this matter clearly in mind. The Senator from West
Virginia is talking about the question of the unit of bargaining which is limited
to the metropolitan district or county.
The Senater is not talking about any
other section or portion of the pending
amendment, I take it.
Mr. REVERCOMB. No; my question
relates to the matter as it addresses itself to the practical situation, which is
what I have. tried to present, namely,
coming to terms as to pay, hours, and
conditions of work.
·
Mr. IVES. Presumably, by the voluntary processes which are .already available, if a system has grown up or if a
policy has been established over the
years, by which those matters have been
arrived at, if agreements have been
reached during the past, they come to be
a part of the p·oncy and tradition, and
I do not think this' would in any way
-interfere with them. But I am speaking· ohly of this part· now, not the other
part, where some employers of whom I
know, to wit, the eJJilployers in the set-up
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the Senator has been discussing, and a
few others I have heard about, have
serious objection. But I shall refer to
that a little later.
Mr. REVERCOMB. Let me say to the
able Senator that those employers are
not objecting, and particularly the employees are not objecting, to the present
system. Mr. IVES. No; I am talking about
the situation under the pending amend- .
ment.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. IVES. Certainly.
Mr. TAFT. With regard to the situation in the plate-glass industry, in which
perhaps the Senator is interested, let
me .say that the plate-glass industry is
practically dominated by the Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Co. and the Libby-OwensFord Co. The present situation is that
the bargaining agent for all the seven
plants of the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.
is the unio~ · representing all the employees. I think the same is trueHn the
case of the plants of the Libby-OwensFord Co.
So the contract is signed between the
union, representing all the employees of
the seven plants, scattered in different
States, of the Pittsburgh Plate Glass
Co., and with that company.
Another contract is signed between the
employees of the Libby-Owens-Ford Co.
and that company. However, in their
negotiations they all meet together-the
two companies and all the representatives of the employees.
That condition may continue under
this bill exactly as it is today. The certified bargaining agent of the employees
is a company-wide union.
Mr. REVERCOMB. Does the Senator
refer to the condition under the blll or
under the amendment?
Mr. TAFT. I am talking about the
amendment. It may continue exactly as
it is under present conditions.
The only effect that I can see of the
amendment on that situation would bethat if the officers of the national union
were to order the Libby-Owens-Ford employees to strike, they would not have to
do so.
Mr. IVES. That is correct.
Mr. TAFT. That is the chief difference. That is the effect of this .amendment, and so far as I can see. is its only
effect. There is nottffi1g in It to prevent
the continuation of the joint bargaining
arrangements which, in effect, in that
case amount to industry-wide bargaining
arrangements.
Mr. IVES. That is correct.
Mr. TAFT. There is nothing to prevent that from continuing as it is. As a
matter of. fact, today, if the union representing the Pittsburgh Plate Glass employees wishes to withdraw from that arrangement, it can do so. I mean that
those two unions are so powerful that
they dominate the international, in effeet. as a practical matter, in that particular industry.
· So I do not see that it has any effect,
as a practical matter, on the particular
situation in that industry, which is dominated by the two large companies.
Mr. IVES. I should like to comment
on .the Senator's v~ry able and excellent

explanation, ·in which I concur, so far
as he goes. Unfortunately, there might
be matters arising aside from the question of' 'strikes, such as the determination of conditions involved, where a particular local was concerned.
Under the s·econd part of the amendment. a local could pull away from the
parent organization and bargain directly
with the employer. I do not see that
that would likely happen in the case of
the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. or the
Libby-Owens-Ford Co., but it could happen under the set-up here proposed and
now pending.
I think one of the reasons why the
Pittsburgh Plate Glass and the LibbyOwens-Ford people are so disturbed
about the pending amendment is that
they recognize that sueh a condition
would be possible under it, whereas today, in order to do the very thing indicated, they would have to pull away completely from the parent organization. I
have a long telegram from them about
the matter.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President. will the
Senator yield?
Mr. IVES. · Certainly.
Mr. TAFT. Does not the Senator think
that if all the employees, or a large majority of the employees, of the Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Co. want to make some special arrangement which perhaps the employees of the Libby-Owens-Ford Co. do
not want to make, they ought to have
the power to do it. under American principles of government? . There must be
some 25,000 or 50,000 of them.
Mr. IVES. The Senator from New
York is not entering into any controversy as to the merits of any particular
dispute which might arise between employees of the Libby-Owens-Ford Co. and
the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. and the
company management itself. What the
Senator from Ohio says is absolutely correct. but let me state the point I wish to
emphasize. Suppose a particular union
in a particular part of those two corporations should decide that that partiewar union wanted something by the way
of an arrangement with the management which might not be too good for
the rest of the locals in the over-all setup, and yet at the same time something
which the management itself might possibly desire . . I doubt that such a situation would arise, but it could arise. Suppose a particular local had an idea of its
own that it wanted to insist on. Suppose it held a key spot in the over-all
organization. .Suppose it said, "We will
bottle you up"-I am not trying to make
a pun merely because I am talking about
a glass company-''We will bottle you
up if you do not _go along with what we
are trying to do, what we want." Under
the pending a·m endment they coUld pull
away from the parent organization, and
perhaps get away with their desires. I
think that is one of the reasons why all
the Libby-Owens-Ford and the Pittsburgh Plate Glass people are so disturbed
about this -particular amendment. Their
relationship lias been very remarkabie
over the years! ·
Mr. REVERCOMB. Mr. President, wW
the Senator yield?
Mr. IVES. . I yiel~
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~. RmmRCOME. U hM ~n an
extremely satisfactory relationship, and
that. I understand. is -why the workers,
and the employers as well, do not want
it disturbed. When the Senator .gives his
lllustration of one particular union or
unit within a plant pulling away under
the pending amendment, cannot that be
done today under-the present law?
Mr. IVES. Oh. yes; they can do that.
The difference is merely this, that under the present law the local pulling
away would virtually, in effect, have to
sever its connection with the parent organization. Under the amendment they
could still keep that connection, theoretically, and get away with it.
Mr. REVERCOMB. The whole relation, which has been good, has been
based on the desire of the two sides to
work together.
Mr. IVES. That" is correct.
Mr. REVERCOMB. The same evil the
able Senator finds with the pending
amendment really exists today, under
the present law, as I see it.
Mr. IVES. I did not intend to take
up that angle of the discussion, as it
will come up for future consideration,
but I will say that the only difference
is that today there is a condition under
which such a pulling away would be f~r ·
less likely than under the conditions
which would prevail were the amend ...
ment to become a part of the statute.
There will be something which I shall
touch on a little later. not only a natural
attachment, to a certain extent a local
attachment, where the parent is concerned, but there will be more than that,
in a way, there will be a relationship
where responsibility is concerned, where
the parent is involved. Put this kind
of an amendment -into the law, and that
responsibility may pretty well evaporate
in certain Instances. There is a great
deal to this. We do not see all on the
surface; yet we do see plenty on the
surface.
Mr. REVERCOMB. Will the Senator
yield once more?
Mr. IVES. Certainly.
Mr. REVERCOMB.
The pending
amencL-nent has been discussed at great
length. and I think it is well worth while
that it has been. because the abuses
which have arisen in certain industries
have been pointed out.
Mr. IVES. Yes; thoEe abuses which
might arise.
Mr. REVERCOMB. Now we are talking about the dangers which might be
encountered if we change the present
situation. and it comes down to a question of weighing one against the other.
and the wisdom of the legislation.
Mr. IVES. Not exactly that.
Mr. REVERCOMB. I have not been
privileged to hear everything the Senator from New York has said since the
discussion started, but does be propose
to offer any amendment to the pending
amendment to cure the evil he speaks of?
Mr. IVES. No; because of the approach it makes, it is impossible to
amend the pending amendment and do
what is intended to be done by it.
Mr. REVERCOMB. Why is it impossible?
Mr. IVES. Because of the fundamental dimculty attached to the prin·
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ciple of permitting a local to withdraw
from a parent organization in any way,
shape, or "manner, thereby to a large
extent destroying the responsibility of
the parent organization. I recognize
the problem. The Senator from Ohio
and I are in full accord in "recognizing
the problem. That -is not where our
difficulty arises. Our difference is in the
manner of approach, which developed
yesterday afternoon to some extent,
I do not feel that our country is going
to wrack and ruin between now and next
winter if the pending amendment shall
not be adopted. Xmean that the adop-.
tion of the amendment, even its enactment into Jaw, would not be the cause
for any such condition. As I see it, a
great deal of trouble can come aboutand I shall develop that later in what
I have to say-if the amendment shall
be adopted. It will be very harmfulor could be in some instances-to a satisfactory, happy labor rela_tionship between management and labor.
We should not be adopting provisions
which are not going to improve that
relationship, and that· is what I am fearful of in connection with the · amendment. I think an answer can be found,
and in .assuming a position on this question I did not take the negative, I did
not merely obstruct and say, "No; this
is wrong; the dickens wlth it." The
answer is in the bill, but is not in the
bill in the form of a provision for compulsion by law. It is in the form of a
provision for the creation of a joint congressional committee one of the chief
functions of which, by mandate of the
bill, is to go into this whole industrywide relationship and determine, if possible, what legislation can be proposed
which will meet the problem as· we know
it -to exist and other problems which we
may find to exist, or which the committee may find to exist, and come back to
the Congress next February 15, or before that time, with a - legislative proposal for this purpose. The problem
with us today is one the answers to
which we simply do not have.
Mr. RE~RCOMB. Mr. :President,
will' the Senator yield?
Mr. IVES. I yield to the Senator from
West Virginia.
Mr. REVERCOMB. The Senator said
a few moments ago that he felt that the
pending amendment dealing with this
subject could not be amended, ·that it
was not possible to amend it to eliminate
the evil he points out in it today, from
his viewpoint.
Mr. IVES. It cannot be amended and
have the amendment carry out the purpose which ·is intended by it.
Mr. REVERCOMB. Which purpose is
to permit a local to withdraw from the·
·national organization, is it not?
Mr. IVES. No; a local can withdraw
from the national organization without
the amendment. A local can withdraw
from the national organization today.
Mr. REVERCOMB. That is what I
thought.
Mr. IVES. The purpose behind the
amendment is to allow a local to disregard the national organization whenever it may see fit to do so, and reach
any agreement of . any kind with the
employer.

Mr. REVERCOMB. For that matter,
the possibilities are very much the same;
they can withdraw today.
Mr. IVES. That is correct, and in
that connection probably the effect
would be very similar, although there
would be an incentive, under this particular amendment, to have them do
that very thing.
Mr. REVERCOMB. Does the Senator
feel that it is a bad thing, to give the
local organization autonomy to act for
itself when in its wisdom and for its
benefit it desires to do so, and particularly in view of the fact it may do so
today?
Mr. IVES. The Senator from New
York, will have more to say on this subject in his subsequent remarks, but the
answer he ·would give to the q-uestion is
. that it is not primarily a question of
local autonomy, as the Senator from
West Virginia himself has so well pointed
out. The authority to act and the right
to act rest basically at' present with the
local labor union. The labor union can
act at the present time. It is the other
things that creep into the picture to
which I particularly object; and I shall
in due course discuss them.
·
Looking for a moment to the administrative difficulties which would be
encountered by the adoption of the
amendment, let us consider that the National Labor Relations Board might have
to carve up certain existing, long-established units, operating under satisfactory
collective-bargaining contracts. Certain
companies now operate as a single business enterprise with direct control of
labor relations vested in a single place.
In certain cases; employers engaged in
the same industry have voluntarily formed trade or employer associations, to
which- they have delegated the right to
bargain collectively for all the members.
The practice of successful collective
bargaining in these industries ·might be
seriously impaired, unless all the plants
involved happened to be within the same
"metropolitan district or county." It
has been said, moreover, that in the shipping industry, which I cited, ·where· the
'men work for one employer one' day, and
for another; the next, and where employers and employees have identical
interest and problems, and have bargained on a broad -basis historically, abandonment of the multiemployer collectivebargaining idea or policy might prove
__
.·
· ,
-disastrous.
_
The provision in questio~ .would be
likely,to increase substantially tlle number of cases coming before the Board.
The ·processing of such cas.es wpuld be· at
t~mes extremely difficult, if not .impossible.
·
Mr. MORSE . .., Mr.- President, will the.
Senator from New York yield? -~
Mr. IVES. The 'Senator from New
York yields to the Senator from Oregon.
Mr. MORSE. In regard to the maritime industry, the fact is, is it not, that
witnesses in behalf of the industry testified to the effect that it would produce
chaos within the industry if it were required to give -up multiemployer bargaining?
·
Mr. IVES. That is correct. I used the
word "disastrous," but perhaps had I
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used the more accurate word, I should
have said "chaos."
, Mr. REVERCOMB. Mr. President,
will the Senator yield?
Mr. IVES. Certainly.
Mr. REVERCOMB. In view of the
question or comment by the Senator from
Oregon, as I understand it, it is not
the position of the Senator from New
York that the adoption of the pending
amendment would suspend or put an
end to multi-employer bargaining if
there were a desire to continue it.
Mr. IVES. Does the Senator from
West Virginia understand the question of
certification?
Mr.E.EVERCOMB. Yes.
Mr. IVES. No certification of a nature
broader than that which falls within the
limits prescribed in the amendment,
namely, the "metropolitan district or
county," would be po~sible. That would
be the limitation.
Mr. REVERCOMB. If employees, beyond that, desired the national organization to represent them, the area
embraced could be broader than that of
the metropolitan district could it not?
Mr. IVES. If there were no question
of certification, yes; but, of course, under those conditions, the employer himself, or the group of employers, could
refuse to acquiespe. Employers, in order to be certain they were bargaining
within the new law, would be likely to
reques't Board certification before bargaining ·o r continuing to bargain with
any union; that is, in any case in which
doubt existed. Only by a Board certificate of recent issue could an employer be
sure that the union had been expanded
beyond the employees of the particular
employer or the metropolitan district or
county. The Board might thus be faced
with a hundred, perhaps thousands, of
representation cases, wheneYer contracts
were to expire.
In each such case, as well as in cases
arising under the refusal to bargain,
under section 8 <a> (5) of the National
Labor Relations Act, the Board would
have to determine whether the union
also represemt·ed employees of other em,.
ployers, and, if so, whether they were
all located within the same metropolitan district or county. The Board would
also have to decide in each such case
what the geographical limits of the
metropolitan district were.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, will the
· Senator from New York yield?
Mr. IVES. The Senator from New
York yields to the Senator·from Ohio. Mr. TAFT. The 'Se-nator asked me to
interrupt him at any time that I might
have a definition of "metropolitan district." ·
Mr. IVES. I am glad to be interrupted
at this point, because we have just now
feachea ·the subject of the metropolitan
district.
Mr. TAFT. , The Census Bureau furnishes the information that there has
been set up in the 1940 census, and since
then, the classification of "metropolitan
district," in connection with each city
of 50,00Q o~ more population, two or
more cities sometimes being within one
district, . the general plan being to include in a district, in addition to the
central city or cities, all adjacent and
1
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contiguous minor civil divisions or incorporated places, having a population
of 150 or more per square mile. So that,
reducing that to a definition, if we should
include a definition, which I think probably t shall suggest, the definition would
read as follows:
A metropolitan district shall be defined
as any city of 50,000 population or more,
together with all adjacent and contiguous
incorporated places and minor civil divisions
having a population of 150 or more per square
mile.

It might be said, "regardle.ss of the
State in which it is located"· because in
numerous instances the metropolitan districts extend over several States. The
metropolitan district of the city of New
York, for instance, includes Newark,
Jersey City, and the surrounding cities in
New Jersey.
Mr. IVES. It also includes a small
section of Connecticut.
Mr. TAFI'. I have not looked up the
question of Connecticut. In the case of
Cincinnati the metropolitan district extends over into Kentucky. That definition is one which has been used by the
Census Bureau for at least 8 years, and
I think it might be desirable to write
Jt into the provision.
There is this possibility, which I have
considered also. It might be said that
"the metropolitan district shall also include territory," we will say, "within 10
miles of the census district"; because
there might be scattered plants in places
where there is no population. They are
sometimes found on the outskirts of a
district.
This is not my final suggestion of a
definition, but I state it at this time for
the information of the Senator. I shall
try to work out a suitable definition.
Mr. IVES. The Senator from New
York thanks the Senator from Ohio. It
is certainly a vast improvement over the
present language. The Senator ·from
New York, however, is inclined to believe
that any mileage limitation placed on
provisions of this kind would be perhaps
a little unrealistic, because, after all, they
affect matters ·of community interest to
employers and employees. I do not know
whether the particular definition can be
broadened to include that idea or not.
Mr. TAFI'. As to my suggestion regarding mileage, it is my thought that
that would not affect the district itself.
I imagine that the metropolitan district
of New York, for instance, must extend,
from one end to the other, for probably
several hundred miles. I do not know
how far.
Mr. IVES. If it extended several hundred miles in one direction, it would
wind up in the ·mountains.
Mr. TAFI'. Yes; but I mean that from
one point to another there might be such
a distance.
Mr. IVES. Yes.
Mr. TAFT. My suggestion was that
we might add a kind of periphery around
the census metropolitan districts, which

are based on area population, because
there might be industrial plants which
would be, as they are now, often located
on the extreme outskirts of the metropolitan district. However, I shall submit to the Senator later a complete definition.

Mr. IVES. I fully agree that that at
least is a definition. I think it might
become the subject of much litigation, if
it were ever incorporated within the
amendment, but we-would at least know
in some degree where we were.
Obviously, the necessity for making determinations of the kind I have mentioned interfere with the processing of
all Board cases. I may remark in that
connection that I do not think that the
new definition we have listened to would
completely eliminate troublesome questions, such as some of those I have already indicated.
At this point I should like to quote
from a statement in the New York Times ·
magazine section of January 12, 1947,
by Dr. Sumner H. Schlichter, Lamont
University professor at Harvard University, entitled "To End Strike in Essential
·
Industries":
The . proposal to prohibit industry-wide
bargaining would obviously not reach the
problem presented by electric light and power
companies, gas companies, and telephone
companies.
In these cases there 1s usually only one
company 1n the market.
Even in other industries the prevention of
industry-wide bargaining would not prevent
industry-wide shut-downs.
The United
Steelworkers have no Industry-wide contracts, and yet the union shut down the steel
industry last winter by the simple process of
terminating all of its . contracts simultaneously.
The prohibition of industry-wide bargaining could impose a grievous burden on employers because it would help unions pursue the pollcy of picking them off one by
one.
Employees who sought to protect themselves against this tactic by organizing and
bargaining as a unit (as they have 1n many
instances) would be halted by the prohibition of industry-wide bargaining. Many
large employers, it 1s true, are strongly opposed to industry-wide bargaining, but tor
many small employers bargaining as a group
is their only hope of gaining some rough
equality with large and powerfUl unions.

I have already pointed that out.
The proposals that uniorui be limited in
the proportion of men or plants 1n an industry which they may organize have not
been carefully worked out. Occasionally
one meets the suggestion that unions be
limited to a single company.
,
This woUld mean over 150,000 unions 1n
manufacturing alone.
. A less extreme p"roposal is that any union
be prohibited from controlling more than
a given fraction (say one-fourth or onethird) of the employees in an industry or
an occupation.
Breaking up unions into several in each
industry woUld not prevent the public from
being completely deprived of service in such
industries as electric light and power, gas,
or telephone, where one company ordinarily
serves an entire city or region. Even in railroading, breaking up the unions would fail
to protect many thousands of communities
from being completely deprived of r~ilroad
service because many towns have only one
rallroad.
In other industries, three or four unions
would be a headache.
· The unions would be either 1n competition
or in collusion. Competition would make
them tough customers for employers, because
.each union would be afraid that its rivals
would accuse it of being "reasonable" or
"soft."
Hence competition between unions for
prestige and influence would produce bad
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industrial relations and would tend to increase strikes.
Competition in the course of time woUld
probably lead to collusion between the several unions. If that occurred the purpose
of the policy of breaking up the unions would
be defeated.

Collective bargaining to a large extent
has grown up over the years to meet the
needs not only of the employer and unions
negotiating the agreement, but also the
characteristic problems of the industry
involved. Industry-wide bargaining in
some industries has been both desirable
and helpful; in a few industries it has retarded negotiations and proved inappropriate. Some of those cases have been
brought up during this debate.
In many industries both employers and
unions have considered it to their common advantage to negotiate contracts
which cover only local areas or Single
plants. In other industries the bargaining unit and the terms and conditions of
employment have been handled on a
larger area basis.
The process of collective bargaining by
its very nature should be as free as possible, if it is to be successful, and the employer and the union should be given
sufficient latitude in which to reach a
mutually satisfactory agreement.
It seems to be generally recognized that
collective bargaining should never be
placed in a legislative straitjacket.
Our economy is dynamic in character,
as we all know, and our means of transportation, communication, marketing,
and production are constantly changing.
To deprive employers· and employees of
the opportunity to adapt their bargaining procedures to these changes in our
economic life would promote and not reduce friction and dispute. · The philosophy that strikes can be prevented by
locating negotiations is without foundation in fact.
As I have already indicated, employers
have frequently been handicapped by the
technique used by some unions of playing one employer off against another,
thus obtaining particular advantages or
better terms in one plant than in another,
regardless of the circumstances of the
individual company or industry. Bargaining on a larger area basis tends to
prevent these frictions and pressures on
employers and to stabilize industrial conditions.
In this connection it should be observed that standardization of wages and
working conditions reduces these factors
as cost items in the field of competition.
This condition, however, does not mean
absolute uniformity in wages and working conditions. There are at the present
time wage differentials for particular
areas, even though bargaining may be on
a national base. I spoke about that yesterday in connection with one of the
questions which was raised during the
discussion over the agreements which
have been reached through the International Lady Garment Workers Union,

and I think the Amalgamated in some
instances, where they have plants in Connecticut and in New Jersey as well as in
the city of New York. It does not pull
the wage level in the outlying areas up to
the New York City level, where it has to
be reasonably high because of t'be cost of
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bargaining in some areas and in some
industries, since obviously such bargaining could not be carried on if the employees of each employer were independently to exercise the right to settle
with their own employer. Obviously
uniformity of wage rates could be
achieved only with great difficulty if
locals were encouraged to reach agreements on terms different from those applying to the industry as a whole.
The Secretary of Labor observed in his
testimony before the Senate Committee
on Labor and Public Welfare that in
many situations in which it has been impossible to· obtain settlements with local
unions he has. called upon the heads of
international and national unions of the
AFL, the CIO, and even independents,
and that they have sent representatives
into the field who have succeeded L:: inducing local unions to reach agreements
which had otherwise been impossible of
attainment.
He also pointed out that the · committees of local unions are sometimes untrained and may be dominated by much
more irresponsible elements than is
the case with national or international
organizations.
Almost without exception, persons
who had intimate experience with employer-employee relations emphasize
1. Under national or regional bargaining,
wage decisions are likely to be more sensible
that national labor organizations are a
and farsighted, taking into consideration the
restraining influence upon the membereconomic interests as a whole, than is the
ship rather than the reverse.
case where t~e wage pattern for the industry
In .this connection, I should like to
is established by local bargaining, with the
read a very brief excerpt from ~ press
1,1nion playing one firm against the other.
report of last week which I happened to
2. Generally speaking, wage and earning
notice in readfng the newspaper. It is
levels do not appear to have risen more rapidly under national and regional bargaining
a very good example of just exactly what
than for manufacturing as a whole. Levels ' I am talking about. It frequently occurs
of wages in the industries studied are not
that this type of report appears in the
high in comparison with simllar occupations
press, although some of us, for one
in other industries.
.
reason or another. do not always see
S. Wage patterns under national and
them. This is an Associated Press disregional collective bargaining apparently
patch from Pittsburgh:
have not served to place any additional re-

living there, nor does it reach a condition
·where it would perhaps pull the New
York City wage level down to the level in
tpe outlying areas, where the cost of living is not so high. What it does is to
protect the New York City level and at
the same time assure the outlying communities of a reasonably high standard
of living for all those employed in the
particular industry.
Moreover, as I have already pointed
out, wages and labor costs are not identical. For example, two employers in the
same line of business may pay the same
wage rates, but there may be wide differences in their labor costs due to differing
types of machinery, methods of production, labor relations, and other factors.
A recent study by Lester and Robie, of
Princeton University, indicates that relative stability· was obtained in the several
industries they studied, which include
pressed and blown glassware, pottery,
stone, full-fashioned hosiery, silk and
rayon dyeing and finishing, fiat glass,
and the west coast pulp and paper industry.
Inasmuch as the general conclusions
reached by the Princeton study- are of
importance in the consideration of this
subject, I cite them. They are as fol·
lows:

straint on technological improvement and
new investment.
4. Monopolistic or collusive practices with
regard to wages and economic changes have
not char.a cterized any of the industries
studied. · To the · contrary, elimination of
wage cutting has tended to stress eftlciency
of management as the most important factor
in competition.
5. Local interests and the interests of
smaller firms have generally been w.ell represented in wage negotiations under national
or regional bargaining in the industries
studied.
6. Judging from the experience in these industries, friction and labor strife was reduced through national or regional bargaining. Concentration of change in wage rates
in one industry-wide determination has
avoided the labor unrest and series of strikes
that often accompany competition between
the firms in the timing of wage changes, or
competition between rival unions in exacting concessions from employers.

Turning to the second part of the proposed amendment, which its proponents
state is aimed at providing inore autonomy for local unions, I point out that
this provision would tend further to resist industry-wide bargaining, although
some of its proponents appear to insist
that this is not its real purpose. Contrary to the position of some advocates
of this portion of the amendment, it
could actually prevent industry-wide
XCIII--295

WILDCAT STEEL STRIKE COSTS UNION CHARTERCia SUSPENDS OFFICERS, WARNS PENNSYLVANIA .
MEN

PITTSBURGH, April 28.-The Congress of Industrial Organization-United Steelworkers
said tonight the union has suspended the
oftlcers and charter of a local at the Copperweld Steel Co., in Glassport, Pa., as a result
of a wildcat strike.
The move Was approved earlier in the day
by directors of the union only after 1,100
strikers had been warned that a continuation
of their walk-out would resuit in suspension.
Tom Burke, a field representative in district 18, was named to take over the local as
administrator this morning.
A spokesman for the union named the
suspended officers as Stephen Follier, president of local 147, John Martino, vice president; Herbert Hill, recording secretary, and
Clifford Woods, Robert Housaman, Frank
Lloyd, and Thomas Borucki, members of the
grievance committee.
John Murray, district 18 director, said both
the company and the international union
were wllling that the dispute, arising from
the suspension of seven oftlcers for failure to
report for work, be placed in the hands of a
mediator or arbitrator. The local union
rejected the offer.

In this connection, again I point out
the serious consequences which can ensue
when the responsibility of the parent
organization, whether it be a national
organization or an international organ-
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ization, is seriously impaired. I believe
that one of the objectives we have had
all along in our efforts to improve the
relationship between labor and management has been to increase responsibility
on the part of labor. There has been
a general feeling that· there has not always been a sense of responsibility so
far as organized labor is concerned,
which is essential to bringing about an
appropriate relationship with management. I do not mean by that statement
that management itself has always been
clear of the charge of lack of responsibility. There are a number of cases, of
course, in which that has been the case.
However, on the whole the general effort
through the years has been to produce
some kind of procedure whereby greater
responsibility can be placed upon labor.
In the over-all picture this can be done
only by placing the responsibility at the
top. It cannot be done by placing it on
the lower level. The citation which I
have just read to the Senate indicates
exactly the type of condition of which
I am speaking.
The effectiveness of national and international unions in helping to maintain industrial peace would be seriously
curtailed if they were to be eliminated
from bargaining activities. For the most
part, national and international unions
have insisted upon the observance of
agreements and upon. union responsibility. To remove them from the field of
participation in which their authority.
discipline, and responsibility have been
so effective in helping to reach many satisfactory agreements between local
unions and employers, and in helping to
insure observance of · such agreements
after they have been reached, would only
result in increasing confusion, controversy, and strife.
Fina ly, the proposal now before us in
the form . of the pending amendment
would not only have the effect of impairing the responsibility of our maior labor
organizations in many instances, but by
this same process it would act as a force
in helping to bring about the disintegration and destruction of organized labor
itself.
On the whole, the record of organized
labor in the United States has been highly commendable. Organized labor has
been one of the mightiest forces in our
economy by which we have been able to
preserve our free capitalistic society.
Removal of the influence of organized
labor in large areas of our economy
might well leave those areas open to sinister influences of a type which I leave to
the imagination. · Most of all, the elimination of trade-unionism as an influence
in our society would probably contribute
more than anything else to the destruction of freedom in America.
[Manifestations of applause in the galleries.]
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The occupants of the galleries will maintain
order. Under the rules of the Senate, no
demonstrations of approval or disapproval are permitted.
~
Mr. IVES. Mr. President, if we had
before us a proposal which would definitely remedy the undesirable conditions
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which pertain in some areas of industrywide bargain~ng, without . at the same
time producing consequences which
might be even more undesirable than the
conditions which would be eliminated, I
should certainly favor such a proposal.
As the matter now stands, the amendment before us not only fails to solve the
most serious problem inherent in industry-wide bargaining-the monopoly
problem-because its provisions can be
so easily evaded through indirection, collusion, and deliberate bypassing, but tt
also provides the medium by which to
permit conditions which are far more
deplorable than anything now existing
that may be attributable to industrywide bargaining. In other words, the
pending agreement would not do what
many think it is intended to do, and it
might do much which is definitely undesirable.
Presumably the two unfavorable aspects of industry-wide bargaining, above
all others. which we would seek to eliminate by this type of legislation, are, first,
the industry-wide work stoppage which
produces Nation-wide economic paralysis and even suffering, and, second, the
tendency toward monopoly which is apt
to be present in nearly every type of industry-wide bargaining. The bill before
us, in its present form and without further amendment, provides the remedy
by which to meet any threat of..industrywide work stoppage of the kind I have
mentioned. Nothing in the pending
amendment would have any preventive
force in that connection or would in any
way strengthen the bill in dealing with
that kind of crisis.
In the resume of the history and conditions pertaining to industry-wide or
regional bargaining which I have given
it would appear evident that a bargaining unit confined to a company o group
of companies or employers in a metropolitan district or county is an extremely
unrealistic approach to the solution of
this over-all problem. As a matter of
fact, I doubt that anyone knows the unit
of bargaining which should be specified
for this purpose.
Before any formula or limitation can
be appropriately placed in the law to
control this type of bargaining a careful
and complete survey of all major industry in the United States would appear
necessary. Even after such a survey no
uniform plan or pattern might be found
to be possible, and in this case further
exp'loration and investigation along
other lines would probably be required.
In any event, it should be obvious that
at the present time we are very far from
knowing what the appropriate collective
bargaining unit should be in industryWide bargaining.
The hearings before the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, the
discussions by the members of the committee amoncr themselves, and the debate now in progress on the floor of the
Senate, all indicate that we do not possess a sufficient knowledge of the subJect of ·ndustry-wide bargaining t9 enable us adequately or satisfactorily to
provide by statute at this time the remedies which ultimately must be found by
which to correct the conditions which
all of us recognize demand correct.ion.

Because of this very· situation, in title
IV, in line 20 of page 55 of the bill itself,
there appears a special mandate to the
committee, which would be created by
the terms of title IV, to study and investigate "the methods and procedures for
best carrying out the collective-bargaining processes, with special attention to
the effects of industry-wide or regional
bargaining upon the national economy."
The committee, moreover, would be
mandated to report to the Senate and the
House of Representatives not later than
February 15, 1948, "the results of its
study and investigation, together with
such recommendations as to necessary
legislation and such other recommendations as it may deem advisable."
I repeat, such provision in the bill itself
is recognition of the fact that we have
not yet found the answers to the questions inherent in the problem of industry-wide bargaining. However, by these
same provisions in the bill the way is
provided by which to secure the answers
we are seeking.
No, Mr. President; after listening to
the debate on the amendment now under consideration, I have become more
and more convinced that it can have
little or no beneficial effect on industrywide bargaining. Aimed ostensibly, we
are told to provide local autonomy for
trade-unionism, actually in operation,
if effective, it could tear trade-unionism
apart.
·
What we should be seeking now are
means to curb monopolistic tendencies
which may exist as a result of industrywide bargaining. This the pending
amendment would not do. The bill itself,
however, in its present form and without·
further amendment offers adequate safeguards-! am talking now about the bill
itself-for the protection of the individual worker and insures the exercise of
appropriate responsibility where labor
organizations are concerned.
By attempting more in the present instance we can accomplish little that is
good, and we may do much that is ,
harmful.
In these circumstances it would appear·
most inadvisable at this time to agree to
the pending amendment, the terms of
which at best are devious and dubious.
With overwhelming reasons for its rejection, the amendment should be defeated.
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, at the
outset of my remarks I wish to commend
the Senator from New York for the very ·
able analysis of the pending amendment
which he has presented to the Senate.
I shall endeavor in the course of my remarks to emphasize some of the points
he has made and bring to bear upon
them an interpretation, from a di1Ierent
angle, to which I think the Senate should
give heed before it votes on the pending
amendment. I shall devote most of my
attention to a legal argument against
the bill.
I want to repeat, Mr. President, the
point of view w;hich I have heretofore
expressed on the floor of the Senate as
the debate on the pending labor legislation has progressed, namely, that the bill
which was reported by the committee is
a good bill; that it certainly goes as far
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as we should go in the Eightieth Congress, and therefore it should be passed
without amendments such as the pending one. I say that because the bill itself
will reqUire a tremendous amount of administrative readjustment upon the part
of the agencies of government to put it
into effect. If we are to maintain an
orderly procedure and a quick adjustment to new laws which we pass, it seems
to me that we should not attempt to go
so far as is being proposed in the series
of amendments now pending. I am
afraid that when this bill comes out of
conference it probably will have some of
the very bad features of the Hartley bill
added to it. However, I do not want to
be a party to sending it into conference
with the House with such unsound ·and
undesirable amendments as this one now
pending as a part of the bill.
I may be taking the pulse of public
opinion inaccurately, Mr. President, but
I think not. I believe that as this debate
has progressed during the past few days
there has been a considerable change of
public opinion as to what the Eightieth
Congress should do on labor legislation.
In my judgment, as more and more people come to study the exact provisions of
the committee bill, they are going-and
properly so-to raise the question, and
put it to the Eightieth Congress, "Why
don't you adopt the committee bill and
stop for this session of Congress?" I
have come to the conclusion both from
reading the newspapers and from my
own mail that a great many persons who,
prior to this debate in the Senate, were
asking us for much more drastic legislation on labor, did so without knowing
the specific provisions of the committee
bill. In fact, they had been so successfully propagandized by certain forces
that many people had the idea, for exam-ple, that the committee bill purports to
do nothing about secondary boycotts and
jurisdictional disputes. But now that
they have come to see the teeth that are
actually in the committee bill in regard
to those tw<Y labor abuses, they are beginning to wonder why an attempt is
being made to make the bill more drastic.
Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr.
COOPER in the chair.) Does the Senator
from Oregon yiela to the Senator from
Vermont?
Mr. MORSE. I yield.
Mr. AIKEN. I should like to call the
attention of the Senator and of the
Senate to a little pamphlet entitled
"Governmental Affairs", which is put out
by the United States Chamber of Commerce. The particular issue which I hold
in my hand was issued on Friday, April
18, 1947. It gives what purports to be an
analysis of the House bill and the Senate
bill on labor. Here is what it says about
the secondary boycott and jurisdictional
strikes:
The House bill would deprive unions of
their Wagner Act privileges for 1 year if they
engaged in jurisdictional strikes or secondary
boycotts. Some organizational strikes are
made '." unfair labor practices" and the NLRB
is permitted to seek injunctions against them.
The House bill also forbids Federal employees to strike against the Government.
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That propaganda, which is issued by ·
the United States Chamber of Commerce, does not contain one word to the
effect that the Senate bill also prohibits
the jurisdictional strike and the secondary boycott. Such information·is just
as misleadin·g as any which is issued by
any organization of labor or industry in
the United States.
The· mail Senators are receiving,
urging them to vote for the passage of
the House bill, comes largely from people
who do not know that the Senate bill
covers the matter of jurisdictional strikes
and secondary boycotts. That misapprehension is largely due to this misleading propaganda which has been
issued by the United States Chamber of
Commerce, and I dare say that other
organizations, as well, have issued such
propaganda.
I also have before me a special number of the publication "Governmental
Affairs," issued by the United States
Chamber of Commerce, in which everyone is urged to communicate with his
Member of Congress in support of House
bil13020, but in that issue their members
are not told the truth about the Senate
bill.
Mr. MORSE. I thank the Senator
from Vermont for his remarks, because
he has given us a specific example of the
type of, shall I say, inadequate representations which have been made by
various persons and groups in the United
States as to the contents of the committee bill.
Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, will the
Senator further yield?
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. JENNER in the chair>. Does the Senator
from Oregon yield further to the Senator
from Vermont?
~ Mr. MORSE.
I yield.
Mr. AIKEN. Let me say 't hat a COJn.. pletely false inference is to be drawn
from their report.
Mr. MORSE. I agree with the Senator from Vermont. I also find that some
of the columnists, in discussing the alleged "soft bill" of the committee, either
have not taken the time, apparently, to
analyze its provisions or, if they do
know the provisions of the bill, they have
not been willing to present to the American readers a fair explanat!'Jn of the
procedure which will be required under
the committee bil: in handling and in
checking many of the abuses which the
bill is devised to check. In fact, Mr.
President, I wish to say that the committee biii goes just as far as we can possibly go if we are to have workable and
enforceable legisiation in connection
with the abuses which we are seeking to
check.
I now wish to direct my attention to
the pending amendment. I think it
buzz- bombs the committee bill. If this
amendment becomes a part of the law, I
think it will destroy the efficiency of organized labor to such a degree that all
that will be left will be the shell of
labor's rights to bargain collectively with
. employers. I make no charge as to the
motives of the proponents of the amendment, because I know their motives are
of the best. I have the highest respect
and, let me say, deep personal regard for
them, I s·imply believe they are mis-

taken as to the advisability of :.:-aving
such an amendment as · this becc:::::::::Jme a
part of the law. I seriously qu
estion
whether tkey really would wish ~o accomplish what I think will be the
effect
of the amendment if it is actual-y put
into the law and if an attempt is
made
to enforce its provisions.
1
So, I wish to direct mY remar~s this
afternoon to what I consider to b~ some
of the legal · effects of the amen~ment.
I propose to discuss the pending at
::nendment, which is described by its SPc:::::::::Jnsors
in their supplementary report as beiiiiiiiiiiiiiiing an
amendment designed to restore t~ local
unions autonomy in the exercise o~ their
bargaining rights, and thus to che~k the
trend toward Nation-wide barga-ining.
Mr. President, please note that th~ir objective is, as thus stated, to restc:::::::::Jre to
local unions autonomy in the exer~ise of
their oargaining rights, and t h - u s to
check the trend toward Nat1o~-wide
bargaining. I think that inct===icates
rather clearly that the authors c:::::::::Jf the
amendment find themselves oppo~ed to
Nation-wide bargaining; they thiiiiiiiiiiiiiiink it
should be checked. Apparently,they
also think that local unions ou~ht t,o
have autonomy, irrespective of wh~tever
action local unions may have tak=:en in
regard to the selection of their d u - y appointed representatives under th~ provisions of the Wagner Act. Or, in
other
words, I think there is implied i::::::::n the
statement of objectives on the p~rt of
the proponents of the amendme~t the
feeling that bargaining should n _ o t be
es, by
conducted, under any circumstanc
international unions, under the
agner
Act.
Mr. President, if the effect o - this
amendment .were to insure local a-utonomy to appropriate groups of empl
oyees,
and at the same time to protect th_em in
the legal rights which they now
have,
and which we intend them to _.etain
under other sections of the comr:::::::::nittee
- le obbill, then I think I should have lit
jection to the pending proposal, altl::::::===lough
I would question whether the san
e ob- .
jective is not fully achieved by the ~ com
mittee bill as reported to the S~nate.
On that point I shall have more ~o say
later in my remarks, because I ~o not
think · the amendment ha.s giver------t due
weight to some other provisions c:::::::::Jf the
bill which, in my judgment, will
check
the most fiagrant abuses of in~erna
tional unions without destroying
their
right to represent local unions effe<=tively
in collective bargaining.
I intend to demonstrate t h a - the
amendment would have exactly t~e opposite effect from what the prop~nents
claim is their objective. Instead c=>f assuring local unions freedom of a__ction,
and freeing them from the so-calle~ dictation of the international organi~ation
and its officers-a condition which
I feel
sure has been greatly exaggerated - n the
debate, except as to a few notorio~s instances-it will have the inevitab====:le effect of breaking up local union~ and .
placing their collective bargaining -·ights
in great jeopardy. In my honest
judgment, it will lead to weakening
local
effecunions, as well as to destroying the
tiveness of international unions. ·
Again, I do not refer to the prop~nents
of the amendment, but I wish to sa!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! that
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there are forces outside the Senate that

profess to be in favor of unionization but
whose objective is to make un~ons as
weak as possible. The only good uniuns
they countenance are weak unions, and
in my judgment the pending amendment
will play into the hands of those groups
which want weak unions. With a weak
union, an employer who seeks to treat
labor as a commodity, to be bought on
the labor market in accordance with the
law of supply and demand, is in a much
better position to strike his unfair bargain than he is when labor is so effectively organized that the employer must
treat with workers, not as commodities,
but as human beings with all the dignified rights of free workers.
Moreover, I wish to point out that in
my judgment the amendment will have a
harmful effect upon labor-manr..gement
relations from the employer's standpoint
for reasons which I now present. There
are three far-reaching changes proposed
to be made in the bill by the amendment.
First, the definition of the term ''employer," for purposes of determining collective bargaining units, is to be changed
so as to limit bargaining units of groups
of employers to those in the same
metropolitan district or county. Whatever definition may be agreed on as to
the boundaries of a metropolitan area,
it certainly will be an area, for the most
part, within the boundaries of a county.
So I think that, generally speaking, we
can say that multiemployer units will
be limited in most instances by the
amendment by county lines. In other
words, it eliminates opportunities for
employers to enter into a multiemployer
bargainin~ unit within the terms of the
National Labor Relations Act. I underscore the last phrase. I am not denying
that they can go ahead with multiemployer arrangements and associations
outside the act, but surely that is not going to be to the benefit of employers, for
reasons which I shall subsequently point
out. They cannot enter into such employer associations and multiemployer
bargaining units · and have their rights
protected within the act, if they go beyond the boundaries of a metropolitan
area or county.
We need to keep that in mind, because
in my judgment the administration of
the new act · will resolve itself down to
the application, in legal terms, of the
very narrow definition the proponents
of the amendment have presented to us.
Secondly, the amendment changes the
definition of the term "representative.''
"Representative," under the amendment, is defined to mean "any individual
or a · labor organization composed
solely"-let us determine the word
"solely"-"composed solely of employees
of one employer, or of employees employed in the same metropolitan district
or county by different employers.''
So, first, we have a change in the legal
definition of the term "employer"-as now
set forth in the Wagner Act, and, secondly, we have fundamental changes in
the definition of the term ·" representative" as now contained in the Wagner
Act.
Finally, it is proposed to make it an
unfair labor practice for an ·international union to coerce or compel one .of
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its · locals · to include -in or omit from a
collective-bargaining contract, or to attempt· to seek the inclusion in or omission from any collective-bargaining
agreement of any particular terms or
provisions relating to wages, hours of
work, or other conditions of employment.
Of course, the objective is to have the
Congress, through a revised Wagner Act,
step in and dictate the terms of the
constitution of an international union,
adopted . by such international union
through its locals operating under the
government of the international. It is
proposed to have the Congress say, "You
in the free trade-union movement cannot agree among yourselves, as locals, to
bind yourselves by the terms of this constitution which delegates, thr-ough your
own representatives, to an international
union certain rights, certain prerogatives, in the interest of working out
arrangements and agreements with
multiemployer groups affecting· wages,
hours and conditions of employment.
It cannot be said by any stretch of the
imagination that this amendment does
· not make inipr.acticable industry-wide
bargaining on the part of employers and
unions. It is bound to .weaken international unions, even though they have
had certain duties delegated to them by
the locals through the democratic processes of their international organization.
It is my opinion that this amendment,
if adopted, will have the necessary effect
of splitting UP· existing bargaining units ·.
which today are functioning satisfac-'
torily in many places. It will in large
. measure weaken the bargaining position
of unions which ha.ve been ·freely selected by employees as their respresentatives. It will lead to wage competition
. between employers in the same. area
. and between employers in different parts
. of· the country.
. It is important~ Mr. President, for us
. to pause long enough -to give a little
. attention to the organization of.an international union. Some sort of an ogre
has been made out of the international
union during the course- of the ·debate.
. Most international unions are r.eally a
federation of- local unions; that is, the
local unions delegate to an·internationai
or parent body certain powers and duties
and require of the international union
certain services in connection with collective-bargaining negotiations. ·
In these larger collective-bargaining
negotiations the locals, under the common practice, send their · own delegates
to the so-called parent negotiation, so
very frequently collective-bargaining
negotiations are carried on with multiemployer groups through a collectivebargaining committee consisting of the
delegates of the respective local unions,
with full authority from the locals to
speak for the locals, and represent the
locals in their negotiations.
The constitutions of the internationals
vary somewhat, but I assure my colleagues that a common provision of many
of them is that the collective bargaining
agreements :finally negotiated by the socalled joint committee consisting of the
delegates of the local unions ·and the
national .officers of _the· international,
. shall be sent-_back: _to-the lo.cal·uni_ons for
:final approval; which I think is an ad-

mirable, democratic procedure. I wish it
were followed by all international unions.
But there again I do not think it should
be considered to be within the prerogatives of the Congress of the United States .
to tell the unions by just what delegation procedure they shall reach their
collective-bargaining agreements.
But I want to point out that the democratic principles of international unions
have not been emphasized, ·in ·my judg- •
ment, to the degree that they should
have been emphasized in the debate.
Rather-;- an attempt has been made, it
seems to me, to give the impression that
international unions can do no good,
that the only way the workers can be
protected is by denying them the right
to select international unions as their
representatives for collective-bargaining .
purposes. That right is denied them,
under the pending amendm~nt, if we are
also at the same time going to give them
any rights under the National Labor Relations Act.
My approach to the amendment is
fundamental. · Let me put the point in
this way:. · We must analyze the amendment from the· standpoint of the effect it
has upon the rights of local unions and
multiemployer groups under the act;
for it is · because of the effects of the
. amendment on those rights, now existing
under the act, that I wish to raise my
· voice in argument against the amend· ment.· It ~ is because there ·are taken
away from local unions and mpltiem- ·
ployer groups what I · think are certain
very important rights under the act, that
· I · do not want to see the ·amendment
adopted.
In addition to that, I raise the point
that the proposal is subject lso to a
·negative vote on the part ·of ·Senators
who want to see responsibtlity in . union
organization, through responsible inter· national unions that· have power to dis. ·cipline local unions, which, in the exer ..
cise of their free rights, agree to come in
and accept a charter under the internationa! union ·and commit themselves as
. local unions to the obligations provided
for in that charter under the constitution of the international union.
In my judgment, labor stability will
not be produced by adopting an amendment which has the effect of under-mining · the international union, when it
. comes to disciplining its local unions;
and I assure Senators that one of the
effects of the amendment will be just
that.
My good friend the Senator from
Minnesota [Mr. BALL] has suggested
that the amendment limiting the largest
possible bargaining unit that may be
found by the National Labor Relations
Board to the single employer or group of
employers situated in the same metropolitan district or county, is designed to
repeal an erroneous construction the
Board has placed on the present law.
Section 9 of the Wagner Act provides
that the Board shall decide in each case
whether the appropriate: bargaining unit
shall be "the employer unit craft unit,
plant unit, or subdivision thereof." The
Senator from Minnesota suggests that
in debate on the Wagner Act it was indi: cated clearly that it was the pJlrpose of
Congress to provide that the maximum
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unit shall be the employees of the single
employer.
Mr~ AIKEN .. . Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. MORSE. I yield.
Mr. AIKEN. It seems to me there is
one matter that could weli be cleared
up; that is, the frequent reference to international unions. Does the Senator
from Oregon understand that the term
"international union" refers almost
wholly, if not entirely, to unions in
North America?
Mr. MORSE. Yes; principally Amercan and Canadian unions.
Mr. AIKEN. That is it. The reason .!
say that is that certain people seem to
have the idea that an international
union has something to do with Russia
and other countries in the Old World.
Mr. MORSE. I am very glad the senator raised the point, because the phrase
"international union" has had a great
many ominous meanings read into it.
When we speak of international unions,
· Mr. President, we Ghink of such international unions as the International
Woodworkers of America and the United
Steelworkers of America. -For · that
matter, some <>-f the railroad brotherhoods are internationa! unions, too, if
they cover the Canadian railroad system as well as the American railway sys-tem. But the international unions referred to are limited almost · entirely to
American and ·Canadian unions.· They
!have a constituMon· with which the 'locar
unions associate themselves, and they
agree to abide by 'its terms. '
Mr. AIKEN. That has always been
· my understanding. · 'I tho\lght this a
· good time for the Senator fro~ Oregon
to state it in the RECORD. · · ·
Mr. MORSE. I am glad· the 1 Senator
from Vermont interrupted for that pur- pose:
·
.
"
As I was saying, the Senator . from
Minnesota implies that the Board, acting
under the language of the present law,
which defines the term "employer" as
· including any person acting in the inter.:
· est of an employer, dfrectly or indirectly,
has justified the establishment of multi. employer bargaining units, in disregard
of the intention ·of Congress. In my
opinion, Mr. President, the Senator has
stated a conclusion which is none too
clear from the legislative history of the
Wagner Act.
It was entirely unnecessary for the
. Congress in 1945 specifically to write into
section· 9 of the act an authorization for
the Board to' end appropriate regional
units, city-wide units, or any type of
unit broader than the single employer.
I say it was unnecessary, because Congress defined the term "employer" to
include anyone acting directly or indirectly in the interest of the employer.
In other words, it used a definition
of the term "employer" broad enough
to encompass within its framework
multiemployer associations, such employer associations as the West Coast
Waterfront Employers Association, and
many others of similar type. Obviously,
an employer association which has been
delegated the right to represent several
employers in collective barg_aining is act-ing in the .interest of· the sever-al employers.
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The Board's interpretation of the law
in this respect has been fully sustained
by the courts. In other words, the courts
have not found that the Board went
beyond the intent of Congress when it
interpreted the act to mean that the
multiemployer groups in the form of employers' associations could represent several employers. That has been an issue
in the courts, too.
I want to refer to a brief I have before me, in a case in the Supreme Court,
at the October term, 1939, involving the
maritime employers and unions. In
that case, of course, a unit much broader
than the collective-bargaining unit that
would be permissible under this amendment was sustained by the Supreme
Court. In its brief, counsel for the National Labor Relations Board, on pages
45 and 46, made the following comments:
The bill as originally introduced and as
passed by the Senate authorized the Board
to determine that the appropriate unit was
the "employer unit, craft unit, plant unit,
or other unit • • • ."
On the floor of the House of Representatives this provision was amended by striking out the words "or other unit" and adding
"Provided, That no unit shall include the
employees of more than one employer."

That was added in the House, Mr.
President, and its objective, I think, was
practically identical . with the objective
of the pending amendment. Of course,
if that is what the Congress wanted, that
was the way to do it---specifically to
state in the bill what wa& attempted in
the House, namely, "Provided, That no
unit shall include the employees of more
than one employer."
The addition of .this proviso was opposed by Representative Connery, sponsor of the bill in the House and chairman of the House committee. He spoke
these words in opposition to it:
According to the amendment . offered by
the gentleman from Georgia, the United
Mine Workers would have to deal with each
separate one-

That is, with each separate coal
operatorand they could not unite for collective bargaining as a unit in the coal industry.

I continue to read from the. brief, as
follows:
In view of this pertinent objection, the
subsequent action of Congress in adopting
the Conference Report of the House and
Senate Committee which omitted both the
proviso of the House amendment and the
words "or other unit" which had been in
the bill as it passed the Senate, indicates an
Intent to permit the Board to decide upon
units larger than the single employer, at
least where, as in the coal and other industries, such multiple-employer units accord
with existing bargaining practice. This inference is consistent with the statement of
the managers on the part of the House • • •
that the proviso stricken in conference "was
subject to some misconstructions."

In other words, Mr. President, I think
the legislative history of the bill shows
just the opposite of what has been contended for on the floor of the Senate, for
when the conferees were squarely confronted with the example of negotiations
in the coal industry and similar indus. tries they discovered that the language

which had been inserted in the proposed bill in the House would make it
impossible for the employers in a multiple capacity to carry on collective-bargaining relations with the union. So in
conference they eliminated the language
which was in both the House version and
the Senate version, the one in the Senate version being the language "or other
unit," and came out with a bill which
was finally passed, which made no reference to such words of limitation.
In other words, Mr. President, it is my
legal contention that we will not find in
the legislative history of this law the
adoption finally of any words of limitation at all as to the size of the collective
bargaining unit. I think that is an important historical point which should not
be overlooked in this debate, because I
do not think it is our task to correct any
misconstructions by the National Labor
Relations Board of the National Labor
Relations Act passed by the Congress in
1935. I bottom that contention, Mr.
President, on the assertion that the
courts have not so held, but to the contrary the courts have sustained the ·decisions of the Board in which larger bargaining unit practices have been followed by the employers, and by workers,
too, through their international unions.
Obviously an employer association
which has been delegated the right to
represent several employers in collective
bargaining is acting in the interest of
the several employers, as I stated. I
want to call the Senate's attention also
to the fact that the Board's interpretation of the law in this respect was s·ustained in the Lund case <103 Fed. <2d) .
815), decided by the Circuit Court of
Appeals for the Eighth Circuit.
Moreover, it is clear that when Congress was considering the Wagner Act in
1935 it had notice of the fact that
multipleemployer bargaining was then
an accepted practice and had been ·for
many years. It had notice that it was
being practiced in a great many industries, and it had notice that it had been
practiced in certain industries for some
40 or more years.
I shall not take time to repeat all I
said on March 10 in my major speech
on labor legislation for this session of
Congress, when I discussed in great detail
the whole problem of multiemployer
bargaining, and set out in that speech at
some length the many examples of
multicmrloyee bargaining that exist.
In the debate in 1935 the practice of
multiemployer bargaining was mentioned and no indication by way of
action was taken to show any intent to
prevent it. In fact it can safely be said
that the most outstanding examples of
successful collective bargaining at that
time were to be found in industries in
which two or more employers-in many
cases not located in the same metropolitan district or county-had delegated to
an association or bargaining committee
authority to enter into collective bargaining contracts in their behalf.
I should like to call to the attention
of the Members of the Senate a few
outstanding instances of multipleemployer bargaining which long antedated
the enactment of the Wagner Act.
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In the pottery industry an employers'
association began negotiations with the
union as early as 1894. At the present
time this association is composed of 31
member companies and the negotiations
cover about 85 percent of the general
ware arid china branches of the industry. As early as 1890 the pressed and
blown glassware industry began negotiations for national agreements with the
Flint Glass Workers Union.
In the men's clothing industry the employers are organized on a metropolitanmarket basis and have negotiated with
the union in that field for a period
dating back 50 years. There are many
other examples that could be cited in
which multiple bargaining has a long
and creditable history which would be
disrupted if the pending amendment
were enacted into law.
In fact, it is estimated that more than
4,000,000 workers in the country are covered by agreements negotiated with employer associations and groups of employers, and that there are more than
5,000 ·employer associations and groups
of employers engaged in collective bargaining.
These figures are taken from the special report of the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
I see no reason why employers should
not be permitted to band themselves together for the purpose of collective bargaining if they find it to their advantage
to do so. Of course, it will be said that
even under the pending 'lmendment employers will not be prohibited from banding together in groups not confined to tbe
same county or metropolitan district.
That is true, but I wish to point out that
they will not then be able to invoke the
protection of the bill should it become
necessary· to charge, for example, that
the union with whom they are dealing
is refusing to bargain.
·
That is a very important employer
protection which the Senator from New
York and the junior Senator from Oregon are endeavoring to give employers
in our bill We have set out in the billmeeting some vigorous labor opposition-a series of employer protections
against unfair labor practices of unions.
Therefore to say that, of course, employers can keep right on bargaining in
multiple groups if they want to beyond
the limit of the metropolitan or county
area, seems to me to beg the whole
question, at least as to what we are
trying to accomplish. What good is
that sort of bargaining going to be to
employer associations such as the West
Coast Waterfront Employers Association, various employer associations in
the flour-mill industry, and others? If
they enter into such a collective-bargaining agreement with the unions they
will have nothing under the bill to protect them from unfair labor practices
of unions, such for example, as a refusal
to bargain under a contract solemnly
entered into. They have the right to
bargain, say the proponents of the
amendment, but I submit, Mr. President, it becomes a pretty empty right.
It is very important that it be emphasized that, in my judgment, what the
amendment in effect does, is really to
make it of value to the employers if they
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are to have any protection under the contract will iron themselves out even out when they became members of the
act, to bargain only through metropoli- before a final decision on the part of the international union. They could secede
tan and county-wide groups, and none Board is reached. In other words, I · in an endeavor to take advantage of
larger than that. I say they will lose think it is a great preventive remedy for some special offer which might be made
by an employer who wished to weaken
rights, because section 8 (b) (3) of the this particular type. of labor abuse.
To put it in another way, I think that the international union.
committee bill makes it an unfair labor
That would be the effect of the amendpractice for a union to refuse to bar- when the boys know, so to speak, that
gain with an employer only if the union there is a procedure that can force them ment. It would add up to a weakening
is the representative of the employees, to go before the National Labor Rela- of the international union and, in the
as provided for in section 9 of the bill. tions Board and justify the alleged long run, of course, to a weakening of
As we consider this amendment I want breach of contract, they will stop breach- the local union too. This action is the
Members of the Senate to keep section ing their contracts in the overwhelming reverse of the union practice of picking
majority of cases in which that is a prac- off weak employers one by one. Multi8 <b > <3 > and section 9 of the bill before
them, because it is the effects of the tice. But let me add that I think it is a employer collective-bargaining groups
amendment on those sections which practice which is rare, if we speak in were formed in order to protect emcause me to urge that the amendment comparative terms, if we speak in terms ployers from that union practice. This
be defeated, along with the other rea- of the thousands of labor contracts is . a little "reverse English," in that it
sons I shall advance after I cover this which exist, and which are lived up to would enable employers, in an endeavor
to their letter every year, rather than to undermine an international union, to
point.
Since under the pending amendment single out from those the relatively small offer certain special considerations to a
a union cannot be a representative handful of cases in which some union local union if the members of that union
within the meaning of the act unless has not lived up to the obligations and would accept such considerations, irreit is composed solely of the employees the trust inherent in the signature which spective of the effect that accepting them
of a single employer or of the employees it affixed to a collective-bargaining would have upon wages, hours, and conof different employers located in the agreement. To the· extent that such ditions, of employment among locals
same metropolitan district or county, it agrElem~nts ~ are :breached, unions ought working for other employers, not within
inevitably follows that the -employer to be held responsible; and we have pro- the metropolitan ·district or county.
group would have no standing to charge vided in title I of the bill an unfair la:bor
In section 7 we reenact the language
that the union was committing an unfair practice provision which in my judgment now contained in the Wagner Act guarthis
type
of
abuse
in
prac.will
prevent
labor practice, because by definition the
anteeing that employees shall have the
union is not a representative compelled tically all cases.
right ''to bargain collectively through
However, under the terms of the pend- representatives of their own choosing."
to engage in bona fide collective bargaining if that union is an international ing amendment that remedy would not
That is proposed in the committee bill,
union or if any member of the ~nion, . avail an employer anything if he be- and that is the language of the present
longed
to
a
multiemployer
group
which
even though it may be a so-called loc~tl
Wagner Act. In large measure, I subunion, works for an employer beyond the bargained beyond the metropolitan area. mit, we nullify that right under this
So
I
repeat
that
while
the
employer
can
metropolitan area or the county line.
amendment when we say · to employees,
Let us consider for a moment in what do so, it is a pretty empty right. It is as proposed in the amendment, that they
a
right
which
·
he
can
exercise
only
at
position the p~nding amendment will
may not select as their representative an
place the single employer who desires the cost of the protection which the bill international union unless they are willto bargain with a union the membership as reported from the committee was ing to forego resort to the Board in the
of which is not confined exclusively to designed to give him in respect to many event their employer refuses to bargain
his own employees or to the employees of union practices. I say that whatever collectively.
different employers in the same metro- bargaining such employer is engaged in
I just finished making the point that
politan district or county. While he would be bargaining entirely outside the it will have a special effect on the emaet,
for
the
reason
that'
the
union
is
not
would be free to bargain with such an
ployer who wishes to bargain in a multiorganization, he would do so without any the statutory representative of the em- employer group, beyond the district set
ployees
if
the
union
-has
members
who
assurance that the union could.· be reforth in the amendment, with an interquired to live up to the obligations which work for employers beyond the metropoli- national union, if that international
we have sought to impose upon unions by tan district or the county. I do not in- union at any time decides that it will not
the unfair labor practice sections of this tend to belabor the point, but I wish the bargain collectively with the employer.
RECORD to show as clearly as possible
bill.
He cannot bring, under title I of the bill,
Mr. President, I fought pretty hard for that I think this is a fundamental ob- an action against that union for an unthat section, as the present occupant of jection to the amend1~1ent.
labor practice because of its refusal
To my mind, Mr. President, the most fair
the chair [Mr. JENNER] knows. For a
to bargain. Likewise, if unions enter into
while it was out of the bill, as the Chair serious effect of the pending amendan agreement with an employer, but
ment would be the drastic limitation it have
will remember.
within their membership .some emwould
place
upon
the
right
of
employees
At one time the majority of the comployees-and
I care not how many; to
mittee seemed to think that we ought to to select representatives of their own make my point I say that one is suffi•
cover this point solely by suits in com- choosing.
cient-who work for an employer beyond
One would almost think, as he reads the
mon-law comts for breach of contract.
metropolitan district or the county,
However, as I have argued, usually that the newspaper articles with reference to and that employer then subsequently reprocedure does not promote harmonious this amendment, and certainly as he fuses to bargain, he can rely 0n the statlabor relations. Usually when labor re- listens to some of the debate on the
definition of representation as set
lations become so bad that an employer amendment, that international union utory
forth in this amendment and successis about to sue his workers in a common- representation is imposed on local fully
allege, in my opinimi, that he is not
law court for breach of contract, the jig unions. That does not happen to be the
bound
to bargain with the union because
is up so far as any hope of ironing out case. They voluntarily become parties to
the difficulties between the workers and the international union. This amend- he bas found within its membership
the employer is concerned. I said that ment would enable them to abide by the some employees that work for an emI would go along with such a provision, constitution of the international union ployer beyond the metropolitan area or
and it is in the bill in , another section. according to their own pleasure; but thE> county.
That does not help local unions, Mr.
However, I emphasized the importance when it did not please them to abide by it,
irrespective of the effect their conduct President. That is true because section
of using the unfair labor practice approach as an alternative to the suit, be- might have on other locals which like- 8 (a) (5) makes it. an unfair labor praccause I am satisfied that through the wise agreed to become members of the tice for an employer to refuse to bargain
administrative law procedure and the international union, they would have the collectively with the representative of
unfair labor practice penalty which is right, in effect, to secede from the inter- his employees, subject to the provisions
imposed under title I of the bill as to this national union-not secede entirely, but of section 9 <a>. This amendment will
particular point, it will be found that secede to the extent of repudiating the simply take out from under the operamost of the disputes . over breaches of obligations which they agreed to carry tion of the act any so-called local union
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which has members working for employers beyond the area set out in the amendment.
Since the pending amendment does
not permit an international union to be
designated as a representative within the
meaning of the law, it necessarily follows
that an employer would be under no
legal compulsion ·whatever to bargain
collectively with such an organization.
The Board would, as a matter of course,
be required to dismiss any such charge
of refusal to bargain if it were shown
that the union had in its membership a
single employee of another employer outside the metropolitan district or county
involved. In order to protect the rights
of employees under the act, it would be
necessary for unions-whether they are
internationals or locals-to make absolutely sure that they do not have in their
membership a -single person who works
for another employer in another metropolitan district or county.
No group of workers could secure an
NLRB election looking toward the certification of an international union as
their bargaining representative within
the meaning of the act. An international
Union, Mr. President, simply cannot
qualify as the legal bargaining agent under this proposal. Even if the international provided in its constitution, or in
a solemn contract with the local group,
that it would not act in any way contrary
to the desires of the employees, it would
still be impossible for that organization
to obtain certification.
In other words, it would have the effect of throwing out, as far as operation
under the act is concerned, contracts with
all international Unions over and beyond
geographical limits of the amendment.
A local union which to any extent 1s
composed of employees of another employer outside the metropolitan district
or county in which their employer 1s
situated, would be in exactly the same
position as the international to which I
have just referred. We may take ofllcial
notice, Mr. President, I think we can take
judicial notice, of the fact that hundreds
of local unions include in their membership employees of several employers
in more than one metropolitan district or
county. That local could not be certified
as the exclusive representative of any of
the employees in its membership, even
though it actually represented 100 percent in an appropriate unit. Any employer could refuse to engage in collective bargaining with that union, secure
in the knowledge that he would not be
violating the law. In fact, if he were to
bargain with that union he undoubtedly
would be violating the law. because the
act and the bill require that if he bargains with any organization as exclusive
representative it must be with an organization which in fact is the exclusive representative.
No other conclusion is possible, Mr.
President, since the proposed amendment
clearly states that a labor organization
must be composed solely of the employees
of one employer, or of employees employed in the same metropolitan district
or county by different employers if it ~
to qualify as a representative within the
meaning of the act.

Let me illustrate my point, so that there
will be no misunderstanding. Suppose
-that the membership of Local 25 of the
International Woodworkers of America,
or of the carpenters and joiners, consists
of the employees of employers A and B,
located in adjacent counties but clearly
not in any metropolitan district. The
total membership of local 25 is 100, evenly
divided between the employees of the two
employers. Employer A is engaged in
logging operations while employer B operates a sawmill, utilizing the entire output of logs cut by employer A. Although
they are separate and disti:qct employers,
their operations are closely interrelated
and, in fact,. the same person owns the
majority stock in each corporation.
Since the section is sparsely populated,
and for other obvious reasons, the employees of A and B have banded together
in one small labor organization.
Now let us suppose they desire to bargain collectively with their employers.
Local 25 files a petition with the board,
alleging that the employees of both employers constitute a single appropriate
bargaining unit. No objection is made by
the employers to the composition of the
·unit, but they insist on a formal Board
election and certification.
Under the proposed amendment, the
petition would have to be dismissed because ' the proposed unit is inappropriate, since it would combine in one unit
the employees of different employers who
are not in the same county or metropolitan district. I say, Mr. President,
that that 'n ot only is absurd, but it is
going to result ii: great wrong to a great
many workers in this country, and, incidentally, to employers also who want
to enter into this type of collective-bargaining arrangement.
Let us suppos~ that after that decision
of the National Labor Relations Boardand there is no other decision that the
Board could possibly make in this case,
Mr. President, because under the definition provided for in the amendment it
would have to find that these employees
did not work for employers within the
same metropolitan area or county, so
that the petition would be thrown out
and there would be no election and no
certification of the union-let us suppose that these workers are determined
to get whatever they can get under the
law that will protect some collective-bargaining rights. In other words, they believe in unionization and orderly procedure. So they try again. This time
local No. 25 files two petitions seeking
two separate units. I submit, Mr. President, that again the result would have
to be a dismissal on the ground that the
local is not "composed solely of the employees of one employer, or of employees
employed in the same metropolitan district or county by different employers."
In other words, thos£: hundred workers,
50 of whom work in the woods and 50
of whom work in the sawmill, working
in different counties separated by an invisible line, and clearly not in a metropolitan district, cannot bind themselves
to go into a.n effective local unit to carry
on collective bargaining with their employers.
I cite this as one example. I could
stand here all afternoon and change the
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hypothetical situation by changing facts
here and there to show again what I have
said, Mr. President-namely, that this
amendment is to be ~ondemned as an
unwarranted/ amendment, if what you
are after is sound labor relations in the
United States. and if you are interested
in promoting good-faith collective-bargaining agreements. If, on the other
hand, what you are after is to weaken
unions, if what you are after is to make
it as difficult as possible to have them
effective in their relationships with employers, then I recommend the amendment. I shall be found, however, because of the effects of the amendment,
in the group that vote against it.
Mr. President, what is the only solution for local 25? Apparently the only
solution would be for local 25 to disband
and divide it.self into two separate and
distinct organizations, one limited to the
employees of A and the other to the employees of B
In all sincerity, I ask, Why should it
be necessary to compel -such an absurd
result in the alleged interest of protecting the local autonomy of labor unions?
Let us consider another aspect of the
proposed amendment. As I have stated,
the labor organization, in order to qualify as a representative eligible for certification, must be limited in membership
to employees in the same metropolitan
district or county. Nowhere in the
amendment is the term "metropolitan
district" defined. My good friend the
Senator from Ohio suggested earlier this
afternoon that attention was being given
to the possible definition used by the Bureau of the Census, and that at a later
hour the- proponents of the amendment
might come forward with a definition of
"metropolitan district" to be added to
the amendment. However, I wish to discuss the term "metropolitan district,"
because, no matter what definition they
bring forward, it seems to me it will
work more hardships on the legitimate
objectives of both multiemployer groups
and local union groups whose members
go beyond the boundaries of whatever
definition the proponents of the amendment present; and, of course, it would
work great injustices on the international unions, as well.
I should like to know whether St. Paul
and Minneapolis would be considered as
on'e metropolitan district. What are
the precise boundaries of this undefined
area, and who is to decide as to that?
Who would define it? Let us not forget
that with that term included in the
me~ure the ground work would be laid
for a specific challenge in every case as
to whether a union is the proper representative; or, again, it would give the
union an "out" at least until there is a
legal definition as to whether the employer falls within the definition of
"metropolitan district."
Presumably, it would be incumbent
upon the ·Board to probe into this nebulous subject and in each specific case
to make a finding as to whether the allegation of the party which challengedregardless of whether the opposing party
fell within the · terms of the amend.ment-was correct, namely, that the
other party had, in fact, violated the
law. The Board would have to receive
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evidence as to the boundaries of the dis- of the realities of the labor movement. undertake to determine the desires of
trict, and it would have to require the Of pqurse, if you can split them into the workers as to who shall represent
union to disclose the places of residence small groups, you are in a much better them in collective-bargaining cases.
'fhe Board has denied a request· of an·
of its members, and where they work, .position to pick them off by foisting upon
in order to decide whether the union was them an undesirable labor contract. international to appear on the ballot
qualified to be certified as the statutory That is going to be one of the results of "for itself and on behalf of" a particular
this amendment, I fear, if it is adopted. local, on the ground that such a desig:..
representative.
Unless the telephone workers can se- nation might be misleading and result
Mr. President, it seems to Jlle that the
same objections would apply to the sug- lect as their representative an organiza- in controversy as to whether the local
gestion-although it was not made as a tion which embraces employees of many or ~he international had the bargaining
recommendation-or the statement of employers in various counties and dis- rights-Ball Brothers Company <54 N. L.
preference for the term "trade area", as tricts, they are little better off than em- R. B. 1512).
In another case the Board denied a
made by the Senator from New York ployees bargaining individually.
My good friend the Senator from Min- request that the American Federation of
[Mr. IvEsl. I think the same difficulty
would present itself in regard to deter- nesota has suggested that the amend- Labor alone appear on the ballot, when
mining the precise limits of what would ment is necessary in order to vest bar- the re..;ord showed that the real petibe encompassed within a trade area, just gaining rights 1n the local union and to tioners were constituent units of the
as I think such difficulty presents itself in discourage what he characterizes as the AFL, and it was understood by all parties
connection with determining the limits ''habit" of the NLRB of certifying the that those unions were to act jointly in
of a metropolitan area. If the Board has international union as the bargaining negotiations in the event of certification.
In other words, the Board again looked
to decide all cases involving a challenge agent "regardless of which particular
as to whether one party or the other has local organized the employees of the into the question of what was the desire
not qualified under the terms of this plant concerned"-CONGRESSIONAL REc- of the workers as to. who should represent them, and finding that this petition
amendment which is being proposed, just ORD, May 2, page 4442.
It seems to me that the clear implica- did not carry out the desire of the workthink what that will do to the men in all
industries, and particularly those en- tion of that statement is that the Board ers, 1t refused to put on the ballot the
gaged in seasonal industries. It is not wholly disregards the desires of the em-· union which wrongfully sought to go on
at all fanciful, I suggest, Mr. President, ployees involved, and forces them to ac- the ballot.
I think it would be more accurate to
to assert that nearly every union in the cept the international union as their
country. either local or international, bargaining agent. -I suggest, Mr. Presi- ' say that what the amendment of the
would be directly affected by the amend- dent, that the· Senator from Minnesota Senator from M1nnesota is designed to
mEmt; and the rights of -employees in has been'misled in regard to Board-prac- do is not to correct a habit of the Board
countless bargaining units would. be tice-. There are many decisions of the in certifying the Steel Workers International, or the Automobile Workers
placed in jeopardy. It is common knowl- NLRB which prove that its practice ts
International, for example, but the habit
edge that in many industries, employees . the contrary.
retain their membership in a particular
In a recent case the Board placed the of employees who desire those internalocal when they go to another city to work local union on the ballot,' although the tionals to act as their bargaining agents.
petition for an election was filed by the In other words, the attempt is to say,
during slack periods.
It is natural for them to do so for tnternational-Colson Corp. (70 N. L. R. "You shall not have the ·r ight to exercise
various reasons. They may have in- B. ·1325 > • Its reason for doing so was your desire and still have the benefit of
surance bene:Lts or other rights which that the testimony clearly showed that the act."
It must be remembered, ·as has several
would be sacrificed if they gave up their the local was the real party in interest.
membership in their local union. MoreIn another case the Board denied a re- times been stated on the floor of the Senover, they frequently expect to return, quest that the name of the international ate during the debate, that the heart of'
or do return, to resume their employ- be placed upon the ballot. · Its language the Wagner Act is section 7, which,
ment, and find it advantageous, there- in this regard is significant I think, and among other things, guarante~s em- .
ployees the right to select representafore, to continue their membershi!'> while is as follows: ·
tives of their own choosing. The pendworking elsewhere; but under the pendThough the union's representative reing amendment, Mr. President, they quested that it be designated on the ballot ing amendment very definitely seeks to
could not continue their membership as "International Brotherhood of Boilermak- restrict that guaranty.
without jeopardizing the rights of fel- ers," since the l_o cals appear to be the real
If 100 employees in a small plant delow employaes remaining ba·ck home in parties in interest, we shall not grant the sire an. international union composed of
their local union. · That is a common application (Pendleton Shipyards Co., 62 several hundred thousand employees to
act as their representative, because they
practice on the west coast: To cite one N. L. R. B. 1409).
Other cases make it clear that the recognize that in numbers there is
example of the seasonal shift from one
employer to another, Mr. President, let Board endeavors to place upon the bal- strength, I say they should have the right
me say that a good many of the men lot, and certify as the exclusive repre- to choose that international. Moreover,
leave the woods, so to speak, during the sentative, the organization which the the law . should protect them in that
more severe winter weather, and go to employees desire to have act as their right, and make it the legal obligation
cities on the west coast and engage in representative.
of their employer to bargain with .that
other occupations, such as the maritime
Let us not get away from that, Mr. representative, rather than to make conindustry or work in an aircraft plant or President. Let us not forget that when tinued bargaining entirely dependent
any number m other occupations. Later these international unions are declared upon the employer's wishes or caprice.
they return to the woods, when the woods the representatives of the employees unIt is stated that these amendments are
are open or more comfortable to work in, der the act, it is because that is the de- necessary to insure that the employees
and they resume their obligations under sire of the members. The act itself pro- directly concerned will be allowed to
the local unior_.
vides that the employees shall be entitled make their own bargain with their own
In some industries it is not possible for to determine who their representatives employer, free from coercion or dictation
employees in a single metropolitan dis- shall be. Now it is proposed that Con- by an international union. I suggest,
trict or county to- have any real effective gress step into the picture and say to Mr. President, that other sections of the
bargaining strength because of their the local unions in this country, "You bill as reported by the committee amply
small numbers. An obvious example is cannot select an international union as protect employees in this respect. Take
the telephone industry.
your representative, under the act, to a look at section 9 (c). Under section
In the United States there are many represent you, and still have the protec- 9 (c} of the bill .employees are free, if
small telephone companies with very tion of the act. If you go ahead and· they do not like the representation the
few employees. These employees, organ- bargain with employers through an in- international is giving them, to file a
ized into a very small union, are not go- ternational union, you lose your Fights petition with the Board asserting that
ing to be very effective .i n exercising col- unless you can show that the very nar- the international is no longer their replective-bargaining rights; because labor, row limits of this amendment as to met- resentative. If such petition is filed, the
too, Mr. President, has learned that in ropolitan district and county are not Board is required to investigate, and if
numbers there is strength. That is one exceeded." I do. not think we should it believes a question of representation

to
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has arisen, it must provide for a hearing
and an election. In other words, in title
I of the bill we are very careful to see
to it that local unions have a check
upon international unions if those international unions get into the practice of
indulging in procedure which the local
unions feel are to their detriment.
Let me say, Mr. President, that with
that protection in the law, as provided
in section 9 (C), I think international
unions will be required-and it will be
a healthy requirement-to keep themselves sold to the local unions, as far
as the benefits and services which they
can render the local unions are concerned.
I think that is a very healthy pr.otection in the bill. In other words, it is go,
ing to protect the local union if an international union seeks to impose arbitrary practices upon the local union, because it gives the local union the right
to go to the National Labor Relations
Board and say, "We are fed up. We
want to affiliate with another union,"
or "We want to form our independent
union," and they have the right to that
protection guaranteeC: them by the bill
we have introduced and which has come
out of the committee.
·
To my mind, this provision in section
9 (c) fully protects the rights of individual employees to local autonomy,
and frees them from the dictation of the
international.
•
I entirely agree with the statement of
the Senator from Massachusetts [Mr.
LoDGE] when he said that if the pending
amendment were enacted, the tendency
would be for unions to break off into
small segments, and for industries to
move from high wage areas to low wage
areas, with the result that wages would
be lowered everywhere.
I see no alternative. I think it 1s certain that is what is going to happen to
the union movement in this country, because the geographic area described in
the amendment is so small that I would
be willing to venture the conclusion that
most of the locals in this country will
have members within them who work for
employers beyond the metropolitan district at least, and in many instances beyond the county itself, where they are not
going to have any other choice than to
break up into very small segments, and
that very process of breaking up the several unions into smaller segments is going
to have the effect of weakening organized labor in this country.
I submit that it is ·no. answer to say
that local unions now organized to bargain on an industry-wide ·basis can continue to do so if they wish. The point .
I have tried to make ov~r and over again
in this .':. peect~ is that they would not have
the protection of the act if they did so.
In order to obtain the protection of the
law, tt would be absolutely necessary for
employees to select as their representatives only those organizations which were
composed solely of the employees of a
single employer, or of the employees of
different employers in the same metropolitan district or county. Once they
selected a representative that did not
qualify under this very narrow definition,
they would be proceeding at their peril,

and would make it possible for their employer with impunity and complete immunity to refuse to bargain with them at
any time he chose to exercise the discretion not to bargain with them. As I have
stated, this is so because such an organization could not be certified as the
exclusive representative by the Board,
and could not on behalf of the employees
prosecute an unfair labor practice charge
of refusal to bargain.
I close this argument, Mr. President,
with tLese two summary statements.
First. The arbitrary and narrow definitions in the amendment itself will
greatly weaken the rights of existing local
unions under the Wagner Act.
It wiHleave the right of employers in
multiemployer· groups beyond a metropolitan area or county only an empty
right to bargain through employer associations.
It will have the effect of destroying
the effectiveness of international unions.
It is aimed, apparently, to check certain
excesses of international unions, but in
doing so it practically, in my judgment,
destroys all of the effectiveness of the
international unions. Will labor take
it? I do not know; we shall have to let
future events determine that, if the
pending measure becomes law. But I
just cannot imagine, Mr. President, that
international unions that have been carrying on collective-bargaining agreements for the past 50 years with multiemployer groups are going to take it
lying down. I think that, to the extent
they can, by devious ways, as the Senator from New York suggested earlier this
afternoon, by indirection-yes, in many
instances, by direct exercise of economic
force-they are gping to resist any attempt to make workable such an amendment ·as this.
The second point I make, in conclusion, Mr. President, is that I think it
does great damage to the progress that
has been made by multiemployer groups,
who have been bringing about a remarkable degree of economic stability in
many" industries in the country. It was
just the other day that Mr. Frank
Foisie, president of the Waterfront Employers Association of the Pacific Coast,
called me from the floor to the reception
room, and discussed with me the effects
of the amendment upon industry-wide
bargaining on the Pacific coast in the
maritime industry.
He recoEfnized in his discussion with
me that it would leave them only · an
empty right, just an empty form for ·
multiemployer bargaining, so far as the
west coast is concerned. He said it would
produce great industrial disruption in the
maritime industry and destroy the good
effects of many years of effective employer relations, which have resulted in
unity of action among those employers
and brought a much greater degree of
stability on the water front of the Pacific coast than possibly could have been
accomplished if they had been left the
victims of the old union practice of picking off the weak ones, one by one, until
finally the entire maritime industry
might be subjected to some very undesirable employer-employee contracts.
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And so when the proponents of the
amendment say that this is not going to
destroy industry-wide bargaining, I want
to say that the amendment is a very effective weapon, by indirection, of destroying industry-wide bargaining, because, the moment an attempt is made
to apply the amendment, should it become law, the employers that seek remedies under the amendment will lose all
the protection that the Senator from
New York and the junior Senator from
Oregon have attempted to give them under the committee bill.
I sincerely hope that the Senate in its
wisdom will reject the pending amendment, which is most certain to produce
all the detrime11tal effects on industrial
relations which I have attempted to outline.
The ~RESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amendment offered by the Senator from Minnesota [Mr. BALL] on behalf of himself
and other Senators.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I suggest
the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFF·ICER. The
absence of a quorum is suggested. The
clerk will call the roll.
The Chief Clerk called the roll, and
the following Senators answered to their
names:
Aiken
Baldwin
Ball
Barkley .
Brewster
Bricker
Bridges
Brorks ·
Buck
Bushfield
Byrd
Capper
Chavez
Connally
Cooper
Cordon
Donnell
Downey
Dworshak
Eastland
Ecton
Ellender
Ferguson
Flanders
Fulbright
Green
Gurney
Hatch
Hawkes

~

Hayden
Hickenlooper
Hill
Hoey
Holland
Ives
Jenner
Johnson, Colo.
Johnston, S. C.
Kem
Kilgore
Know1and
Langer
Lodge
Lucas
McCarran
McCarthy
McClellan
McFarland
McKellar
McMahon
Magnuson
Malone
Martin
May bank
Millikin
Moore
Morse
Murray

Myers
O'Conor
O'Daniel
O'Mahoney
Overton
Pepper
Reed
Revercomb ·
Robertson, Va.
Robertson, Wyo
Russel!
Saltonstall
Smith
Sparkman
Stewart ·
Taft
Taylor
Thomas, Utah
Thye
Tobey
Tydings
Umstead
Vandenberg
Watkins
Wherry
Wiley
Williams
Wilson
Young

The PRESIDENT pro tempore.
Eighty-seven Senators having answered
to their names, a quorum is present.
The question is on the amendment offered by the Senator from Minnesota on
behalf of himself, the Senator from Virginia [Mr. BYRD], the Senator from
Georgia [Mr. GEORGE], and the Senator
from New Jersey [Mr. SMITH].
Mr. BALL. Mr. President, I wish to
modify my amendment by inserting a
definition of a metropolitan district very
similar to that which the Senator from
Ohio £Mr. TAFT] read during a colloquy
with the Senator from New York [Mr.
IvEs], which is the definition used by
the Census Bureau, except that we have
left to the National Labor Relations
Board a little more discretion in interpreting it. I send the modification to
the desk and ask that it be stated.
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The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
modification will be stated.
The CHIEF CLERK. On page 2, after
line 18, of the pending amendment, it
is proposed to add the following:
On page 8, between lines 8 and 9, insert
the jollowlng:
A metropolitan district means generally
any city of 50,000 population or more, together with all adjacent and cont iguous incorporated places and minor civil divisions,
which h ave a population of 150 or more per
square mile, as determined by the Board.

Mr. BALL. Mr. President, that, as I
said, is the definition used by the Census
Bureau, except that we have left the
Board a little leeway in· interpreting it.
I hope we can proceed_now to vote on
tlle amendment, as modified, which I
think has been thoroughly explained and
debated, which in the view of its sponsors merely gives to the employee members of local unions the right to determine their own course of action in collective bargaining. It is our conviction
that they are competent to do that without arbitrary direction from their international.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
question is on agreeing to the amendment, as modified.
Mr. O'MAHONEY. Mr. President, I
have just come to the desk to read the
definition which has been proposed as a
modification of the pending amendment.
It is rather vague. It says:
A metropolltan district means generally
any city of 50,000 population or more, together with all adjacent and contiguous in·
corporated places and minor civil divisions,
which have a population of 150 or more per
square mile, as determined by the Board.

I take it that under this definition the
Board will have to perform the function
of the Census Bureau and determine the
population of every community with a
population of 150 or more per square
mile; and then, generally speaking, the
definition may or may not be adopted.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
question is on agreeing to the amendment offered by the Senator from Minnesota [Mr. BALL] on behalf of himself and
other Senators, as modified.
Mr. KNOWLAND. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the body of the RECORD a telegram
dated April 29, 1947, which I have received from Mr. Pembroke Cochnauer,
general manager of the San FranGisco
Retailers Council; also a letter dated
May 1, 1947, from Mr. w. H. Mixter, vice
president of H. R. Basford co:, of Los
Angeles, Calif., opposing the so-called
Kersten amendment, which would prohibit industrY-wide bargaining. The
so-called Kersten amendment is in the
House bill.
I recognize that there is consid~rable
difference between the so-called Kersten
amendment ana the pending amendment. However, after listening to the
remarks today by the able Senator from
Oregon [Mr. MoRSE] and the able Senator from New York [Mr. lvEs], I have
determined to vote against the pending
amendment.

There being no objection, the telegram
and letter were ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as follows:
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF., April 29, 1947.
Hon. WILLIAM F. KNOWLAND,
Senate Office Bui ldi ng,
Wa sh i ngton, D . C.:

As you know community-wide bargaining
between local employer groups and local
unions has been practiced for years in San
Francisco and other western cities. This
time-tested practice which is little u sed or
understood elsewhere has promoted industrial peace by establishment of uniformity in
wages, hours, and working conditions among
comparable occupations in the community
and the development of responsible leadership on both sides of the bargaining table.
As· you know, this is fact and not theory.
For example, the principal department and
specialty stores in San Francisco during
recent years have bargained single group
contracts with various AFL and CIO unions
through the San Francisco Retailers Council,
which is a local union of employers. They
have had no strike by any union for more
than 5 years. Section 9 (f) of House labor
control bill as amended would kill this practice and disestablish such local uniohs of
employers and employees. We believe trus
menace can be avoided by removing from
sction 9 (f) of House bill or any similar
provision in Senate bill all reference to
number of employees in plants less than 50
miles apart. We earnestly seek your assistance.
PEMBROKE COCHNAUER,
General Manager, San
Retailers Council.

Francisco

SAN FRANCISCO, May 1, 1947.
Hon. WILLIAM F. KNOWLAND,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: There is one feature of laborcontrol bill H. R. 3020 passed by the House
of Representatives that would in our opinion
have a seriously detrimental effect on the
employer-union relationships that have
been develope~ in the San Francisco Bay
area over the past few years.
We refer to the provision restricting employer groups from jointly negotiating with
labor unions.
As members of the Distributors Association
of Northern California, we have carried on
joint negotiations of a majority of employers in this area with the two or three union
groups involved. We feel that this cooperative activity on the part of employers
has placed us in position to deal on equal
terms with organized labor, whereas a restriction of our right to engage in collective
bargaining as a ,group would again place any
one of us in the position where the union
could exert undue economic pressure against
one company at a time to achieve their
desires, however unreasonable they might be.
We believe that the association activities
. affiliated with the San Francisco Employers
Council have done a great deal for labor
relations stability in the San Francisco Bay
area and urge that you vote against any
legislation which would restrict such group
activities.
Yours very truly,
H. R. BASFORD Co.,

a

w.

H. MIXTER,
Vice President.

Mr. BALL. Mr. President, I should
like to make one comment on the remarks of the Senator frcim New York.
If we substitute for his word "responsibility" the words "arbitrary control of
the international over its locals," the
statement more nearly corresponds to
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the situation today in a great many
unions.
The demand for labor legislation
which is influencing the Congress to act
in this field directly out of a number
of industry-wide strikes called in 1946
by the international rnions, frequently
against the will of the local unions, who
felt that they were perfectly able to negotiate contracts and settle their differences with their own individual employers. This, if adopted, will be the only one
in the Senate bill which directly attacks
in any way the situation in 1946, which
built up the public demand for legislation in this field.
Mr. IVES. Mr. President, I merely
want to point out that in the matter of
control-or authority, as some prefer to
call it-there is one feature in the laborrelations ·p icture which is absolutely
vital. · There can be no responsibility
unless there is some control and authority somewhere. By the destruction of
such control and authority, the responsibility itself also is destroyed. I think
that should be definitely understood in
considering the pending amendment.
As I pointed out earlier today, this
amendment is not the answer to the
problem which we confront. The answer must be found. I am satisfied that
the answer can be found. I am satisfied
that the ·bill as it now stands provides
the vehicle for finding,.,the answer. Under those circumstance~ I see no purpose
whatever -in going .along with a provision of this kind, which, as I previously
stated, is extremely devious and doubtful.
Mr. TAFT. Mr, President, I wish to
make it clear that much of the objection
which has been raised relates to the
House provision, which is entirely different. from this amendment.
The Senator from Minnesota [Mr.
BALL] has submitted another amendment, abolishing. Nation-wide bargaining, of which I am not in favor. There
has been some confusion between the
two- amendments. I believe that the nature of the pending amendment has been
fully explained.
Mr. IVES. Mr. President, I shall not
take the time of the Senate to enter
upon a long dissertation on the pending
amendment, as modified. However, I
wish to point out, as I indicated in commenting upon the subject earlier, that
the modified amendment does not take
care of the objection which I have raised
in connection with the definition of a
metropolitan district. It extends it to a
certain extent. However, we are dealing with a community of interest; and
unless the amendment can be expressive
of such a purpose it definitely misses the
point which I have in mind.
With regard to the Senator's comment
concerning the essence of the b111, I assume he has decided that the pending
amendment is directed at the question of
local autonomy. I believe that question
was thoroughly explored this morning.
We may get local autonomy by this process, but in so doing we shall be taking
one of the most serious steps that has
ever been taken toward the destruction
of proper and necessary union responsi-
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- bility. We should bear that fact in mind
in the consideration of the pending
amendment.
I am sure that all Senators realize the
need for more responsibility. In destroying such responsibility by the socalled local-autonomy proposal we are
opening the door to the utter disintegration of organized labor. That fact
should also be borne in mind in voting
on the amendment.
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I think it
is very important te emphasize, in tne
closing minutes of this debate, that international unions have their constitutions,
approved by the local unions. They have
their conventions, to which the local
unions send their delegates. It is through
such democratic procedures that the
policies of the international unions are
determined~ When we come to the
major strike cases we find in most instances that such strikes are called after
the delegates of the iocal unions, working through the international policy
committee to carry out the wishes of
the local union, have voted for strike
action.
I think the Senator from New York
is quite correct when he points out that
what we are doing by this amendment
is striking at the very heart of democratic trends in the trade-union movement. We propose by this amend~ent
to take away from employers a great
many rights which the Senator from
New York and the junior Senator from
Oregon have sought to give them under
title I of the bill, because the moment
we adopt this amendment we shall find
that employers who wish to bargain on
a multiemployer basis will not b_e able
to bring unfair labor practice charges
against any union whiqh has one member in it who works for an employer
beyond the metropolitan area or beyond
the county in which the union is located. ·
I quite agree with the Senator from
New York when he points out that if we
adopt this amendment we shall be taking
a step which will set responsible tradeunionism back at least 20 years.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I believe
that the speeches against this amendment have utterly and completely misrepresented the situation. The amendment would destroy no union. The only
thing it would do would be to take away
from arbitrary leaders of international
unions power which they have chosen to
exercise against the wishes of their own
members.
Who shall be responsible? That is the
question. 'Which union shall be responsible? Shall the men in a particular district, knowing the situation in that district, have the right democratically to
determine whether they want to sign a
contract or not? Or will union members in the State of Oh:o be bossed by
someone sitting in Pittsburgh who has
not consulted them?
We know that there is no democratic
procedure in the international conventions referred to by the Senator from
. Oregon. It does not exist. The question
is, Shall we continue indefinitely the
power of international unions--,-in many
cases not certified by the National

,.

Labor Relations Board, and in many
cases not the initial representative of
the men-through control under their
constitutions to force men all over the
United States to strike, as Philip Murray did last year? There were 500 strikes
throughout the United States, hardly one
of them necessary, until he chose to say,
"Go ahead and settle with the United
States Steel Co."
·
It is not a question of responsibility of
the unions; it is a question of what
unions shall be responsible. Are the
unions who bargain with their own employers to be responsible? That is the
purpose of the Wagner Act-to have one
group of employees, acting as one, bargaining with their own employer. The
condition which has arisen is absolutely
contrary to the whole theory of collective bargaining and the whole theory of
the Wagner Act.
Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. TAFT. I yield.
Mr. SPARKMAN. I should like to ask
the Senator from Ohio if I correctly understood him to say yesterday that the
effect of this amendment would not be
to prevent industry-wide bargaining.
Mr. TAFT. That is correct. Industry-wide bargaining could continue exactly as it is today, but would have to
be with the voluntary consent of the
unions who bargain together. Today it
must be with the voluntary consent of
their employers. Any employer can
withdraw today, . but not any union.
-once the set-up is there and rs approved
by the Board, no union can withdraw.
This amendment permits a union, if it
does not approve the proceedings of the
national bargaining, to withdraw and
make its own -responsible contract with
its responsible employer.
Mr. SPARKMAN. May I ask the Senator one further question? The Senator from West Virginia [Mr. KILGORE]
yesterday brought out very clearly that
under existing law no one can be compelled to bargain on an industry-wide
basis. Does the Senator from Ohio ·agree
that that is a correct statement?
Mr. TAFT. Employees may be compelled to do so if the employers h.ave voluntarily associated themselves to do so.
Then the Board may make all the unions
do so.
Mr. SPARKMAN. But the lead would
have to be taken by the employers. The
unions are given the right to bargain on
a basis wider than that of a constituent
union only in cases in which the employer takes action first.
Mr. TAFT. That is the present law;
yes.
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President-The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Does
the Senator from Ohio yield to the Senator from Oregon?
Mr. TAFT. I yield.
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I do not
propose to take the time to answer all
the assertions made by the Senator from
Ohio. Mere assertions ~:j,bout misrepresentations are not proof. I am willing
to stand on the legal argument I have
made against this amendment. But he
makes one assertion to which I want to
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take particular exception, namely, if I
understood him correctly, that industrywide bargaining can continue under this
amendment just-as it is practiced now.
Is that a correct statement of the Senator's position?
Mr. TAFT. I am sorry. Will the
Senator repeat his question? I am told
by the Senator from Maine [Mr. BREWSTER] that it is not a correct statement.
Mr. MORSE. I shall repeat my statement, then, because I want it to be correct. I understood the Senator from
Ohio, in answer to the Senator from Alabama, to say that industry-wide bargaining can continue under his amendment
just as it is practiced today if the employers voluntarily want to enter into an
industry-wide bargaining arrangement.
Is that a correct statement?
Mr. TAFT. It is correct. The only
difference is that the union, under this
arrangement, may break it up. A union
made up ·of employees of one employer
might break it up.
Mr. MORSE. Mr. President, I want to
point out that if this amendment be
adopted, then, because of the definition
of the word ''representative" as included
in the amendment, the rights of either
a union or an employer would automatically be destroyed, so far as the application of the act is concerned, if either
party brought a petition to the Board
and pointed out that either the employer
who was a party to the contract or the
union which was a party to the contract
had members within the group beyond
the metropolitan district or the county.
In other words, he reduces, by this
amendment, ipdustry-wide bargaining
to a mere matter of form, and it does not
leave the parties any protection under
the act. If they enter into such industry-wide bargaining they do so at the
risk of not being able to require the other ,
party to bargain collectively under the
terms of the act. Hence I repeat, as I
pointed out in detail in my legal argument this afternoon, this amendment
does in ' actual operation destroy the
legal sanctions available under the act
as it is now written and the additional
sanction which we provide for in the
bill.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
question is on the amendment, as modified, offered by the Senator from Minnesota [Mr. BALL] and other Senators.
Mr. BALL. I ask for the yeas and
nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered, and
the legislative clerk proceeded to call the
roll.
Mr. REED <when his name was
called). I have a general pair with the
Senator from New York [Mr. WAGNER]
which I transfer to the Senator from
Maine [Mr. WHITE], and I will vote. · I
vote ''yea." The Senator from Maine
is necessarily absent. If present and
voting, he would vote "yea"; and the
Senator from New York would vote
"nay.''
The roll call was concluded.
Mr. WHERRY. I announce that the
Senator from Washington [Mr. CAIN] is
paired with the Sepator from Rhode
Island [Mr. McGRATH]. If present and

I
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Mr. LUCAS. That is as I understood
Mr. WHERRY. I desire not to press
voting the Senator from Washington
the rule. I was not sure the Pr~siding
would vote "yea," and the Senator from it.
Subsequently, during the reading of Officer had made that statement.
Rhode Island, if present, would vote
Mr. CONNALLY. Mr. President, may
"nay." The Senator from Washington an amendment submitted by Mr. BALL,
I suggest that that is subject to the
the following occurred:
is absent by leave of the Senate.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The qualification that if any Senator says he
The Senator from Nebraska [Mr.
reading of the amendment will be sus- is recorded incorrectly as having voted
BuTLER] is unavoidably absent.
Mr. LUCAS. I announce that on this pended for a moment, so as to permit "yea" when he really voted "nay," he is
vote the Senator from Georgia [Mr. the Chair to correct his recent announce- entitled to make the correction?
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Of
GEORGE], who is unavoidably detained, ment. The clerks at the desk have made
is paired with the Senator from Okla- their own recapitUlation of the votes just course a vot e can be corrected.
Mr. CONNALLY. That is not a
homa [Mr. THOMAS], who is absent on cast and the correct total should have
official business at one of the Govern- been announced as 43 yeas and 44 nays. change of vote.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
ment departments. If present, the Sen;. So the amendment was lost in any
Senator is correct. That situation was
ator from Georgia would vote "yea'' and event.
The yeas and nays resulted-yeas 43, not envisioned by the Chair's announcethe Senator from Oklahoma would vo.t e
·
ment.
"nay."
nays 44, as follows:
Mr. CONNALLY. It was by the inOn this vote the Senator from .a,hode
YEA8-43
quiry of the Senator from Texas.
Island [Mr. McGRATH], who is absent on. Ball
Hawkes
Revercomb
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
public business, is paired with the Sena- Brewster
Hickenlooper Robertson , Va.
Hoey
Robertson, Wyo
Senator from Texas is ·correct.
tor from Washington [Mr. CAIN]. If Bricker
Bridges
Russell
Holland
Mr. WHERRY. Mr. President, I
present, the Senator from Rhode Island Brooks
Smith
Jenner
withdraw my request, because of the
would vote "nay" and · the Senator from Buck
Kern
Stewart
McCarthy
Taft
Bm:hfield
statement made 'by the President pro
Washington would vote "yea."
Vandenberg
McClellan
tempore. I thought a precedent was
The Senator from New York [Mr. Byrd
Capper
McKellar
Watkins
established when some days ago the
WAGNER ·1, who is necessarily absent, has Donnell
Martin
Wherry
Millikin
Wiley
Senator from Idaho -was permitted to
a general pair with the Senator from Dworshak
Moore
Williams
vote .after the announcement had been
Kansas [Mr. REEDL The · transfer of Eastland
Ferguson
O'Daniel
Wilson
made, according to my thought at the
that pair has been previously announced Fulbright
Overton
Reed
time. I should like an answer from the
by the· Senator from Kansas. I an- Gurney
. Chair as to whether I am correct in
nounce also that if present, the Senator
NAY8-44
thinking the Senator from Idaho was
from New York would vote "nay."
Ives
Murray
Aiken
The vote was recapitulated; and the Baldwin
permitted to vote after .the announceJohnson , Colo. Myers ·
Johnston, S. C. O'Conor
result was announced-yeas 43, nays 43. . Barkley
ment was made, or whether the vote was
Kilgore
O'Mahoney
Chavez
Mr. WHERRY. Mr. Presidentcast prior to the announcement.
Connally
Knowland
Pepper
The PRESIDENT pro. tempor~. The Cooper
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It is
Langer
Saltonstall
Lo1ge
Sparkman
Cordon
the understanding of the Cl:lair-and ·he
amendment is rejected.
Downey
Lucas
Taylor .
[Manifestations of applause in the gal- Ecton
is consulting the RECORD-that the
McCarran
Thomas, Utah
leries.]
Senator from Idaho voted before the
McFarland
Thye
·
Ellender
McMahon
Tobey
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Flanders
annauncement was made.
Magnuson
. Tydings
Chair will have to say to the occupants Green
Mr. WHERRY.- If · that is correct,
Hatch
Malone
Umstead
of the galleries that any demonstrations Hayden
there was .no precedent established, but
Maybank
Young
Morse
are contrary to the rules of the Senate. ' Hill
I certainly understood the situation the
Mr. WHERRY. Mr. President, I move
oth3r way.
NOT VOTING-a
s.. recapitulation of the vote. I ·was on Butler
Mr. pAPEHART. ~r. · President, I
George
Wagner
my feet and. addressing the Chair prior Cain
was holding hearings for the newsprint
McGrath
White
Capehart
Thomas, Okla.
to the announcement of the vote.
committee in room 457, .Senate Office
Mr. Bi\RKLEY. Mr. President, it· is
So the amendment offered ·by Mr. Building, and either the buzzer in that
too late; the announcement has been BALL on behalf of himself and other Sen- room is not working, or .there is no buzmade.
zer in the room, because there was nothators was rejected.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. A sitMr . LUCAS: Mr. President, I wish ing to indicate a quorum call or a yeauation similar to this one arose a few to propound a parliamentary inquiry.
and-nay. vote. I ask unanimous consent
weeks ago. It should be understood that
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The that I may cast my vote.
a second recapitulation does not permit · Senator will state it.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Does
any additional votes· to be cast, and only
Mr. LUCAS. A few moments ago, the Senator submit a request to the
by unanimous consent can votes that when the able Senator from Nebraska . Chair?
have been cast be changed.
Mr. CAPEHART. Yes. I made the
asked for a recapitulation of the vote, I
Does the Senator from Nebraslca ask understood the Presiding Officer to say statement that I was holding hearings
for a recapitulation?
that recapitulation can be made for orie in room 457, Senate Office Building, of
Mr. WHERRY. Mr. Presidtnt; I purpose-only if some Senator desires to the newsprint committee, that there is .
should like to have a recapitulation. My change his vote.
either no buzzer in-that room, or, if there ,
understanding is that, in view of the
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. And is, it failed to work today, and therefore
precedent which has been heretofore es- that only by unanimous consent.
there was no quorum call and no vote
tablished, I have a right to ask for a reMr. LUCAS. That was the point I call indicated in that room. Therefore,
capitulation now.
desired to raise. I did not hear that I ask unanimous consent to be permitted
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The statement made by the Presiding Officer to cast my vote.
Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. PresidentSenator has a right to ask for a recapitu- at the time. In other words, the result
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
lation now.
had been announced, and no recapitulaMr. WHERRY. Mr. President, on a tion can be had after the Chair an- Chair is prepared to rule on the request.
In rule XII it is clearly stated that no
former occasion a vote was added to the nounces the result?
list after such a recapitulation was
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator shall be permitted to vote after
·
ordered.
Senator is correct. Under the regular the decision shall have been announced
The PRESIDENT pro tem:r:,ore. The practice, with which Senators are by the Presiding Officer. The Senator
announcement of the result had not familiar, there is an automatic recapitu- from Indiana has other rights, if he
been made at that time, and that makes lation when the clerk reads the roll. On wishes to invoke them.
Mr. CAPEHART. Mr. President, I
a totally different situation.
that recapitulation any change can be
Mr. BALL. Mr. PrPsident-made which the situation develops. Af- withdraw the request.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The ter that recapitulation, except by unaniThe PRESIDENT pro tempore subseChair sti11 wishes .to know .whether the mous consent, there can be no second.re- quently said: If the Senate will indulge
Senator from Nebraska desires to press capitulation ·on which votes are changed the Chair; the Chair is anxious to have
or added.
·
his request for a recapitulation.
the record totally clear in respect to the

\
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parliamentary question raised by the
Senator from Nebraska. Therefore, the
Chair refers back to the episode to which
the Senator from Nebraska referred, and
reads from the Journal of the Senate
for March 3, as follows:
Therefore; the Chair is simply putting the
Senate on notice that hereafter, so far as
the present occupant of the Chair Is concerned, a request for a second recapitulation will not be recognized by the Chair
until after announcement of the vote; and
that thereafter, if a recapitulation is granted,
no Senator who enters the Chamber can
vote, and, except by unanimous consent, no
Senator who voted can change or withdraw
his vote.
·

The Chair's ruling today is in complete
conformity with the situation to which
the able Senator from Nebraska referred.
Mr. WH:t!:RRY. Mr. President, I want
to state that I remember .distinctly now
the statement made by the President pro
tempore, but I was somewhat confuse~· by
the vote that was taken, V.7hich goes back,
I think, 2 or 3 days prior to the time
Qf the ruling of the Chair. The distinguished Senator from Idaho was permitted to vote after the vote had been
recapitulated. I want to say now that I
was in error in saying that two recapitulations were had prior to the time his
vote was taken; but the Senator was p·e rmitted to vote, and his vote. was counted
at that time, after a recapitulation had
been made.
The PRESIDENT. pro tempore. The
Senator is correct.
Mr. WHERRY. The ruling came
later. I want to state to the Chair that I
thoroughly agreed with the' Chair's rulIng in the first instance, which I related, · and I ·also agree with the statement just now made by the Chair. The
former incident which I cited is not a
precedent in the present case.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. That
is a completely satisfactory conclusion pf
the episode?
.
Mr. WHERRY. It is.
Mr. BALL. Mr. President, I send to
the desk an amendment which I offer
and ask to have stated. I should say
that the amendment is offered on behalf
of myself, the Senator from Virginia
[Mr. BYRD], the Senator from Georgia
[Mr. GEORGE], and the Senator from New
J,ersey [Mr. SMITH].
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
amendment will be stated.
The CHIEF CLERK. On page 54, between lines 4 and 5, it is proposed to
insert the following:
RESTRICTIONS ON PAYMENTS TO EMPLOYEE
REPRESENTATIVES

SEc. 302. (a) It shall be unlawful for any
employer to pay or deliver, or to agree to
pay or deliver, any money or other thing of
value to any representative of any of his
employees who are employed in an industry
affecting commerce.
(b) It shall be m:ilawful for any representative of any employees who are employed in
an industry affecting commerce to receive or
accept, or to agree to receive or accept, from
the employer of such employeP.s any money
or other thing of value.
(c) The provisions of this section shall not
be applicable (1) with respect to - ny money
or other thing of value payable by an em• player to any representative who is ·an employee or former employee of such employer,
as compensation for, or by reason of, his services -as an employee of such employer; (2)

with respect to the payment or delivery of
any money or other thing of value in satisfaction of a judgment of any court or in
compromise, adjustment, settlement or release of any claim in the absence of fraud
or duress; (3) with respect to the sale or purchase of an article or commodity at the prevailing market price in the regular course of
business; (4) with espect to money ·deducted from the wages of employees in payment of membership dues in a labor organization: Provided, That the employer has received from each employee, on whose account such deductions are made, a written
assignment which shaH not be irrevocable for
a period of more than 1 year, or beyond the
termination date of the applicable collective
agreement, whichever occurs sooner; or (5)
with respect to money or. other thing of value
paid to a trust fund established by such
representative, for the sole and exclusive
benefit of the employees of such employer.
and their families and dependents (or of such
employees, families, and dependents jointly
with the employees of other employers making similar payments, and their families and
dependents): Provided, That (A) such payments are held in trust for the purpose of
paying, either from principal or income or
both, for the benefit of employees, their families and dependents, for medical or hospital
care, pensions on retirement or death of
employees, compensation for injuries or 111ness resulting from occUpational activity, or
insurance to provide any of the foregoing, or
life insurance, disab1lity and sicknei}S insurance, or accident insurance; and (B) the detailed basis on which such payments are to
be made Is specified in :- written agreement
with the employer, and employees and employers are equally represented in the administration of such fund, together with such
neutral persons as the representatives of the
employers and the representatives of the
employees may agree upon and in the event
the employer and employee groups deadlock,
on the administration of such fund and there
are no neutral persons empowered to break
such deadlock, such ?.greement p~·ovides that
the two grcups shall agree on an impartial
umpire to decide such dispute, or in event
of their failure to agree within a reasonable
length of time, an impartial umpire to decide
such dispute shall, on petition of either
group, be appointed by the district court of
the United States for the district where the
trust fund has its principa 1 office, and shall
also contain provisions for an annual audit
of the trust fund, a statement of the results
of which shall be available for inspection by
interested persons at the principal offi.ce of
the trust fund and at such other places as
may be designated in such written agreement.
(d) Any person who willfully violates any
of the provisions. of this section shall, upon
conviction thereof, be guilty of a misdemeanor and be subject to a fine of not more
than $10,000 or to imprisonment for not more
than 1 year, or both.
(e) The district courts of the United States
and the United States courts of the Territories and possessions shall have jurisdiction,
for cause shown, and subject to the provisions of section 17 (relating to notice to opposite party) of the act entitled "An act to
supplement existing laws against unlawful
restraints and monopolies, and for other
purposes," approved October 15, 1914, · as .
amended (U. S. C., title 28, sec. 381), to restrain violations of this section, without
regard to the provisions of sections 6 and 20
of such act of October 15, 1914, as amended
(U.S. C., title 15, sec. 17, and title 29, sec. 52),
and the provisions of the act entitled "An,act
to amend the Judicial Code and to define and
limit the jurisdiction of courts sitting in
equity, and for other purposes," approved
March 23, 1932 (U. S. C., title 29, sees. 101115).

(f) This section shall not apply to any
contract in force on the date of enactment
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of this act, until the expiration of such contract, or until July 1, 1948, whichever first
occurs.
(g) For the purposes of this section, the
term "representative" means any labor organization which, or any indiV:idual who, 1s
authorized or purports to be authorized to
deal with an employer, on behalf of two or
more of his employees, concerning grievances,
labor disputes, wages, rates of pay, hours of
· employment, or conditions of work; and for
the purposes of section 301 includes any other organization or fund of which some of the
offi.cers are representatives or are members
of a labor organization or are elected or appointed by a representati.,.,.e.

T.be PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
question is on agreeing to the amendment submitted by the Senator from
Minnesota £Mr. BALL] for himself and
other Senators.
Mr. BALL. Mr. President-The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
Chair sugge~ts to the Senator that the
junior Senator from Vermont [Mr.
FLANDERS], in the understanding of the
Chair, desires to present a very brief
amendment at this time. As a matter of
personal -convenience to the Senator
from Vermont, would there be any objection on the part of the Senator from
Minnesota?
Mr. BALL. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the pending amendment be temporarily laid aside to permit
the Senator from Vermont to offer his
amendment.
. The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
Chair thanks the Senator, and recognizes
the Senator from Vermont.
Mr. FLANDERS. Mr. President, I rise
to offer a simple amendment to Senate
bill 1126. The amendment is to insert
the words "or responsibly to direct
them" after the word "employees" on
page 6, line 20. Paragraph (11 > would
then read:
The term "superv~sor" means any individual having authority, in the interest of
the employer to hire, transfer, suspend, lay
off, recall, promote, discharge, assign, reward,
or discipl~_ne other employees, or responsibly
to direct them, or to adjust their grievances.
or effectively to recommend such action if in
connection with the foregoing the exercise
of such authority is not of a merely routine
or clerical nature, but requires tbe use of
independent judgment. ·

As an employer for many years past.
and until I resigned to enter this body, I
can say that the definition of "supervisor" in this act seems to me to cover adequately everything except the basic act
of supervising. Many of the activities
d~scribed in paragraph (11) are transferred in modern practice to a personnel
manager or department. The supervisor
may recommend more or less effectively,
but the personnel department may, and
often does, transfer a worker to another
d~partment on other work instead of discharging, disciplining or otherwise .following the recommended action.
In fact, under some modern management methods, the supervisor might be
deprived of authority · for most of the
functions enumerated and still have a
large responsibility for the exerci~e . of
personal judgment based on personal experience, training, and abilit-y. He is
charged with the responsible direction
of his department and the men under
him. He determines under general
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orders what job shall be undertaken next
and who shall do it. He gives instructions for its proper performance. If
needed, he gives training in the performance of unfamiliar tasks to the worker
to whom they are assigned.
Such men are above the grade of
"straw bosses, lead men, set-up men,
and other minor supervisory employees,"
as enumerated in the report. Their
essential managerial duties are best
defined by the words, "direct responsibly," which I am suggesting.
In a large measure, the success or
failure of a manufacturing business depends on the judgment and initiative. of
these men. The top management may
properly be judged by its success or
failure in picking them out and in backing them up when they have been properly selected.
Mr. President, I have not heard at any
time in the discussion of this bill what
seems to me an adequate explanation of
the reasons for removing this supervisory
force from the area of collective bargaining. The reasons are simple and direct.
Unless the employer can hire and discharge, promote, demote, and. transfer
these men, he has lost the control of his
business. He cannot run it e:fiectively.
If he cannot run it effectively and efficiently, he cannot continue in business
profitably. . If he cannot operate profitably, he is a bad manager, not only from
the stockholders' standpoint, but also
from that of the working force as well.
Only the profitable business can furnish
sustained employment at good wages. At
this point the interests of stockholders
and employees are identical.
Mr. President, I assume I must ask
unanimous consent to o:fier this amendment.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. No;
the Senator is entitled to o:fier his amendment.
·
Mr. FLANDERS. I o:fier the amendment.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
Senator from Vermont o:fiers an amendment, which the clerk will state. ·
The CHIEF CLERK. On page 6, line 20,
after the word "employees," it is proposed
to insert "or responsibly to direct them.''
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
...- question is on agreeing to the amendment submitted by the Senator from Vermont.
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, this merely
adds to the definition of the word "supervisor." The definition in the bill is that
which has been used by the National
Labor Relations Board for the past 4 or
5 years; but · I have no objection certainly to including the words "or responsibly to direct them." I do not think
I can accept the amendment for the committee, but it is entirely satisfactory, I
am sure, to all members of the committee.
The PREEIDENT pro tempore. The
question is on agreeing to the amendment o:fiered by the Senator from Vermont.
The amendment was agreed to.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
question recurs on the amendment offered
by the Senator from Minnesota for himscif and other Senators.
·
Mr. BALL. Mr. President, the pending amendment deals with so-called wei-

fare funds, which are becoming increasingly prominent in negotiations between
unions and employers. It is very similar to, though, as changed, it is a considerable improvement upon, a similar
section which was in the so-called Case
bill, which was passed by the Congress
last year.
Subsections (a) and (b) of the amendment are simply a broad prohibition of
payment or delivery by an employer of
any money or other thing of value to
any representative of his employees, and
a prohibition of receipt thereof by the
representative.
Subsection (c) contains certain exceptions. The first one is with respect to
any money due a · representative who is
an employee or a former employee of the
employer, on account of wages actually
earned by him. The second exemption is
with respect to the payment of money or
other thing of value in satisfaction of a
judgment rendered by a court, or in compromise of litigation. The third is with
respect to the sale or purchase of an
·article or· commodity at the prevailing
market price in the regular course of
business. There are many employers
who will obviously be selling their own .
merchandise to business agents of the
union, they hope. Finally, the fourth exception is with respect, not to welfare
funds, but to the so-called check-o:fi.
It does not prohibit the check-o:fi, but
provides that it is legal only where it is.
individually authorized by the employee
from whose wages the deduction is made,
by an authorization that is irrevocable
for a period of not more than 1 year.
Finally, there is the exception to cover socalled welfare funds. All it requires
is that the so-called welfare fund shall
be jointly administered by representatives of the employer and the union; that
the specific purposes of the fund and the
benefits to which employees are entitled
shall be set forth in detail in the agreement creating the fund; and that it
shall be in the nature of a trust fund , so
that the employees receiving benefits
from it will have a right to go into court
to protect their interest in such benefits,
if necessary. The amendment provides
that where the representatives of the employer and the union administering the
fund become involved in a dispute and a
deadlock, and cannot agree on an impartial member of the board of trustees
of the fund, the district court shall appoint an impartial trustee to decide the
matter.
Subsection <d) makes the violation of
the section a misdemeanor, with a fine of
not more than $10,000 or imprisonment
for not more than 1 year, for anyone
found guilty.
Subsection <e> gives the district ..:ourts
jurisdiction to restrain and to punish
violations of the section, notwithstanding
the provisions of the Norris-LaGuardia
Act.
Subsection (f) is a limitation which
provides that the section shall not apply
to any contract in force on the date of
the enactment of this measure, until the
expiration of such contract, or until July
1, 1948, whichever first occurs.
Subsection (g) is simply a definition of
the term "representative" as used in the
section, which is required to be some-
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what di:fierent from the definition of
"representative" in the National Labor
Relations Act.
Mr. President, the sole purpose of the
amendment is not to prohibit welfare
funds, but to make sure that they are
legitimate trust funds, used actually for
the specified benefits to the employees of ·
the employers who contribute to them,
and that they shall not degenerate into
bribes. More and more, unions, local,
international, and regional, are dem~.nd
ing the establishment of such welfare
funds in negotiations with employers. I
have heard of many cases in which
unions have even relinquished wage demancJs in order to secure a welfare fund,
with a percentage of the pay-roll paid
into the welfare fund established, and
employers have frequently agreed to that
procedure. In some instances I know of
the payments are used to buy accident
and health insurance from insurance
companies which appear to have been
established fairly recently, the directors
of such insurance companies being wellknown leaders of unions, arid I have
been told that the commissions on the
premiums paid for such insurance are
very lucrative, and go to business agents
of the unions. I myself think that unless
we make sure that such funds, when they
are established, are really trust funds
and are r,ctually used for the benefit to
employees specified in the agreement,
there is very grave danger that the funds
will be used for the personal gain of
union leaders, or for political purposes,
or other purposes not contemplated when
they are established, and that they will
in fact become rackets.
· Mr. President, I hope the amendment
will be adopted.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
question is on the amendment o:fiered by
the Senator from Minnesota for himself
and other Senators.
·
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, I want to
add a word to the statement just made
by the Senator from Minnesota. I happen to have been a patron of a similar
amendment to the Case bill last ye::~.r
which was adopted by a substantial majority. The reason that amendment was
offered by the Senator from Virginia last
year was because Mr. John Lewis, the
president of the United Mine Workers,
was attempting to obtain a royalty of 10
cents a ton on all coal mined, the money
thus obtained to be placed in a fund to
be controlled exclusively by the labor
union.
As stated by the Senator from Minne-·
sota in his explanation, the amendment
permits a welfare fund under collective
bargaining, but it provides that the
money derived shall be placed in a trust
fund, in which the employer and the employees shall have equal representation,
and shall be used for th.e benefit of the
employees.
Mr. President, I express the hope that
the amendment will be adopted. It has .
a specific purpose, which is to prohibit
the labor unions from requiring welfare
funds to be paid into the treasuries of.
the labor unions. It provides that the
funds are permitted and allowed under
collective bargaining, but that the money
shall go to a trust fund which shall be
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mutually administered by the employer
and the employee.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
question is on the amendment offered
by the Senator from Minnesota.
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. President, I wanted
to say a few words about the amendment.
This is a recurrence of the question which
was before the Senate last year in the
Case bill. Probably as good a summary
of what the amendment accomplishes as
could be found is stated in the committee report:
·
An amendment reinserting in the bill a
provision regarding so-called welfare funds
similar to the section in the Case bill approved by the Senate at the last session. It
does not prohibit welfare funds but merely
requires that, 1f agreed upon, such funds be
jointly administered-be, in fact, trust funds
for the employees, with definite benefits specified, to which employees are cleal'ly entitled,
and to obtain which they have a clear legal
remedy. The amendment proceeds on the
theory that union leaders should not be permitted, without reference to the employees,
to divert funds paid by the company, in
consideration of the services of employees,
to the union treasury or the union officers,
except under the process of strict accountability.
Thus the amendment makes extortioL me• gal and also prevents the check-off of union
dues unless authorized in writing b~ the
individual employee.
Such authorization
may be irrevocable for the period of contract. which is the usual form of check-off
today
The necessity for the amendment was made
clear by the demand made last year on the
part of the United Mine Workers that a tax
of 10 cents a ton on coal be paid to the Mine
Workers Union for indiscriminate use for
so-called welfare purposes. It seemed essential to the Senate at that time, and today,
that if any such huge sums were to be paid,
representing as they do the value of the.
services of the union members, which could
otherwise be paid to the union members in
wages, the use of such funds be strictly safeguarded.
There is a serious question whether welfare funds of this character should be permitted at all unless the employees are willing to join such funds voluntarily and have
their earnings diverted thereto. However,
a number of such funds have been established, and we have no desir~ to interfere
with their operation. One of the subjects
for study by the joint committee proposed
in S. 1126 is this matter of welfare funds
and their relation to sucial security. In
some way they should be integrated with
social security, and the national assistance
should not be broken up into a series of
industry agreements. Pending that study,
however, we believe it ls imperative that
where such funds are in existence or are
agreed upon by collective bargaining, they
should not be subject to racketeering or
arbitrary dispensation by union officers.
Without such restraints employees. would
have no more rights in the funds supposedly
established for their benefit than their
union leaders choose to allow them. They
may well become a mere tool to increase the
power of the union leaders over their men, .
and even be open to racketeering practices.

Mr. President, I have only a few words
to say about the amendment. This is another one of those instances where it
seems that certain individuals do not
credit the union membership with any
authority whatever over the selection of
or the conduct of their own leaders. I
am not willing to accept that premise.
I think it is not justified by experience.
As a matter of fact, I think there is

about as much democracy · in labor
unions as there is in corporations. I
think the members of labor unions exercise just about as much authority over
their leaders as stockholders do over the
executives in their corporations and in
their corporate enterprises.
·
Mr. President, the amendment is aimed
at two things: First, it is aimed at the
welfare fund and the policy of t:Q.e application of the welfare fund principle
to industry through collective bargaining.
The able Senator from Montana [Mr.
MURRAY] and the able Senator from New
York [Mr. WAGNER] have been active in
the leadership of a movement to secure a
national health insurance program.
They have not been able to get very far
with it. There has always been some excuse offered as to why it should not be
adopted. There have been those who
claim that it was socialized medicine,
and others who found in it some other
defect. Surely those who object to a
national health insurance program
should not object to a policy of providing
for the welfare of the workers in an industry by collective bargaining agreement between management and employees engaged in the industry. I do
not know of anything fairer than that.
Yet the effect and the design of the
pending amendment is to strike down
that policy which is of growing prevalence and popularity in industry in the
United States today.
When we had this matter before us in
the . last session of the Congress we
showed that there was organization
after organization, union after union.
which had collective bargaining agreements in effect, under which welfare
funds were . provided, which welfare
funds were administered by the employees themselves through their own
executives, of course, answerable to the
authority of the union members, the
employees.
So, Mr. President, it seems to me that
until we adopt the national health insurance principle and policy Congress
should give encouragement to the establishment of welfare funds by collective bargaining agreements between
management and industry.
The other question i~. primarily, Who
should have the administration of such funds? For whose benefit are the funds
established? They are established for
the benefit of the workers. Is it not reasonable to suppose that if the funds are
for the benefit of the workers, the workers will be the ones chiefly concerned in
their proper administration and disbursement? Can any union leader
escape accountability, first, to the law,
and secondly, to his own union membership, for the misuse, misappLation, or
diversion of welfare funds? Yet, this
amendment is designed to prohibit the
welfare fund and its administration by
emplo~·ees themselves, or by their chosen
leaders.
Today in America we are paying a terrible price in loss of life, loss of health,
and loss of man-days, because the people
of the country are not receiving_ the
medical care and attention which they
require. There are differences of opinion as t.o how the medical attention
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needed by the people should be supplied.
I believe that the national health-insurance principle is a wise, sound, and
thoroughly American principle to apply
to the health ·needs of the people. But
until such a principle is put into practice,
surely we should ercourage management and labor to get together through
collective-bargaining agreements and
provide adequate welfare funds to supply deficiencies in the private purchasing
· power of the people.
In my opinion it is a tragic expense
that we are requiring of the health of
the people. Every year more man-days
are lost, many times over, by sickness
and physical disability than are lost
through strikes. The bill before us has
excited the national attention. It has
behind it the determination of a large
part of the Congress to secure its enactment; and, yet, fewer man-days are lost
every year in strikes than are lost from
sickness or disability which could be prevented or alleviated in most cases. Yet
we have not been able to do very much
in that field. Now, when management
and labor, in a thoroughly democratic
way, through the principle of private
initiative, have worked out free collective-bargaining agreements to provide
welfare funds, we come along with a
prohibition which for all practical purposes would make them unavailable. I
wish to raise my voice in protest against
any such principle.
The second provision of the amendment against which I protest is the requirement that there shall be no checkoff unless each individual member gives
an individual authorization for the
check-off. There again we are going behind the authority of the collective
bargaining agent of the union, duly
chosen by the union and certified by the
National Labor Relations Board as being
the bargaining agent of the union. The
bargaining representatives have authority to represent the employees. They
have authority to negotiate. They have
authority to enter into contracts. When
they enter. into a contract pursuant to
free collective bargaining, when the employer recognizes the principle of the
check-off, and when the chosen agent
of the employees bargains for and agrees
to the principle of the check-off, I do
not think it is the duty of the Congress
of the United States to say, "We will go
behind the authority of the bargaining
agent certified by the National Labor Relations Board and chosen by the employees themselves, and poll each individual member to see whether he gives
individual authority to management to
check off his union dues."
As a matter of sheer efficiency in a
plant, the check-off principle is desirable.
If union dues cannot be collected
through the check-off principle, it means .
that the union must pay someone to go
around and see the individual members
and collect their dues. Perhaps the collectors will trespass upon the property
of the employer or take part of the working time of the worker in an effort to
collect the dues when the collector can
find the members together. If it is not
done at the place of employment the collector must tramp around from home to
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home to find the worker, who may be inclined toward recalcitrance or tardiness,
and offer him an opportunity to pay his
union dues.
When the employer and the employees
have agreed by collective bargaining to
the principle of the check-of!, when the
employer has accepted that practice, and
when it has been properly entered into as
an engagement between management
and labor, I say that it is intervention in
the affairs of the uhion for us to assert
that in order to protect the individual
we must require him to give individual,
specific authorization to the employer to
make the deduction from his wages to
·pay his dues through the check-off.
I have nothing f·· rther to say, Mr.
President, except that tlais amendment
is designed to carry out the policy of the
other amendments, to shake the confidence of the workers in their own leadership, to break down discipline in labor
organizations, to impair the collective
bargaining power of labor's representatives, and to weaken labor in its effort
to live. Against that policy I repeatedly
protest.
Mr. THOMAS of Utah. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. PEPPER. I yield.
Mr. THOMAS of Utah. Before the
Senator from Florida takes his seat I
wonder if he would comment on two provisions of the amendment which may
be very destructive· of the practices which
have grown up and have proved beneficial ..1ot only to labor, but also to industry, through mutual efforts.
First, there is the general proposition
that this is an amendment to correct
what is supposed to be a single ill. It
lays down a new way -of proceeding in
regard to arrangements -to take care of
old-age, illness, retirement, and so forth.
Would not the changing of the rules
naturally impede the growth of the very
fine ideas connected with retirement and
annuitY plans?
Furthermore, I wish that the Senator,
who is an experienced lawyer, and
therefore very much more able to talk
about the question than I am, would
spend a moment or two on paragraph
(e) on page 4 of the amendment. Is
not this an invitation to resort to the
courts in labor disputes? ·noes it not
again open the courts, which have been
denied the right to issue injunctions, to
labor disputes?
Moreover, ever since the passage of the
National Labor Relations Act, the appeal
has been to the circuit court. The cases
have first gone to the administrative
courts. My fear in connection with the
mere mention of the district courts in
this section is the same fear which I
have entertained whenever the subject
has been mentioned iri other provisions.
This is really a proposal to permit the
advantage-taker to develop some kind
of a case which will be embarrassing to
labor, and get the case into court,
whether it be a worthy case or not, thus
holding up the process of growth and
development in this field.
Mr. PEPPER. I thank the able Senator from Utah.
In my reply to his first inquiry, it is
my opinion that the welfare fund is as
justifiable a levy upon a commodity as are

payments under the workmen's compensation law. A little while ago there were
those who thought that it was an invasion of private rights for the various
States to enact workmen's compensation
laws to compensate workers for the human wreckage and deterioration incident" to industry. It has been recognized, of course, that the employer has
the right to charge off deterioration and
depreciation for machinery that has
broken down by accident. That is · a
part of the cost of doing business. But
if a body were broken, if a human being
broke down, it was said that it would
be an invasion of private-property
rights if that were made a charge upon
the business, a business expense. Then,
thank God, the social conscience of this
Nation was awakened, and, so far as I
know, every State finally provided workmen's compensation laws which made
human wreckage a part of the cost of
doing business.
So, Mr. President, we got away from
the practice of an injured man's having
to call a lawyer and having to give 50
percent of his recovery to the lawyer in
order to get it, and possibl} not receive
anything at all in the end.
The welfare fund, in my opinion, Mr.
President, is an extension of the same
principle. Industry, in my opinion,
should be charged with a partial responsibility for the care and maintenance of
people who work in a plant as well as
for the care and maintenance of the
plant itself. That is essentially the
function of the welfare fund which, ·for
all practical purposes, is prohibited by
this amendment. The welfare fund is to
provide medical care for those who are
ill, to provide compensation for those
who cannot work because of disability,
to provide some compensation for the
one who.is injured. There recently occurred a tragic accident in the mines in
Illinois. The daily toll taken in the
hazardous industries is composed of human beings. Yet there is only a partial
provision for the care of people who sustain such injuries and for the loved ones
who have been deprived of their support.
Therefore, Mr. President, because some
enlightened employer and some enlightened employee have found a way of
getting together upon this principle and
have entered into a free contract for
making the welfare fund as a partial
charge upon the industry itself, Congress presumes to step in and say that
that is an invasion of the private rights
of the parties; that such funds have to
be so safeguarded and circumscribed that
the workers themselves, through their
officials, cannot have general jurisdiction
of the administration of the funds.
Mind you, Mr. President, that is in cases
where it is agreed by the employer that
the union shall have authority for the
general administration of the funds.
Anyone who contemplates the number
of people who are being wasted by the
profligacy of the industrial process of
this land, would, it seems to ·me, be
sympathetic toward this fine ' movement
of private enterprise finding a way of
caring for its workers, and would insist
that, instead of Congress trying to
thwart, retard, and retrogress the process, it should write a provision· in the bill
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declaring it to be the national policy to
encourage the -establishment of welfare
funds in .every industry in the land.
Reference has been made to a provision
in the amendment which puts the matter back in court to enjoin a violation of
the statute. We are step by step whittling away the Norris-LaGuardia Act;
step by step we are restoring government
by injunction; item by item providing
machinery by which we may retard the
effort of employees to maintain a decent
standard of living and a fair level of
wage; getting back again, Mr. President,
to the fallacious policy of trying to settle
disputes by litigation in court rather than
by arbitration between the parties or by
friendly agreement and cooperation between management and labor in working
out their differences.
So, Mr. President, I do not see any
need for this amendment. I do not see
any abuse at which it is directed, or any
necessity tor changing the situation as
it exists at the present time. There are
hundreds of thousands of workers all
over the United States who are protected
by collective-bargaining agreements in
respect to welfare funds. These disputes are not settled in court; they are
settled by amicable accord and understanding between management and
labor.
Therefore, Mr. President, I sincerely
hope that this amendment will not be
adopted and that we shall not strike
down further .a very salutary practice
which has grown up in industry, namely,
that of providing welfare funds for the
health and care of the workers of the
country.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
question is on agreeing to the amend:rr.ent submitted by the Senator from
Minnesota [Mr. BALL] on behalf of himself and other Senators.
Mr. PEPPER. Mr. President, I suggest the absence ·of a quorum.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
clerk will call the roll.
The Chief Clerk called the roll, and
the following Senators answered to their
names:
Aiken
B::~.ldwln

Ball
Barkley
Brewster
Bricker
Bridges
Brooks
Buck
Bu~hfield

Byrd
Capehart
Capper
Chavez
Connally
Cooper
Cordon
Donnell
Downey
Dworshak
Eastland
Ecton
Ellender
Ferguson
Flanders
Fulbright
Green
Gurney
Hatch
Hawkes

Hayden
Hickenlooper
Hill
Hoey
Holland
Ives
Jenner
Johnson, Colo.
Johnston, S. C.
Kem
Kilgore
Knowland
Langer
Lodge
Lucas
McCarran
McCarthy
McClellan
McFarland
McKellar
McMahon
Magnuson
Malon~

Martiu
May bank
Millikin
Moore
Morse
Murray
Myers

O'Conor
O'Daniel
O'Mahoney
Overton
Pepper
Reed
Revercomb
Robertson, Va.
Robert son, Wyo,
Russell
Sa!tonstall
Smith
Sparkman
Stewart
Taft
Taylor
Thomas, Okla.
Thomas, Utah
Thye
Tobey
Tydings
Umstead
Vandenberg
Watkins
Wherry
Wiley
Williams
Wilson
Young

The PRESIDENT pro tempore.
Eighty-nine Senators having. answered
to their names, a quorum is pJ;esent.
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Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. President, in regard to the matter of the vote on the
·amendment which was rejected earlier
in the afternoon, because of the interest
of many Senators, I wish ·to enter a motion to reconsider the vote by which that
amendment was rejected. Inasmuch as
it is not in order while another ameridme:nt. is pending to move to reconsider
that vote and subsequently to move to
lay on the table the motion to reconsider,
I ask unanimous consent that it may now
be in order to move to reconsider, and
thereafter to move to lay that motion
on the table.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
Senator from Kentucky has entered a
motion to reconsider the vote by which
the last-preceding amendment was rejected, and he asks unanimous consent
that that motion may be considered at
this time and that a motion to lay the
motion to reconsider on the table may
now be in order. Is there objection?
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, reserving
the right to object, I wish to state that
so far as I am concerned, I have no intention of seeking a reconsideration of
the vote, either today, or tomorrow, or
at any time while this bill is pending.
My feeling is that inasmuch as the division is so close and inasmuch as so
many Senators feel strongly on one side
of the amendment, even if it were carried
by one or two votes, it probably would
not advance the progress of the bill, and
it might lose votes for the bill.
Therefore, in view of the showing
made on the vote, even though on areconsideration the Senate might perhaps
carry the amendment by one or two votes,
I do not intend to move to reconsider.
Consequently, I am prepared to acquiesce in the decision made this afternoon,
and as a result I have no objection to the
request.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore . . Is
there objection to the request of the
Senator from Kentucky?
Mr. BALL. Mr. President, although
at the present time I have no intention of
moving a reconsideration, I do not wish
to foreclose that possibility completely,
and therefore I object.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Objection is heard.
The motion of the Senator from Kentucky to reconsider will be entered.
Mr. BARKLEY subsequently said: Mr.
President, after consulting with the
Senator from Minnesota [Mr. BALL], who
objected a little while ago to the unanimous-consent request which I made in
regard to a motion to reconsider and a
motion to lay on the table the motion to
reconsider, I now renew that request.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
Senator from Kentucky again asks unanimous consent that he be permitted, out
of order, to move to reconsider the vote
by which the amendment recently acted
upon by the Senate was rejected.
Is there objection? The Chair hears
none; and without objection, the question before the Senate is the motion to
reconsider the vote by which the amendment referred to was rejected.
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I move
that the motion to reconsider which has
been made by the Senator from Kentucky be laid on the table.
XCIII--296

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
question is on agreeing to the amendment submitted by the Senator from
Minnesota.
Mr. WHERRY .. Mr. President, I send
to the desk a unanimous-consent agreement which I submit, and ask that it be
stated.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
request will be stated.
The CHIEF CLERK. The following unanimous-consent agreement is proposed:
Ordered, That on the calendar day of
Thursday, May 8, 1947, at the hour of 12:30
o'clock p. m., the Senate proceed without
further debate to vote upon any amendment
that may be pending, or that may thereafter
be offered, to the pending amendment proposed to Senate bill 1126, the Federal Labor
Relations Act of 1947, by Mr. BALL (for h imself, Mr. BYRD, Mr. GEORGE, and Mr . SMITH)
on page 54, after line 4, and then upon the
said amendment, whether modified or
amended.
Ordered further, That on sa1d day .of May
8, the time intervening between the meeting of the Senate and the said hour of 12:30
o~clock p . m., be equally divided between the
proponents and the opponents of the said
amendment, to be controlled, respectively,
by the Senator from Minnesota fMr. BALL]
and the Senator from Oregon [Mr. MoRsE].

Mr. LODGE. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. WHERRY. I yield.
Mr. LODGE. Do I · correctly understand that the requested agreement applies only to the-pending amendment?
Mr. WHERRY. That is · correct. It
is what is known as the third amendment, and it refers to the social welfare
fund. That amendment is ·now the
pending question, and that is the only
question which would be affected by the·
unanimous-consent agreement I have
submitted.
Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. President, I
thought there was a general feeling that
the Senate was almost ready to vote on
the amendment at this time.
Mr. WHERRY. After talking to some
Senators who are interested in the
amendment, I find there is a general
feeling that it will be impossible to obtain a vote on the amendment tonight.
That is the reason for submitting the
request.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is
there objection to the unanimous-consent request submitted by the Senator
from Nebraska? The Chair hears none,
and it is so ordered.
Mr. MYERS. Mr. President, as
further proof of the wisdom of the Senate in rejecting the industry-wide bargaining amendment, I ask unanimous
consent to have printed in the RECORD
a telegram I have received from the Full
Fashioned Hosiery Manufacturers of
America, Inc., and also a telegram which
I have received from the Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Co.
There being no objection, the telegrams were ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
PHILADELPHIA, PA., April 26,1947.
Hon. FRANCIS J. MYERS,
United States Senate:

Full Fashioned Hosiery Manufacturers of
America, Inc., an association of 36 hosiery
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mms located in various sections of this
country and comprising a substantial section of the full-fashioned hosiery industry,
has carried on collective bargaining on a
group basis with Americap Federatior~ of
Hosiery Workers since 1928. The employers
in this association have found group bargaining a very satisfactory method of
handling their industrial relations. We believe it has brought about a stab11ity which
would not have been accomplished through
individual bargaining and has helped to
create harmonious and peaceful relationships with our employees. It is our considered opinion that the advantages of intelligent group bargaining far outweigh in
importance the occasional abuse thereof.
Therefore our association does not favor the
proposed prohibition of industry-wide bargaining.
FULL FASHIONED HOSIERY MANUFAC•
TURERS OF AMERICA, INC.,
JOSEPH s. KLEINBARD,
.
General Counsel. ·

PITTSBURGH, PA., May 1, 1947.
Hon. FRANCIS J. MYERS,
United States .Senate,
_
Washington, D. C.:
Sections 9 (f) (1) and 12 (a) (4) of title I
of H. R. 3020 (Labor Management Relations
Act. 1947) , which has passed the House of

Representatives and is now before the Senate
for consideration, would operate to prohibit
joint-company collective bargaining. S. 1126
(Federal Labor Relations Act of 1947), as reported by the Senate Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare, does not prohibit jointcompany collective bargaining, but Senator
BALL is sponsoring a proposed amendment to
add section 304 to title I of 8. 1126, which
would also make joint-company collective
bargaining impossible.
The Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. is taking
this _opportupity to register its vigorous opposition to such proposed legislation which
would make it impossible for employers to
· act jointly in collective bargaining with labor
unions. This company has for many years
participated in joint labor negotiations in the
fiat-glass industry with the Libbey-OwensFord Glass Co. Our experience during this
period of joint-company bargaining has satisfied us beyond any doubt that such jointcompany bargaining has resulted in substantial benefits to all parties involved. The two
companies employ in fiat-glass manufacture
approximately 20,000 production workers in
plants located in seven States, most of whom
are represented by the Federation of Glass,
Ceramic, and Silica Sand Workers of America,
CIO. About 1,000 are represented by the
Window Glass Cutters League of America,
AFL. It is our opinion that the above provisions of H. R. 3020 and the amendment to
S. 1126 proposed by Senator BALL would have
a serious effect upon the operations of the
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. and its relations
with its employees.
Without going into detail we believe the
proposed legislative provisions mentioned
above would ( 1) seriously disrupt existing
mutually satisfactory bargaining relationships, (2) require unnecessary and timeconsuming negotiations in the future, and
(3) undermine existing satisfactory standards developed through years of joint collective bargaining based on an equality of bargaining power and mutual respect of the
parties.
We understand that these legislative Pf'O·
posals are calculated to prevent industrywide strikes. On the basis of our experience
we can state that neither proposal will accomplish this result.
Since a full statement of our views is not
possible in this telegram we would appreciate an ·opportunity to discuss this matter
with you personally at your convenience. If
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you are available, please wire coll~ct as to the
time most convenient for you.
LELAND HAZARD,

Vice President and General Counsel,
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., 2000
Gran~ Building.

LEAVES

OF ABSENCE

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, because
of an engagement which I made some
time ago, it will be necessary for me to be
absent from the session of the Senate
tomorrow. Therefore, I ask unani~ous
consent that I may absent myself from
the session of the Senate tomorrow.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, consent is granted.
Mr. BALDWIN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to be absent from the
session of the Senate tomorro~.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without oojection, consent is granted.
RECESS

Mr. WHERRY. I move that the Sen- ·
ate take a recess until tomorrow at
11 o'clock a. m.
The motion was agreed to; and <at
5 o'clock p. m.> the Senate took a recess
until tomorrow, Thursday, May 8, 1947,
at 11 o'clock a. m.
NdMINATIONS

Executive nominations received by the
Senate May 7 (legislative day of April
21), 1947:
DIPLOMATIC AND FOREIGN SERVICE

The following-named persons for promotion in the Foreign Service of the United
States of America:
From Foreign Dervice officers of class 4 to
Foreign Service officers of class 3:
William K. Ailshie, of Idaho.
E. Tomlin Bailey, of New Jersey.
Ralph J. Blake, of Oregon.
Carl H. Boehringer, of Michigan.
Niles W. Bond, of Massachusetts.
Charles R. Burrows, of Ohio.
Richard W. Byrd, of Virginia.
John Wlllard Carrigan, of California.
Norris B. Chipman, of the District of
Columbia.
Walter C. Dowling, of Georgia.
John K. Emmerson, of Colorado.
Andrew B. Foster, of Pennsylvania.
Norris B. Haselton, of New Jersey.
L. Randolph Higgs, of Mississippi.
Outerbridge l.orsey, of New York.
John D. Jernegan, of California.
U. Alexis Johnson, of California.
George LPWis Jones, Jr., of Maryland.
E. Allan Lightner, Jr., of New Jersey.
Douglas MacArthur 2d, of the District of
Columbia.
Elbert G. Mathews, _o f California.
Gordon H. Mattison, of Ohio.
Brewster H. Morris, of Pennsylvania.
Robert Newbegin, of Massachusetts.
J. Graham Parsons, of New York.
Marsella C. Parsons, Jr., of New York.
G. Frederick Reinhardt, of California.
Arthur L. Richards, of California.
Livingston Satterthwaite, of Pennsylvania.
George F. Scherer, of New York.
Donald W. Smith, of Maryland.
Wllliam P. Snow, of Maine.
Philip D. Sprouse, of Tennessee.
Carl W. Strom, of Iowa.
'clare H. Timberlake, of Michigan.
Ivan B. White, of Oregon.
Evan M. Wilson, of Pennsylvania.
DEPARTMENT OF THE lNTElUOR

Wtlliam E. Warne, of California, to be Assistant Secretary of the Interior, vice Warner
W. Gardner.

IN THE NAVY

Vice Adm. Alexander Sharp, United States
Navy, retired, to be placed on the retired list
with the rank of vice admiral.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
WEDNESDAY, MAY

7, 1947

The House met at 11 o'clock a. m.
Rev. Father William Kailer Dunn,
assistant pastor, St. Edward's Catholic
Church, Baltimore, Md., offered ·the following prayer:
Almighty God, in the hearts of men
which Thou hast made, and made for
Thyself alone, allow only those desires to
arise which are holy and pleasing to
Thee. In the minds of these, our nattonal leaders, place right counsels and
let their efforts at lawmaking result in
_just works, for in their hands lie the
destinies of millions of American souls,
precious beyond words in Thy sight and
designed by Thee to be such good citizens
in this life that they may be found
worthy to be citizens of Thy world to
come.
Give, 0 Lord, to them and to us whom
they represent that peace which thi.s
world has striven for by standards other
than Thine and which the world, in its
earthy way, cannot attain. Help their
minds to the conviction that obedience to
Thy commandments alone will light up
the path for which we seek, will protect
us from fear of all enemies, and will merit
for our times that peace which is the
tranquillity of order, the order of creature under Creator, making of us a
nation secure because we are worthy of
Thy protection.
Through Jesus Christ our Lord.
Amen.
The Journal of the proceedings of
yesterday was read and' approved.
MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE

A message from the Senate, by Mr.
Frazier, its legislative clerk, announced
that the Senate had passed without
amendment bills and Joint resolutions of
the House of the following titles:
H. R. 173. An act to authorize the sale of
certain public land in Alaska to Victory Bible
Camp Ground, Inc.;
H. R. 326. An act for the relief of Wilma E.
Baker;
H. R. 490. An. act providing for the appointment of a United States commissioner
for the Big Bend National Park in the State
of Texas, and for other purposes;
H. R. 492. An act to authorize the juvenile
court of the District of Columbia in proper
cases to waive jurisdiction in capital offenses
and offenses punishable by life imprisonment;
H. R. 729. An act to provide that the United
States District Court for the Western District of Virginia shall alone appoint the
United States commissioner for the Shenandoah National Park;
H. R. 804. An act authorizing the reduction
of certain accrued interest charges payable
by the farmers' irrigation district, North
Platte project;
H. n. 1359. An ·act to amend the act of
August 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 556), a.s amended,
so a.s to increase the total authorized num.·
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ber of commissioned officers of the active list
of the COrps of Civil Engineers of the Navy;
H. R 1363. An act to amend further the
Pay Readjustment Act of 1942, as amended;
H. R. 1365. An act to establish a Chief of
Chaplains in the United States Navy, and
for other purposes;
H. R. 1367. An act to authorize the construction of experimental submarines, and
for other purposes;
H. R. 1368. An act to include civilian officers and employees of the United States Naval
Government of Guam among those persons
who are entitled to the benefits of Public
Law 490 of the Seventy-seventh Congress,
approved March 7, 1942 · (56 Stat. 143), as
amended, and for other purposes;
H. R. 1369. An act to amend the act entitled "An act providing for the reorganization of the Navy Department, and for other
purposes," approved June 20, 1940, to amend
the act entitled "An act authorizing the
President to appoint an Under Secretary of
War during national emergencies, fixing the
compensation of the Under Secretary of War,
and authorizing the Secretary of War·to pre·scrlbe duties," approved December 16, 1940,
as amended, and for other purposes;
H. R.1381. An act · to amend the act of
July 20, 1942 (56 Stat. 662), relating to the
acceptance of decorations, orders, medals,
and emblems by officers and enlisted men
of the armed forces of the United States
tendered them by governments of cobelligerent nations or other American Republics;
H. R. 1605. An act to amend the act approved December 28, 1945 (59 ·stat. '663) , entitled "An act to provide for the appointment
of additional commissioned officers in the
Regular Army, and fol' other purposes," as
amended by the act of August 8, 1946 (Public
Law 670, 79th Cong.);
H . R. 2199. An act authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to issue a patent in fee
to Henry Big Day and other heirs of Catherine
Shield Chief, deceased, to certain lands on
the Crow Indian Reservation;
H. R. 2758. An act to amend the act entitled "An act to provide for the administration of the Washington National Airport,
and for other purposes," approved June 29,
1940;
H. R. 2846. An act authorizing and directing the removal of stone piers in West Executive Avenue between the grounds of the
White House and the Department of State
Building;
H. J. Res. 90. Joint resolution to correct an
error in the act approved August 10, 1946
(Public Law 720, 79th Cong., 2d sess.), relating to the composition of the Naval Reserve; and
H. J. Res. 116. Joint resolution to correct
technical errors in the act approved August
13, 1946 (Public Law 729, 79th Cong., 2d
sess.).

The message also announced that the
Senate had passed, with amendments in
which the concurrence of the House is
requested, bills of the House of the following titles:
H. R. 193. An act to amend section 35 of
the Mineral Leasing Act of February 25, 1920
(41 Stat. 437; 30 U. S. C., sec. 191), as
amended;
H. R. 450. An act providing for the conveyance to the town of Marblehead, in the
State of Massachusetts, of Marblehead Military Reservation for public use;
H. R. 1584. An act authorizing the erection
and operation of a memorial museum and
shop on the Fort Hall Reservation, Idaho;
and
H. R. 2123. An act to amend the Locomotive Inspection Act of February 17, 1911, as
amended.

The message also annouuced that the
Senate had J;lassed bills of the following
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titles, in which the concurrence of the
House is requested :
S. 125. An act to amend the Civil Service
Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as amended,
&o as to extend the benefits of such act to
the Official "teporters of Debates in the Senate and person.s employed by them in connection with the performance of their duties as such reporters;
S. 2'7'3. An act to limit the time within
which the General Accounting Office shall
make final sett lement of the monthly or
quarterly accounts of fiscal officers, and for
other pu rposes;
S . 361 An act for the relief of Alva R.
Moore; ·
S. 423. An act for the relief of John B. Barton;
S. 522. An act to authorize the sale of
certain lands of the L'Anse Band of Chippewa Indians, Michigan;
S. 534. An act to authorize additional allowances of good time and the payment of
compensation to prison inmates performing exceptionally meritorious or outstanding
services;
.
S . 554. An act to provide for the collection
and publication of statistical information by
the Bureau of the Census;
S. 560. An act to prohibit the operation of
.gambling ships, and for other purposes;
S. 58;;. An act to authorize the exchange
of lands acquired by" the United St11tes fo"r
the Silver Creek recreational demonstration
project, Oregon, for . the purpose o! consolidating holdings therein, and for other purposes;
·
s. 614. An act to amend the act entitled
"An act to provi:le for a permanent Census
Office," approved March 6, 1902, as amended
· (the collection and publication of statistical
information by the Bureau of the Census);
S. 620. An act for the relief of Mrs. Ida
Elma Franklin;
s. 629. An act concerning common-trust
funds and to make uniform the law with reference thereto;
·
S . 640. An act to authorize the Secretary· of
Commerce to sell certain property occupied
by the Weather Bureau at East Lan s ing,
Mich ., and to obtain other q,larters for the
sa id Burea u in the State of Michigan ;
S. 664. An act for the relief of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward H. Isenhart;
S. 665. An act to reimburse certain Navy
person nel and former Navy personnel for
money stolen r r obtained through false pretenses from them while they were on duty
at the United States naval training station,
Farragut , Idaho;
:s. 800. An act to make additional funds
available for access roads to standing timber;
S. 8[ 4. An act to amend section 502 (a)
of the act enti tled "An act to expedite the
provision of housing in connection with national defense. and for other purposes''; and
s. 980. An act to amend the act entitled
"An act to defiae the area of the United
States Capitol Grounds, to regulate the use
thereof, and for other purposes," approved
July 31, 1946.

The message :also announced that the
Senate agrees to the amendments of the
House to a bill of the Senate of the following title:
s. 591. An act to amend the act of January 5, 1905, to incorporate the American National Red Cross.
THE LATE HONORABLE WILLIAM J.
FITZGERALD

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Connecticut
[Mr. SEELY-BROWN].
Mr. SEELY-BROWN. Mr. Speaker, it
is with deep regret and with profound
sorrow that I announce the death of

William J. Fitzgerald, former Member
of this House from the Second District
of Connecticut, who served here in
Washington from 1938 through 1942.
As former mayor of the city of Norwich, Conn., as deputy State labor commissioner and war manpower commissioner, as a prominent leader in the labor
movement in Connecticut, he was always faithful to his trust and to his
many associates. Although of different
political faith, I was always pleased t.o
call him one of my friends. I know his
former colleagues here in the House join
me in extending our deepest sympathy
to his family and many friends.
Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. SEELY-BROWN. I yield.
Mr. McCORMACK. l join with my
distinguished friend from Connecticut in
the splendid tribute that he has paid to
our late co'n eague, as we called him and
knew him, Bill Fitzgerald. His passing
is a matter of keen regret to me personally, as I enjoyed a very close relationship of real friendship with him. Bill
Fitzgerald was one of the most sincere
·Members of the House that I have ever
had the honor of serving with in this..
body. · He was a man of outstanding
·courage, of strong and sound convictions,
and was possessed of a nobility of char·acter which was an example and an inspiration for all to observe and follow. I
feel keenly his -passing, and I know that
my colleagues who served with him share
that feeling of regret. Again, I join
·. with my friend from Connecticut in the
splendid tribute that he has so .eloquently paid to the memory of a great
man and a great legislator.
Mr. FOGARTY. Mr. Speaker, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. SEELY-BROWN. I yield.
Mr. FOGARTY. I, too, would like to
join in the splendid tribute that has been
paid to our late colleague, Bill Fitzgerald,
of Norwich, Conn. It was my privilege
to have served with . him in this Congress in 1941 and 1942. I knew him to
be a man of great character. He had a
tremendous amount of energy. He was
a great Congressman for the people of
his dist rict in those days. He was a
great leader and a great friend of the
common people, not only in Connecticut,
but throughout the entire country.
I know that the Members of the House
of Representatives sympathize with his
family in their bereavement on his
passing.
ONE-MINUTE SPEECHES

Mr. BENDER. Mr. Speaker, a par- .
liamentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER. 'The gentleman will
state it.
Mr. BENDER. Mr. Speaker, is it the
intention not to have. any !-minute
speeches?
The SPEAKER. Not until this bill is
out of the way. We want to get through
with the general debate on the bill today
and commence the reading of the bill
for amendment on tomorrow.
Mr. BENDER. Will the same situation prevail tomorrow?
The SPEAKER. Yes.
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SUBCOMMI'ITEE ON PUBLIC UTILITIES,
INSURANCE, AND BANKING OF THE
COMMITTEE ON THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA .

Mr. BATES of Massachusetts. Mr.
Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
the Subcommittee on Public Utilities, Insurance, and Banking of the House Committee on the District of Columbia may
sit during general debate today.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman -from Massachusetts?
There was no objection.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Mr. MERROW asked and was given
permission to extend his remarks in the
RECORD and include therein two editorials concerning the International Information and Cultural Office.
COMMITTEE ON MERCHANT MARINE AND
FISHERIES

Mr. ARENDS. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent that the Committee
on Merchant Marine and Fisheries m~y
sit today during general debate.
The SPEAKER. Is ·there objection to
the request of the gentleman from
Illinois?
There was no objection.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Mr. OWENS asked and was given permission to extend his remarks in the
RECORD . .
Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin asked and
was given permission to extend his remarks in the RECORD and include part of
a radio address and four letters.
Mr. MURRAY of Wisconsin asked and
was given permission to extend his remarks in the RECORD and include a newspaper article.
Mr. REED of New York asked and was
granted permission to extend his remarks
in the RECORD and include a statement
before the Ways and Means Committee
by Mr. Charles Holman.
Mr. HAGEN asked and was granted
permission to extend his remarks in the
RECORD and include a circular entitled
"The Iron and Steel Scrap Situation."
Mr. COLE of New York asked and was
granted permission to extend his - remarks in the RECORD in two instances.
Mr. PATTERSON asked and was
granted permission to extend his remarks in the RECORD and include an editorial.
Mr. KILBURN asked and was granted
permission to extend his remarks in the
RECORD.
AMERICAN HFROES ' DAY

Mr. STEFAN. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent to extend my remarks in the RECORD at this point on a
resolution which I introduced making
May 7 a national holiday named American Heroes' Day.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
Nebraska?
There was no objection.
Mr. STEFAN. Mr. Speaker, May 7 is
a day set apart by destiny on which all
Americans everywhere are bound by the
dictates of their hearts to honor the
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brave men who successfully preserved
our Nation by giving unstintingly of
themselves to achieve victory in World
Warn.
May 7 is American Heroes' Day because it binds together those who fought
in Europe and those who fought in the
far reaches of the Pacific. May 7 is
American Heroes' Day because it unites
in its observance the honoring of courage in triumph with the honoring of
courage in tragedy. On May 8, 1945,
Hitler's minions surrendered. On May
6, 1942, after the most brilliant and sacrificial defense since the Alamo, the
Stars and Stripes were hauled down
from the Fortress of Corregidor.
Sacrifice, whether in sorrow or success, should be justly venera.ted. The
accident of time has given us the means
of veneration. On May 7 Americans can
look back on s-uffering and look ahead to
success. I know not how this day ought
to be observed. But I do know that this
is the day.
The authority for American Heroes'
Day goes back beyond the Congress and
the President who were created by the
Constitution. It goes back to the very
creators of the Consitution themselvesthe American people.
To paraphrase President Lincoln's
Gettysburg Address in a larger sense,
we cannot dedicate, we cannot consecrate, we cannot hallow this day. The
brave men, living and dead, who gave us
this day have consecrated it, far above
our poor power to add or detract. The
world will little note, nor long remember,
what I say here. but it can never forget
what they did to save the light of liberty
for all mankind. It is for us, the living,
rather to be dedicated on American
Heroes' Day to the unfinished work
which they who fought to save the things ·
we love have thus far so nobly advanced.
It is rather for us to be here dedicated
on this day to the great task remaining
befoFe us-that from -those who died
that we might live and from those who
are here with us now we take increased
devotion to that cause for which they
- gave and are giving the full measure of
devotion; that we on this day are highly
res9lved that these dead shall not have
died in vain or that these living shall
not have lived in vain; that this Nation,
under God, shall have a new birth of
freedom, and that government of the
people, by the people, for the people
shall not perish from the earth.
In the sincere hope that Members of
the Eightieth Congress will concur in the
suggestion to establish this day of national observance, I have today introduced a resolution asking that in future
years May 7 be set apart as American
Heroes' Day.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Mr. ANGELL asked and was granted
permission to extend his remarks in the
REcoRD on the subject How the Northwest Projects Pay Their Way, and include two editorials.
Mr. ANDERSON of California asked
and was granted permission to extend
his remarks in the RECORD and include a
brief speech by the president of the University of California.
·

MAY 7

Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, I ask on the Greece-Turkey assistance bill
unanimous consent to extend my re- clearly reveals the fact that the Amerimarks in the RECORD to congratulate the can people are strongly opposed to it.
students of Western High School for lift- It reveals another important facting the little iron curtain and showing namely, a determination on the part of
the American people the Communist Congress to ignore the will of the people
program of poisoning the minds of the and to launch the Nation upon another
students of this Nation in our public program of lend-lease that promises well
schools and colleges.
to lead the Nation into World War TII.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to If the Congress passes this bill, it will
the request of the gentleman from Mis- have demonstrated to all those who have
sissippi?
eyes to see and ears to hear that conThere was no objection.
stitutional and representative govern[The matter referred to appears in the ment have been suspended, if not abolAppendix.]
ished, and dictatorship is in the saddle.
Mr. BROOKS asked an4 was granted
CALL OF THE HOUSE
permission to extend his remarks in the
Mr. BENDER. Mr. Speaker, I make
RECORD in two instances, in one to include an editorial from the Freeport the point of order that a quorum is not
Journal entitled "Home Demonstration present.
The SPEAKER. The chair will count.
Work Week" and in the other a speech on
[After counting.] Evidently a quorum
soil conservation in Louisiana.
Mr. ALLEN of Louisiana asked arid was is not present.
Mr. ARENDS. Mr. Speaker, I move a
granted permission to extend his remarks
call of the House.
in the RECORD.
A call of the House was ordered.
Mr. PRESTON asked and was granted
:Permission to extend his remarks in the
The Clerk called the roll, and the folRECORD and include an editorial.
lowing Members failed to answer to their
Mr. SMATHERS asked and was names:
granted permission to extend his re(Roll No. 51]
marks in the RECORD and include cert.ain Allen, nl.
Ellsworth
Murray, Tenn.
editorials.
Bland
Fellows
O'Toole
Fisher
Patman
Mr. GORDON asked and was granted Bonner
Fuller
Pfeifer
permission to extend his remarks in the Boykin
Bulwinkle
Gllford
Powell
RECORD and include an address delivered Camp
Gregory
Reeves
canfield
Hart
Scoblick
by Arthur Bliss Lane, former Ambassador
Carson
Hartley
Sikes
to Poland.
Chapman
Hinshaw
Smith, Maine
Mr. WHITTINGTON asked and was Clark
Jennings
Somers
Jensen
Taylor
granted permission to extend his ·r e- Clements
Colmer
Kefauver
Thomas, N.J.
marks in the RECORD and include an ad· McDowell
Towe
dress delivered by Lt. Gen. R. A. Wheeler, Cox
Crawford
Madden
Trimble
Mansfield, Tex. Van Zandt
Chief of Engineers, at the thirty-seventh Dawson, Til.
Miller, Nebr.
Vinson ·
convention of the National Rivers and Dingell
Domengeaux
Mitchell
West
Harbors Congress, May 2, 1947.
Zimmerman
Douglas
Morrison
Mr. LANE asked and was granted perThe
SPEAKER.
On
this
roll call 373
mission to extend his remarks in the
RECORD in three instances; in one to in- Members have answered to their names;
clude a telegram received from the mer- a quorum is present.
By unanimous consent, further prochants of the city of Peabody in their determination to keep prices down and to ceedings under the call were dispensed
·
reduce prices; second, to include a news- with.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
.paper article; and, third, a radio address.
Mr. BUCHANAN asked and was
Mr. McGREGOR asked and was
granted permission to extend his remarks granted permission to extend his rein the RECORD in three instances and in- marks in the RECORD and include a facclude certain articles.
tual statement on the car situation by
the car service division of the American
PERMISSION TO ADDRESS THE HOUSE
Railway Association.
Mr. SMITH of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I
Mr. KEATING asked and :was granted
ask unanimous consent to address the
House for 1 minute on the Greece-Tur- permission to extend his remarks in the
RECORD with reference to a concurrent
key assistance legislation.
The SPEAKER. The Chair previously resolution which he introduced today.
Mr. JENKINS of Ohio asked and was·
announced that no 1-minute speeches
would be allowed today or tomorrow. granted permission to extend his reThe gentleman may extend his remarks marks in the RECORD and include an
at this point in the RECORD, if he desires. editorial.
Mr. DONOHUE asked and was granted
Mr. SMITH of Ohio. I would, of
course, prefer to make my remarks on permission to extend his remJ.rks in the
the :floor, but under the circumstances RECORD in two instances.
Mr. HORAN asked and was granted
I ask permission to extend my remarks
permission to extend his remarks in the
at this point in the RECORD.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to RECORD and include a resolution.
Mr. NORRELL asked and was granted
the request of the gentleman from Ohio
.permission to extend his remarks in the
[Mr. SMITH]?
REcoRD, and include an editorial from
There was no objection.
.the Arkansas Democrat of April 29, 1947.
GREECE-TURKEY ASSISTANCE
Mr. SHAFER asked and was granted
Mr. SMITH of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, permission to extend his remarks in the
the debate that has taken place thus far RECORD.
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Mr. ARNOLD asked and was given permission to extend his own remarks in
the RECORD.
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scrutiny of the remedy they suggest or . Each of these courses of action gento a full scale and careful objective erated and sparked the over-all bipartianalysis of its merits. The pending pro- san plan of letting the .Russians do ex-.
posal, I submit, will not stand such a actly as they pleased. The record shows
ASSISTANCE TO GREECE AND TURKEY
the plan succeeded well.
test.
Mr. EATON. Mr. Speaker, I move
I propose to show that our so-called
I make no criticism of the meetings
that the House resolve itself into the bipartisan foreign policy has been so held by the heads of the major Allied
Committee of the Whole ;House on the · inconsistent, so misleading and so ut- Governments to discuss war strategy and
State of the Union for the further con- terly devoid of straight thinking that it thus bring about better cooperation and
sideration of the bill <H. R. ·2616) to pro- completely defies description. I pro- assist in the expeditious winning of the
vide for assistance to Greece and pose to show that those responsible for war. But the Big Three meetings went
Turkey.
,
it are as confused and bewildered in much further than that. They discussed
The mLtion was agreed to.
their thinking today as they were 3 years and decided postwar questions involving
Accordingly the House resolved itself ago. I propose to show that the pending the settlement of peace. Irrevocable
into the Committee of the Whole House measure is born of futility and despair, commitments were made at these meeton the State of the Union for the further and is a ·$400,000,000 adventure in dip- ings affecting peacetime problems.
consideration of the bill <H. R. 2616> to lomatic intrigue. That it is of hybrid There was compromise and appeaseprovide for assistance to Greece and origin-half belligerent and half benign. ment-mostly on our side-affecting the
Turkey, with Mr. CASE of South Dakota That it is half economic and half mili- rights and liberties of people and govin the chair.
tary. _That it is half war-like and half ernments who were not even present or
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
conciliatory. That it is intervention in parties to such agreements.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will part and nonintervention in part. And
All of these meetings are of too restate that when the Committee rose on that in sum, it is an unhappy conglom- cent origin to require extensive review.
yesterday the gentleman from New eration of contradictions in policy rolled There was Yalta and Teheran and PotsJersey [Mr. EATON] had 2 hours and 22 together in the same ball of wax. dam where the heads of the major govminutes remaining; the gentleman from Nevertheless, this flash bulb diplomacy ern~nents, including our own, reached
New York [Mr. BLOOM], 2 hours and 45 generated by an alleged emergency is understandings between themselves
minutes.
, being handed the .American· people as which made possible t:Pe eventual _enThe gentleman from New York CMr. the method by which to stop Russian slavement of millions of people by RusBLOOM] is recognized.
agg.ression and establish world peace. sia and destroyed th.e integrity of gov~
. Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, I am We are told that our action .must be ernments which we had declared we
not prepared to yield time at the mo- immediate. It matters not if this may would make free. II} spite of. the prement.
. .
.
·
_
prove to .be precipitous and unwise. It vious mee_tings, we had ~ ope last chance
. Mr. EATON. Mr .._Chairman, I yield matters not if it superimposes a more at Potsdam to lay the gl,"oundwork for
such time as he may desire to the gentle- unmanageable emergency upon the.pres- a respectable .peace. . But we did not
man from Michigan [Mr. BENNETT].
ent alleged emergency. We. must act avail ourselves _of it. .
Mr . . BENNETT of. Michigan. Mr. now. Mr. Chairman,. if it were not preInstead of steadfastly and-forthrightly
Chairman, I am opposed to the pending sumptuous oil my part, I would assert insisting that the Russians respect the
proposal to furnish financial assistance that this thesis reaches a new zenith in provisions of the Atlantic Charter -which
to Greece and Turkey.
stupidity: . For more than 3 years, .we they had previously agreed to, we perI want to preface my remarks by say- - have stumbled along with an unintelli- mitted them to ravish and 'pl!]nder th~
ing I am as :nuch concerned as any citi- gible foreign policy now referred to as nations of Europe which had already
zen in this country over the dangers bipartisan. This alleged policy, al- been devastated by the war. We failed
of Russian expansion. Actually, I have -though -baffling and confusing to the utterly to uphold one single principle for
been deeply concerned Stbout it for many American people, has been consistent which we said our_boys were. fighting.
years. In fact, long before many of our in ·its ·over-all operation~it has con- Then we left Europe and its people pros~
present leaders felt much apprehension -s tantly suboz:dinated the interests of a trated and in the clutches of a dictator
about it.
.just and decent peace to the appease- equally as ruthless as the - one we had
I can best summarize my basic reasons ment of ·Russian communism.
just conquered. The American people
.for opposing the measure as follows: A
No one, I think, will seriously dispute had nothing to say on this subject. Like
man who cannot gauge his starting point -t he fact that even before the end of the the previous Big Three arrangements, it
certainly cannot accurately predict his war Ne inaugurated a policy of leaning was never subject to ratification by the
destination. Our present dilemma is over backward to understand Stalin and pecple. The fact was accomplished; the
premised on that fact. We have not his government. We have alternately deed was done-it remained only for the
stopped long. enough since the end of compromised, conciliated, and appeased American people-.to pour their money
the war to reestablish our bearings. in order to be sure that he understood into this stricken area for relief sup·Actually, we have not even taken time our willingness to cooperate with him. plies which actually got into the hands
to catch our breath. Our war-time and It is now past history that in our desire of the Russian conqueror. That in sum
postwar foreign policy has consisted of to overdo ourselves in this direction, we was our contribution at Potsdam toward
one makeshift arrangement after an- succeeded in compromising the rights the establishment of a decent peace.
While the President and his advisers
other. It has continually been a "heads and liberties of millions of people around
you win, tails I lose" proposition from the globe, and in addition, caused many were in Europe thus engaged in acquiour standpoint. It has ignored every governments entitled to be free to be escing to the demands of the Russians,
principle of basic justice. Expediency subjugated under the iron heel of Rus- our statesmen at home were engaged at
San Francisco in formulating a contemhas led to one emergency after an- sian communism.
other-each one more acute than the
The policy pattern which- brought porary arrangement to enforce peace
one which preceded it. The Atlantic about this situation and which created which helped aggravate our difficulties.
Bear in mind that at the time of the
Charter, our basic document for a just the almost intolerable circumstances in
peace, died in mortal agony on the rocks which we find ourselves today, can be Dan Francisco Conference, no final
of compromise, conciliation, appease- divided in two parts which I shall dis- peace treaty had yet been attempted.
Nor was it intended that the San Franment and despair.
cuss in order.
Briefly, that is the record up to now.
First. The so-called Big Three meet- cisco Conference should write the peace.
Those who have made that record are ings C'Jnducted during and after the war It was intended rathe:· to create a peacenow reversing their field. The hands and their resultant agreements and enforcing organization which would
which fed the soothing syrup have now understandings.
from then on maintain peace. It did not
Second. The creation of the United matter to our statesmen that their lareached for the sword. I concede, Mr.
Chairman, that it is noble to admit a Nations Organization which was in- bors were directed toward creating an
costly mistake and to take measures to spired, directed, and brought into exist- organization to enforce a peace which
remedy it. But those who have ·m ade ence under the bipartisan guidance of had not been written. They made us
_partriers in that organizati'OI\ withou~
the . errors. ought not object to close ·our foreign:-policy leadership; ...
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knowing whether we would have a good as yet been unable to write the peace
Why should the American people be
peace or a bad peace to enforce. No one which this Charter would enforce.
led to believe _that you can stop the
in this country would want to pledge us
Nevertheless, Mr. Chairman, its pro- spread of communism or Russian expanto enforce an unjust peace yet we were ponents asserted that although the sion by stopping it in Greece and Turat great pains to create the San Fran- peace-enforcing agency was created be- key-when we are presently confronted
cisco Organization with our eyes com- fore the peace was written, disputes with the same situation in at least a
pletely blindfolded.
might arise in the interim which could dozen other countries of the world. Mr.
Moreover, many months were wasted properly be settled by this agency. Now Chairman, I believe we ought to tell the
on this United Nations organization we have such a dispute in the Greek- American people the whole story. We
which could well have been devoted to Turkey situation but we are told that ought to tell them that our bipartisan
the main problem of writing a treaty of UN is not prepared to meet it. So in foreign policy has been utterly ineffecreace. So it is fair to say that we got spite of what has been claimed, it is tive, and needs complete revision. We
the cart before the horse at San Fran- obvious that UN cannot or will not func- ought to tell them that there is only one
real way of stopping Russian aggression
·
cisco, because while we now have a peace tion as of today.
enforcing organization-we still do not
Based upon the foregoing, I assert and that is to meet it head on. We ought
have any peace.
to tell them that it will cost more than
that two conclusions are inesmipable:
First, we have not been able to write $400,000,000 to stop the Russian tide.
It must be apparent also by now the
time wasted at the San Francisco Con- a final peace because under our bipar- We ought to tell them that it may cost
ference played directly into the hands of tisan foreign policy we have permitted four billion or forty billion and maybe
the Russians. It helped becloud the is-- Russian aggression to extend over such another war.
After we have honestly and frankly insues. It .gave the Russians ·time to fur- widespread areas that Stalin will not
ther extend their zones of aggression, even discuss peace except upon his own formed the American people of the sitand thus, place all of the Allies in a dis- terms. We cannot agree to Russia's uation which confronts them, we should
advantageous position when they finally terms even though we are largely to let them make the final decision.
got around to talking final peace.
Mr. Chairman, I conclude with this
blame for Communist expansion; and,
Ne":rertheless, those who opposed the second, the United Nations organization final point. The Russians are where they
ratification of the San Francisco agree- will not function because there is no are today· because they . have had one
ment and alleged that it should wait un- peace written which it can enforce and it clear objective from the outset and have
til a peace was written, were brushed cannot function in other respects be- pursued it vigorously and relentlessly
aside. It was said it was a great con- cause the Russians will prevent it and without deviation. Contrast this to
our policy. We started. out with high
tribution to world peace. Speaking at through the use of their veto.
Therefore, it is clear that our present principles and objectives-often enunSan Francisco at the closing session of
the conference on June 26, 1945, Presi- difficulties cannot be resolved within the ciated but seldom followed. We gave in
dent Truman said:
framework of the United Nations or- to the Russians at every turn of the road.
ganization. Neither can they be resolved Each time we gave in, they fitted a new
What you have accomplished in San Franwithin the framework of a treaty of cog in their plan. We have talked-the
cisco shows how well these lessons of military and economic cooperation have been
peace which has not yet been written. Russians have acted. Now we have
learned. You have created a great instruSo we are left with about three alterna- reached the crosroads and our statesmen
ment . for peace and security and human
tives:
, propose that we cure the dilemma by
progress in the worltl. The world must now
First. We may withdraw in frustra- giving the patient Castoria when he
use it. If we fail to use it, we shall betray
tion from further peace · discussions as . should be given castor oil.
all those who have died in order that we
Our problem is to stop expanding Comwe did following World War- I; or
might meet here in freedom and safety to
Second. We may proceed unilater~lly munist domination on · a dozen fronts.
create it. If we seek to use it selfishly-for
the advantage of any one nation or any small
as contemplated by the pending resolu- We propose to stop it by a half-hearted
group of nations-we shall be equally guilty
tion; or
attack on one front.
of that betrayal.
Third. We may join with other peaceThere is only one way to meet this
By their own example the strong nations
loving nations of the world and meet di- problem, Mr. Chairman, an:d that is to
of the world should lead the way to interrectly the issue of a Russian expansion assess it in its entirety and attack it in
national justice. That principle of justice
in all parts of the world, and treat it as its entirety. If we do that, I think we
is the foundation stone of this Charter.
we find it-one big inseparable prob- will come to the inevitable conclusion
That principle is the guiding spirit by which
lem-which cannot be settled by piece- that the only way to stop Russian aggres1t must be carried out-not by words alone
meal procedure.
sion is to move Stalin back to his prebut by continued concrete acts of good will.
It (the UN Charter) has set up machinery
Mr. Chairman, I conclude with the as- war boundaries and that any other spoof international cooperation which men and
sertion that we ought to let the American radic action will merely prolong the day
nations of good wm can use to help correct
people decide which of these courses we when we have to meet this problem
the economic and social causes for conflict.
should follow. Regardless of protesta- squarely. Moving S~alin back may · be
(CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, VOl. 91, pt. 5, p.
tions to the contrary, this problem iS too a big order. But if it is a big order to6979.)
big and too vital to be decided by the be- day, it will be a much bigger one 5 years
In an address to Congress on the pres- wildering and baffling process which has from today.
ent ation of the Charter for ratification characterized our bipartisan foreign polI repeat again that we ought not move
on June 2, 1945, the President further icy during the past 2 years. I think the until we make this reassessment of all
stated:
people have had enough of our adven- · the facts. Let us· make one decision to
In your deliberations, I hope you will contures in foreign policy by the expedient meet one issue and then pursue our
sider not only the words of the Charter but
and makeshift method. I think they course irrevocably.
also the spirit which gives it meaning and
If we adopt the present diplomatic
h ave had enough diplomacy by trial and
life. The objecti ves of the Charter are clear.
error. I · think the people are tired of monstrosity we are merely adlling anIt seeks to prevent future wars. It seeks t o
other blunder to. an already colossal list
crisis after crisis and emergency followsettle int ernational disput es by peaceful
ing emergency which have prostrated our of fa Hures in bipartisan foreign policy.
means and in conformity with pr inciples of
Mr. EATON. Mr. Chairman, I yield
just ice. · * * * It seelts to r emove t he . peace efforts. I think the time has come
ecunom1c and social causes of international
when the people are entitled to a forth- 20 minut es to the gentlewoman from
conflict and unrest. * * * This Char t er
right, hone.st statement of aims. They Ohio [Mrs. BoLTON] .
points down the only road to enduring peace.
ought to know where we are going and
Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, I yield
(CONGRESSIONAL R ECORD, VOl. 92, pt. 5, p.
when we expect · to ge;t t here. · They 10 minutes to the gentlewoman from
7119.)
ought to be fully advised of th e burdens Ohio [Mrs. BOLTON].
It is clearly evident from these st atewe intend t o place upon them-both
The CHAIRMAN. The gentlewoman
ments the extraordinary faith and con- present and prospective.
from Ohio is recognized· for 30 minutes.
fidence that was placed in this peaceThe pending proposal does not give
Mrs. BOLTON. Mr. Chairman, the
enforcing agency less than 2 years ago. _ our people that kind of information. It measure before us for consideration ·is the
But it is an incontrovertible fact that is another _expedient by piecemeal pro- legislation necessary to Implement the
the same nations who created this peace- cedure. It has no definite limitations. ·message given the -joint session of -the
enforcing organization 2 years ago have It is another strike in the dark. _
Congress in this chamber on March 1.2
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by the President of the United States.
' This message presented to the American
people and to us who represent the~ a
new view of our place among the nations
which, whether we desire it or not, we are
called upon to occupy. It is a place of
great responsibility which will require a
new for:n of courage, of vision, of wisdom and of faith. So far reaching do I
believe the results of our deliberations
to be that I should be doing less than my
part did I not say to you in utmost
solemnity that upon our decision in these
next days hangs the future not alone
of our Nation, but of our civilization and
possibly even of man upon the earth.
In my study of world conditions and
our relation to other countries during the
less than 200 years of our national life,
as a background for decision in my
search for guidance in the records of our
past, I found much that steadied me,
much that gave me hope that even at
this moment we will do what other Congresses have done: Lay aside our personal
biases, our regional prejudices, and consider the problem before us from the
broad view of what free men accept as
their responsibility before Almighty God.
This is not the first time a Congress has
had to face decisions that have increased
r our influence in the world beyond our
borders nor is it the first time ·we have
had to inake decisions involving us with
the people of these very same areas.
You will recall the widespread revolts
of the early nineteenth century against
the selfish domination of tyrants and
kings. It was in 1823, only 8 years after
the battle of Waterloo, that the countries
to the south of us freed themselves from
the bonds of the Spanish Empire. We
were the first to recognize their independence. And we went still furtherwe issued a warning to all the world to
keep hands off. It was in his address to
·the first session of the Eighteenth Congress convening on December 1,1823, that
President Monroe addressed his message
containing the paragraphs that later became known as the Monroe Doctrine.
We were but a small country, then
scarce 50 years old, with a population of
but 10,000,000. Mexico was still ruler
over vast areas of our present land. We
hadn't even inventoried our Louisiana
Purchase. But, Mr. Chairman, we knew
what we proposed to do. We laid down
an American policy, and though the
world of that day was incomparably
stronger than were we, no one then or
since has violated it.
It was in the turmoil of that long ago
time when Greece was struggling to free
herself from the bonds of the then powerful Ottoman Empire that Daniel Webster,
a giant of his time, arose in the House of
Representatives to offer the following
resolution:
Resolved, That provision ought to be made

by law for defraying the expense incident to
the. appointment of an agent or commissioner to Greece, whenever .the President shall
deem it expedient to make such appointment.

In defense of his resolution this farsee.;.
ing legislator said-and I ask you to note
how vividly it applies to this moment:
The age is a peculiar one-it has a
marked and striking character, and the position and circumstances of our country are

no less RO. • • • There has occurred no
age that may be compared with the present,
whether in the interest excited by what now
1s or the prospect it holds out as to what it
shall be. The attitude of the United States,
meanwhile, is solemn and impressive.

I would ask you, Mr. Chairman, if his
words do not meet the conditions in
which we now find ourselves. I suggest
it would be well if, for a moment or two,
we listen to this great American, remembering that the United States of which he
spoke was a pygmy compared with the
Great Britain and the Russia of his day.
The wise, sagacious, foresighted Mr.Webster continued:
Ours is now the Great Republic of the
earth; its free institutions are matured by
the experiment of half a century. • • •
As a free Government, as the freest Government, its growth and strength compel it,
willing or unwilling, to stand forth to the
contemplation of the world. We cannot obscure ourselves if we would: a part we must
take, honorable or dishonorable, in all that
is done in the civilized world.

Mr . .Webster continues with a picture
of the Holy Alliance that had been
formed by Alexander I of Russia and the
restored Bourbon monarchy of France
to uphold the divine right of kings.
Great Britain would have no truck with
this. She looked upon the Holy Alliance
as a device by which Russia might
achieve military power over all Europe.
Spoke that great ·statesman onehundred-and-twenty-odd years ago:
What was the natural tendency of such
an alliance? It was to put an end to all nations as such. Extend the principles of that
alliance and the nations are no morethere are only king~.

Developing his theme he

c~ntinued:

Are we prepared to resist this doctrine?
The timid shrink and succumb. If it is not
resisted here, and In one other spot, it will
be resisted nowhere. If there is no vigor
in the Saxon race to withstand it, there is
none to be looked for elsewhere. • • •
The radical defeat of this system-

The Holy Allianceis that it divides civilization. • • • The
harmony which has ever prevailed either in
Europe or America has rested on the principle of the mutual interdependence ot
nations. • • •- Take this away and
there Is nothing left but the sword.

Those words spoken in the Nation's
Congress one-hundred -and-twenty -odd
years ago can well be repeated in the
very midst of this deliberation.
It was feared in 1823 by the United
States and England that the Holy Alliance would intervene on behalf of
Spain's efforts to regain her lost American colonies.
In referring to President Monroe's
pronouncement, Mr. Webster said:
Whatever we do in this matter it behooves
us to do on principle. If, on the subject of
the rumored combination against South
America, we take any stand, it must be on
principle that that stand is taken. The near
approach, or the remote distance of danger,
may change policy but cannot touch principle, ano the same reasons of an abstract kind
that would lead us to protest in the case of
the whole southern continent binds us to
protest in the case of the smallest republic
in Italy.

Some Members of the Eighteenth Congress expressed fear that Mr. Webster's
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resolution might bring us into embroilment with Turkey or with the powerful
Holy Alliance. To this, among other
things, he says:
Shall we be withheld from an honest expression of liberal feeling .in the cause of
freedom for fear of giving umbrage to some
member of the Holy Alliance? Surely we are
not yet prepared to purchase their smiles by
a sacrifice of every manly principle. • • •

Emphasizing the need of giving aiu to
Greece, Mr. Webster says:
They look to us as the great Republic ot the
earth • • • and they ask us by our common faith whether we can forget that they
are struggling, as we once struggled, for what
we now so happily enj6y? I cannot say, sir,
that they will succeed: that rests with
Heaven. But for myself, sir, if I should hear
tomorrow that they have failed • • • I
should still reflect, with the most heartfelt
satisfaction that I have asked you, in the
name of 7,000,000 of freemen, that you would
give them at least the cheering of one friendly
voice.

That was the Eighteenth Congress in
1823-24. But could any words be more
adapted to the Eightieth Congress in 1947
than Mr. Webster's:
There has occurred no age that may be
compared with the present?

If there is any difference, it is only in
degree. In the 1820's only segments nf
the world were involved. Today there is
no nook or cranny to which a man may
go to escape the responsibility to the
great future that is his.
The men and women who faced our
Revolution and our Civil War felt themselves in the toils of events beyond all
others. Certainly we who have experi-enced two cataclysmic world wars feel
events have pyramided upon us-that
now it is our turn. Yes, there are those
among us who in fear would dissent, but
our people are a strong and virile people,
who will face responsibility with as great
a courage and as sound a method as those
of any age, once they understand clearly
what that responsibility is. They cannot
be expected to choose wisely if the issues
are beclouded and confused. But if we
give our people the picture as it really is
fearlessly and with complete faith in
their considered judgment, if we, as fearlessly and with unwavering faith, accept
the responsibility that is America's lor
the continuance of freedom upon the
earth, we need have no fear as to their
courage, their vision, and their faith.
·what is it that confronts us as a
nation? Whr t is the decision we must
make? It is clearly this: Shall we accept
a place of responsibility toward the continuance of freedom upon earth, or shall
we let it go by default?
It was on March 12, 1947, that President Truman appeared before a joint
session of this Eightieth Congress with a
message which has been called by some
the Truman doctrine. It differed most
dramatically from President Monroe's in
that while the earlier one was scarcely
taken notice of at th~ time, President
Truman electrified the world. Why?
Because the most powerful nation on
earth had spoken to the whole wide
world. What did that message say? It
did not lay down the law. It did not
preach. It did not threaten. It claimed
nothing for itself. It attempted to take
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nothing from others. It simply re- world, and this although we have only
minded a sick, struggling, and fearful 6 percent of the world population. Nor
world that the belief held by the United are we alone in the struggle-for others
States in the right of free choice is a are with us. If the worst should come
vital, unselfish, and living belief. That and the world be split asunder into two
to those whose desire for freedom is groups we would have an enormous adthreatened, who wish to remain free, we, vantage over Russia if our resources were
who believe in freedom, will give help as combined with those of Britain. The
we are able and in such manner as may United States News of May 2 just past
be decided upon.
gives this very interesting comparison of
Neither we, the Members· of this Con- present resources on that basis:
gress, no:r the American people, can proCropland: 67 percent of the world's
ceed intelligently without an under- cropland against Russia's 33 percent.
standing of the question that confronts
Coal: 84 percent against Russia's 16
us, the nature of our times, the vices and percent.
virtues not only of our principal oppoIndustrial production: 85 percent
nent, but our own as well.
against Russia's 1.5 percent.
The immense complexity of today's
Steel: 85 percent against Russia's 15
world has been curiously reduced to the percent.
· simple fact that unparalleled world wars
Railroad mileage: .85 percent against
and revolutions of a single generation Russia's 15 percent.
Electric power: 89 percent against
have brought it about that there are left
but two great powers: ourselves and the Russia's 11 percent.
Petroleum: 90 percent against RusSoviet Union. Neither one of us is very
well prepared to take responsibility for sia's 10 percent.
Shipping: 97 percent against Russia's
peace in the world, but whether we are
ready or not, the responsibility is upon us. 3 percent.
It is my firm conviction that we can
Let us look at the situation objectively,
fearlessly and above all hopefully. It is remain stronger if we invoke the use of
very apparent that we stand at the op- our full strength. Whether the world
posite poles of thought and we might as stands with us or kneels to the Soviet is
well face the fact so evident to anyone more a matter of our character than of
who reads no more than the simple little our resources. It is a matter of our
books Stalin has written about Lenin and vision, our will, our understanding, our
about communism. We might as well opstinacy--and, above all, our willingface up to it and recognize that the ness less to die for our beliefs than to live
Soviet is a proselytizing group bent upon for them! Without question, we are the
converting all the nations of the world to most powerful people that inhabit the
the Communist way of life. We might earth.
better remember that nothing is more
The Russian military and industrial
dangerous than the true fanatic. He is potential is probably· greater than our
that most to be feared of all men-the own, but not realizable for sometime to
man· who would cut your throat not to come. The key to Communist action is
do yon harm, but to do you good! Such their passionately fanatic belief that the
is the practice of the zealous Communist. world must become wholly Communist.
We, on the other hand, think quite They do not propose to rest until that
differently. It is true that we believe in moment. No revolution, no infiltration
the spiritual and the material wisdom of is considered successful until it has set
"democracy'' as we define it. We have up a Communist state and started a
not forced others to attempt it knowing revolution in another country. Whether
that it is not a form of government but a we like it or not, that is the cold fact
state of mind, a state of being, into which stated many times by their leaders.
certain peoples are not ready to enter
At this moment all the world is not
because their inheritance and environ- under the Russian heel, and there is
ment are such that they do not yet under- ample evidence that all the world does
stand it. Is it not true that we have al- not want to be under it and that it looks
ways fel~ that this world of ·ours could be to us for leadership. With us they may
a little like Heaven-a place of "many survive; without us they are lost.
mansions"-in which ·the inhabitants of
The only real weapon Russia has Is
each went about the business of living in
This weapon is . effective
their own way, worshiping their own communism.
gods and setting up such governments as only in the presence of hopelessness, dethey desire. We did not a ~mire Czarist spair, disease, and anarchy. True that
Russia, but we got along with her. Un- the wars have conditioned the world in
fortunately, Communist Russia makes such wise as to make it ready for the virus
that tolerance difficult if not impossible. of totalitarian controls. When a man is
In considering further the situation starving, and his wife . and child with
in which we find ourselves side by side him, he will turn to anyone who promwith the Soviet Union, it would be wise ises him food. In a way one might say
to remember that this other titan is two that communism is a system of receiverand one-half times larger than the ship in bankruptcy, thaf it takes over
United States with these added satellite when a state no longer serves its peocountries beyond her borders. "Satel- ple's needs or when its rulers are so blind
lite," as it happens, is the precise word. that they do not attempt to serve them.
Satellites, by a compulsion of physics It is a negative system, largely made
which they cannot resist, move in the possible by default. It is the last alorbits of the greater stars. Her still un- ternative left the despairing. But this
developed riches are fabulous though at weapon of communism, this promise of
the moment we are stronger than she is. bread, loses effectiveness if means are
The United States' capacity for pro- found so to strengthen the sick body so
duction is greater than the rest of the that it becomes resistant to infection.

MAY

7.

What have we to give? Indeed, what
is it that the President in his message
asked us to make possible? A few of our
soldiers especially qualified for assignment to training duty, technicians, specialists, trained men and trained women
to go over to .this strategically important
area and prove that we so truly believe
that freedom is an essential part of living, that we are willing and ready to
give of our knowledge and our skills that
the people of Greece and of Turkey may
not only return to productivity of their
own but that they may eat their bread
in freed0m and in peace.
Stalin does not believe that we have
the will, the tenacity, the purposefulness,
and the concrete faith in our own way
of life to give ourselves to the spread of
freedom in opposition to communism.
He does not think that we are willing to
make the necessary sacrifices to use such
of our wealth as the task calls for. He
believes that he can win by our default.
He believes that because most of the people of the world are poor, sick, and hopeless he can win by doing little, while we
can win only by doing a great deal. The
Russians have an awesome respect for
our military and industrial abilities, but
they regard us as childish, a spoiled people unhardened by privation who, when
not directly attacked militarily, will not
shoulder the burdens of world leadership. They believe that we will not face
up to the facts and that we will not
act. If they are right we shall ultimately come into catastrophic confiict
with them. If they are wrong we can
perhaps prevent the confiict and play the
part I believe we, as a Nation, were destined to play, leading the world out of
despair toward a new era of happiness
and prosperity. The task is almost
superhuman-the costs will be high-but
I would ask you, is any cost short of
the loss of honor too high to prevent·
war?
Let me put it this way: What price
would not the families of our war dead
and of our brave wounded ·pay to have
their men back alive and well? In our
hearts we know that we must pay for
everything we want and that in the bazaars of life ambition, fame, success,
achievement, :t:iches, war, peace-all
have their price. Therefore, if we want
a peaceful, orderly world we know we can
have it only if we pay for it; otherwise
we shall lose not only all possibility of
peace but also our freedom and the freedom of the world. ·
I say to you with a deep sincerity that
if we turn our faces away from the road
that lies ahead so clearly outlined by the
frantic determination of the greatest of
all totalitarian states, we and all those
who reach out to us in hope of freedom
will have to see the world we have
dreamed of tortured and destroyed by
inches before our eyes. And the last
that will succumb will be ourselves.
It is quite true what men have said
from this well that only a strong America · can lead the world. I am too practically minded not to agree wholeheartedly with this self-evident premise that
unless we pull ourselves together and
stop this utterly unworthy internal
strife so that our farms and factories
can produce to capacity and the results
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be transported wherever there is need
in accordance with such policies as we
may decide upon, we are of little use to
ourselves or to the world. And it takes
strength to do this, not just a visible,
tangible strength, but also strength
of spirit, strength of determination,
strength of integrity and honor, strength
above all things in the matter of our
faith and in the destiny we must hold
inviolate. It takes strength to be willing to sacrifice comfort, ease, luxury.
Have we lost confidence in ourselves?
Have we become devitalized? Are we so
confused that we can no longer see clearly the implications of these grave problems with which we are faced?
Granted that the world of Daniel Webster, when men traveled by slow stages,
was externally a different world from.
ours. Why-now with a bit of a tailwind I can come back from my Ohio district to Washington in a little over an
hour, and all else in proportion-but the
same momEntous questions face us:
I have said before that this is a complicated world but, in som.e respects, a
simple one. This is certainly true of it
in its strategical aspects. There are a
few lands and islands that are the strategic keys to much of the world. Among
them are Greece and Turkey. It is rather terrifying, even in retrospect, to realize that during the last war our national
salvation depended, perhaps, upon two
tiny bits of land whose combined area is
less. than that of a Texas county. If
Malta and Gibraltar had fallen into the
hands of Germany and Italy before we
entered the war, it is unlikely that a war
would have continued into which we
might enter.
· Definitely aware of the risks involved,
but unafraid of them, I see this bill as
one designed to accomplish a number of
objects: First. To keep two of the most
strategica11y important countries of the
world in the free nations column rather
than giving them over to totalitarian
domination by default.
Second. To give Greece and Turkey
a breathing spell in which to reorganize
their economies ·and begin to move toward putting themselves on their own
feet.
Third. To keep open the markets of
the Mediterranean and the Near East
for ourselves and all others who trade
there and who trade with us directly and
indirectly.
On all these counts, therefore, I am
for aid and assistance to Greece and
Turkey. Looking back over the last· 30
years it is clear that twice within a generation we have been saved not by any
wisdom or foresight of our own, but
simply by the grace of God, in that others
held the enemy until we could come upon
the battlefield and turn the tide. Now
there are no others.
The time has come when we must depend less upon good fortune, more upon
our brains; when we must be forehanded
instead of empty-headed; when we must
lead and not follow. I am well aware
that the task before us is of staggering
dimensions and this bill but a beginning.
But ·I am certain we can do nothing for
ourselves or for the world by decejving

.
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ourselves into believing we can be saved
In accordance with the gentlewoman's
by incantations or by libations to the request, without objection, she may regods. But since when have Americans vise and extend her remarks.
faltered because a task was hard?
There was no objection.
The world we share with other men
Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, I yield
who look to us challenges us with every 10 minutes to the gentleman from South
new dawn to take hold of reality with Carolina [Mr. RICHARDS].
all the old thrill of adventure, the cerMr. RICHARDS. Mr. Chairman, may
tainty of attainment and the unshakable I congratulate the gentlewoman from
faith that the men and women who built Ohio on the very able and sincere address
th.e America we live in knew. Yes, these she has just made.
men fought when they had to with their
Mr. Chairman, the President, in his
women loading their muskets, but they address before the Congress on March
won through with their farms, their 12, called to our attention the grave sitschools, their churches, and their village uation confronting the world today, asstores. These same simple methods serting that "the foreign policy and the
free men use are the best and most effec- national security of this country are intive ·weapons with which the expansion volved."
of totalitarian domination can be
The proposal before the House is the
stopped. Yes, it will cost to take them answer of the Foreign Affairs Commitover there and show the people what tee to the President's appeal. and in the
free men do with such weapons, with such words of our report is "aimed at the estools. But the question is not just how tablishment and maintenance of politican we avoid war, or only how can we cal and-economic security" in the Medistop totalitarian expansion. The ques- terranean area.
. tion is, in addition: How truly do we beThis is not just another bill to prolieve that freedom is worth whatever vide
relief for some foreign country. The
price life demands for it save only honor? sentimental
and admiration
How passionately do we want freedom of our peopleattachment
the Greek people and
and peace for ourselves and for the their legitimatefor
aspirations, alone, would
world? How ready are we to sacrifice our not, to my way of
thinking, warrant the
superficial comforts, our ease, our selfish very
serious
step
proposed
here today.
greeds to the great future? How vividly
There
are
some
who
have
criticized
aware are we that in very truth he who the lack of firmness and forthrightness
loveth his life overmuch shall lose it? in
our foreign policy in the .Past. Such
Have we considered the results if we live a charge
cannot be sustained against this
up to Stalin's expectations and do nothor against President Truman who
ing? Are we going to let freedom go by bill,
default or are we going to gird our souls proposed it, or against Secretary Marfor a battle with weapons that are an shaH · who has who.leheartedly endorsed
unshakable faith, mixed with bread, a it.
This country has stumbled into two
few machines, a few military and other
technicians and specialists, all bound to- world wars because foreign· dictators
gether with integrity and the shining and would-be dictators did not have a
force of character and an unwavering clear picture of where we stood. To say
the least, they will not misunderstand us
belief that men can and will choose freedom if and when they have a choice? if we pass this legislation. It is suLincoln, with deep and simple wisdom, premely necessary that they do not misone day announced that this country understand.
No rran knows whether this aid procould not exist half slave and half free.
gram wil1 prevent another world war.
If we lift the veils of selfishness and
fear from our eyes and look out across But it is my confident belief that it will
the present world we shall see without help in that direction. The last war
the shadow of a doubt that the world cost the United States, in addition to
cannot exist half slave and half free. untold blood and suffering, $400,000,000,What sort of a people are we who prate 000. My support of this bill, which proof peace and whisper of more war-for vides for one-tent!. of 1 percent of that
the future of the whole wide world is in outlay of the taxpayers' money, is predicated on my belief that the outlay will
our hands?
Let us not minimize the greatness of prove to be a good investment, a reasonthis moment for us and for all mankind. able insurance premium against another
Above all, let us not turn away from war.
The United States is the most powerful
the clearly defined road that lies before
us, a stormy road, perhaps, but filled nation on earth, 1but we will never escape
with the glory of struggle and of attain- another war un ess we show a willingment. The moment of our choosing is ness to go to war if challenged. War
upon us! Shall we turn off into the by- will not come to us if we accept the idea
path to which so many beckon us, or of possible war and prepare for it .
War is certain to come if the United
shall we once again lift our eyes to the
stars, and, putting our hand into the States fails to challenge Russia in her
hand of God, step out upon the road of policy of expansion and aggression. If
destiny?
we appease and back away as Russia
Mr. Chairman, it is my earnest hope
expands, communism will finally become
that this House may pass H. R. 2616 so strong that we must fight for our way
overwhelmingly.
of life and our national existence. The
Mr. Chairman, I yield back the bal- issue here is whether or not we are goance of my time.
ing to fold our tents and silently slip
The CHAIRMAN. The gentlewoman's away to our own hemisphere and let the
time has expired.
slow, deadly cancer of dictatorship and
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the superstate eat the vitals out of weak
nations on the other side of the world
and finally spread to our own shores
when it is too late.
No Congress could be faced with a
greater challenge. The fate of our own
people and free people everywhere may
rest upon our decision.
It is a time-honored axiom that every
national foreign policy is selfish and I
would be less than frank if I did not
admit that I support this bill mainly because I beli~ve it is calculated to ·further
the best interests of our country.
There is no obligation on our part to
underwrite the British Empire. We are
not obligated to step into Greece as
Britain steps out. The fact remains,
however, that if Britain U: to continue
her historic role in Greece, the United
StateS must lend her the money to do
the job, and we have already loaned her
more than she can ever pay. It is better
for us to spend the money, do this job,
take the credit and the blame, and let
the world know that from henceforth
we are moving on our own power and
not on the tail of the British kite.
The history of nations will not reveal
more national unselfishness than has
been exhibited by the United States during and since the last World War. We
have generously carried on our shoulders
three-fourths of the relief burden of the
world.
There has been exhibited, too, clear
realization by the President, by the Congress, and by all of. the people of the
United States that if the world is to have
a just and lasting peace, it must come
through international understanding and
cooperation. This Nation laid the first
·stone in the formation of the United
Nations. We have cooperated 100 percent to make that cooperative movement
a success.
We had hoped all along that Russia
would cooperate to bring world ·understanding through UN, but it is clear now
that Russia never intended to cooperate.
She has refused our invitations to join
even one of the following movements
for better understanding: United Nations
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization; World Bank and Monetary
Fund; Food and Agricultural Organiz.a tion; International Civil Aeronautical
Organization: International Labor Organization; International Refugee Organization; World Health Organization.
Secretary of State Marshall has just
returned empty-handed from the meeting of Foreign Ministers in Moscow. He
has been unable to secure Russian agreement to a peace treaty with Austria,
without which the foundation for economic recovery in Europe cannot be built.
At every point he has been balked by
Russia. His patience has been sorelY
taxed and the patience of the American
people has worn thin. One can come to
no other conclusion but that the Soviets
prefer economic chaos in Europe in order
that communism may spread by means
of political chaos which is sure to follow.
Charges have been preferred against
the President that, through his proposal

for aid for Greece and Turkey, he bYpassed the United Nations. It may have
been better for form's sake to submit the
proposition first to the United Nations,
but, in any event, such action would have
only been an empty gesture. Whether
we had first gone to UN or not, the need
for our doing the thing proposed here
would have remained.
The important question is not whether
the United States should consult the
United Nations before dealing with the
Mediterranean emergency in its own
way. The important query is: What is
wrong withi:r) the world organization
which makes it necessary to do so?
The pretense that Communist Russia
and capitalist United States can be good
friends is now ended. That's what
Lenin and Stalin have taught all along
but we've just begun to realize it.
The sooner we realize that Russia did
not join the United Nations in good
faith, the better.
Suppose we had put this proposal for
a halt to Soviet aggression before the
Security Council. Does any Member of
this Congress for 1 minute think that
Russia would have agreed to any remedial action by the Council? The rotten
pillar in the UN edifice is that any one of
the five great powers can prevent, by
the veto, whatever the majority wants
to do. The single nation veto power was
the price the world ha,d to pay for Russian participation in UN.
The testimony before the Foreign Mfairs Committee shows further that the
United Nations set-up is not equipped to
handle the situation in Greece and Turkey. First, thanks to Russia, UN has no
police force yet which could be used for
bringing order in Greece. Neither is the
World Bank able to handle the situation
through loans at the present time. Even
1f funds were available through the
Bank, Greece could not meet its collat-eral requirements for a loan.
It is plain as day that the United
States is going to have to meet this challenge alone and provide this aid for
Greece and Turkey or nothing is going
to be done. Russia hopes that nothing
will be done. The result would be to
force Greece and Turkey into the arms
of communism. Russia would then be
free to push across the Dardanelles for
the second phase of her drive for world
revolution.
It is not necessary to call to the attention of this Congress again the consistent
policy of territorial aggression on the
part of Russia since World War II. Figures speak for themselves. First Estonia.
Latvia, Lithuania, and Poland were swallowed up. Finland was reduced in size
and then dominated. Yugoslavia, Rumania, and Bulgaria are tools in her
hands. Hungary is prostrate. Germany, Austria, and Italy would have
been overrun had it not bee.n for American troops there.
The Soviet Government since the recent war has extended its boundaries or
sphere of influence continuously. The
following figures showing countries and
populations either annexed or controlled
since World War II by the action of the
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Soviet Government are proVided by Mr.
Bullitt in his book, The Great Globe
Itself:
Europe:
Poland.:. ___ . :. ________ :_ ____ _
85,000,000

Eastern Germany ________ _ 25,000,000
.R umania _________________ _ 20,
000,000
Yugoslavia _______________ _ 15.700,000
10, 000, 000
6,300,000
2,000,000
EStonia
Latvia-------------------__________________ _ 2,000,000
J.Ubania __________________ _ 1,000, 000
1,000, 000

HungarY-----------------Bulgaria_________________ _
Lithuania ________________ _

TotaL ________________ .;._ 118, 000, 000
Asia:
North China (area held by
Chinese
Soviet
Red

Army)------------------ 75,000, 000

Manchuria________________
North
______________
~area

45, 000, 000
10,000,000

TotaL------------------ 130, 000, 000

In addition, the following European
countries are today under partial control by the Soviet Government, and
threatened with complete control by tbe
Soviet Government:
Czechoslovakia __________________ 15, 000, 000
Austria------------------------- . 7, 000, 000
Ftnland------------------------ 8,800,000
~otal----------~----------

25.800,000

If the Soviet Government should be

to CQnsolidate its control over
these 118,000,000 Europeans and 130,000,000 Asiattcs-leaving aside the other
25,000,000 Europeans it now controls
partially-the manpower in the hands
of the Soviet dictator would be "far more
than doubled. He would rule 418,000,000
people.
_
Mr. Chairman, we fought and won a
great war with Russia as an ally. We
had hoped that our common bond of
suffering and sacrifice might make it
possible for us to live in the same world
with Russia in a spirit of understanding
of each other's problems. The world
-should know, though. that if the United
Nations is dead, it is Stalin and communism that delivered the fatal stroke,
and not the United States.
We recognize the rtght of Russians to
choose their own form of government,
but we do not recognize - the right of
Russia to undermine our own. Neither
do we recognize Russia's right to defeat
the principle . of self-determination for
all nations, large or small, in matters of
self -government. .
President Roosevelt and Prime Minister Churchill fully understood the probability that the communistic ideology
would conflict with free democratic institutions during the postwar period so
they sought to evade trouble by seeking
to get Stalin's adherence to certain principles enunciated in the Atlantic Charter. The first three points of this charter read:
First. Their countries seek no aggrandizement, territorial or other.
Second. They desire to see no territOrial changes that do not accord with the
freely expressed wishes of the people
concerned.
Third. They respect the right of all
peoples to choose the form of governpermit~ed
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ment under which they will live: and
they wish to see sovereign rights and
self-government restored to those who
have been forcibly deprived of them.
In 1933, when the United States first
recognized the present Russian Government, Litvinov, the Soviet Ambassador,
signed the following pledge in the White
House:
MY DEAR MR. PRESIDENT! I have the honor
to inform you that coincident with the establishment of diplomatic relations between
our two Governments it will be the fixed
policy of the Government of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics:
1. To respect scrupulously the indisputable right of the United States to order its
own life within its own jurisdiction in its
own way and to refrain from interfering in
any ma nner in the internal affairs of the
United States, its Territories. or possessions.
2. To refrain, and to restrain all persons
in Government service and all organizations
of the Government or under its direct or indirect control, including organizations in
receipt of any financial assistance from it,
from. any act overt or covert liable in any
way whatsoever to injure the tranquillity,
prosperity, order, or security of the whole or
any part of the United States.

We have been disillusioned. This
House has had evidence on numerous occasions, brought out by the Committee
on Un-American Acti-vities. that the
Communist Party of Russia has an
agency and disciples here in the United
States trying to overthrow our Government by subversive means.
We might just as well recognize the
purposes of the dictator in the Kremlin
now. We have read of the philosophy
of Marx, Engels, Lenin, and Stalin. We
know of their avowed purpose to bring
world revolution regardless of the means
used. We had hoped, however, that the
revolution in Russia having attained its
purpose, would not seek to force its doctrine on other nations.
It all adds up to this: We have got
to stop Russia now or fight her later on.
I do not say that war with Russia is
inevitable but I do say that war 1S sure
to come with Russia later on unless we
show a firm hand and a stout heart
now. To understand communism and
its ultimate goal, we may well study the
writings and teachings of Lenin and
Stalin themselves. We will then know
why it is so vital not only to our own
security, but to the people of the world
as well, that this bill be passed and aid
be sent to Greece and Turkey now.
Here arc some direct quotations from
the pens of the master architects of the
world communistic state:
A m• •J.'ality taken from outside of human
society does not exist for us; it is a fraud.
For us. morality is subordinated to the interests of the workers' class struggle. • • •
It t~· necessary • • • to use any ruse,
cunning, unlawful method, evasion, concealment of the truth. (Lenil., Religion, New
York edition, 195; In The Infantile Sickness
of Leftism :n Communism.)
No dictatorship of the proletariat is to be
thought of without terror and violence.
(Lenin .)
Religion is the opium of the people.
(Lenin.)
We are living not merely in a state, but
in a system of states; and it is inconceivable that the Soviet Republic should con-

tinue for a long period side by side with
imperialist states. Ultimately one or the
other must conquer. Meanwhile a. number
of terrible clashes between the· Soviet Republic and the bourgeois states is inevitable.
(Lenin, Collected Works, vol. 24, p. 122.)
From the time a Socialist government is
established in any one country, questions
must be determined • • • solely from
the point of view of what is best for the
developMent and the consolidation of the
Socialist Revolution which has already begun. The question whether it is possible
to undertake at once a revolutionary war
must be answered solely from the point of
vi ~"W of actual conditions and the interest
of the Socialist Revolution which has already begun . (Lenin, Twenty-one Theses,
January 20, 1918.)
It is not enough to be a revolutionary and
an adherent of Socialism or of communism
in general. What is needed is the ability
to find at any moment that particular link
in the chain which must be grasped with
all OI~e·s might to gain control of the whole
chain and pass without a hitch to the next
link. (Collected Works of Lenin, first
Russian edition, vol. 18, pt. 1, p. 379.)
Dictatorship means nothing more or less
than the power which directly re~ts on violence, which is not limited by any laws or
restricted by any absolute rules. (~talin,
Problems of Leninism.)
·
The dictatorship of the proletariat is the
domination of -the proletariat over the
bourgeoisie, a domination that is untrammelled by law and based on violence and
· enjoys the sympathy of the to111ng and exploited masses. (Stalin, Foundations . of
Leninism, p. 50.)
.
.
The revolu~ionist will accept a reform in
order to use it as a means wherewith to link
legal work with illegal work, in order to use
it a.s a screen behind which his lllegal activities for the revolutionary preparation of
the masses for the overthrow of the bourgeoisie may be intensified. (Stalin, Foundations of Leninism, p. 101.)

To me, it is set forth clearly in the
writings of Lenin and Stalin that they
believe that war is inevitable between
the Soviet Union and the non-Communist states.
Mr. Chairman, the march of communism must be checked now. 'Strategically the Mediterranean area is well
suited to the establishment of our new
defense line.
From a political and sentimental
standpoint, the Greek people are well
worth our aid. The history of the Greek
people . is a glorious one. This little
nation is the cradle of freedom.
For 2,500 years Greece has been the
focal point of clashing international
interests. As far back as the fifth century B. C., she repulsed the Persians
under Xerxes and ushered in the great
age of Greek culture.
Phillip and Alexander conquered her
and spread Hellenic culture into Africa
and Asia.
.
From time to time she v:as overrun by
Vandals, Ostrogoths, Huns, Avars, Slavic
tribes, Sicilians, Franks, and Turks. She
was raided, sacked, and burned.
By the beginning of the sixteenth century, the Ottoman Turks had dispossessed their remaining rivals and held
all Greece for over two centuries.
Thereafter for a centu!'y, in her exhaustion, she was exploited in turn by
the Russians, French, British, and
Germans.
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In the recent World War she fought
and was winning against Italian invasion when the Germans came in and
overwhelmed her.
Through the travail of centuries, the
evidence is overwhelming that the Greek
people clung to their love of liberty and
from time to time recaptured their birthright of democracy.
Greece has again become the focal
point of world interest. Recent Russian
foreign policy in this area appears to
seek dominance over both Turkey and
Greece. The United States now proposes
to counteract the Russian advance by
taking over British responsibilities in the
area. As the British step out, either
Russia or the United 'States will step in.
The issue is much greater than a mere
border dispute among the Balkan states,
or the type of government Greece shall
have. The issue i , the last analysis . s
whether Russia and communism are to
control the Mediterranean and the Middle East.
As to Turkey, the sa~e sentimental
considerations do not obtain, it ·is true,
as· in the case of Greece. The plain un.;
varnished fact is that considerations of
our own national ·self-interest should
induce us to bolster Turkey's military
establishment.
On account of Turkey's . hesitancy
abou.t entering the late. war on 01,1r side,
American sympathy is not so pronounced
in her case. Neither is her serious plight_
fully understood. As a m&.tter of fact,
both Greece and Turkey face the ~lame
danger anet from the standpoint of mili;.
tary strategy are part of the same picture. The Russians seek bases on Turkish ten·itory. They have demanded an
agreement which would in effect place
the Dardanelles under Russian control.
It would be folly to bolster Greece with a
weak and vulnerable Turkey on her
flank, or vice versa.
Mr. Chairman, the United States v ants
peace. The question now uppermost in
the minds of our people is whether this
bill is the road to peace or the road to
war. Only God can read the future and
only God can answer that question. In
our circumscribed finite minds, the future
can only be judged by the past.
I clearly remember the year 1914 when
it was not dreamed that the United States
could be drawn into the First World War,
then raging. But in 1917 when it appeared that Germany would win and
liberty die, we went in with flags flying,
though unprepared. We won that conflict after terrible cost of blood and
money. When I returned home from
France, confused and disgusted, I was
resolved to do what I could to see that
this Nation be never again involved in
the quarrels, jealousies, and hates of
nations on the other side of the world.
My thoughts gr~wing out of .disillusionm~nt then were the thoughts of the vast
majority of our people.
The United States drew into her shell
again and sought to insulate herself from
future world conflicts. I myself supported that policy. Nevertheless, when
Hitler threatened to dominate the world
and wreck our way of life once again this
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The gentleman who preceded me reNation rose up in arms, and we were victorious again at a cost far greater than ferred to stabbing the United Nations in
the back. The Cleveland Plain Dealer in
in the first instance.
By now we should have learned our a paragraph the other day said:
lesson. The only way to prevent our inAs we understand it, after we get our
volvement in another World War, with passport visa, travelers' checks, and pistol
communism on one side and democracy permit for Greece, we are to stop by and tell
as we know it on the ot:tter, is to prevent the United Nations we are on our way.
that war fi'om coming about. And we
The gentleman who preceded me also
will never prevent that war from coming referred to the Vandenberg proposal.
about by a cowardly shrinking policy now. The Vandenberg proposal merely emMany, many years ago, in the infancy phasizes our disdain for the United Naof our Republic, it was in this same Medi- tions, which we will permit to function
terranean area that a great American only if it does what we want when we
leader challenged the Barbary pirates ' want it done for us. It is not so much a
with these words, "Millions for defense foreign policy as indulgence in a highly
but not one cent for tribute." Today, expensive prejudice.
when we are strong, it is our bounden
Mr Chairman, the apologists for the
duty to repeat that slogan to the masters Truman doctrine, which the Truman adof the Kremlin. We have appeased and ministration wants the House of Reprewe have sought to please Russia, only to sentatives to rubber stamp, try to make
find that each new concession called for it appear that it does not bypass the
another; Today calls for more coura- United Nations. Everybody who has
geous action. We must either go into bothered to read the bill which the Truthe Mediterranean or get out of Europe. man administration is trying to steamAnd if we get out of Europe now, we will roller through Congress with cries of
not be able to stay out. We will have to "crisis" knows that of course the bill bygo back as we have done before and pay passes the United Nations. It is obvious
the cost of our folly.
on the face of it. It is obvious to everyMr. Chairman, the courageous step body in the United States, and it is obviproposed here to implement our foreign ous to the United Nations. What the
policy may not prevent war. God grant United Nations membership thinks about
that it may. Another world war in this it was made clear in a poll conducted by
atomic age would be the supreme tragedy the United Nations World magaZine.
for America and all mankind.
The magazine questioned 83 diplomats
Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. Mr. Chair- from 38 countries. Eighty-two percent
man, will the gentleman yield?
of the diplomats replied that the TruMr. RICHARDS. I yield to the gen- man policy hurt the prestige of the
tleman from Wisconsin.
United Nations.. The magazine re- Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. I ·know the ported:
gentleman feels as I do about the United
Sixty-eight regretted, as a matter of prinNations. I am wondering, however, if ciple, that the United States did not come
the gentleman does not agree that even before the United Nations with the Greek
though we concede that it cannot func- and Turkish problems. They considered the
tion in this instance there is still in this prestige of the Uniterl Nations seriously
threatened, and expressed hope that the
country a considerable bloc of public United
States would make more than a token
opinion that feels that notwithstanding gesture in the very near future to bring
that chance we should at least make the the whole Greek and Turkish matter before
effort.
the United Nations.
Mr. RICHARDS. I would not dispute
Of course, the prestige of the United
the gentleman's statement. I think we Nations is seriously threatened by the
have by the Vandenberg amendment pro- Truman doctrine. If the Congress apvided for that. We say in this bill that proves the Truman doctrine it will be
we are willing to step out of this thing dealing a blow to the United Nations
if the United Nations will take hold and which may well be fatal. The United
handle the problem. There is no doubt Nations is our best chance for peace.
about that.
It is my considered opinion that the TruThis is a serious matter, and I can man doctrine points straight down the
readily understand how Members could road to war.
Mr. Chairman, the House has been
be troubled about this legislation. I am
forced by President Truman to come to
not one who would doubt the honesty,
a decision on the basic foundation prinintegrity, and patriotism of the gentleman who has just questioned me, just ciples of our Nation's foreign policy. In
the proposed Greek-Turkish military
because we disagree.
Mr. EATON. Mr. Chairman, I yield 15 alliance bill, we have presented to us a
minutes to the distinguished gentleman radical departure in our foreign policy
because that biU cans for a system of
from OhiO [Mr. BENDER].
Mr. BENDER. Mr. Chairman, I use military alliances throughout the world.
For this reason the bill before the House
as my text the text that I heard the genis
in direct contradiction to the entire
tleman from New Jersey use on occasion, history
of American foreign policy.
although perhaps not exactly in these
. Some people have suggested that
words: "Destroy not the ancient landPresident Truman is using the so-called
marks thy fathers have set."
Truman doctrine as a 1948 Presidential
You know, we have quoted the Bible platform. While this may be one of
here on the one hand and carried ma- the motives, Mr. Chairman, which
chine guns in the other so much during
prompted President Truman, it by no
this debate that I am sure you will parmeans comprehends the vast implicadon me for quoting a verse of Scripture. tions of the Truman doctrine itself. Not

only does this doctrine propose a system
of military alliances throughou~ the
world, but it proposes that our fina:~cial
and economiG strength shall be mobilized
to back up that system of military alliances. We are being asked, Mr. Chairman, to pour the taxpayers' money at
the rate of $20,000,000,000 a year down
every international rat hole from London
to Manila on the completely false premise
that by so doing we will be stopping communism. Actually, the results of such a
system of military alliances sustained by
American wealth means higher prices
and higher taxes and financial bankruptcy and an unlimited inflation in
America itself. The Truman policy is
not only an undeclared declaration of
war but it is also the death knell of
Am~rican capitalism if it is carried out,
because it means the bankruptcy ·of
America itself.
The Members of the House might well
read the article by Stewart Alsop. entitled "Matter of Fact," in the Washington Post of May 5, in which he points out
that Great Britain will shortly be demanding another loan from the United
States. Alsop demonstrates that the
British cannot export sufficiently to meet
their import needs. He states that they
will need another loan. Permit me to
quote:
The other way of filling the gap is almost
equally unpleasant for it depends on the
United States. It does not. necessarily presuppose another Govern"tlent loan, with the
bitter feelings such a loan would surely
arouse. The British reaction to the loan is
interesting. What was considered in the
United States a gesture of rather fatheaded
generosity is regarded here as the closest and
most merciless Yankee horse trading.

At this point, Mr. Chairman, I ask.that
Mr: Alsop's column appear in my remarks:
MA'l'TER OF FACT

(By Stewart Alsop)
THE GAP

LoNDON, May 4.-Any one of the hundreds
of thousands of American soldiers who came
to know London well during the war years
·would probably be surprised by the aspect
of the London of 1947. He would be surprised, not because London is ditlerent, but
because it is so much the same. Here are
the same bombed-out buildings; the same
drably dressed people, who seem, in their
monotone clothes, to fade into the background of the monotone buildings; the same
inedible bread sausages and the same muddy
thick soup (always the same, although called
by an infinite variety of French names);
the same unwashed windows and unheated
houses and curious people, so many of whom
seem to have stepped right out of a bad
Hollywood comedy about English types.
There are no more sirens, no more hordes
of GI's in Eisenhower Plaatz, but for the
rest the London of 1947 is in all outward
aspects the London of 1943 or 1944.
Yet there is a difference. The bombed
buildings during the war bad a slightly sinister air of courage and defiance. Now, with
weeds sprouting in the mud, they are just
messy. The dull clothes of the people then
seemed a badge of their dogged endurance.
Now they are just dreary. The spirit of durable gayety which made London, despite the
bombings and whisky at $16 a bottle, the
best leave town in the world, Is gone. London 1s dull, dull and infinitely sad.
· All this has its political significance, of
real importance to the United States. The
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first instinct of any American who makes
for the first time the· dreary bus ride from
the airport at Heathrow to the centE!r of London, is to ask himself how .long these people
·are going to be able to carry on Uke this.
How long are they going to be able to live
this miserably monotonous existence, and
still bear the heavy weight of remaining a
great world power? The answer to that
question may spell the difference between
success and failure in the new determined
American effort to contain Soviet expansion.
The economic situation which lies behind
the drabness of postwar England is in its
essence simple enough. After the war, with
heavy debts replacing foreign inves.tments,
the only way the British people could survive was to export finished goods for food.
But they could not instantly convert their
industries and begin exporting. Therefore,
the United States-essentially because the
United Stat es could not afford to see England
cease to become a great power; not . at all
because Shakespeare was born here-lent
England close to $4.000,000,000 to bridge the
gap between the end of the war and the time
when the export program would begin to
take up the slack.
·
The sad fact which is now staring England
in the face (and w111 soon confront America) is simply that the loan is not going to
bridge the gap. Aside from a smalLfringe o!
fervent optimists, that is th~ opinion of the
vast majority of economists and other observers with whom this rer.orter has talked.
SomP alarmists doubt that the loan will
last much more than a year. Optimists hope
for two more years. The best estimate -seems
to be that the end of sterling exchange restrictions, plus the .fact that there is now
more to buy with the dollars, will increase
the rate of expenditure sq that th.e l~s~ dollar
will have been soent sometime in the autumn' of 19'48. Barring a miracle, ver-y ·few
observers believe that by that time England
will be exporting enough to pay for what
she needs.
The reason 1s not far to seek. This -country's economy simply could not survlve. another crisis like that of this winter, when :tl;le
coal ran out and Industry came to a stand.:.
still. Therefore, to save coal for next winter, indust:des are being limited to 65 "percent
of their coal needs for this summer. In other
words, there will be a partial stoppage this
summer to guard against a total _stoppage
next winter. This stoppage will further slow
down the lagging ~xport drive. Estimates
v~ry, but there E:eems to b~ good reason to
believe that by _the time the last dollar is
spent, there will be a gap between exports
and imports of more than a billion dollars.
Th1s gap can be filled in either· of two ways.
The British can tighten their belts to the
backbone, and proceed to lead a sort of caveman life, which will make their present drab
existence seem like lush times. Ari inevitable corollary is an almost total withdrawal
from British world commitments, with disastrous ·implications for the whole American
foreign policy.
The other way of filling the gap is almost
equally unpleasant, for it depends on the
United States. It does not necessarily presuppose another Government loan, with the
bitter feelings such a loan would surely
arouse. (The British reaction to the loan
is interesting. What was considered in the
United States a gesture of rather fat-headed
generosity is regarded here as the closest and
most merciless Yankee horse-trading.) But
it does presuppose the untying of some of
the strings attached to the loan, probably
American backing for credit to England
through the international bank, and above
all a firm partnership agreement on foreign
policy, in which the United States would
agree to support some of the heavy economic
commitments which Great Britain cannot
afford until her economy is again on its ·feet.
Such measures w111 be attacked in the
United States as the bolstering of the deca-
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dent British Empire. They will be attacked
here .as the hiring .out of Britain as a pai.d
mercenary to America. It is possible that
either American or British opposition will
make such a partnership impossible. If that
happens, the future of the western effort to
contain Russian expansion looks very dark
indeed.

economy provided Premier Paul Ramadier
can hold together. his non-Communist coalition government. This statement '\''ls made
·after a French Cabinet Minister asserted
Truman's program for aiding democracies
under threat of Communist domination:·
prompted Ramadier to oust the five Communists in the Cabinet yesterday.

Mr. Chairman, let the Member.:: of the
House note that on Monday, the 5th, .
Sir Stafford Cripps, president of the
British Board of Trade, warned the British' people that the American and Canadian. loans were running out in a much
shorter period than was originally expected. Mr. Chairman , the naked,
brutal fact is that the British Empire
is falling apart, and before this year is
out the Congress of the United States
will have before it another proposal to
lend the Brjtish Empire another four or
five billions of dollars. That is what
the Truman Policy means ' in regard to
the British Ernpire.
Mr. Chairman, France today is caught
in the middle of a great political crisis,
·and what do we find our newspapers
·reporting? The Washington Post of
yesterday, 'May 6, on page 14, has a
headline: "United States may boost aid
to France if Ramadier keeps Reds out":

Mr. Chairman, in God's holy name,
what is happening in France today? We
have a French Cabinet Minister stating that President Truman's policy
prompted a change in the French Cabinet, and that the present French Government can only remain in power if
the United States rushes badly needed
food and financial aid to France.
What wiH the Truman doctrine cost us
in France? Perhaps another five billion?
Mr. Chairman, 1 wish to call attention
to the fact that William C. Bullitt, the
Ambassador to France at the time of
Nazi invasion, who advised the French
Government to cease resistance to the
Nazi troops and not to make a fight for
Paris-this same William C. Bullitt reviewed the May Day parade in Paris
from the balcony of the American Embassy standing side by side with· Jefferson Caffery, our present Ambassador to ·
·France . What, .Mr. Speaker, is William
C. Bullitt doing in France? Is he attempting to assist De Gaulle in the organization of a civil war. in France, with·
promises that in the event of such a civil'
war the United .States Army wil1 furnish the equipment, men, and materials,
.. and the United States Congress will vote
the financial aid and assistance needed
to conduct civil war in France? Is that
what . the Truman policy means for
France?
.
Mr. Chairman, Italy today is caught in
a great political crisis. Permit me to
quote the headline from Monday's
Washington Post, page 3: "Italy Cabinet
raises wages as millions threaten strike."
The Italian Government is in the middle
of a political crisis-and what do we find.
to ·be the answer to th~t crisis? The
Government of Italy is dezr.!:onding more
and more financial and economic assist-·
ance from the United States. Mr. Speaker, I ask that ~he article appearing in the_
Washington Post be included in my remarks at this point:

UNITED STATES MAY BOUST AID TO FRANCE IF
RAMADIER KEEPS REDS OUT
PARIS, May 5.-A high American offic1al
source said tonight the United States was
preparing for _possible Increased aid to the
tattered f\rench economy, provided Premier
Paul Ramad.ier can hold togetper his new
non-Communist coalit~on government.
'I'his statement was made after a French
cabinet minister asserted President Truman's program for aiding democracies under
threat of Communist domination prompted
Ramaider to oust the five Communists· in the
cabinet yesterday:
The American source said the embassy was
dray.'ing up a detailed report on what sort of
assistance th·e .French regime will. need and
how much could be expected. He said the
information would be relayed to WJlshington in anticipation of fresh requests from
the French to solve their :food, fuel, and industrial problems.
The source added that ·a decisive factor
~ay be whether the French Socialists, Ra~
adier's party. want to become a vehicle for
a new implementation of the so-called Truman doctrine.
The informant said that if -the Socialists
consent to head an anti-Communist coalition, then Washington may be expected to
lend a sympathetic ear to requests for help
in maintaining Ra~adier's economic policy
9f freezing wages, holding down prices, and
increasing production.
French officials said their immediate need
was for wheat tn maintain the current daily
bread ration of . 250 grams. America has
promised some wheat in June, but the
French say larger shipments will be needed.
The cabinet minister. who refused to be
quoted by name, said the United States held
the answer to whether Ramadier 's government could survive since the Communists
dominate French organized labor and hold
the largest number of seats in the Assembly.
He said the Communists might call out
6,000 ,000 workers in a general strike unless
the United States rushes badly needed food
and financial aid to France.

Mr. Chairman, permit me to quote this
Associated Press dispatch from Paris.
It reads:
High American official sources said tonight
that the United States was preparing for
possible increased aid to the tattered French

"ITALIAN CABINET RAISES WAGES AS MILLIONS
THREATEN STRIKE
ROME, ITALY, May 4.-Left-Wing denunci~
tion of American aid to Italy, new hints of
the possibility of civil war, and criticism of
Government policy by right-wing elements
combined today to head Premier Alcide de
Gasper! and his c·a binet toward a crisis.
In a desperate attempt to head off unrest,
the cabinet, at a meeting which ended at
1:30 a. m., decided to give a 15-percent wage
increase to 1,000,000 government employees
and to raise the sugar tax by 50 percent to
pay it.
This action was taken in hope of averting
a nation-wide half-day strike called for tomorrow by state employees.
Under heavy attack by the left wing, Gasperi was further embarrassed by new criticism within the executive committee of hiS
own middle-of-the-road Christian Democrat
Party.
De Gasperi was criticized for failing to see
that Communists and Socialists shared the
blame for the present economic crisis.
Members demanded the party withdraw from
its coalition with the leftists and join the
right wlng.
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The powerful Catholic Action Committee, that China is asking for additional finana keystone of Gasperi's party, sent the meet- cial assistance from the United States:
ing a virtual ultimatum to "defend r~>ligion,''
against the leftists-a criticism of the com- CHINA TO ASK LOAN FOR BUILDING ONLY-UNITED
STATES AID HELD ESSENTIAL FOR RECONVER•
promises Gasperi had made with CommuSION-"SELF-HELP" ADVOCATED FOR BUDGET
nists to get a recognition of religion in the
(By Tillman Durdin)
constitution.
There is bitter discouragement among
NANKING, May 4.-An American loan is esItalians over delay in promised American aid,
sential for the economic rehabilitation and
which some regard as the sole hope of prereconstruction of China, Gen. Chang Chun,
venting eventual collapse of democratic govthe new premier, declared in a statement toernment.
day. He simultaneously proclaimed a policy
of "self-help" in dealing with the budget
Mr. Chairman, I wish to quote the last
deficit.
paragraph of this article:
Premier Chang's statement was made to
There is bitter discouragement among
the press and was released as a clarification
of his remarks on Friday before the legislaItalians over delay in promised American aid,
which some regard as the sole hope of preture delivered on Fripay before the legislative
.venting eventual collapse of democratic govYuan. This statement is the first formal
declaration made by the new premier speernment.
cifically defining his new government's attiMr. Chairman, yesterday the New York tude toward American financial assistance.
Times carried a story that there is a
The statement said:
very real possibility of open civil war in
"The problem of how to meet the budget
deficit of the Chinese Government is cerItaly in the near future, and who, Mr.
tainly a difficult one, but the government
Speaker, is going to pay for that civil
should not depend on foreign assistance to
war?
meet
that deficit. We must endeavor to
Mr. Chairman, we confront critical
meet it by a gradual increase of revenues, by
economic conditions in France and Italy,
stringency in nonproductive expenditures,
and the Truman doctrine is being emand by domestic loans. In other words, we
ployed as a guarantee that the United
must adopt and carry out a policy of selfhelp.
States Government will back up with its
"Qn the other hand, there are vast areas
economic, political, financial, and miliwhere immediately economic rehabilitation
tary strength the most reactionary forces
and
reconstruction are urgently needed and
in these nations. As Walter Lippmann
feasible.
pointed out in his column several weeks
"Expenditures for such constructive proago, the Truman doctrine gives encourductive projects, when they are to be underagement to every group everywhere in
taken, will be beyond the present capacity of
the world who want to organize civil war
our National Treasury. In this connection
an American loan w111 be essential.
against existing governments.
"There is no need for me to emphasize
But, Mr. Chairman, when we consider
that the Government will strictly follow the
the financial and military demands that
principle
laid down in the common political
the British Empire, the French and
program of all the parties now participating
Italian Governments are making tojlay
in the Government, namely, that foreign
upon us, we l1ave just begun to draw up
loans wlll be 'used only for productive and
the lists of financial cozrmitments and
constructive purposes and for stab111zation
and improvement of the people's livelihood.'"
military commitments to which our PresThis pronouncement says in effect that
ident would bind America.
China intends to try to deal with her budget/ Mr. Chairman, the New York Times
ary problem alone, but must have outside
yesterday in its leading editorial had this
financial aid to undertake any major projto say:
ects for reconstruction. In part the stateWe can't pursue one pol1cy in Greece and
ment is an answer to some arguments now
Turkey and another in China or Latin
being put forward thnt China should seek a
America.
currency stabilization loan from the United
States. It is believed that the Government
The prime intent of tl.e Truman docdoes not plan to make a formal request for
trine and this vicious Greek-Turkish
a loan just now, although tentative apmilitary alliance bill is to encompass the
proaches are possible. The government has
noted Washington reports indicating that
whole world, the seven seas, and the five
the United States' view at the moment is
continents in a nf;w international system
that the present time is premature for
of military alliances and economic deformally negotiating a loan since United
pendencies.
States financial aid now would look like an
Ever since President Truman made his
endorsement of the new government before
fateful ·speech to the Congress, intense
it has demonstrated its capab111ties.
pressure has been placed upon our State
Thus, Mr. Chairman, when we begin
Department by Chinese diplomats in this
to look around the world and see what
country demanding that the $500,000,000
is happening to us today, we discover
export-import loan be released for use by
that President Truman has already
the present Chinese Government. I
deeply involved us financially and- in a
charge here on the floor of the House
military way in many trouble spots
that the Chinese Embassy has had the
throughout the world. He has made
arrogance to invade our State Departthese decisions and he is asking us to
ment and attempt to tell our State Derubber stamp them. His decisions are in
partment that the Truman doctrine has direct violation of every commitment that
committed our Government and this
the United States has made to the UN.
Congress to all-out support of the present
And those acts of President Truman have
.Fascist Chinese government.
no authority in law-no appropriations
In this connection, Mr. Chairman, I
have been voted for such a policy, and
insert in my remarks an article appearthe American people have never had an
ing in the New York Times of yesterday
opportunity to cast their ballots for such
in which it is reported from Nanking
a policy.
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Mr. Chairman, when we add up the
costs of these mad, insane adventures
in the organizatien and support of civil
wars throughout. the world, we discover
that it will come to at least $20,000,000,000 a year and perhaps much more.
Mr. Chairman, I charge that a sinister
conspiracy exists in America today. A
sinister conspiracy exists to draw us into
open warfare on the side of every reactionary and Fascist element and in
every civil war everywhere in the world.
What is the fountainhead of that conspiracy? Who is there in America that
wants another war-World War ill?
Who is it that formulated this Truman
policy? Who is it that is throwing the
force of our State Department into these
interminable financially exhausting conflicts?
Mr. Chairman, what is going on in the
State Department? The House of Representatives has a right to. know. I
charge, Mr. Speaker, that a conspiracy
exists in our State Department to organize World War ill, and to establish a
system of military alliances in direct
contradiction to the entire American
foreign policy.
Mr. Chairman, I wish to make certain
suggestions to the House. I would like
for the Members of the House to consider certain things-first, that Admiral
Leahy for a year · and a half fought to
force Jimmy Byrnes' resignation as Secretary of State. I wish to point out that
William C. Bullitt is in Paris today-for
what purpose? I wish to point out that
Admiral Hillenkoetter has just been
made Chief of Central Intelligence of
the United States Government. Admiral
Hillenkoetter was the naval attache in
Paris and in Vichy, .and has been associated with Leahy and Bullitt. I wish
to point out, Mr. Chairman, that Mr.
George Kennan, who went with Bullitt
to Moscow in 1933, has been made the
head of the policy committee of the. Department of State.
What did Admiral Leahy have to do
with the formulating of the Truman
Doctrine? Mr. Chairman, is the State
Department being taken over by the
French gang, by the associates of Bullitt
and Leahy, who did business with the
Vichy-Nazi collaboration government?
Is our State Department being taken
over by people who advised the French
Government not to resist the Nazis?
Why did Admiral Leahy fight the foreign
policy developed by Jimmy Byrnes· for
1% years?
Mr. Chairman, these questions need
answers. They cry out for answers.
We want to know what commitments
are being made in our names in China,
in England, in France, in Italy, in Turkey-all over the Middle East.
· Mr. Chairman, the American people
are, in my opinion, absolutely and completely opposed to the foreign policy proposed in . the Truman doctrine. They
know now that this doctrine means bankruptcy, tha.t it means higher prices, that
it means higher taxes, that it means
military alliance with corrupt, venal dictatorships and monarchies, that its costs
are un1imited.
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The American people want peacethey want the UN to grow-to prosper.
They demand that our c<:>mmitments to
the UN-given and received in good
faith-be kept. The American people,
Mr. Chairman, are determined that
collective security against aggression
shall be maintained. In their determinati.-m, I join. I shall cast my vote
against this iniquitous, monstrous, hypocritical, and diabolical departure from
traditional American foreign policy.
The isles of Greece! The isles of Greece I
Where burning Sappho loved and sungWhere we may bJ.eak uneasy peace,
And ·once more immolate our young.
Fill high the: bowl with U. S. dough
And fill another with our bloodThe propagandists seem to know
Just how to fill your eyes with mud.

Mr. GRANGER. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. BENDER. I yield to the gentleman from Utah.
Mr. GRANGER. Mr. Chairman, I have
10 minutes allotted to me. I should like
to yield my 10 minutes to the gentleman
from Ohio.
Mr. BENDER. I thank the gentleman
, from Utah very ·much.
The CHAIRMAl'i. The time is under
the control of the gentleman from New
York. If the gentlemr..h from New York
[Mr. BLooMl cares to yield the 10
minutes, then, of course, the gentleman
from Ohio would be further recognized.
Mr. BREHlVi:. Mr. Chairman, a parliamentary inquiry.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will
state it.
Mr. BREHM. May not the gentleman
from Utah ask unanimous consent to
yield his time to the gentleman from
Ohio?
The CHAIRMAN. No; the time has
been fixed by the rule adopted by the
House of Representatives . The committee may not change that rule.
Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,
a parliamentary inquiry.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will
state it.
Mr. BROWN of Ohio. Under the rules
o:.. parliamentary procedure, the gentleman from Utah in using his time may
take the ftoor and then yield to the gentleman from Ohio to say what he pleases.
Is not that correct?
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
from Ohio [Mr. BRoWN] is, of course,
stating a hypothetical situation. The
gentleman from Utah has not been recognized. Should the gentleman from Utah
be recognized he then may yield to anyone asking him to yield if he so desires.
The time of the gentleman from Ohio
has expired.
Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, I yield
15 minutes to the gentleman from Texas
[Mr. JoHN.::ONJ.
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. Mr. Chairman, I am in hearty accord with the wise
and eloquent statement made by the gentlewoman from Ohio and I think it well
to repeat the quotation she gave us from
that giant of his day, Webster, who said
that we must not "purchase their smiles
by the sacrifi<-e of manly principles." It
is with a great deal of .satisfaction that

I embrace the viewpoint enunciated on
the ftoor yesterday by one of the giants
of our time, the gentleman from New
York [Mr. WADSWORTH] when he said
that he believed this bill would be .a deterrent to war.
All of us are aware of the gravity of
the decision this Nation is now called
upon, through its Congress, to make.
We live in a dangerous age. The question for decision is how we are to meet
danger. -.f..re must face it with our heads .
up and with no fear in our hearts. We
must meet this issue in accordance with
our great traditions. Courage is better
than fear, faith is better than doubt.
We will be false to our traditions, false
to the American people, and false to ourselves if we falter because of fear-fear
of either cost or consequences.
We all want to avoid war. · If we could
clearly foresee the future and know with
certainty that defeat of this measure
would, in the words of one great appeaser, mean "peace in our time," or that
its passage would mean war in this generation, our -votes would be unanimous.
No one wants war. The tongues of our
dead still enforce our attention. We all
want peace. The issue, then, is one of
calculated risks.
PEACE IN THIS DAY ~s NOT cHEAP

That issue cannot be resolved by an
appeal to fear, to sentiment, or to any
other prejudice. Each must determine
for himself and within his own conscience the path he thinks this country,
in dignity and responsibility, must follow to lead the world in the ways of
peace. The passage of this bill and the
policy it embraces is costly. Once we so
act, we are committed to a course we
must see through. And none should indulge in the self-deception that it will
not be expensive. Peace in this day is
not cheap.
Neither should we be oblivious to the
possibility that whenever this Nation
engages in a program of halting totalitarian aggression, be it Communist or
Fascist, some risk of war may be involved.
Therefore, Mr. Chairman, we have an
issue of alternatives. Does this policy
lead to war or does it promote peace?
If our action is to be governed by fear
or the cost in dollars, there are many
arguments for voting against the bill.
But is that the issue? When did the
citizens of this country ever modify their
resistance to aggressive tyranny because
we were fearful of the outcome or lacked
faith in our ability to meet the cost?
Pioneer Americans were not timid when,
as 13 struggling Colonies, they agreed
with Patrick Henry that no price was too
high to pay for liberty. The signers of
the Declaration of Independence knew
the calculated risks when they wrote in
our charter of liberty the immortal
sentence:
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Nation was a first-rate power only because of its unflagging courage. We
were then less able to resist aggression
on the shores of the Gulf of Mexico
from one of the weaker of the major
powers of that day, than we are to resist aggression today anywhere on the
face of this globe. The people knew
then what the Monroe Doctrine. might
cost, and they were not afraid of its
risks. Then a courageous stand.on principle by a people unafraid frustrated the
designs of any aggressor who might have
considered a challenge.
History discredits France's strategy of
attempting an early war of· nerves. Her
challenge was met by Andrew Jackson.
A solvent France contemptuously refused payment of the debt she owed the
United States. But when Jackson announced that he would seize ancl impound French shipping, she understood
democratic po.wer properly applied. Her
wounded honor was sati~fied, and the
treaty she had made with us was carried
out.
Mr. Chairman, whether Communist or
Fascist, or simply a pistol-packing racketeer, tbe one thing a bully understands
is force, and the one thing he fears is
courage. In making this assertion, I
disavow the demagogery of a jingo. I
repudiate the tactics of a warmorlger. I
want peace. But human -experience
teaches me that if I let a bully of my
community make me travel back streets
to avoid a fight, I merely postpone the
evil day. Soon he will try to chase· me
out of my house.
THEY DID NOT BELIEVE Wl!i WOULD FIGHT

We have fought two world wars because of our failure to take a position in
time. When the first war began Germany did not believe we woulCI fight.
Well-meaning pacifists sincerely desired
peace·. The Great Commoner resigned
from the highest position in the Cabinet
because he thought President Wilson's
foreign policy wo aggressive. Thus the
Kaiser was led to believe that we were
complacent and lacked courage. Unrestricted submarine warfare began, and
so we went to war.
During the earlier stages of World
War II, President Roosevelt at Chicago
enunciated the doctrine of quarantining
aggressors. Then, as in the past, there
were protests. The America, Firsters,
led by Colonel Lind ben h, a hero of earlier days, exploited the hesitancy of
many of our citizens to prepare for adequate national defense. The tactics of
tKese ostriches and thei . .· fellow travelers
encouraged, indeed if they did not induce, Hitler to ignore us and the Japs to
attack us.
.F rance could have stopped Hitler when
he started into the Saar. France and
England combined could have prevented
And for the support of this Declaration,
the occupation of Austria or even later
with a firm reliance on the protection of
stopped the Nazis at Czechoslovakia.
divine providence, we mutually pledge to
The United States, England, and France
each other our lives, our fortunes , and our
could have prevented the rape of Poland
sacred honor.
if only there had been a common deterMONROE AND JACKSON DID NOT FLINCH
mination to call a halt to aggression.
President Monroe proclaimed our Japan could have been checked before she
famous American doctrine when this · got into Manchuria; and certainly she
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would have been stopped when she de.;
clared war on defenseless China. But
the siren songs of appeasers convinced us
it was none of our business what happened in Europe or the world, and thus
France was sacrificed to Fascist. ambitions, and England's destiny was fought
out in the skies over London. We refused
to listen to Secretary Stimson and others
with vision who saw the path on which
Japan had embarked so we suffered the
humiliation of Pearl Harbor and sacrificed
lives which could have been spared if we
bad acted in time.
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of others--! warn this false apostle that this country can in decency take, and the
Texans have characteristics which pre- only course which may avoid war.
This is one world; yes. It is one world
vent us from responding to the wiles of
an appeaser. Texans may disagree and in terms of distances and in terms of my
fight a little among themselves, but we actions affecting my neighbor whether
present a united front on any issue that he be on the banks of the Potomac or on
may involve our national security. If we the banks of the Ganges. But it is not
disagree with policies of our Government, one united world. Nor is it one world
we settle these differences, within the in public enlightenment.
I am persuaded that the people of the
framework of our democratic processes.
The argument that Russia does not world have no grievances, one against
want war and that we might force a war the other. The hopes and desires of a
by going into Greece and Turkey simply man who tills the soil are about the same
seems absurd to me. If Russia does not whether he lives on the banks of the
want war; if she·is not an aggressor na- Colorado or on the banks of the Danube.
CARE NOT WHEfHER AGGRESSOR IS COMMUNIST
tion; if she wants to live in peace and co- But there is this difference. My words
OR FASCIST
operate in bringing peace to a war-torn today, for whatever meaning they may
In view of this history, it is amazing
that we are tolerant toward those who world, then our aid to Greece and Turkey have, will be accessible to every man,
counsel fear and count the cost of human will be understood and can provoke no woman, and child on this continent.
liberty and internal security in dollars. hostilities. Who among us or among the · But as we progress from west to east,
A former Vice President is crying out Russians beiieves that Greece and Tur- the mists form; and the light of freedom
against the course charted by President key plan an invasion of Russia? If, on shines through them with more and
'
Truman in his message to Congress in the other hand, Russia is not willing to more difficulty.
To say that we will stand up to Russia,
louder language than Colonel Lindbergh stop with the land she has taken away
protested the policy proclaimed by Presi- from Poland, Finland, and Czecho- to say that we will pit the ideals of
dent Roosevelt in his historic Chicago slovakia; if not willing to get out of democracy against the ideals of comspeech. Can it be that this former Vice Austria, but insists on a foothold in the munism does not mean that we are unPresident believes it right to quarantine Mediterranean now, then now is the time mindful of our debt to her. As one
I am humbly grateful for
the aggressors if they are Fascists, but for us to decide whether we will ineet her American,
Stalingrad,
and I revere the memory of
there
and
meet
her
now.
This
penetrawrong if they are Communists; and does
men who fought there and died there,
,Polonel Lindbergh reason conversely? tion system by which the Communists the
me and for you. For my part, I ask
As for myself, I care not whether an ag- are taking over one European govern- for
no more of them than they ask of me.
gressor be Communist or Fascist. When- ment after another to me smacks ver.y To
Soviet Russia and to every other naever security of this country is involved, much of the Hitler method. It' was by
I would see the golden rule apwe are willing to . draw the quarantine that method that Hitler was able to take tion,
plied. I think we have tried to apply
line-and .we would rather have it or_ the· over Austria-but I will not further re- it.
And a defense. of democracy is not
shores of the Mediterranean than on the view the past. If Russia has peaceful necessarily
ipso facto an attack against
intentions
now,
she
will
have
them
after
shores of the Chesapeake Bay or the Gulf
Russia.
I
shall
be the last to say that;
this
measure
shall
have
been
passed.
If
of Mexico.
but I shall be the first to say that when
Perhaps I should seek pardon for men- her inten:tions are otherwise, if she pro- democracy lays down before any other
tioning a man who has sought and at- poses a program of conquest, then no ideology, there is no more democracy.
tained such notoriety by going abroad bribe, disguised as a loan of $15,000,000;- Freedom walks upright, her head back,
and denouncing his own country as be- 000 or any other sum, will stop her. It chin high.
.
ing· on the road to ruthless imperialism. will only bolster up her strength and
Decisions must be made in times of
weaken
us.
I defend the right of Mr. Wallace to
danger, and I hope your decision will be
speak, just as I defend my right to criti- ADMINISTRATION MUST NOT TOLERATE CORRUP• mine. In terms of dollars the Truman
TION-MUST
NOT
PERMIT
PROGRAM
TO
BEcize what he says; and in this case the
doctrine wm be costly. But I pray that
COME A JOY RIDE FOR PROFITEERS
privilege to criticize. this individual for
we are still a young and courageous Nacampaigning against the foreign policy of
Yes; I am for the Truman doctrine. tion; that we have not grown so old and
his own country among the Socialists of But it wnr not be enough to appropriate fat and prosperous that all we can think
England and the Communists of France. money to be poured into Greece and about is to sit back with our arms around
I particularly denounce his suggestion Tur~ey. No program, however well con- our money bags. If we choose to do
that we solve the whole problem with a
ceived, can rise above the level of the that, I have no doubt that the smoulder$15,000,000,000 bribe to Russia. But his people who must carry it into execution. ing fires will burst into flame and conerro:r of opinion may be tolerated where I am one who believes that competent sume us--dollars and all.
reason is left free to combat it.
men are available to serve their country
Mr. OWENS. Mr. Chairman, will the
on this job. I believe that the best gentleman yield? If the gentleman is
FARMER PLANTING STRANGE SEEDS
The Honorable Mr. Wallace has an- brains and the stoutest hearts in this bullied by another petson, do you not
nounced a speaking date in my State country are needed for this great work. think it would be more courageous to
and district and my home town on the I · believe that they must and can be strike right out and hit him than to go
17th day of May: If he expects to play found if failure is to be avoided. The into his neighbor's window and thumb
his nose at him until he might strike at
politics with an issue affecting the §.e- heights are not for the mediocre, but for you?
curity of our people, his choice of Texas the strong, the true, and the wise. I
Mr. JOHNSON of Texas. The gentleas a forum is no tribute to his knowledge believe and trust President Truman will
of people and geography. The forum for keep faith with the Congress and the man is not one who accepts the unqualiWallace and his appeasement doctrine is · people by staffing our mission with men fied statement that we are being bull1ed,
not before the clear-.eyed, stout-hearted who will not tolerate corruption in ad- but the gentleman does say if that stateTexans. Rather, it is before the sallow, ministering these funds and will see ment is true the time to meet that situation is right now and the way to meet it
deluded fringe that bores and scavenges that it does not become a joy ride for is
head on.
like termites eating away the foundations profiteers.
Mr. OWENS. But we are not doing
WE WILL STAND UP TO RUSSIA
of a strong building. I challenge his
that.
false and dangerous counsel. I say he is
In voting Jor this bill, I do so with the
Mr. EATON. Mr. Chairman, a parliaa farmer planting strange seeds in our hope that Russia has peaceful inten- mentary
inquiry.
soil, seeds of fear, seeds of false hope, tions; that she desires to live at peace
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
dragon seeds of ultimate destruction. I with other nations; that she will co- will state it.
know Texans and I know the people of operate in the restoration of a war-torn
~r. EATON. If I make a statement
my district. Although we have our faults world; but, if it be otherwise, then I am as to the disposition of time, will that
like other people-and we like to believe certain as I stand here that the passage come out of the time allotted to this
that they are fewer than the failings of this measure is the only course that side?
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The CHAffiMAN. Any time that the
gentleman consumes will be charged· to
his time.
Mr. EATON. I will have to do it.
·Pirst of all, let me say that I have been
wrestling with the multiplication table.
In common with every human being who
has ever done that, I have been thrown.
Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. EATON. I yield.
Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. I call the
attention oi the committee to the fact
that it is apparent the gag is in order
so far as the opposition is concerned. I
was instructed to submit a list of those
in opposition to the bill to both the
majority and minority leaders. The
minority leader informs me that I have
no time. Those members who have
been allocated time by me please take
notice.
Mr. EATON. Mr. Chairman, is this
coming out of my time?
The CHAIRMAN. It is coming out of
the time of the gentleman from New
Jersey.
Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, a parliamentary inquiry.
The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman from New Jersey yield for a parliamentary inquiry?
Mr. EATON. I would rather that the
gentleman from New York use his own
time to speak.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
from New Jersey has the floor. Does
the gentleman desire to consume any
additional time?
Mr. EATON. It will only take me a
minute to break the sad news. I have
207 minutes of time asked for by 18
Members, and I have 95 minutes to divide among them. I h&.ve turned the
ma~ter over to my associates here, the
semor members of my committee, and
they have worked out a plan by cutting
down, I am very sorry to say, to very
small limits the time allowed to the various Members. That is, of course, in addition to the 51 minutes reserved for the
gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. SMITH].
Mr. GAVIN. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. EATON. With pleasure.
Mr. GAVIN. Yesterday you had no
hesitancy in giving the proponents of the
bill an additional 5 mivutes, an additional 5 minutes, and an additional 5
minutes. But when I came, representing a great State with 28 delegates and
10,000,000 of people, all I could get was
5 minutes because I am an opponent of
the bill.
Mr. EATON. May I have the privilege
of saying, before everybody gets mad,
that the gentleman from Pennsylvania
[Mr. GAVIN] was granted time under
Mr. SMITH's schedule. I did not fix the
time for him.
Mr. OWENS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. EATON. No; I will not yield.
You ask too many questions.
Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of
my time.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman has
consumed 2 minutes.
Mr. EATON. Mr. Chairman, I yield
7 minutes to the gentleman from New
Hampshire [Mr. MERROW].
XCIII--297

Mr. MERROW. Mr. Chairman, I rise
to support this measure and have been
ready to vote "yes" on the proposition
for several weeks. In fact, before the
President of the United States delivered
his message to the Congress, in several
statements on the floor I advocated firm,
resolute action in the Mediterranean
area. I hope that this measure will be
adopted without crippling amendments
and· that the House will go on record in
favor of this firm and realistic action in
connection with Greece and Turkey.
We must keep in mind that the world
has grown exceedingly small within the
last few years, and whether or not we
like it, we are in international affairs
to stay. , As has been stated again and
again during this debate, we have participated in two great wars during the
past 30 years. After the First World
War we followed the policy of isolationism. In fact, we followed that policy
into the 1930's. It seems as though we
ought to learn something from history,
particularly recent history, and not pursue the same course after the Second
World War as we followed after the first.
As I have listened to some of the arguments against this measure, I am fearful that many wo.uld have us embark
upon the disastrous course of isolationism which will lead us to untold trouble
in the future. Mr. John Foster Dulles,
reporting on the Moscow Conference, for
instance, pointed out that the Soviet
leaders would heave a great sigh of relief
if we were to move out of Europe. Certainly we must not do this. If we had
passed this resolution immediately after
it had been presented to us, perhaps the
Moscow Conference would not have
ended in a deadlock.
During this debate we have been considering the foreign policy of the United
States. I want to point out that when
I was in the Old World in 1945 the question that was ·most often discussed was
the foreign policy of the United States,
and the comment that was most frequently made was that the Unit~d States
does not have a foreign policy. After
returning, I said on the floor of this
House several times that if there was one
thing we ought to do in this country,
it is to develop a firm, realistic, resolute
foreign policy in this postwar period.
I take this opportunity to congratulate
the State Department and the President of the United States upon this fine
show of realism. It is, indeed, refreshing to see this realistic approach to foreign affairs in the Mediterranean area.
Mr. DORN. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. MERROW. Yes; I yield.
Mr. DORN·. I have been trying for
2 days to get some member of the Foreign Affairs Committee to tell me why
we did not give the Spanish Government,
which has always fought communism, at
least an ambassador here in Washington. They were neutral during the war
the same as Turkey, and prevented the
Germans from. rolling into north Africa
when we were making landings. I have
not had anybody answer that yet.
Mr. MERROW. That is another
question outside of this Greek-Turkish
situation; but I will say to the gentleman
this, that if action is necessary in con-
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nection with Spain to stop communism
in the Mediterranean basin, I would
favor it.
Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MERROW. I yield.
Mr. SMITH of Wi:..~onsin. The gentleman has made some reference to isolationism. Does the gentleman apply
that term to those who support the
United Nations who last week voted for
the relief bill?
Mr. MERROW. The gentleman has
coupled two questions. He asked if I
would apply that term to those who support the United Nations?
Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. Yes.
Mr. MERROW. No; I think those
who support the United Nations have the
international point of view. Personally
I would say that the vote to cut the relief
bill indicates a movement toward an
isolationist program.
Mr. EDWIN ARTHUR HALL. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MERROW. I yield.
Mr. EDWIN ARTHUR HALL. The
gentleman is a distinguished member of
the Foreign Affairs Committee and may
be able to clear up a quandary which has
been bothering me during the debate.
One of the objections raised by cert~in
Members to this bill is that this problem
should be turned over to the United
Nations for settlement, this whole question. In the gentleman's opinion, is it
not true that in such event it would be
possible for any one of the five great
powers to exercise the veto on the consideration of the question?
Mr. MERROW. That is true. I believe the question of the United Nations
has been adequately and ably discussed
during the course of this debate. The
United Nations has neither the resources
nor the ability to handle this problem.
Furthermore, to be absolutely realistic
about it, we are playing power politics
outside the United Nations. The security of the United States is at stake. The
United States is the only country that
has the power, the prestige, and the ability to stop the Soviet march toward world
domination, anj to refer this matter to
the :Jnited Nations would simply weaken
the United Nations, and :tlnally imperil
our own security.
General Marshall should be congratulated on the realism that he showed at
the Moscow Conference. He did not give
in to the Russians, he stood firm on reparations, the western boundary of Poland, and other matters. Because of that
firm stand we are at last beginning to
be realistic; and although Mr. Stalin
hopes that by exhaustion he will be able
to reach compromises I feel at least we
have a Secretary of State who will stay
as long as Mr. Stalin· can stay and will
refuse to become exhausted. We will at
last by holding our rround be able to resolve our differences.
We should keep in mind that there are
two basic principles in the foreign policy
of the Soviet Union. They have been discussed here. One is expansion and the
other is the spread of communism
wherever and whenever possible. The
.Soviet Union has annexeL! much territory
and has extended her domination over
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no less than 12 countries by puppet governments. These countries have a population of 165,000,000. She has done all
this since 1939, and is trying by the practice of infiltration to spread communism
all over the world.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from New Hampshire has expired.
Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, I yield
14 minutes to the gentleman from West
Virginia LMr. KEE].
Mr. KEE. Mr. Chairman, in explanation of the action proposed to be taken
by the United States Govern~ent under
the measure now being considered, the
foll9wing questions are pertinent and
should be answered:·
First. What are the situations in
Greece and Turkey, respectively, which
call for the relief proposed by the pending measure?
·
Second. Why should the United States
alone supply the aid required?
Third. What do we hope to accomplish by acting, and what will be the
probable result if we fail to act?
Mr. Chairman, during the hearings on
the pending bill held by the Committee
on Foreign Affairs, extending over a
period of several weeks, the above questions were, in my opinion, fully, clearly,
and repeatedly answered by competent
and well-informed authorities. As frequently happens, however, when we hold
extended hearings on a measure and explore all of its possibilities and implic-ations, we often find the answers to our
most important queries buried under a
mass of verbiage more or less non;.
germane or inconsequential. Within
the 387-page report of the hearings it
will be found that the above questions
are answered not only by competent and
qualified witnesses, speaking from an intimate knowledge of the subject, but also
by documentary proof. Unless, however, the hearings are given more than
a hasty perusal there is every chance
that important evidence will be overlooked. May I, within the time at my
disposal, give to this body not only my
personal reply to the three queries, but
also some of the answers appearing in
the record.
First, there is a difference in the situations in Greece and Turkey, and quite
a diffennce in the problems confronting
the respective countries. And yet, each
situation requires the same corrective
measures and the sam~; character of aid
and assistance, which, if not received
from some quarter, will be followed by
the same result in both countries, towit, economic disaster, collapse of each
government and an imposition upon
their peoples of a totalitarian rP-gime.
May I first discuss conditions in
Greece? The evidence taken before our
committee shows that Greece's trouble
started even before' World War II, and
became starkly tragic during and following the years of conflict. First invaded
and despoiled by the Italians, the country
not only suffered a second invasion by
the German armies, with resultant devastation and ruin, but also groaned under
4 years of enemy occupation, followed by
the cruel and deliberate destruction by
the Nazis of everything in or near the
P9.thway of their retreating armies. It
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is probable that no. other country in the troubled - by ravages of armed bands,
world suffered a devastation so complete. either within or from outside her bounFrom all this the country has never re- daries. To this date also the country
covered; indeed, it has not even had a has remained free from any invasion of
communism or Communistic doctrine.
chance to recover.
It is further shown that during the war It is not, however, free from other danthere went on within the Greek bound- gers. On the contrary, never before-aries a continuous fight for Greek libera- not even throughout the war when it
tion. This warfare against the invaders had a long and desperate struggle to prewas carried on by bands of Greek guer- serve its neutrality-has Turkey faced
rillas whose arms and equipment were a graver danger than it does at this mosupplied by the Allied armies. After lib- ment. Regardless of all differences beeration, however, many of these guer- tween the internal condition in Greece
rillas failed or refused to surrender their and Turkey, the dangers to each counweapons, and coming under influences try from· external I:!OUrces are identical.
inimical to the present regime in Greece, As Acting Secretary of State Acheson
the guerrillas are now using the same stated to our committee, and I quote:
arms to defy the · authority of the GovThe inexorable facts of geography link the
ernment. It is also charged that these future of Greece and Turkey. Should the integrity
and independence of Greece be lost
armed bands ·not only have the backing
and encouragement of certain adjoining or compromised, the effect upon Turkey is
governments but that their numbers are inevitable.
augmented from time to time by bands
Is it not significant that this call for
of men from beyond the Greek border help comes to us from Greece and Turwho join in raids, burnings, pillage, and 'key at the same instant; that both nakillings, and then retire across the1 bor- tions, one untroubled by internal conder when pursued by the Greek Army.
ditions or by lack of food or other
The nature of the influences to which necessities of life, and the other facing
these armed bands are subject and under all these problems, as well as actual rewhich they operate is well known. To be bellion, should both suddenly call for aid
absolutely plain and direct, it is the in- to meet the 'Same threat from external
fluence of the Communist and the com- sources. It is not only significant, but
munistic doctrine. It is known that con- it points directly to the fact that both
tinuous pressure is being exerted against of these countries so linked together by
the Greek Government and that this and in their strategic importance have
pressure is growing heavier day by day; awakened to the fact'that they are both
that the sphere of operations of the va- facing a problem which threatens their
rious com:rpunistic bands is widening; individual liberty, their way of life and
and that without aid and assistance in their free government; and each of the
equipping and advising the Greek Army governments has determined that it canit will not be able to Iom~ control the sit- not solve the problem alone. They feel
uation. If these bands continue to gain that unless aid comes to them in this
strength-and all evidence is to the·effect crisis, they will be in imminent danger
that they are doing just that-they will of a complete collapse with a conseque·nt
take over the Greek Government and assumption of .power by a totalitarian
substitute a Soviet-controlled Communist government under the domination of the
totalitarian regime. If this is accom- Russian Soviet. It was said by Mr. Acheplished, a great hope of ' the world will son, and I quote:
have perished and once again the dream
I need not emphasize to you what would
of the poet Byron that the isles of Greece more than likely be the effect on the nawould ~gain be free will have been tions in the Middle East of a collapse in
Greece and Turkey, and the installation of
shattered.
totalltarian regimes there. Both from the
It must be understood that this probof view of economics and morals, the
lem is not one of merely supporting the point
effects upon countries to the east would
Greek Government as against a few be enormous, especially if the failure in
bands of malcontents. On the contrary, Greece and Turkey should come about as
it is one of keeping Greece in the ranks the result of the failure of this great deof the world's democracy, of keeping mocracy to come to their aid. On the other
open and free the great seaways to the hand, 1 ask you to consider the effects on
their morals and their internal development
East, and of insuring freedom and the should
Greece and Turkey receive a helping
democratic way of life to the peoples of hand from
the United States, the country
the eastern world.
with which they closely associate the prinI have endeavored to explain briefly ciples of freedom. It is not too · much to
the situation in Greece because of which say that the outcome in Greece and Turkey
our aid has been ea1·nestly entreated. will be watched with deep concern throughLet me now turn to Turkey, the other out the vast area from the DardaneUes to
country whose calls for assistance we the China Sea.
are asking you to heed. Here, as I have
Mr. Chairman, I find that it will
stated, we have a situation substantially be necessary for me to put in the RECORD
different from that obtaining in Greece, the further answers to the . question I
and yet, should we turn a deaf ear to the propounded. And this will be done.
appeal of Turkey, the results to that
The question is often asked, How and
country would be exactly the same as why was the United States drawn into
would similar lack of action be to Greece. a situation apparently affecting only the
nations of Greece and Turkey?
While Greece is in dire need of food
and clothing, as well as the training and
As a matter of fact, this problem came
equipment of her army for the protection to us suddenly and with but little warnof her border and use against internal ing. On or about March 20, 1947, the
disorder, Turkey is not confronted by British Government notified the United
such a problem. Turkey has no internal States Government that as of March 31
disorders and so far has not been it would be obliged to discontinue the
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financial, economic, and advisory assistance which it had heretofore been giving to Greece and-Turkey. This meant,
of course, that the British government
intended to withdraw from Greece the
military force which it had been maintaining in that country since the close
of hostilities and likewise intended to
withdraw from both Greece and Turkey
all further economic aid and advisory
assistance.
A few days after the notice from the
British Government, our Government received from the 'Greek Government an
urgent appeal for financial, economic,
and expert advisory assistance. This was
not the first time such a request had been
made to us by the Greek Government,
similar requests having been previously
made. The same is true in respect to
Turkey. · The number of the various requests made by both Governments .to the
United States and the dates of such requests are fully set out in the report of
the hearings. Also, in covering this matter broadly, Acting Secretary of State
.Acheson, in answer to a question by Representative Jarman, shown on -page 13
of the hearings, stated that ,everything
proposed to be done under the bill now
being considered was . requested by the
Governments of Turkey and Greece.
Therefore, the charge that we are, without authoritY, interfering in the affairs of
the two countries, is baseless.
May I now discuss for a few. moments
the second· question I posed in my opening statement, to .wit, "Why should the
United States alone supply the. aid -required by Greece and Turkey?"
In this connection, the question may
b~ and, in fact, has been frequently asked,
"Why did not the two countries make
their request for aid to the United Nations, and why should not this entire
problem of Greece and Turkey not be
handled by the United Nations?
This question has been repeatedly an.swered, and particularly by officials of
the State Department as will appear on
·pages 341 to 344 of the record of the
hearings. It also appears that as to one
part of its problem, Greece did present
its case to the United Nations. Charging
that armed bands, operating within her
territory along her northern border,
were being partly supplied, trained, and
given refuge in _neighboring countries
and were constantly shifting back and
forth across the border in their hostile
and pillaging expeditions, the Greek
·Government asked the United Nations
for assistance in dealing with the situation.
This was a proble.m with which the United Nations had authority to deal,
and supported by the United States, the
Security Council proceeded to deal with
the problem effectively. But as to the
other, and perhaps more serious prob. !ems, namely the need of Greece for food
and other supplies and funds to restore
order throughout the country, to meet
internal difficulties and to avert economic collaps~. and the need of both Greece
and Turkey for funds and expert advice
in re-- forming and equipping their mili. tary -forces for the protection of their
: borders, the United Nations is not only
lacking -in jurisdiction, but "is also with-
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out funds necessary to extend the re- a do-nothing policy with reference to the
quired help.
innoculation by intimidation and force
So far as Greece is concerned, its re- ·of the peoples of other countries with
quest to the United St~tes for assistance germs of an ideolcgy diametricaJly op- .
was urged by a Commission sent to that posed to every principle of human freecountry last fall by the Food and Agri- dom and justice? On the other hand,
cultural Organization. This Commis- are we going to show to the world that
sion, reporting in November 1946, recom- we have the courage of our conviction
mended that the Greek Government re- and intend to demonstrate our faith in
quest the Economic and Social Council the democratic way of life by standing
and the Governments of the United shoulder to shoulder with all peoples who
States and the United Kingdom to aid it are willing to combat the spread of a
in securing funds for essential food and poisonous doctrine?
other imports until, I quote, "Expanding
We can do the right thing and do it
exports,
international
development now by the passage of this measure. If,
loans, and expanding production enable however, we fail Greece and Turkey in
Greece to balance its international ac- this hour of their need, and the two nacount without special aid."
tions come under the domination of anAs stated by Secretary Acheson, this is other power, as · they undoubtedly will,
exactly the course Greece has followed. we will have lost not only all of our presThe country has repeatedly asked Great tige in the eastern world. but that world
Britain for assistance, but this assist- itself will have been lost to democracy.
ance Great Britain is no ionger able or With Greece and Turkey undet commuwilling to supply. The aid cannot be nistic control, there will be nothing to
supplied by the Economic and Social stop the spread of the insidious disease
Council, therefore the Government of · throughout all lands from the Straits of
the United States is the only source to Gibraltar to the China Sea. This is not
which the Greek Government can turn. mere dicta, it is not just a statement of
While, as I have stated, the situation iny personal opinion, but it is a statein Turkey, especially with reference to ment based upon views ·expressed before
internal economic affairs, is different our committee by men y.rho speak out of
from that of Greece, the need is just as a wealth of knowledge, wisdom, and ex·
great, the danger of collapse is just as perience.
imminent and the result certain to folMr. Chairman, I want to announce,
low such a collapse. is just as inevitable. withou;; reservatior or equivocation, that
This result would be the installation of I am in favor of the pendipg measure as
totalitarian regimes in both countries. it has been reported out of committee,
In fact, we are at this moment facing without any change in text and without
the danger of being particeps criminis amendment. And, at this point, may I
to the denial of free democratic govern- • express the earnest hope that the pendments to the entire eastern world.
ing measure will not meet with the same
The consequences following collapse ·treatment and the same fate accorded
of the Greek and Turkish Governments to the Greek relief bill recently passed
and the moving in of a Soviet-dominated by this House. That bill, as is the one
communistic regime in both countries now before us, was not a measure for the
would be far reaching and tragic. We mere expenditure of money; on the con•
in America have heretofore not worried trary, it was a measure involving quesabout the control of the Mediterranean, tions of the gravest import to our counthe Dardanelles, the Suez Canal, and try, questions calling for the exercise of
the other sea lanes of the Near East fine diplomacy, questions of foreign
which for centuries have been followed policy to be answered only after intensive
by ships of the world. Only once, an~ study and critical consideration.
that in the early days of our Republic,
This was the character of the study
did we act to insure the freedom of these given to that measure by your Foreign
lanes. Our action then against the Affairs Committee; for many weeks and
piratical sfates of the Barbary Coast was through many hearings, each provision
prompt, drastic, and effective. 's ince of the measure was analyzed and all 1ts
that time in the distant past we have implications considered. Changes were.
more or less trusted to Great Britain's made only after the most critical study
interest and power to keep the seaways and discussion and in light of the evi. open. If Britain is no longer able to dence we had before us. _It was not
perform her task, are we going to try
only that Ne gave to our considerto resolve the impending issue now and hours
of the measure, but we devoted
by peaceful means, or shall we wait until ation
days and weeks to the difficult task. And
a grimmer duty is forced upon us? yet,
when our ·work was accomplished
Think it over.
and
the
bill reported to this floor-a finAgain, the issues before us at this
moment are not only the preservation ished product of a committee, many
of the freedom of the Greek and Turkish members of which have had from 15 to
peoples, and the sovereignty of their 25 years of experience in foreign affairsrespective Governments, and not only what was its fate?
Here is what happened. Under the
the maintenance of the historic freedom
of the seas, but there is yet another issue, 5-minute rule there was made a conone of more vital importance to this and certed attack upon every section of the
to every other democratic government in measure; In a wild scramble to be in
the world of today. This bill poses. to at the death, amendment after amendus the question, Is this Republic of ours- ment, many of which had been denied
the greatest ·of all in recorded history and after hours of consideration by the comthe pattern upon which all others have mittee, were offered and adopted on the
. been erected-going to adopt and follow House floor after but a few moments of
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extemporaneous discussion. Bitter attacks on the measure were made by
at least some men who evidently were
wholly unfamiliar with its intent and
purpose and uninformed with respect to
the critical situation it was designed to
meet. The regrettable part of the entire r.1atter was the fact that some members of the Foreign Affairs Committee
took an active part in this confused attempt to write a new bill on the floor.
It was a spectacle to cause one to stand
in awe and to exclaim in wonder as was
once said of liberty, "Oh, economy, how
many crimes have been committed in
thy name?"
Mr. Chairman, may I remind the
Members uf the Congress that the passage of the pending measure is not only
recommended, but requested by your
Government. Your President, your Secretary of State and his assistants, your
Secretary of War, your Secretary of the
Navy, as well as other officials in whom
you should have faith and confidence,
have all joined in appealing to you for ·
the passage of this legislation. ':"(our
ambassadors to Greece and Turkey, both
of whom have an intimate knowledge
of the situation in the countries to which
they are respectively accredited, came
across the seas to advise us to take this
action. The head of this Government's
nine-man commissior sent to Greece for
the express purpose of making a survey
of conditions in that unhappy country,
and who, with his associates, spent two
full months in making a complete study
of the situation there, returned to his
homeland to endors.e this action with his •
approval.
Have you no confidence in the men at
the head of your Government? Have
you no faith in the ambassadors who
represent you in foreign lands? Have
you no trust in the Illen who head your
Army and your Navy? Against these
men will you accept the dicta of others
who may be actuated by either unknown
motives or political expediency, or will
you at this fateful moment set aside all
political or other prejudices and give
your support to this measure and to
your President, to your Government, and
to your country-and mine?
Mr. ROBSION. Mr. Chairman, I arise
to speak in opposition to the bill 2616
which proposes to provide $400,000,000 in
· aid to Turkey and Greece and also to
provide military and naval aid and instruction to these countries and authority to train and supervise their military
and naval establishments.
This bill arose out of the message of
the President delivered to the House and
Senate on March 12, 1947. The President stated, in his message urging immediate granting of this money and
military and naval aid to Turkey and
Greece, that the future foreign policy of
this Nation should be changed so as to
commit this Nation to go to the relief of
any nation or a party or group in any
nation that was threatened by Communists or other totalitarian groups in any
country, and he stated that he woUld call
upon the Congress from time to time
for any additional financial aid and
powers to carry out this world-wide foreign policy. Our colleague, Dr. EATON,
in charge of this bill, in his speech to the
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House yesterday, stated that this was 000,000. These are I 0 U's but not money
the most far-reaching and carried with bags. We can rattle our I 0 U's but not
it the most fateful decision perhaps of our money bags. We must be careful
any m~asure that had been presented not to add any more I 0 U's. In the
and considered by the Congress in the last war we greatly depleted the iron,
last 100 years. · That is a strong state- · coal, timber, the soil and other natural
ment from the author of the bill. There resources in this country. We have gone
have been many bills of tremendous im- through an era of squandering, spending,
port and many fateful decisions made by and wasting for the last H>- years. We
Congress within the last 100 years. The already have the largest per capita inCongress has been called upon to carry debtedness and the largest per capita
on the Mexican War, Spanish-American tax burden of any country in the world.
War, World War I, and World War II. The American people are demanding that
Our distinguishe ..1 Democrat colleague we reduce and not increase the debts and
from Georgia [Mr. Cox] was fair enough taxes and other burdens of this Nation.
to say in his speech that this was not a As we continue to strip this country of
relief bill for the hungry people of Greece its resources and use them in wars and
or Turkey, but it is a military bill, a war in sending them to foreign countries, we
measure. About all of those who have intensify scarcity in our country and
spoken in favor of the bill have been fair this increases the cost of living and milenough to say in so many words or by lions of our people are denied many of
implication that this -is a military meas- the necessities of life. They have deure and that it may lead us into another manded economy in government: they
war. Of the score or more who have voted to put out the spenders and the
spoken in favor of this bill, not one has wasters, and this Congress is trying to
assured us that it would keep our country · economize. In doing so we have reduced
out of war.
and cut out many of the desirable servThe rule provides for 9 hours of gen- ices to the American people.
eral debate but under parliamentary
We are having very little trouble with
maneuvering, those who favor the bill our enemies in the late war, Germany,
will have six or more hours while those Japan, and Italy. Those for whom we
who are opposing it will be limited to sacrificed so much in blood and treasure
3 hours or less. If this bill involves issues
to whom we have poured out billions
fraught with such tremendous potential- and
of dollars in relief since the war have
ities for war and other dangers to our stirred
up more wars, rebellions, and incountry as admitted by its sponsors, it
surrections.
I have urged before and I
seems to me that those who are opposed
to it should have at least the same again urge, that the President ~nd his
amount of time as its sponsors.. The administration call upon these people
sponsors do not pretend to assure us that to cease fighting, go to work and provide
this new foreign policy of the President something for themselves, but they reand the provisions of this bill will keep fuse to be pacified, they refuse to again
us out of war. They admit we are em- take up peaceful and lawful pursuits.
barking upon a most fateful program. We have coddled. them so much and so
They do not give us any information long that they believe as some of our
from which we might ·have assurance of statesmen seem to think, that there is
benefit to our own country. There is no no end to Un.cle Sam's resources and
clear chart of direction as to where it bounty. Why should they not go to ·
may leads us, the amount of blood it work?
The millions of workers on the farms,
might cause to be shed, or the billions
that may be required to follow this pro- in the .shops, mills, and factories must
gram through. They propose for us to have a large part of their earnings taken
sail an uncharted ship anywhere and from them and their products taken from
everywhere in the world where there may them in order to take care of the people
be a war, a rebellion or an uprising. It in these countries who refuse to again
is a lead in the dark; no one tells us enter peaceful pursuits and produce for
how long or where it may lead.
themselves.
I am unwilling to take such a fateful
LACK OF CONFIDENCE IN .PRESIDENT 'l'RU AN
step as those who chart the ship and
This bill also provides that an army
know not the destination or what may
happen to our country. Everything is of civilian employees will go to Turkey
veiled in doubt and uncertainty. and Greece. Under the demand of the
Through my years of service in the House American people, a great army of useand Senate, in case of doubt, I have al- less officeholders are being released.
ways resolved that doubt in favor of the Hon. Paul Porter, who saw the demise
United States of America which I am of the OPA and his army of officeholders,
sworn to protect and defend and not in was sent to Greece some time ago to set
favor of some other country or some up an organization to operate in Turkey
group in some other country, and that and Greece. If this bill is passed, it will
is the course I am taking now. I am find these New Deal officeholders, at
speaking against this proposal as pre- higher salaries and with high expense
sented and unless it is very materially accounts, transferred to Turkey and
Greece.
amended I shall vote against it.
Mr. Truman and his administration
The gentleman from West Virginia
who preceded me in fa,vor of this bill, have fought every step taken by the
said: "Will our country sit here and Republicans in the House and Senate to
rattle our money bags"? May I point reduce the cost of government for the
out to our colleague from West Virginia coming fiscal year, beginning July 1, 1947,
that we no longer have money bags to below thirty-seven billion five hundred
rattle. We owe in admitted debts million asked for in his budget. I wonamounting to approximately $260,000,- der how much confidence the proponents
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of this bill have in the President, although they give him a blank check for
$400,000,000 and tremendous authority
to spend that money as he may direct,
and of course under Paul Porter, of the
OPA. This bill provides that no civilian
personnel ·should be assigned to Turkey
and Greece to administer this four hundred million until such person or persons
have been approved by the Federal Bureau of Investigation-the FBI. It seems
to me that if the proponents of this bill
are willing to adopt the new and fateful
foreign policy of the President, which
likely will involve us within a year in the
wars, revolutions, and insurrections in
any part of the world, they would have
had enough faith in the President to permit him ·to pass upon the loyalty of the
persons he might name to carry out his
policies, but, no, this bill provides that he
can only appoint persons that have been
approved by the FBI. I do not recall
any such provision in any bill that has
. been considered by Congress during my
service.
Mr. VORYS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. ROBSION. I cannot. I only
have a brief time and cannot yield to
the gentleman from Ohio.
Mr. VORYS. Does the gentleman object to that? ·
Mr. ROBSION. I do not ·yield. You
are one of the gentleman supporting this
measure with others who insisted upon
taking up more than 6 hours of the debating time, ·with the opposition receiving less than 3 hours. Then you ask me,
with only a short time to speak, to yield.
THE AMERICAN PEOPLE ARE OPPOSED TO THIS BILL

During the recent Easter recess I visited nearly all the counties of my district and met hundreds of my constituents, Republicans and Democrats, and
without exception all who · expressed
themselves were against this bill. I received a great many letters expressing
opposition, and today, for the first time.
I received a letter from a constituent of
mine favoring the bill. He is a :fine citizen, and I am sure that if he understood
the dangers involved in this new foreign
policy of the President that he would
not, in my opinion, favor it. In my opinion, an overwhelming majority of those
who are really informed believe as I do,
that it will lead us into war and we will
be called upon to make great sacrifices
in blood and treasure.
Opinionaire, a forum of public opinion
carried April 9, 1947, by the full network
of the Mutual Broadcasting System.
brought in 8,144 votes which opposed the
idea of the bill. One thousand seven
hundred and seventy-two favored it.
This question was before America's Town
Meeting of the Air April 24. The returns
showed that 31h to 1 were against this
Truman doctrine. This, as you know. is
a network program of the American
Broadcasting Co. The Forum, a single
broadcast of WINX here in the Nation's
Capital March 24, brought a 4-to-1 response against the armed-assistance
program. The Gallup poll of April 24
showed that 7 out of every 10 voters
polled think that this will bring the
United States to war.
I have talked with many of my colleagues, and they claim that their mail,
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like mine, is running strong against this
measure. I am definitely of the opinion
that if the American people understood
fully and clearly the far-reaching implications of this new doctrine an overwhelming majority would oppose it.
OPPOSED TO COMMUNISM

It is needless for me to say that I now
and have always vigorously opposed not
only communism but fascism and any
other tota_litarian form of government.
No word or vote of mine could be construed as favoring in the slightest degree any one of these groups, their idealS
or ideologies. I have never hesitated
·to speak and vote in favor of any measure that would protect our country 'from
these. I thank God that there is not a
Communist living within the borders of
the 17 counties of my congressional district. No; not one. There are no Red
fiags or sympathizers of the Red :flag in
the Nfnth Kentucky District. We know
but one flag and that is the Stars and
Stripes. We know just one loyalty and
that is the loyalty to the United States
of America.
Quite a lot of folks have changed their
views and opinions here in the National
Capital. The Bolsheviks, or Communists, took charge of Russia about the
time I came to Congress, March 4, 1919.
President Wilson would not recognize
their Government. Neither would Presidents Harding, Coolidge, or Hoover.
These American Presidents regarded
communism as dangerous to the welfare
of this country." Then came another
President, Mr. Roosevelt. He insisted
on recognizing the communistic Government of Russia. He insisted that our
country take these Communists to our
bosoms.
Before we got into World War II, the
Russians put on a great ball at the Russian Embassy. Many of those, and some
of them in our GovernmE"nt, attended
that. great function of the Russian Ambassador. Champagne :flowed freely.
Caviar was served in abundance, and
when it was over there was laid on a
silver platter a billion-dollar credit from
our Government to Russia and the Communists. Yes; a billion-dollar present.
Now. what were the Russian, communistic officials celebratin!{ at this great
ball and feast? They were celebrating
the twentv-fourth anniversary of the
birth of communism in Russia, and some
of those who are denouncing communism today, and were in high public
office, attended that party. VIas not
President Truman there, as well as practically all of our high public ofilcials who
were in harmony with the policy of recogniZing communistic Russia, when we
have all known for years that the fundamental purpose of communism is to
overthrow this Government, as ·en as
other governments, by force and violence?
When did President Truman get
stirred up about communism? It was
only a brief period of time before ·President Truman delivered his message to
Congress on Turkey and Greece that
former Gov. George H. Earle, of Pennsylvania. a Democrat, and who had held
important positions under our Government in Europe, wrote a l~tter to Prest-
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dent Truman, pointing out the dangers
of communism in this country. · President Truman, in replying to Governor
Earle's letter, said:
People are very much wrought up about
the Communist "bugaboo," but I am of the
opinion that this country is perfectly safe
so far as communism is concerned. We have
too many sane people.

It is needless to say that many of us
were greatly surprised when a few days
thereafter President Truman delivered
this world·- rocking message that we must
embark on a policy to interfere in the
quarrels, revolutions, and insurrections
anywhere in the world if there was any
threat from the Communists, and he put
upon the ground that it was necessary
for the safety and protection of the
United States. We have wondered what
brought about such a profound change
in such a brief period of time.
There is no claim that there is any
appreciable number of Communists in
Turkey, and I wish also to venture to
say that there are more Communists in
the United States than there are in
Greece, and several times more. The
President in his message fixes the number of Communists in Greece at "only
a few thousand." We have had several
thousand Communists holding important jobs in our Government and receiving their pay out of the tax and bond
money of the American people.
The President and his advisers no
doubt took note of the results of the
last November election. It might help
to restore them in the confidence of the
American people if they start a campaign against the Communists. The
President has asked Congress for $50,000,000 to :fight communism in this country and $400,000,000 to fight it over in
Greece and ·rurkey. These ·c ommunists
in this country were built up and encouraged by administrations of which Mr.
Truman was a part, and those administrations blocked many efforts on the part
of Congress to rid this country of
Communists and communism. Is this
so-called emergency a build-up for the
Presidential and congressional elections
of 1948? If we embark upon this policy,
in my opinion, there will be many emergencies under this new world foreign
policy. Let us direct our efforts first and
effectivelY in eliminating and driving
Communists and other subversive persons from public office in this coutnry.
THE UNITED

NATlO~S

Many persons have claimed that the
Republican Party kept our Nation out
ef the League ·of Nations and that this
brought on World War II. We did not go
into the League of Nations. President
Wilson called upon his Democratic
friends in the Senate to vote against the
Covenant. It· had to receive two-thirds
of the Senate vote. It never received
more than 49 votes and that was on a reservation put in the Covenant by Republi- ·
cans and some Democrats. Before the
close of this war, there was a great deal
of talk about having some sort of United
Nations organization so that all nations
who were opposed to aggression could
unite and stop aggression. The first
movement in this respect is what is
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known as the Fulbright resolution. I States have poured into Greece over a he was able to leave Greece and locate
voted for that resolution looking to the billion dollars in the way of relief of in a more safe and congenial place.
creation of the association of nations. many kinds. Last week the House passed After World War II Great Britain urged
The San Francisco Conference was a bill providing $200,000,000 more of aid our country to help place King George
called. It met in the summer of 1945. for needy people in Greece and some back on the throne of Greece. During
All of the nations of the earth except other counties in Europe. The President King George's reign Greece had one . of
our recent enemies were invited to at- asked for only $J..OO,OOO,OOO in his budget the most arbitrary dictators that ever
tend. Fifty nations responded. Out of for aid, but some folks, very generous of ruled any people. His ascension to the
that came the so-called United Nations the American taxpayers' money, wanted throne created at once great discord in
organization. Its chief purpose was in to make it $350,000,000. I voted for the Greece. No doubt some Communists took
case of any threatened aggression for $200,000,000 bill. It was strictly a relief a hand in that opposition. The things to
these United Nations to take immediate measure. The bill before us is not for which the common people of Greece had
been subjected, no doubt, caused some
steps to stop such aggression and to re- the relief of needy people in Greece.
Greeks to become Communists. Perfer disputes between nations to the U.N.
It has been admitted that this is a
and settle these disputes by peaceful military measure. We have an Ameri- haps 100,000 people were killed in the
means. If that could not be done, then can :fleet now off of the coast of Gre.ece clashes that' followed. American tanks
for these nations to unite together and and Turkey of destroyers, cruisers, bat- were used. I am not defending a Comstop the aggression. That has been or- tleships, and .aircraft carrier. The Bal- munist in Greece or anywhere. King
ganized for nearly 2 years.
kans have always been regarded as the George died the other day and his brother
The President says that there is threat "powder keg" of Europe. I wonder how Paul, by virtue of birth, not because he
of aggression on the part of Russia or long it may be until one of these ships was a Greek or entitled to it, became King
some other country. If this be the case is blown up and we have another Maine of Greece. We now propose to send aid
the matter should be referred to the U.N. disaster which event projected us into to keep him on the moth-eaten throne
and either by force or public opinion stop the Spanish-American War. It is ad- of ,Greece and to support and maintain
the aggression, but neither Greece, Tur- mitted that Turkey is not in need of any the expensive group that he has around
key, United states, Great Britain, nor relief. Turkey looked alone to the wei .. him. I am advised that King George
any other country has called upon the fare of Turkey during World War II. did and this King Paul receives a salary
United Nations to handle this matter. She played both ends against the middle. equivalent to $200,000 in American money
Some people say it is too weak. It was She whispered meaningless words to the per year while our President only restrong enough to stop any aggression of British and American diplomats. Brit- ceives $75,000 per year. The big shipRussia into Iran or Iraq. The United ain and the United States poured into owners in Greece and many of the
States has really ignored and bypassed Turkey about $1,000,000,000 of relief. wealthy people in Greece by foul means
the U. N. We propose to play a lone She did not fire a gun to aid us; she escape paying their taxes to support the
hand. An amendment is to be offered to milked us and Britain and at the same Greek Government. The President was ·
refer this Turkey-Greece matter to the time she was furnishing supplies and not able to apologize for the Greek GovU. N. I shall vote for that amendment. consorting with Hitler and his gang. ernment or for the right or left groups.
I was willing to vote for some relief
The United States cannot provide the Turkey grew rich and fat. She has an
men or the money to take care of all of . army of 1,000,000 men. She wants us for Greece but I am not willing to help
these problems in all parts of the world to support that army and no Russian, keep on the throne a Greek King who is
as requested by the President's message. Communist, or other person has entered opposed by many of the Greek people
that are not Communists. I wonder
It cost us a lot of money to help develop her territory. Of course, Turkey is not
the U. N. We have given billions, we a democracy. It is a totalitarian gov- what we would think if some other nahave altered our financial and commer- ernment, and her country is ruled by tion should try to impose upon our Nacial policies to encourage that organiza- dictators. It has been a nation of de- tion an expensive king and his followers.
tion. We have paid about 72 percent for ceit and intrigue and cruelty for more We would not submit to it tamely. It is
its upkeep and maintenance and that than a century. As a boy and a young urged that the people of the hills and
runs into millions and now we bypass the man·I remember how the American peo- mountains of Greece are the most nuwhole thing and start out to play a lone ple from time to time were stirred to merous objectors. The hill and mounhand. This will likely mean the death the very depths because of the massacre tain people of no country, as I recall, are
of the Armenian Christians and the ab- Communists because they do believe in
of the United Nations organization.
The President says that we must in- duction of Christian missionaries with .God and in freedom. Why did not Brittervene wherever there is any communist demands for heavy ransom. Turkey has ain and the United States insist on givthreat. There is such a threat in France. drawn the iron curtain around Armenia. ing to Greece a democratic form of govThe Communist· Party was the largest In World War I she joined with our ene- ernment? I do not propose to vote for
party in France about a year ago when mies and did her best to help destroy this a measure that helps to uphold and keep
we turned over to France about a billion country. She used more discretion in in office kings and dictators in any counand three hundred million dollars in cash World War II and worked both sides. try of the world and I shall vote against
and in goods and rupplies. Korea says They claim we must go over there and this· bill.
I am not overlooking the fact that this
there is a threat of communism in that meddle in the domestic affairs of Turkey
country. This is also true in China, to keep Russia from swallowing up Tur- pOlicy will likely involve us in another
.. India, Iran, Iraq, and demands will like- key. No one yet has been smart enough World War. World War I started in a
ly come thick' and fast within the next to swallow Turkey and whatever we little country right in the Balkans-the
year. These are some Jf the burdens and might do, if she got in a tight place, she powder keg of Europe. If we are to have
dangers that will confront our country .would swap us out. Of course, many a war, let it be to help establish and
if we adopt the Truman policy of inter- Turks are opposed to our country med- maintain a. democratic form of government, honestly elected and not to mainfering.in all the wars, quarrels and insur- dling in the affairs of their country.
The big trouble in Greece is that they tain kings and queens, dukes and lords.
rections throughout the· world. I just
Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, I yield
cannot see it that way. We must not play have had imposed upon them kings and
alone; let us cooperate with other na- dictators to which they are opposed. to the gentleman from Florida [Mr.
tions and insist on these matters being Millions of Greek people love liberty, SMATHERS].
Mr. SMATHERS. Mr. Chairman, sevsettled by the U. N. and let each nation freedom, and democracy. Many years
share its responsibility. The lone-hand ago Great Britain and other countries eral hundreds of years ago in a far-off
will end up in us incurring the ill will and insisted upon putting King Constantine province of China, word came in that
on the Greek throne. Neither he nor a strange malady and disease had begun
envy of natioiU throughout the world.
his
wife had a drop of Greek blood in to strike down the people who lived in
TROUBLE IN GREECE
them and they were not natives of Greece. its remote regions. Just what this disThere are some who say, Will we vote He was forced to abdicate. His son, ease was nobody knew or was able to
against this bill and deny relief to needy George, a young man, was forced upon find out. Reports continued to come
people in Greece? Greece has a popula- the Greek people. He was not a Greek or into the capital of the province that this
tion of about 7,500,000 people. Since the native of Greece. He was forced to abdread ailment was spreading into other
war, other countries and the United
dicate twice. During World War II
areas. Upon receipt of this information
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several members of the ruling group
went before what ·could be compared to
our United States Congress, and asked
that the governing body appropriate
money from the central treasury which
would be used to find out what this dread
disease was, whether it was contageous,
and how it could be stopped. There
were other representatives, however,
who, because the disease was far away
and had not yet particularly affected
them, opposed this suggestion that any
money be spent. They cried out, "Why
should we spend this money when already our people can hardly pay the tax
load, and when we are not certain just
what the money will be used for? Some
more pressing emergency may arise, and
so we should keep the money on hand.
Furthermore, if we give money on occasions like this, we will soon bankrupt this
government."
On the strength of these ·n egative
arguments, the rulers did not appropriate the money, and within 2 years thereafter the disease of cholera swept over
that provinc~. killing over 60 percent of
the people and practically all of the.
rulers. Today, many hundreds of years
later, that province still lies prostrate
and bankrupt.
·
Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that we
Members of Congress are in much the
same situation as were those rulers in
the province of China about which I have
just spoken. Today we know that there
is an infectious and dangerous mental
disease which is attacking the people of
Asia and Europe, and that many people
in many countries are succumbing to
this mental disease. We also know that
it amounts to a plague which is the antithesis of democracy, of liberty, of freedom as we know it. We also know that
if it continues its march unchecked, it
i:q time threaten our very exi.~tence.
We have been asked by the farsighted
and courageous President of the United
States to appropriate $400,000,000, the
real purpose of which is . to check the
spread of this mental infection, which
we call communism, and thereby to determine at this point in our history just
how serious that mental disease is. We
should learn now how far its proponents
will go, what is in store for us who believe in democracy as opposed to those
who believe in communism. If we turn
down President Truman's proposal, the
chances are that our history will be similar to that of the far-off province of
China and that in a few years this mental malady will spread all over the rest
of the world and eventually overrun us.
We have heard men say op the floor
of this House that this money should
not be given to Greece and Turkey because if we give it in this instance we
will have to give it in other instances
and to other countries that may be
Jeopardized by communism. That is
true, but who in this -~ouse would not
give all of his money or, in fact, sacrifice his life in order that our country
and our system of government might
survive? It has been said that no one
knows with certainty just where this program of aid to Greece and Turkey will
lead, and I must admit that we all have
t.o agree to that assertion. When General Eisenhower took the armies of the
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United States across the English Chan- want to live under a system of freedom
nel, he did not know for a certainty and democracy to have. the opportunity
what the outcome was going to be. He to do so.
could not have given you a schedule of
It has been charged that we are bywhere those armies would be stopped or passing the United Nations, yet I would
even state with finality that they would like to point out that it was a commission
win. The only thing that he and the of the United Nations, the FAO, which
men who went across that Channel knew recommended that Greece seek assistwas that over on the other side there ance from a member nation, which is
was a.n evil which threatened the future just what Greece has done by asking us
of the United States and freedom and for assistance. Everyone knows that if
liberty everywhere. Eisenhower did not this matter were today taken to the
know how many lives it would cost. No United Nations organization, Russia
one knew how much of the treasure of would veto the proposed action. What,
the United States would be expended in then, would be our course? If we went
.o.rder to overcome that evil, but we were ahead with our assistance to Greece and
committed to a policy of preserving de- Turkey we would with finality and with
mocracy and freedom, and those evil certainty scuttle the United Nations, beforces had to be eliminated in order to do cause we would then be placed in a posithat. Thousands of good American sol- tion of going contrary to its rulings. If
diers died in that battle. They died for we recognized Russia's veto and did
the ideals of freedom and democracy, and nothing, we would be playing into the
I submit, Mr. Chairman, that we all know hands of the Communists, because they
that even though the war has been ended, want, as Secretary of State Marshall
the battle between democracy and free- said, "the doctors to deliberate while the
dom as opposed to tyranny and totalitar- patient dies."
To those who shout that we are byianism still goes on. If we do not continue to support those ideals for which passing the United Nations-where were
our soldiers died by opposing totalitar- their voices when Russia recently made a
ianism and tyranny wherever we find pact with Poland and agreed to send
it, we will be making a mockery of the Poland economic assistance and implements of war? Does anyone doubt that
lives of those young men.
Four hundred mi11ion dollars in such Russia has been giving such .aid to Yugoan instance as this, Mr. Chairman, is slavia, Rumania, Bulgaria, Lithuania,
inconsequential, when we understand and others? Yet where is the cry that
that with that $400,000,000 we might be Russia is bypassing the United Nations?
able to stop the march Qf this Red di- Two rights do not make a wrong, but
sease, or discover just wnat is in the does an .act committed by a democracy
minds of the leaders of those forces. The constitute a bypass of the United Naright kind of information now might tions when the same act on the part of a
help us work out a practical basis of Communist-controlled government is not
considered a bypass?
.
peace and avert a future war.
The United Nations is unable to cope
It has been charged by Members of
Congress today, that if we adopt the pro- with this problem today. It has no regram as proposed by President Truman, . sources, no enforcing weapons, and one
we will be embarking upon an imperial- of the reasons it is in such a weak condiistic- policy from which there is no re- tion is because of the delaying and dilatreat. I disagree with those assertions tory tactics of the Communist-controlled
and state that they are not supported by governments. Finally, this bill, H. R.
the facts. How can anyone logically 2616, has in it a provision calling for the
maintain that the United States is im- United States to cease this program in
perialistic in action or intent, when we Greece and Turkey whenever the Serecall that at the end of World War II curity Cquncil of the United Nations or
we were the most powerful Hation on the General Assembly finds that the proearth and could have crushed any na- gram is unnecessary and undesirable.
We would be appeasing once again if
tion, taken any desired possession, but
by our own volition we decreased our mil- we permit these negative delaying arguitary forces to a point where they are ments to prevail, and it is a known fact
less than those of the Russian Nation that nothing is gained from appeasetoday. We have the atomic bomb, but ment. Daladier tried to appease Hitler,
instead of using that for imperialistic and France was overrun. Chamberlain
purposes we have gone so far as to offer tried to appease Hitler, and Er1gland was
its secret to the other nations of the devastated. Even Stalin tried to appease
world if they will merely cooperate in Hitler, and Russia was overrun. We tried
peaceful pursuits and make full disclos- to appease the Japanese, and we were
ures of the development of fissionable attacked. Appeasement has proven a
material in their own countries. We futile, worthless tactic in the fight against
spent over $150 ,000,000,000 in order to totalitarianism and aggression.
We must meet the problems which
win World War II, but unlike the other
countries we have not asked for any re- might lead to future wars directly and as
parations. We have not asked for any quickly as is possible. We must meet
money back. Since World War II we the responsibility of leadership for world
have given freedom to the Philippine peace and treedom for individuals.
Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, I yield
Islands, one of the richest island groups
in the world. We have asked the other 10 minutes to the gentleman from Oklacountries to do the same thing to their homa [Mr. MORRIS].
Mr. MORRIS. Mr. Chairman, I call
possessions. We have given up our-rights
in China and by every act and deed we your attention to this significant fact,
have indicated that we are not imperial- that the Committee on Foreign Affairs
istically inclined but that the only. thing itself is badly confused .about the purpose
we seek is the ch~nce for people who of this bill. I know the members of t~1is
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committee are honorable men, are patriotic and able men, but it only goes to
show that when we become so steeped in
prejudice we are at the point where we
cannot think straight.
On page 10 of the report the committee
states that it asked the State Department
to set out the purpose of this bill and
whether or not we intend to interfere
with the government of Greece. Accord·
ing to this report the State Department
replied as follows:

impugn your motives, but I do believe
your judgment is very, very bad.
It is said that communism is on the
march. I say to you that communism is
on the retreat. The world is gradually
recovering from the most devastating
war in the annals of history. Communism is gradually retreating, and it
will continue to retreat if that recovery
contfnues. We 'will definitely defeat
communism if we will just make democracy work in this grand old country of
ours.
Whatever we may do to assist Greece and
Russia is not as large today as it was
Turkey,. we propose scrupulously to respect
the sovereignty of those countries with rea hundred years ago, it is not as large
spect to the conduct of· their internal as well
as it was 30 years ago. It used to conas their external affairs.
tain all of Poland and all of Finland,
That is what the Department of State as well as most of what it contains now. ·
told the committee. The committee fol- Russia defeated little Finland, but it did
lows that exwession with its own state- not take Finland over. Why? ·It is
hard ·tor any nation to take over another
ment and said:
·
nation even tho·u gh it is small. I say to
The Greek and Turkish Governments have
themselves requested the assistanc.e proposed you that communism and Russia cannot
accomplish what you say they can.
in this bill. Government witnesses testified
I have never in my life been in a group
that the greatest CaTe Will be exercised tO I
·avoid any action which could be regarded
of people who are as easily scared as you
as an infringement on the sovereignty of
gentlemen are-never in my life. I .
either country.
fought in ·a number of ad'.1al battles,
Earlier in the report, however, on page some of the bloodiest that were fought
8, the statement of the committee is as in the First World War; I fought anumber of legal battles in the l.OUrt room, and
follows:
The committee has been given assurance I have fought a· number of political batthat our Government will insist that sound tles, but never have I ·seen anybody
scared as badly as you are. You are a
policies wm be adopted and effectively administered in such matters as fiscal methods,
whole lot more scared of Russia than the
a modern tax structure, strict husbanding people of this country are.
and control of the foreign exchange earnings
The distinguished gentleman from Illiof the Greek people, conservation of remain- nois, and he is eloquent, spoke of
ing gold resourtes, a restrictio:r on unessential imports, and the expansion of Greece's Mother's Day. He said that pretty soon
exports. These are all essential to the estab- Mother's Day would be here and he had
something beautiful to say about mothlishment of stability in Greece.
ers. All of our hearts responded to that.
The military programs in Greece and Tur• key will be administered through small I am wondering what the mothers of our .
groups of United States military and naval
Nation will say. We have taken their
personnel sent to those countries for that
lads twice, and even some of their lassies,
purpose. They would screen requirements
into bloody wars. For God's sake, let us
and advise in the best application and m:e
not do that again. I know your purpose
of the materials and equipment made availwill not be that. God knows I know your
able to Greece and Turkey.
purpose is good; but let. us think, my
In other words, what we will do is take friends.
over Greece and run its government. If I were hanged on highest hill,
We will tell them what kind of taxes to
Mother o' mine, 0 Mother o' mine
levy, we will control their exports, and I know whose love would follow still;
tell them what kind of imports they can
Mother o' mine, 0 Mother o' mine
have. You say that is not imperialism? If I were drowned in deepest sea,
Mother o' mine, 0 Mother o' mine
It is imperialism an!i . you cannot esI know whose tears would come down to me;
cape it.
Mother o' mine, 0 Mother o' mine.
We ·say in one instance that we will
I were cursed of body and soul,
scrupulously avoid interfering with their If Mother
o' mine, 0 Mother o' mine
autonomy and their integr!ty as a na- I know whose prayers would make me whole,
tion, and in the next breath we say we
Mother o' mine, 0 Mother o' mine.
will take it over. The committee is conI think it would be a pretty good idea
fused and you who advocate this kind
of a program are confused, in my judg- for those of us whose mothers are still
ment. It is going to lea~ our great Na- living to ask them what they are thinktion, I am afraid, into destruction. From ing. They are away from the turmoil
deep down in my heart I beg you to con- and the confusion here and maybe their
sider this matter. rt is a most serious thoughts would be a little clearer than
ours; and to those who are not fortunate
step.
Mr. Chairman, I want you to know enough to have a mother living, I rethat I have confidence in the integrity, spectfully suggest that you ask yourability, and patriotism of the Members selves this question: What would your
of this House generally, and God knows mother have done under these circumfrom the bottom of my heart I respect stances? Or what would your father
their views. I have been taught all of have done?
my life to respect the views of any honest
The remarks I have just made were
sincere person, even though he might extemporaneous and since my time has
disagree with me, and I believe that you expired I wish to extend in the RECORD
are just as honest, just as sincere, and just this one other thought at this time.
just a~ patriotic as I am. So I do not Tomorrow I hope to be given some more
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time to speak on the floor on this bill
H. R. 2~616. The other thought is this:
So much needs to be done in our own
country to make.it strong so that n~ither
communism nor any other ism except
good Americanism will ever thrive here.
For instance, I am reliably informed that
the approximately 2,200,000 old-age pensioners receive an average of $35.39 per
month. Does it not seem logical and
reasonable to you that it would be far
better to use these· millions of dollars we
will spend in giving military aid to Greece
and Tm:_-key in furtherance of a better
old-age pension program? · It does to
me. And, of course, there are many other
worthy programs, here at home, crying
out for just as much needed help. If
we impoverish ourselves by spending
lavishly abroad, do we not endanger our
own way of life here at home?
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Oklahoma has expired.
Mr. VORYS. Mr. Chairman, I yield 10
minutes to the gentleman from Minnesota [Mr. JUDDl.
Mr. JUDD. Mr. Chairman, probably
nobody will dispute the ·statement that
whether or not a World War develops
usually depends not on what happens in
the last few frantic months before it actually breaks out, but on what happens
in the 1, 2, or, at most, 3 years after
the preceding war. Whether, the United
States of America, God forbid, is to have
anotper World War will in my judgment
depend very largely on how the United
States has handled its affairs since VJday and on how well or how badly it
handles its affairs now and in the next
one or two years.
Doubtless we will also agree that only
the shooting part of the World War II is
over. Throughout the world today a
fierce political and ideological war is
being waged, a war to determine who
really won the shooting war. We know
who defeated the Germans and the Japanese, but .nobody can really know who
won World War II until it is clear what
ideas, whose ideas are going to dominate
in the reconstruction of the world.
This fierce ideological and political
warfare is particularly crucial, it seems
to me, in four main areas, because the
outcome in those areas will determine
our own future and that of mankind.
The first is Germany. Almost everybody agrees that as Germany goes, so
will go Europe. Flrst, because the Germans occupy a strategically advantageous position in the center of Europe; second, because they have enormous resources ·or the key minerals, especially
coal and iron, necessary for great industrial development and production: and
third, because they have more than 65,- ·
000.000 strong people, people with a real
genius for organization, people who have
demonstrated an extraordinary capacity for scientific invention and mechanical skills, people who have proved
twice within our lifetime that they have
the ability to commit themselves to an
idea, and whether it is good or bad, pursue it with singleness of purpose, efficiency, and unbelievable devotion.
We know who defeated the Germans.
The crucial question is: Who is going to

..
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win the Germans-win their minds and
hearts? That is why Mr. Molotov has
made so many speeches on his· side, trying to persuade the Germans to take over
the new totalitarianism from the East
as a substitute for Hitler's which was
overthrown from the outside, but appar- •
ently not generally repudiated from the
inside.
That is why Secretary Byrnes, General Marshall, Senator Vandenberg, Mr.
Bevin, and the others have made their
speec.hes, trying to get the -German
people to see that there is more for
them to gain in the long run by abandoning all totalitarianisms and coming along
With the western democracies. I do not
think anybodY can predict confidently
today just what the outcome is to be.
Which way will Germany go?
Much of the answer will depend on
what happens in the second of the crucial areas, the Middle East, the one we
are discussing in this bill to provide assistance for Greece and Turkey. Let me
reduce it to a few sentences as one has
to in only 10 minutes. If we do not pass
this bill, every bit of the testimony indicates that Greece as a free natiori will
go down tomorrow. The people will have
to give in to the pressures from organIzed Communist-directed minorities, subservient to Russia through her satellites,
Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, and Albania to the
north. There is no . use resisting what
is inevitable ff Greece stands alone. All
she can do is try to make the best terms
obtainable.
And if Greece goes down, Turkey 1s
hopelessly outflanked. Turkey could and
probably would hold on alone for a while
because the Turks are tough . . ·But they
could not resist for long. There would
be little point in trying. They might
just as well get the best terms possible
and avoid the useless murder and destruction. I do not think anyone can
escape the conclusion that within a very
few weeks or months Turkey would have
to succumb to the inexorable, irresistible
pressure from her northwest and northeast.
Then what happens? Italy goes dqwn
almost the next week. They are just
hanging on by their fingernails now,
hoping that there are still people in the
world who believe in freedom enough
to stand by those vrlio are fighting for ft.
But if there are not enough people who
are willing to hold up their hands, they
might just as wen, first as last, capitulate
to the strong, disciplined, Communist
fifth column Within and Tito's divisions
on the border.
Then France goes ·down within the
next few months. What else can she do,
I ask. you? A lot of you were over there
fighting. You know what condition she
is in. And her largest party and most
of her organized workers are controlled
from Moscow, waiting for the signal.
Millions of Frenchmen love freedom, but
what can they do without help, moral
and material? They, too, must come to
terms with the Soviet.
Then Germany is effectively encircled
by Soviet-dominated countries, and Germany, too, is in the Russian bag. Under
such circumstances, why should Russia
be expected to agree with us at this re-

cent Moscow Conference? Why should
she enter into agreements with the
United States, Britain, and France with
respect to Germany, agreements which
would limit her in any way, if within a
few months Germany is to be wholly
hers, in her lap, given to her by default?
Then England would be neutralized by
rocket bombs alone. She could not move
by herself or even be a base again as in
the last two wars.
Then there would be a so-called revolution in Spain, supported and supplied
from France, not because the Communists are interested in the people of
Spain but because they are interested in
getting Gibraltar, which controls the
inlet and outlet of the Mediterranean.
If Russia · controls the Mediterranean
and north Africa-read yesterday's papers regarding the Communist-inspired
revolts there--then a look at the map
shows that they are only half as far
away from the bulge of South America
as we in the United States are.
So "in this bill we are not dealing with
just a few little peninsulas oti the southem border of the Balkans, we are dealing with the fate of Germany, which
means of Europe. We are dealing with
the fate of north Africa, the fate of
South America, the recurity of the
United States.
Our action here may wen determine
whether the 250,000 Americans who died
fn the last war died in vain, their sacrifice thrown away within 2 years of their
death, or whether, please God, we are
going to give the freedom for which they
fought a chance to live and grow in the
western world.
That brings me to the third of the areas
where the poJitical struggle is so c·rucial-China. I wish I had a long time
to discuss that. Maybe I can get some
time for it someday. Because as China
goes so will go Asia. China, like Germany in Europe, occupies a strategically
advantageous central position in Asia.
China has great natural resources.
China has 450,000,000 extraordinarHy
tough people--a weak, exhausted Government, but a strong people.
I am · willing to venture the prediction
that historians wil1 eventually agree that
World Warn all along was a war more
than anything else to determine who is
going to control the development of the
manpower, the materials, and the mar-kets of Asia.
Hitler understood that. He said once
that if Germany conquered all of Europe th~t would not solve her problem. Of course it would not. There are
no undeveloped areas in Europe. He had
to. get Europe as the springboard from
which to seize control of the undeveloped areas of the world which are iii
South America, Africa, and Asia. South
America and Africa have great natural
resources, but only Asia has great natural resources and great manpower, a
billion and a quarter people, more than
half the population of the world. Who
is going to control the development of
those resources and that manpower?
What ideas are going to dominate i~
Asia? That is the crucial question of
the next century.
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The Japanese have understo.od · that
fact. That was why they fought so long
and so hard to try to conquer. China and
then Asia.
The Russians have understood it.
They poured more money and effort into
the Communist movement fn China beginning in 1922 than into an tile other
countries in the world except tbe United
States, because they rightly perceived
that. second only to the United States of
America, the strategically most important country in the world to win for communism, if possible. is China. As China
goes so will go Asia..
Let me approach it this way: Why did
we get into World War n . or how? We
got into World War II because when it
came to a show-down we finally realized
down In our bones what we never should
have forgotten in our· brains, that we did
not dare let Japan, a great, expanding,
militaristic nation. get control of the
manpower, materials, and potential
markets of Asia. Our own security would
be too seriously jeopardized. So after
having spent 10 years building Japan
up until she was strong enough to attack us, we then belatedly said, "We will
resist your further expansion. We will
not sell you any more supplies." And,
of course, she did attack us.
Now, when the United States of America has fought for almost 4 years at such
terrible cost in men and wealth to keep
one expanding, totalitarian. militaristic
nation, Japan, from getting control of
the gigantic manpower, materials. and
markets of Asia, is it not almost incred:ible to witness, as we have in the last 2
years or so, a group of Americans insisting on our presenting control of the
manpower. materials, and markets of
Asia to another expanding. totalitarian,
militaristic power, Russia? Ii we are to
do that, I ask you why did we fight World
warn?
To abandon China now can mean only
that we defeated Japan, and Russia won
the war. I can see why Russi~ and her
devotees should urge it. But ·wb! should
Americans urge it? How could it possibly
serve our interests? It would mean that
our fighting Japan was not only in vain,
it was criminal-because; to be brutally
frank, if Russia is to have control of
Europe and some ·militaristic power is to
have control of Asia, then it would be less
dangerous tom; to have Japan in control
of Asia than to have Russia in-control of
both Europe and Asia.
How can anyone look our dead in the
face and then turn around and say, "It is
none of our business whether o~· allies in
Asia are enslaved or free."
Some people advocate abandoning Asia
as they advocate abandoning Greece and
TUrkey. because they assume the only
way we can avoid war with Russia is by
always yielding to her. But surely we
have learned something about this business of getting peace by yielding. We
tried hard for 10 years to get peace With
Japan by yielding. Did it lead to peace?
No. It Jed straight to war.
DaJadier and Chamberlain tried to get
peace with Hitler by yielding, by appeasement. ·Did it lead to peace? No. It led
s.t raight to war.
7
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Stalin tried to get peace with Hitler
by appeasement. Did it lead to peace?
No. It led straight to war.
·
I have three little children who sometimes wear me out by their pressure for
this or that. I think, "Oh, it does not
make much difference. This is only a
minor matter. After all, they are nice
little youngsters-why not give in this
once?" Does it lead to peace? No.. It
leads straight to war.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Minnesota has expired.
Mr. BLOOM. · Mr. Chairman, I yield
two addi"Jonal minutes to the gentleman.
Mr. JUDD. Mr. Chairman, look for a
moment at what we have done in our desire to get good relations with Russia. A
year arid a half ago we had incomparably
the greatest military machine: that the
world has ever seen-in the air, on the
land, on the sea and under the sea. If we
had l:lad a single grain of imperialism in
our souls, a single design on Russia, we
could have imposed our will on her, or
on anyone else. What did we .do with
that superiority? We threw it away in
6 months. How can anybody so misrepresent our actions as to say that we
are "getting tough with Russia"? Look
not at anyone's words. Look at the deed.
There was never anything like it in history.
But someone will argue that we could
afford to disarm on land and sea because
we have the atomic bomb, the superweapon. Well, what did we do with
that? We told Russja we woulc'l give that
to her too, subject only to the condition
that any use she makes of atomic energy
be under the ~ull inspection and control
of a real international commission~ without any vetoes, the same as any use
we make ·or atomic energy, our own invention, our own Oak Ridge, be under
the full inspection and control of that
same international commission, without
any vetoes· by us either. Actually that
was the most radical-in the true sense
of the word-the most far-reaching proposal any strong, sovereign, victorious
nation ever made Jn all history. And it .
was made by so-called reactionary,
capitalistic Uncle Sam, I am proud to say.
If Russia is afraid of our atomic bomb
as some claim, then she knows exactly
how she can get it and have it under
precisely the same conditions as we ourselves have it.
We went further to try to get good
relations.' We looked in the other direction while Russia destroyed the independence of a half dozen countries in
eastern Europe.
We accepted her thesis that in order
to be secure she must impose her will
on about 70 ·or 80 million non-Russians
in eastern Europe.
We offered to work for modification
of the Montreux Convention so she
could have free access to the Mediterranean through the Dardanelles, in war
as in peace.
We promised her effective control of
the ports and key railroads of Manchuria-which means control · of Manchuria, even though we had just solemnly
promised the Chinese at Cairo that Manchuria would be returned to China.
Yes; we went still further. In order
to reassure Russia that we would not
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interfere with what she was doing in
In the limited ·time which I have I
flagrant violation of her pledges in the would like to concern myself with the
Atlantic Charter, one of its two authors human angle that I do not believe has
publicly repudiated the Charter.
been covered in this debate.
Charges m. outside interference which
Pray tell, what more could we do to try
to show our friendship for and good will have been brought here in connection
toward Russia? But did it lead to better with this problem have been very vague.
relations? No, they got steadily worse. I would like to show what will be the
It is not because I want war with Rus- actual effect should this measure be
sia; it is precisely because I don't want passed by the Congress. We hear talk
war with Russia that I beg us not to of outside aggression, of outside inter·pursue further the fallacious notion that ference. Unquestionably there is some.
we can get peace with her by sacrificing I should like very much to know the naour principles and other people's terri- ture and source of that aggression, and
I would be the first of those to have tlie
tory.
The outcome in Asia depends in spotlight placed on tr..at, and have it
no small degree on what happens in brought before the . United Nations and
Ureece and Turkey. If they go down, have it stopped as it was in Iran. But if
then, of course, Iran, Iraq, Arabia, Af- we send military aid to the present Greek
ghanistan go down like ·ninepins, and Government, against whom is it going to
Russia's agents stand at the door of be used? Against some foreign or alien
India, which is so divided she ·cannot people in Greece? No. It is going to be
offer either ideological or material re- . used against the Greek people themsistance. She falls into the Russian lap selves-to kill Greek people. I should
like a ripe plum. The ppwerful Commu- like to say a word about those people.
nist movement in Indo-China takes over. I know from p~;rsonal experience what
No one in Malayia can long resist. The the life of the guerrilla is like. These
long 20-year struggle of the Chinese men and women are in the hills of Greece
Government against Communist impe- today, ragged, hungry, tired, and beaten
rialism will be lost. .Let us not naively in body but not in spirit. Men and
imagine that the tip of Korea, or Japan, women who have seen 4, 5, or 6 years of
or even the Philippines can long remain a type of hell on earth that is beyond
free and democratic with Russia domi- the wildest imagination of man unless
you have seen it and experienced it yournant on the mainland of Asia.
That brings me to the last of the four self. For every man and woman survivareas where the struggle between the ing in the hills today there are 20 or 30
forces of freedom and of slavery is most of their friends, relatives, or family peocrucial-the United States. Which way ple who have died in these last 6 years.
I think the line which should be drawn
are we to go?
is this: In time of war, when the whole
As Germany goes. so goes Europe.
world was in peril and we were opposed
As China goes, so goes Asia.
to the Nazi and Fascist forces, the might
As Greece and Turkey and the Middle and courage of those people were on our
East go, so are likely to go both Europe side. There are American boys living
and Asia.
back home today, and I include myself
Mr. Chairman, we are determining as one of them, because of the help of
here and now in this historic Chamber those people. Their rifles were pointed
whether the people of Greece and Tur- in the same direction as ours. Their atkey are to have a chance to go the way tacks and their energies we.re directed
of freedom, as they have proved they against our common enemy.
want to. That will have. the greatest
We had also at that time in that couninfluence, I . think probably be decisive, try certain Greek people who walked as
in determining whether the people of free men in ·Athens and. other villages
Europe and of Asia are to have a chance under the domination of the Germans;
to go the way of freedom. It will ulti- men who walked free then, under Germately determine whether we ourselves man control, who are free today, and
are to be a safe and solvent and free who are in responsible positions in the
people.
Greek Government; men whom we pro..;
· We, not Russia, are the question mark pose today to back up. against the rest
to millions and millions of men and of the good people of Greece. If we had
women \Jho love freedom and will fight lost this war, a:nd those of us who had
and die for it, if they have hope. They been overseas would have remained
look not to the Kremlin but to Washing- there as slave labor in the hands of the
ton, because they know that the deci- Germans, and God knows what would
sions in the Kremlin still depend, thank have happened to you at home-yet
God, on the decisions in Washington, the 'these men would be walking free under
decisions in this House of the Represent- the Germans in Greece. Now we proatives of the free men and women of the pose to uphold their hands, in extermione strong citadel of liberty remaining nating and killing the real patriots. I
on the earth.
·
am not talking in favor of any leftist
Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, I yield or Communist elements. I am talking
10 minutes to the gentleman from Minabout the rank and file, the middle of
nesota [Mr. BLATNIK].
the road, the democratic, the good peoMr. BLATNIK. Mr. Chairman, I have ple in Greece. For instance, we had at
listened with great interest to what is that time a man named Napoleon Zerundoubtedly the most crucial and farvas, a hat~d and despised man, who colreaching debate that has been heard in laborated with the Germans. He is tothis session of Congress. I shall not at- .day Minister of Public Security. He is
tempt to repeat, or try to summarize the the man who today can go around and
very able arguments presented so far, in say, "I don't like what you are saying
opposition to this measure.
or what you are writing," and in 24
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hours send you to one of their deportation camps and have you thrown into
prison.
The chief of police in Athens today,
named Evert, is the same man who was
the chief of police in Athens when the
Germans were in there.
So I ·caution you now, let us not go
there in the name of democracy and
commit the fatal error of aiding men
such as Napoleon Zervas, Minister of
Public Security, and Evert, the chief of
police, in their ruthless, rightist terrorism and brutality and hold that up to the
people of the world as a sample of what
we mean by democracy.
Let us support the real democratic
groups, the people of Greece; let us give
them economic help and relief. Let us
aid them in a program of relief and economic reconstruction. Let us extend to
these people, who ·are battered, beaten,
and down on their knees, a helping hand.
Let us help them rise to their feet, and
let us give them strength so they can
carry on, on their own.
Mr. COOLEY. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. BLATNIK. I yield.
Mr. COOLEY. Is the gentleman taking the posiUon that the present government of Greece is 'not approved by the
people of Greece but that the people of
Greece really believe in the guerrillas
who are now in the hills and about whom
the gentleman has just spoken?
Mr. BLATNIK. My opinion is there
is se1·ious question as to the present socalled · representative government in
Greece.
•
Mr. COOLEY. I was a member of a
committee of Congress which within the
last 2 weeks was in Greece. While we
were there we did not permit ourselves to
be interviewed, we interviewed the press
and the people of Greece; and I for one
came away convinced that King Paul
and his government today represent
· generally the people of Greece. I am
surprised to hear the gentleman plead
that we give aid to the guerrillas who
apparently are unwilling to cooperate
with the government now in power.
Mr. BLATNIK. May I ask the gentleman if he asked King Paul to explain
his role as· being head of the Fascist
youth organization run by the Germans
in Greece, and what he did that drove
people to the hills of Greece, as far as
the fight for democracy was concerned?
· Mr. COOLEY. None of our party
·asked him any such question as that.
Our own representatives make the statement that at least 85 percent of the people of Greece are back of the government
·now in power.
Mr. BLATNIK. It is strange that after
2 years of economic and military assistance by the British that there should be
·as much- chaos and disruption in Greece
if the present government has the majority support of the people today.
Let us not approach this problem in a
negative way, and go in there and support the cause of the reactionary element who are no more democratic than
the Communist element. Let us approach this problem in a positive way
and help the freedom-loving, the good
people, the majority of the people of
·Greece who want to have a true democ-

racy and -a real representative government.
I take a stand.in opposition to the proposal before us as the wrong way, the
negative way to go about the matter. I
feel it should be brought before the
United Nations where this can be
thrashed out before the whole world,
where it can be shown who is interfering, who is the aggressor threatening the
peace of the world. Let those who want
peace and freedom stand up and join in
putting an end to any such threat, and
let those who will not cooperate, sit down
and be condemned.
I say that by acting unilaterally in this
case we are weakening ourselves in the
eyes of the world. By the other course
we could rally behind us the moral support not only of our own people but the
freedom-loving peoples of the whole
world. We can do that only by bringing
this matter before and through the
United Nations.
THE GOVERNMENT OF GREECE

Many Americans have been most
disturbed regarding the direction that
American foreign policy was taking ever
since the President delivered his unprecedented speech to the Congress, in which
he proposed military and economic aid
·t o Greece and Turkey. Public doubt
and misgivings are . indicated by the
Gallup and other public polls, and by the
large amount of mail received by many
Congressmen with respect to this issue.
.One may ask: What are the sources
of the doubts and misgivings on the part
of the public? Surely it is not the $400,000,000 loan in itself that has the people
worried. There is nothing unusual about
the United States making a loan or a gift
to another country.
I am sure that the American people
do not object to aiding the starving people of Greece. There can be no doubt
that the Greek people are hungry and
that they need food, clothing, and aid
to rehabilitate their war-torn economy.
No one can read the report of the United
Nations Food and Agricultural Organization without becoming a ware of the
tragic plight of the Greek people. They
.must be given help, and I am prepared
to grant $100,000,000, $200,000,000, or
even $300,000,000 to Greece for relief purposes. We are the richest country in the
world, and I am certain that the majority
of the American people will agree with
my claim that the giving of food, cloth-.
ing, and aid to Greece is a Christian
duty. If only Greek relief was involved
in this proposal, there would be hardly
a dissenting voice heard in the Congress.
PRINCIPAL OBJECTIONS

What are the objections to this proposal on the part of the people of the
United States? Such objections are twofold. One is the effect of this action
upon the prestige and· future of the
United Nati.ons. No amount of double
talk can conceal the fact that this .a ction
does in effect bypass the United Nations-that it is a unilateral act taken
without consultation with other powers,
and in disregard to our obligations under
the United Nations Charter. Many
people recall that it was similar actions
by great powers which reduced the
League of Nations to a debating society
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and destroyed it, and they fear that we
now are doing the same to the UN before it even h~s a chance to prove itself.
A second source of misgivings about
this proposal is the present extremist
Royalist Government of Greece. The
American people have no objections to
giving aid to a free government, or to a
people who are attempting to maintain
their freedom. I, for one, am prepared
to place the resources of the United
States at the service of liberty and democracy anywhere at any time. But before I support a measure to help a foreign government, I would like to know
whether it is a free government that we
are aiding-one which respects the dignity of the individual and the rights of
minorities, and protects and promotes
the interests of the people. For it is one
thing to support a free people and another thing to bolster reactionary and
semi-Fascist governments which hold
their people in bondage. Aid to democracy · is logical to one who believes in
democracy, but aid to prop up tottering
governments which oppress their people
is contrary to American ideals.
Before we take this step, therefore, we
should determine beforehand whether
such action will mean aid to a democratic
Greece or a Fascist one. Before funds
are granted, we should carefully consider
the reliability of the present Greek Government, and ask ourselves whether we
want to take the responsibility for its
past and future actions..:_whether said
Government will be an asset or a liability
to world democracy, and whether it will
be effective in checking political extremism.
To assert that we aid the cause of democracy by bolstering the present Government of Greece is misleading doubletalk. Let me remind you that the Greeks
are not a free people today.- Their Government is semi-Fascist in nature-a
monarchy which is based upon the dictatorial control of armed security battalions recruited from the Fascist collaborators, and headed up by the most
notorious collaborator of all-one Napoleon Zervas. The record of this Government has been one of inefficiency, corruption, suppression of individual liberty, and a callous disregard for the wellbeing of the people.
Let us examine the record of the present Greek Government, and let the record speak. We can begin by determining
the nature and record of the Greek
monarch.
THE GREEK MONARCHY

The claim is often made that the
Greek monarchy is a democratic institution-that it is a limited monarchy,
possessing few powers, such as does the
British monarchy, and hence is compatible with democratic government. Such
a claim has no foundation in fact and
cannot be supported on the basis of recent Greek political history.
The British monarchy has for the last
100 years remained out of British politics and has become nothing but a figurehead as a result of this long period of
nonparticipation. This is not so of the
Greek monarchy, which has been deeply involved in politics, and has always
functioned in the antidemocratic camp.
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Let me point out that in 1917 the Allies has the right to speak for the Greek
- forced the abdication of King Constan- people is based on the report of the Altine, of Greece, because of his pro-Ger- lied mission which held that the election
man sympathies-his wife was a sister of March 31, 1946, was an orderly one
of · Kaiser Wilhelm. The late King and apparently represented the fair exGeorge, who was then Prince George, pression of the public will. This report
was also considered pro-German, and he was rendered by a mission of which few
went with his father into exile. In 1920 of the members could speak Greek or
George returned to Greece when his knew much about Greek affairs. Furfather, Constantine, was recalled, and thermore, it was such a small groupsucceecied him in 1922. But King George about 600 members-that they could do
lasted only 1 year-he was exiled for cer- nothing more than sample a few voting
tain pro-German intrigues which came precincts in the cities, and were in no
to light, and because he was connected position to make a fair survey of the
with an attempted rightest military coup Greek elections.
in Greece aimed at overthrowing the
Of course, the elections were orderly.
They were well prepared in advance by
constitutional Government.
In 1935 King George was recalled af- a royalist reign of terror which equaled
ter a monarchist victory at the polls. In anything that the Nazis had to offer.
1936, however, the elections went against
There is plenty of evidence to . support
the monarchists and in favor of the this charge. On December 29, 1945, Satliberals. George's answer to this last free urday Evening Post Correspondent Erelection in Greece was the appointment nest 0. Hauser reported:
of John Metaxas as Premier, who in turn
Today, as a result of their victory, the
abolished Parliament, suspended the con- - right-wing forces are making hay while the
sun
shines. Condition,s reminiscent of early
stitution, and ruled by decree until
George fled the country at the time of the Nazi Germany. • • • Armed vigilantes
Nazi invasion. It is generally agreed maintain order in the villages, and a private army of storm troopers, called Organithat the Metaxas dictatorship was as zation
the city folk. • • •
brutal and as despotic as the Hitler gov- Neither X,theterrorize
Greek Army nor the police obernment.
ject to right-wing excesses.
KING PAUL SUCCEEDS

The present King of Greece, King
Paul, is of the same J,Jolitical type as the
late King George. Their faflily name
was Schleswig-Holstein Sonderburg
Glucksburg, and there is not a drop of
Greek blood in Paul's veins. He belongs
to one of those professional royal families of Europe who follow the parasitic
trade of governing unwilling people7
During the Metaxas dictatorship, Prince
Paul was head of the EOM, which was
the Greek Fascist youth organization.
This organization was the Greel!" counterpart of the Hitler Youth, complete
with uniforms, salutes. and creeds. The
creed of the EOM, to which Greek children had to subscribe, read as follows:
We believe in one divinely inspired and
God-sent leader and savior and guide of the
nation, creator of its present and future history, father of the Greek youth and outstanding fighter, John Metaxas.

Now the leader of the EOM is the
head of the Greek state, and the man
whom the United States is going to appoint to be the champion of democracy
in Greece.
Thus we see that the Greek monarchy
fs something entirely different from the
politically impotent British monarchy.
The Greek kings have a tradition for,
:first, being active in politics; and, second,
being antidemocratic and IJrofascistic.
Maybe our State Department considers
the late King George a "great democrat," but the facts show that he was
kicked out of Greece once for being proGerman; that he was exiled a second
time for plotting to overthrow the constitutional government; and that he was
directly responsible for the establishment of the Metaxas Clictatorship.
THE GREEK ELECTIONS

It has been claimed that the present

Greek Government was chosen in a free
and democratic election, and that it rests
upon the will of 85 percent of the Greek
people. The claim that this Government

American Correspondent Leland Stowe
reported prior to the March 31, 1946,
elections:
If the Allies want free elections in Greece,
they would have sent the present Greek
Army and police forces to Egypt for a vacation • • • and perhaps send 70,000 or
more British troops along with them.
* * * Under present conditions elections
in Greece cannot fail to be anything but a
farce and a mockery of self-determination.
The inonarchists and reactionaries--all of
those who never fought the Germans or who
collaborated with them-are sure to win.

Prof. Jerzy Neyman, of the University
of California, who was a member of
the Allied mission observing Greek elections, made the following statement just
recently:
The proposal o~ a loan to the Greek Government is based on the premise that the
Greeks have a democratic government and
that it was put in power by a majority of
the Greek people in reasonably free elections.
I am convinced that this premise is wrong.
* * * While in Greece I witnessed fraud
and terrorism on the part of the Royalist
group surpassing anything I could imagine.
To whoever chose not to close his eyes, it
was clear ·that both the terrorism and the
fraud were. highly organized.
OSS TESTIMONY

Mr. Costa G. Couvaras, a former officer in the United States Army who headed an OSS mission in Greece for some 8
months behind the enemy lines during
the occupation and for 9 months after
liberation, has the following to say:
In m;· capacity as a secret agent, I made
numerous reports to our military authorities
and ' he United States Government citing
the terror which started in January 1945
and was growing in strength when I left
Greece in July of that year. * * • In
June of 1945, I investigated the situation in
northern Peloponesus, the Ionian Islands,
the district of Epiras, and central Greece, and
I saw government-condoned terror in its
rawest form. The people who had taken
part in the guerilla movement were being
systematically exterminated by Royalist
bands and former collaborators, and I would
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like to state in the most categorical way, that
most of the people were far from being Communists.

The Prime Minister of the Greek
Government prior to March 31, 1946, M.
Sophoulis, stated on March 18, 1946, that
"the necessary prerequisites for fair election-law and order-do not ·exist in
Greece today." He charged that "the
extreme right is an organized violence
and terrorism, supported by the tolerance as well as the active backing of the
state organs."
Former Greek Foreign Minister John
Sofianopoulos, Liberal Party, stated just
prior to the election:
Without a radical change in the present
political situation, the elections which are
being hastene,· by the Government and the
right, cannot mean anything but a falsification and suppression of the people's w.ll.

Another Greek Moderate political
leader, and former deputy premier, the
late George Kafandaris, stated in March
1946 that it was a "mockery" to send
Anglo-American observers to the elections, since their outcome had been determined in advance by the beatings and
murders carried out by the Royalists.
MINISTERS PROTEST

I might also point out that 11 of 35
ministers in the Sofoulis government resigned jut prior to the March 1946 elections in protest agaipst holding the elections on March 31, asserting that elections at that time would be a farce and a
mockery. These 1~ ministers were:
Kafandaris, Deputy Premier; Mercouris,
Minister of Public Works; Novas, Minister of Education; Mylonas, Minister of
Finance; Evripais, Minister of Air; Bourdaras, Minister of Posts and Telegraphs;
Kartalis, Minister of Supply; Pappas,
Under-Secretary of Supply; Georgakis,
Gove;nor of the Ionian Islands; Petmezas, Minister of Information; Sofianopoulos, Minister of Foreign Affairs.
In addition three other ministers aa
well as the premier protested the holding
of elections, but Winston Churchill and
General Scobia insisted that the elections
should be held, and so they were held.
The statistics found in the report of
the allied mission to observe the Greek
election are most interesting. The Greek
Government announced that there were
2,211,000 Greeks who registered and eligible to vote; the allied mission stated
that there were only 1,950,000 Greeks
eligible to register and that only 1,850,000 were validly registered. In other
words, the statistics of the allied mission reveal that the election lists were
padded by 361,000 names. The aliied
mission admitted that only 71 percent
of those registered were validly registered.
Prof. Jerzy Neyman, University of California, who was with the allied observers, states:
In one village I personally found that 30
voters out of a sample of 38 were fake.
*
* On the upper level it was established that the number of registered votersonly males-exceeded th'e number of living
Greek males by 50 percent.

The allied observers estimated that
the number who voted equaled 60 percent of the validly registered, and that
40 percent abstained. But this estimate
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1$ based on the premise that only the

validly registered voted, that the padded names were not voted, and ·that no
plural voting took place. We must remember, however, that voting booths
were controlled by the rightist elements,
and that no precautions were taken to
prevent plural voting. The allied mission recommended that voters' hands
be stained with indelible ink to prevent
plural voting. It is logical, therefore, to
assume that the padded names we:re
voted, that plural voting did take place,
and that these fraudulent votes were
cast for the Royalist candidates. If this
was true, then the number of validly
registered votes cast was less than 50
percent of the total, and the number of
abstentions was over 50 percent.
THOUSANDS IN PRISON

Let me remind you also tbat when this

election toOk place the Greek .Government .admitted that some 16,000 people
were in prison, and approximately 150,000
people were hiding .in the mountains.
Furthermore, only the Monarchist-Fascist Parties and tbe Sophoulls Liberals
voted-the leftist and center parties boycotted the election. It has been claimed
that only the leftists boycotted the election. But the record reveals the significant fact that besides the EAM. the election was boycotted by the left Liberals,
the left Democratic Party led by ex-Foreign Minister John So.fianopoulos, the
Progressive Party led by-former Deputy
Premier Kafandaris, and the Republican
Associations led by Gen. Alexander Oth:onaios.
Thus we see that this .so-called 85percent plUiality upon which the present Greek Government rests was obtained
.in an election which was preceded by
a Royalist reign of terror lasting over a
period of many months, where the registration lists were padded by 29 percent.
where only the rightist parties, and one
moderate party participated, and in
which the total vote cast represented
less than 50 percent of the validly registered voters. On the basis of such an
election, I fail to see how anyone can
claim that this was a free election. and
that the present Greek Government rests
on the will of the Greek people.
SECURITY BATTALIONS

No discussion of the present Greek
Government is complete Without mentioning the security Battalions wbich
are the most important props to Royalist
authority in Greece. Just what are the
origins of the Security Battalions? They
were originally established under the old
Metaxas dictat~rship for maintaining
the Government and for hounding and
exiling democratic citizens and statesmen. This instrument of oppression was
continued during the occupation by the
Nazis and the Greek Quislings. After the
liberation the Greek Government found
that the British Army and the Royal
Mountain Brigade, organized in Egypt
from ardent Royalist sympathizers, were
unable to put down the people and restore royal authority. So the members
of the Security Battalions, who were
then in prison awaiting trial as collaborators, were incorporated into the army.
In May 5, 1946, the Security Battalions
were formally reconstituted.

Prior to the election of March 1946,
Premier Sophoulis admitted that former
collaborators · and Greek Fascists bad
cont,rol of four-fifths of the police apparatus of the Greek Government.
It is interesting to note jus.t who is
the leader of the security battalions in
Greece today. As I mentioned earlier, it
is the present Greek Minister of Public
Securit"y, Gen. Napolean .Zervas, a
notorious Greek quisling who collaborated with the Germans throughout a
greater part of the occupation. I have
in my possession a translation of a German military report from the German
Twenty-second Mountain ,Army Corps,
which had its headquarters in northwestern Greece, which proves that Napolean Zerva.s was a collaborator with
the :Sazis and a traitor to the Greek Nation. This copy was submitted to the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee by
Costa G. Couvaras, who is a former officer
in the United States Army and chief of
an OSS secret mission to Greece. Yet.
this Zervas is the head of the entire
police .system in Greece today. I might
mention also that the present head of
the Athens police force is a Mr. Evert,
who held the same job during the Nazi
occupation.
Thus the make-up of the present
Greek Government is a Fascist King, a
parliament chosen in an undemocratic
election, and a security police force recruited from the ranks of the collaborators and Fascists and headed up by th~
arch-collaborator, Napolean Zervas.
RECORD OF THE GREEK GOVERNMENl'

One can hardly expect the present
Government of Greece to adopt enlightened policies. .John stuart Mill. the
great English political philosopher of the
nineteenth century. once. set forth the
proposition that the degree to which a
government will promote the general
welfare is in direct proportion to the
percentage of the people who have had a
voice in choosing the officials of said government. U the Mill hypothesis is
valid, then one would exJ)ect the present
Greek Government, resting not on the
consent of the people but based upon a
small clique of reactionaries and vested
interests, to adopt poli-cies which favor
only the royalist minority and the vested
interests.
Since the liberation of Greece, over
$850,000,000 in money and goods have
been poured into Greece, furnished by
UNRRA, Great Britain. and the United
States. Yet the economic situation in
Greece is getting steadily worse. Tbe
chief reason why this condition exists
is the ine:tliciency and corruption of the
present Greek Government which bas
shown an unwillingness and inability to
adopt sound economic policies.
For example, the Government refused
to make any effort to control inflation.
According to the report of the U~ted
Nations Food and Agricultural Organization, the general price level in Greece
bas increased by 145 times between 1939
and 1946. In 1939 cotton sold for 24
drachmas per unit--the 1946 price was
1.500 drachmas. The 1939 price for
wheat was 10 drachmas per unit-in 1946
wheat sold for 1,300 drachmas. The exchange value of the drac~a has fallen
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to but a fraction of its prewar level. In
1939 the exchange rate of the drachma
to the dollar was 120; in 1946 it was
5,000, or 41.7 times greater.
One result of this inflation bas been
the steady impoverishment of the people,
especially the peasants who make up
about two-thirds of the Greek population. Another result has been the enrichment of the speculators and black
marketeers who took advantage of this
inflation to amass fortunes.
LUXUrurns IMPORTED

The Greek Government has refused to
control the export and import of goods,
with the result being that funds made
available through British and American
credits have been used for· the purchase
of luxury goods and Lot for necessities.
Big ca,rs, silks, perfumes, and other luxury items have been imported at the
very time that food and clothing were
needed by the population. Between
February and December 1946 some $38,000,000 in luxury items were brought into .
Greece, yet dur.ing the same period only
$4,000,000 worth of industrial machinery
was imported~
The Royalist Government has been unwilling to make any e1fort to control the
tlow of gold and currency out of the
country. American bankers estimate
tbat over- $50,000,000 in private Greek
assets are deposited in American banks
today, and that an additional $150,000,000 of Greek private assets are deposited
in British banks. Furthermore, another
$150,000,000 is owed by British insurance companies to Greek shipowners,
and these credits are also deposited in
British banks. In other words, there are
some $350,000,000 in private Greek assets in British and American banks at
,the very time that the Greek Government is asking for $250,000,000 from the
United St~tes. Much of these funds
have been shipped from Greece since
·the liberation-this could never have
happened had the government made
some et!ort to control the exportation
of currency and gold.
TAX STBUCTURE INEQUITABLE

'l'he Royalist Government bas maintained a most unjust and .inequitable
tax . structure. In the recent report of
the United Nations Food and Agricultural OrganiZation, the Greek tax structure was described as follows; Present Greek taxes fall heavily on the
poor people and far less heavily, in proportion to their income, on tbe well to do.
.Most local revenues come from commodity
taxes. Over !our-fifths of the total tax revenues thus come from taxes which either
reduce tncomes to . producers (especially
farmers), or raise costB to consumers (mostly
farmers and eitv workers) . Less than onefifth of the
1s of the type which bears
primarily on well-to-do persons receiving
large incomes. The tax structure 1s responsible, in part at least, for the present exceedingly unequa1 distribution of wealth
and 1noome in Greece, far less equal than
·t hat in more industrialized countries. In
every part of the country the great majority
of farmers are poverty stricken and destitute.
City factory worker.s or public employees are
not in much better sbape. Yet it 1s on these
two classes, farmers and low-income workers,
that present taxes fall most heavily. At the
same time that this widespread povery exists the stores are full of all kinds o1 goods
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at high prices and the restaurants are
thronged with well-dressed people, enjoying
the good food and wine, who live very comfortably despite the poverty all around them.
Yet the tax burden falls on . them ·far less·
heavily in proportion to their incomes than
it does on the low-income farmers and
workers.

In other words, the Greek Government
has refused to evolve a sound tax structure because it would embarrass the
wealthy crowd of aristocrats and profiteers .whose interests this Government
is interested in promoting. Everyt_h ing
that this Government has done regarding policy has been designed to promote
the interests and enrich the vested interests at the expense of the people.
In:flation was allowed to take place to
the enrichment of the black marketeers
and war profiteers; no controls over imports were instituted to prevent these
same profiteers and wealthy groups from
importing luxury items while the ·people.
starved; no control over gold was established to prevent hoarding and the shipment of gold out of . the country to be
deposited in foreign banks in the name
of wealthy Greeks; few taxes were
levied against the great incomes, while
the incomes of the people were taxed
heavily. This is the record of the present Greek Government. This Government is one which places special privilege over human rights-the rights of
the aristocracy over the rights of the
people. It is a Government of special
privilege which functions in the interests
of special privilege.
IS THIS DEMOCRACY?

It is this fascistic, undemocratic, corrupt and venal government that the
United States is selecting to carry the
banner of democracy in the Balkans.
If it is so democratic, why are some
16,000 men and women in concentration
camps? If it has the support of the
Greek people, why is it that it is in
danger of collapse before 13,000 guerrillas? After all, it has a trained army
of 120,000 plus 10,000 British troops and
still it must have the support of the
United States to maintain itself. Either
one or another of the following propositions must be true: Either this Government is in no danger of collapse
before the attack of 13,000 guerrillas, or
it is so inefficient and so lacking in popular support that it has no right to exist.
The unqualified support of the present
Greek Government is a most serious
mistake on the part of the United States.
In the :first place, it wiL not bring democracy to Greece. In fact, the Truman doctrine has already brought about
an intensification .of oppression and
royalist terror. On March 31, of this
year, Mr. Arthur Krock reports the following in the New York Times:
The announcement that the United States
is going to bail out Greece • • • was
• • • the signal for a new campaign of
repression by the Min:.&try of the Interior.
• • • Arrests of citizens were made between midnight and 5 o'clock a. m. and within 24 hours those seized were deported to a
lonely island without a public trial.
In one 3-day period after the United
States said it . would assume political re•
sponsib1Uty, the Greek Government arrested
600 persons in Athens, mostly professionaldoctors, lawyers, etc.-and sent them away,

frankly declaring that there was no longer
any need to exercise restraint • • • the
rightists and extremists, encouraged by the
President's speech, now trumpet that the
center is almost as traitorous as the left because it doesn't make humble obeisance to
the Government.
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fronts mankind in the form of Soviet
Russia. This force combines two elements, that of military might and that of
political persuasion. Together these two
elements have amassed a total of 275,000
square miles during and since _the war,
and in this connection I call your attenMy position is similar to that taken by tion, Mr. Chairman, to the map I have
the scholarly Fr-ederick Schuman, pro- here. If. there is any doubt that this is
fessor of political science at Williams an expansive aggressive force, only look
College and America's leading authority at the map. The gentleman who said
on world politics. Recently the United that Russia is today smaller than it ever
States News asked Professor Schuman was before in history can well look at
this question: "Should the United States this map also.
help to rehabilitate weak nations in
The red on the map indicates those
Europe as a means of stopping growth of areas of the earth's surface today under
communism?" Professor Schuman's an- the complete domination of the Soviet
swer was as follows:
Union. The areas in orange indicate
Your quel"y begs the question. Everybody,
the areas annexed by the Soviet Union.
except Communists, wants to etop the growth
The red -checkered portions of the map
of communism. Everybody, including Comindicate Soviet occupation areas. The
munists, wants relief and rehabilitation for
parts in dark blue indicate the areas of
war-stricken nations. But communism will
be promoted, not stopped, by proposals to the earth today in which the Soviet Union
has evidenced an aggressive interest.
bo'.ster the Fa!cist governments of Greece
The world is rapidly choosing up sides,
and Turkey with American money and arms.
Mr. Chairman, and it is rapidly being
Walter Lippmann takes the same po- divided into two zones, one red and the
sition in his April 8 column in the Wash- other white. The tentacles of this agington Post when he says:
gression reach in all directions, into all
The case of Greece mustrates concretely
stratas of society, and these tentacles
the basic fallacy of the Truman doctrine in
ruthlessly sweep aside all opposition,
its present uncorrected, unqualified, and
military and political. With an attitude
unbalanced form. It is that the expansion
of appeasement that would have shamed
of the Soviet Union and the spread of comMr. Chamberlain at Munich, we have
munism can be checke. by subsidizing govlent ourselves and our strength in aiding
ernments, parties, factions, which are most
undeniably anti-Communist. A policy of
and abetting this imperialistic design.
this kind is bound to fail because it commits
We have- spoken softly in a world iri
us to an alliance with the most reactionary
which violence, unfortunately, seems to
forces in the world and alienates the modbe the order of the day. We have urged
erate and democratic forces.
moderation and legal processes, we have
It assumes that mankind is divided into
acceded to almost every conference detotalitarian Communists and Jeffersonian
mand made by Soviet Russia. We have
Democrats. It is not. 'There are also Nazis,
Fascists, feudal lords, war lords. There are
been parties to the partition of free lands
also Republicans, enlightened conservatives,
and the subjugation of free people. We
liberals, progressives. social Democrats, Sohave done all of these things for one
cialists, Christian Socialists, cooperators, lapurpose, and for one purpose alone, and
bor parties, democratic planners, and what
that purpose wa;:; to achieve the peace of·
not.
the world.
If we conduct the Truman policy on the
We have. supported and entered into
principle that whoever is most vehemently
the United Nations in almost all of its·
against the Soviets is our friend and allyand in his heart a Jeffersonian Democratphases. We have entered into the United
we shall separate ourselves from the masses
Nations realizing that while it is not the
of the people everywhere. We shall emperfect instrumentality for peace it is the
brace the extremists of the right as against
only hope the world has at the present
the extremists of the left, when it is our
time of achieving a lasting peace.
interest and our duty to aline ourselves with
Now, in answer to an appeal which
the middle and moderate parties.
definitely falls outside of the capabilities
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the and the Charter of the United Nations,
gentleman from Minnesota has expired. we propose to offer aid and a~sistance to
Mr. EATON. Mr. Chairman, I yield 9 two nations very direly in need of it if
minutes to the gentleman from Califor- they are to withstand the Red tide of
nia [Mr. JACKSON].
conquest-the forces of armed political
Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, I yield 5 and military aggression-the same forces
minutes to the gentleman from Califor- indicated in red on this map. We do
nia [Mr. JACKSON].
not propose under this legislation to conThe CHAIRMAN. The gentleman sign Greece and Turkey to that fate.
from California is recognized for 14 min- Estonia, Finland, Lithuania, Latvia, Poutes.
land, Rumania, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria,
Mr. JACKSON of California. Mr. and Albania are names on a tragic roll
Chairman, upon one thing the Members call-a roll call that is a said epitaph for
of the House of Representatives seem millions upon millions of men who died
agreed. We are in accord that we stand to insure the free determination of free
at the crossroads of a great and momen- peoples.
In the face of this evidence, in light
tous decision in o.ur natrona! history a
decision which will undoubtedly affect of these aggressive facts, it is proposed
the future course of the world and of the that this Nation take immediate action
welfare of mankind. Not since the days to stem the sea of red and to grant
of Genghis Khan, Alexander the Great, economic and military assistance to these
Attila the Hun, and Adolf Hitler has the two countries. Certainly there is a calworld seen such an aggressive, conquer- culated risk: There is a caiculated risk
ing, ever-expanding force as now con- in sitting in this Chamber under these
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temporary girders. They might fall at
any time. There is a calculated risk in
crossing the street. You may be hit by
a truck. The result of our positive action
is uncertain, but should we fail to take
such action, I say there is nothing uncertain about the future of Europe, Asia,
and Africa. The evidence of things to
come is here before your eyes.
Mr. Wallace, the vociferous tourist;
the Daily Worker; and the domestic
Communists are all in perfect accord.
"Let us not do this thing,'' they say. "Let
us not offer an affront to one of our great
allies." The affront offered free men is
here on this map. The affront is to every
one who holds liberty and freedom and
human dignity to be a part of his birthright.
·
It has b.een said that this is an imperialistic program. What are the facts
to indicate that this is imperialistic?
If there is one nation in the world today
that has no recent record of imperialism,
it is the United States of America. We
voted fifty and one half billion dollars
toward the winning of the war. We
received seven and one half billion of
it back. Certainly, that is a strange
'Pattern for imperialism. We have
demanded no special trade or economic
concessions as the result of our participation in that victorious war. That, too,
is hardly in the imperialistic pattern.
We voluntarily and without strings
granted independence to one of the
richest holdings ever possessed by a
major power, the Philippine · Islands.
Not only that, but we are doing everything possible to stabilize the Philippine
economy and help that nation back to a
sound condition. Further than that, we
have asked other lands to dis.solve their .
colonial systems and give independence
to the subjects of such lands. We have
given up our extraterritoriality rights in
China and elsewhere. Imperialism! Oh,
no, Mr. Chairman, our activity in world
affairs does not bear out the contention
that we have been imperialistic.
And, most of all, Mr. Chairman, if we
were imperialistic, ·we would have no
necessity for the use of soft phrases and
diplomatic double talk. We hold in our
hands an ace that we have been playing
as a deuce for months. No nation in
possession of the secret of atomic energy
need tread lightly or speak softly in the
pursuit of imperialism. We have, bowever, chosen to pursue our foreign relations in a legal constitutional and humanitarian manner. But, while we have
temporized and while we have supported
the United Nations in a seemingly impossible situation, the tide of armed aggression has rolled on .engulfing everything that has stood in its way.
What of the United Nations? Much
has been said of bypassing this great organization. I can only draw this parallel. If it is bypassing anyone to dash
into the surf to rescue a drowning man,
while another prospective rescuer lies
bound hand and foot on the beach, then
we have bypassed a bound and gagged
United Nations. So long as the veto power
is exercised in the Security Council the
UN is bound hand and foot~ and we can
have no hope of suc'cess under these circumstances, in trying to rehabilitate
these nations to useful membership in
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the family of nations through the United
Nations as it is now constituted.
The gent-leman from Minnesota £Mr.
BLATNIK] has said that we should put
the spotlight on aggressors and on aggression through the United Nations. I
agree with him. There is at the present
time, and has been for several months,
a mission in northern Greece investigating the incidents along the Grecian
frontiers facing Albania, Yugoslavia, and
Bulgaria, checking on the circumstances,
attempting to get at the facts in the
best spirit of international cooperation.
What has happened? Was the mission
permitted access to information? Were
they given the help and assistance that
you would expect to be granted to a great
international organization? No; they
were not.
This morning's paper carried this item
from Lake Success, N.Y.:
LAKE SuccEss, N. Y., May 6.-The United
Nations Balkan Investigating Commission
informed the Security Council tonight that
Albania and Yugoslavia had refused to cooperate with the Commission's subsidiary
group which has been ordered to watch over
the troubled Greek border area.
The Commission telegraphed from Geneva,
Switzerland, that it felt incompetent to deal
with questions raised by the refusal of the
two countries and, for that reason, was asking instr.u ctlons.

Now, if that is the sort of greeting and
cooperation that is to be accorded an investigating committee operating under
the United Nations, how far do you think
such a commission could get at the present time in either Greece or Turkey?
The committee which has had. this
legislation under study has heard almost
everything that can be said on the subject. No amendments that will be offered from the floor will be anything new
to the members of the committee. Each
amendment has been discussed pro and
con. We have heard hundreds of thousands of words of testimony. We have
listened to scores of witnesses, representing both the extreme right and the extreme left and all way points in between.
I intend to support this legislation, and
I intend to support it without amendments, because I think for the first time
in many years this Nation is speaking
with a voice of authority, V~ith a voice
of principle, and with a voice in defense
of certain basic rights of man.
Turkey? Much has been said about
oil, and it might be well to admit that oil
if a dirty period at the end of a long and
unsatisfactory sentence. But the unfortunate fact remains, Mr. Chairman, that
no one has yet found a substitute for oil.
Not only our wartime economy but our
peacetime economy operates on oil. Until such time as a substitute has been
developed it will continue to operate on
oil.
There are in the portion of the world
under discussion three great reserves of
oil. Two of them are today under the
bayonets of the Red Army-the great
reserves at Ploesti and the reserves south
of the Urals. There remains for world
consumption from known reserves one
other great pool-the pool in the·Middle
East.
A knife has been mentioned during this
debate-a knife which at one time was
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oratorically and dramatically plunged
into the heart of the United Nations by
one of the speakers, who stated that if
this proposal was passed we who support
it would have accomplished its death.
I say that if this legislation is defeated
those -who defeat it will have wielded the
knife and will not only cut off the hope
of these lands for rehabilitation but will
also have severed the jugular vein UPC..:l
which we must depend for our "future
welfare in war or peace.
National interest, Mr. Chairman, may
not be a popular thing, but I contend
that it is not imperialistic to think in
terms of your own country once in a
while.
A great American, Patrick Henry, once
said, "Gentlemen may cry 'peace, peace,'
but there is no peace." I might add that
where a situation like this exists there is
an ideological warfare going on. It is
going on from day to day. Unless it is
stopped, it will enguU the Middle East,
Asia, the Mediterranean world, and
Africa, and then heaven help the United
Nctions. When two powers glare across
a conference table at each other, Russia
on the one hand and the United States
on the other, you will indeed have
sounded the death knell of the United
Nations. You will never sound that
knell by saving free peoples to useful
membership.
I think that passage of this legislation
is essential if the United Nations organ. ization is going to become a great moral
force in this world of c·urs, and I am
equally certain that the quickest way to
write finis to our civilization as we
know it is to fail to face up to the facts in
this world of ours as they exist today.
Mr. BREHM. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. JACKSON of California. I yield
to the gentleman from Ohio.
Mr. BREHM. Evidently the gentleman feels that the $400,000,000 will accomplish the purpose of stopping Russia.
Assume that it does not, then is the gentleman prepared to go to war to stop
communism, or are we just bluffing with
the $40ll,OOO,OOO?
Mr. JACKSON of California. I do not
consider it a bluff at all. So far as I am
concerned, I am very serious and very
hopeful about our chances with this program. I cannot guarantee· success of
the undertaking, but I am most hopeful
that a show of honest determination at
this time, proving that we mean what we
say. will do the job.
· Mr. BREHM. I am also hopeful, but
I have never believed in bluffing and I am
also quite sure that Mr. Stalin does not
bluff easily.
Mr. EATON. Mr. Chairman, I yield
such time as he may desire to the gentleman from New Jersey [Mr. MATHEWS].
Mr. MATHEWS. Mr. Chairman, the
easiest way for any Member of this
House is to vote "yes" on H. R. 2616.
It is proposed by the President and
· supported by the Secretary of State. It
is supposed to stop the spread of communism throughout the world and preserve democratic institutions everywhere. It pretends to demonstrate the
determination of the United States to
exercise wise and acceptable world leadership.
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. . And it is opposed by Henry A. Wallace,
Communists, and Communist-front organizations. Anyone who votes against
. it will be called an isolationist and a proCommunist.
Politically and ideologically, H. R.
2616 looks like a natural.
Yet, in spite of all this, I am against it.
But for exactly opppsite reasons than
Mr. Wallace and the Communist sym. pathizers.
The people of the United States want
to extend reasonable help to the needy
of the world. But, Mr. Chairman, the
· bill before us, H. R. 2616, is not just something to further assist in the rehabilitation of gallant Greece. · It is designed to
put in motion the purposes set forth in
the President's speech of March 12, 1947,
before a joint session of Congress.
Among other things, the President said
in that speech:

When, on March 12, -he announced this
policy, or when, at the same time, the
representatives of his State Department
were urging us to 'provide in addition to
$16,000,000,000 already spent, · still more
vital materials to Russia?
When, on March 12, he branded the
spread of communism throughout the
world as a serious threat· to us, or when,
2 weeks later, for the first time, he de-cided he ought to clean out the Communists from his own administrative departments?
When, on March 12, he announced this
policy, or when, from the end of the war
down to that time and since, we have
appeased and -given to Russia almost
everything she wanted, and furnished
her with $·11,000,000,000 of lend-lease
during the war and almost half again as
much since, to ·strengthen her for the
advancement of the very things he now
says we must give billions more to other
The gravity of the · situation which connations to stop?
fronts the world today necessitates my apWhen, on March 12, he advocated unpearance before a joint 'session of the Congress.
limited spending in such amounts, in
The foreign policy and 'the national secusuch places, and in such manner as he
rity of this country are involved.
· might determine, without the slightest
One aspect of the present situation ·w hich .r.e gard to its ~ffect upon our 'own econ· I Wish to present to you at this time for your
omy, or when, on April 21, he said, "But
consideration and decision concerns Greece
we can provide the necessary. assistance
and Turkey. • • •
only if we ourselves remain prosperous?''
The Uni·t ed States must supply that . assistance. We have already extended to
When he says we should not reduce
GFeece certain types of relief and economic
taxes, but should pay off the public debt,
aid. but these are inadequate.
or when he says we should add· to that
There is uo other country to which demopublic debt a billion dollars for Greece,
cratic Greece can turn. • • •
Turkey, and Korea and unknown billions
The British Government, which has been
in the future for unnamed other foreign
helping Greece, can give no further financial
nations?
or economic aid after March 31. • • •
When he says that, to save our econI am fully aware of the broad implications
involved if the United States extends assistomy, we must reduce prices, or when he
ance to Greece and Turkey. and I shall disadvocates more and more Federal excus!! these implications with you at thispenditures, more pay raises, and rr.ore
time. • • •
shortages of needed materials here by
I believe that it must be the policy of the
shipping .greater and greater quantities
United States to support free peoples who
abroad?
are resisting attempted subjugation by
When he advocates our wholehearted
armed minorities or by outside pressures.
I believe that we must assist free peoples
support of the United Nations or when,
to work out their own desti.qies in their own
on March 12, he regards the United Naway.
tions as not only incapable of acting in
I believe that our help should be primarily
what he calls the present crisis but as
through economic and financial aid ·which iS
not important enough even to be conessential to economic stability and orderly
sulted about the matter?
·
political processes. • • •
When he · says, on March 12, that no
If further funds, or further authority,
should be needed for purposes indicated in
other nation is willing and able to prothis message, I shall not hesitate to bring
vide the .necessary support for a demothe situation before the Congress. • • •
cratic Greek Government, that the
This is a serious course upon which we
United Nations and its related organizaembark.
tions are not in a position to extend help
Now, Mr. Chairman, it may be asked: . of the kind required and that it is absolutely necessary for us to adopt and conDo we not have something called a. bipartisan foreign policy and should not tinue his plan as a long-term policy for
our own national security, or when, a few
every Republican follow the President?
weeks later, his appointed representative
Follow him where?
When he says we must--cannot afford to the United 'Nations tells that organinot to-spend untold billions of the zation that if it does not like what we are
American taxpayers' money for the bene- doing we will abandon this vitally neces. fit of named and unnamed foreign gov- sary policy upon the mere request of that
ernments, or when he says we cannot organization?
afford to extend our program for our
When his various Secretaries of State
own veterans any further?
criticize Russia for not cooperating with
Mr. Chairman, I will not and cannot be the rest of the United Nations, or when
a part of any such shameful sham as he announces on March 12 that our own
that.
·
Nation declares its right · to act indeFollow the President, Where?
pendently of that organization whenever
When, dn March 12, he s~id we must we deem the organization is incapable of
spend unlimited billions to stop the dan- taking the kind of action we want?
ger of communism all over Europe and
When he says that we must protect the
Asia, or when he said it was a mere right of all nations to choose the form
bugaboo in America?
of government the oeoole desire. or when
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he says that we must spend our money
to compel, induce, o'r bribe the government.they have to reject communism and
supject its policies to our domination for
what we conceive to be our security and
purposes?
Mr. Chairman. one might be able to
follow the President if one could find
·out where he is going, and if one be_.
lieved it to be the right direction: but
I confess my absolute inability to follow
him when he jumps upon ·his international horse and rides off in all directions.
Like a ma.n with the oars in a 'rowboat,
we are asked just to pull as hard as we
can· and never bother at any time to
. turn our heads to see in· what direction
we are going.
The United States of America emerged
from World War II the strongest ·nation
of the world and one in which individual
liberty is still secure. We led in the
organization of the United Nations. We
are trying to help rehabilitate the world.
We have the opportunity and the responsibility for world leadership, both of
which a,re g~~at and serious.
Because of this, never has there been
, a time when our foreign policy was of
: greater importance,, and hence never a
: time when that policy shoul<;l be formulated SQ practically, so wisely, and so
carefuU.y, or with such broad vision and
foresight, or when i-t should be so clearly
limited to our ability to carry· out and to
give at least reasonable promise of success. . And is it necessary to say that it
should be founded upon the very principles in which w~ ourselves believe and
through which we have attained such .
success and happiness?
So it is imperative, whatever that
policy is to be, that it be not hastily concocted in an atmosphere of excitement,
fear, haste, and the breathless psychological pressure of a crisis or emergency,
real or fancied.
Yet, Mr. Chairman, on March 12, i947,
the President of the United States confronted us with exactly this problem,
with exactly the same old plea: That
here is something that must be done and
done quickly; ·you do not have time to
consider another or better method;
never mind whether we can carry it out,
what it may cost, or what it may do to
us; if-you do not take this step, all is
lost.
And, worst of all, he candidly told us
it was to be the long-term future foreign
policy of the United States. ·
What is this ·new and revolutionary
foreign policy?
.
I have carefully read the report of the
Committee on. Foreign Affairs on this
bill-Report No. 314. Mr. Chairman, if I
did not have surh great respect for my
distinguished colleagues who prepared
that report, I would be inclined to call it
a bit naive. As to the details and extent
.of this new policy, its reasonable chance
of success, its effect upon our own
economy, and whether there are other
possible courses we could take, the report
is crammed with conclusions but fe<.-ble
from lack of facts. It assumes that, since
we must combat communism, the policy
proPosed by the President is the only
way to do it; hence anyone who opposes
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it will be responsible for the spread of

free to select whatever domestic and forcommunism in the future. No doubt it eign policies they choose to follow.
is the only policy the President, or rather
The report further says that the Dehis St,at.e Department, can conceive. But partment of State "recalled in this conit is not the only policy which can be fol- nection the assurance that had been
lowed-should have been adopted long given, that the purpose of .this legislaago-and the failure to follow which has tion is to enable Greece to help itself, and
produced this present situation. I shall that in the administration of assistance
speak of that near the conclusion of given under the bill adequate guaran. ties would be required of the Greek Govthese remarks.
The committee says we are not inter- ernment to assure the carrying out of
fering in the affairs of foreign nations, all steps necessary to the achievement of
because-report, page 10:
this purpose."
Now, I ask; Mr. Chairman, is the real
The Greek and Turkish Governments have
object of this policy to assist the Greek
.th~mselves requested th~ assistance proposed
in this bill.
people to rehabilitate themselves and
their own freedom of action? It
The Governments · have requested it. preserve
Of course. By why? And at what price certainly is not. It is to help a tottering
Greek Government maintain itself in
to the freedom of the people ·of those power
so that the Greek people may be
.
countries? ·
Our . State Department _says-again forced to follow policies and take actions
which must be whatever we consider
page 10 of the report:
necessary for our own national security.
It is our primary :purpose to assist the
And on page 10 appears this .state. Greek people, so that they may retain the
ment:opportunity to choose the form and composition of their government in accordance with
the wish of the majority. This also applies
to Turkey. We do not conceive it to be
our function to infiuence the judgment of
these two peoples with · regard- to their governments. • • • whatever we .may do
to assist Greece and Turkey, we propose
scrupulously to respect the sovereignty of
those countries with respect to the conduct
of their internal as well as their external
affairs.
·

Mr. Chairman, I do not believe I have
ever read a statement that was ·either
more stupid or more hypocritical, even
from the State Department.
Let us examine it.
· To get the results we want, the United
States of America must clominate and
control the foreign and domestic policies
of the governments which are the recipients of our gifts to every extent necessary for that purpose. The committee
recognizes that.
On page 1 of the report this appears:
The principal purpose of this b111 is to aid
Greece and Turkey to survive as free and
independent nations.

This statement is repeated on page 10.
But on pages ·a and 9 appear the following statements:
The committee has been given aS.surance
that our Goverm.aent will insist that sound
policies will be adopted and effectively administered in such matters as fiscal methods,
a modern tax structure, strict husbanding
and control of the foreign exchttnge earnings
'Of the Greek people, conservation of remaining gold resources, a restriction on unessential imports, and the expansion of Greece's
exports. These are all essential to the establishment of stability in Greece. • • •
The committee was assured by the ·State Department that the Greek Government would
be reQuired to take adequate measures to
assure the maximum use of its own resources tn the program of rehabi11tatton and
reconstruction, and the fullest support of
this program by Greek nationals.

Who determines the propriety and
adequacy of these measures? We do, of
course. We must, to get the results we
want.
Mr. Chairman, the present Greek
Government, receiving our aid, is obligated to control the endorsement and
support of our program. by the Greek
people, instead of the Greek people being
XCIII--298

Government witnesses testified that the
greatest care will be exercised to avoid any
action which could be regarded as an infringement on the sovereignty of either
country, Greece or Turkey.

Yet the whole purpose of this new policy of ours, the expenditure of our
money, the presence of our advisers in
these two countries, the guaranties we
have exacted, is to control the actions of
these governments for what we deem to
be our own interests and security; which,
I · submit, Mr. Chairman, is exactly the
opposite of maintaining ·the sovereignty
of Greece and Turkey or the freedom of
their peoples.
The bill provides for the rendering of
financial aid in the form of loans, credits,
grants, or otherwise, to those countries.
But the report says-page 8:
The terms upon which such aid is furnished' from time to time can best be de,t ermined by the President • • •. It is
believed it would not be wise or practical to
attempt, in advance, to specify such terms
for all possible contingencies in the legislation.
Assistance provided under · the · bill for
military purposes, being essential to our own
security. and not in itself creating the wherewl~hal to repay. should be made as a clear
grant. Financial assistance for current
civlllan consumption should also be a
grant. • • • However, financial .repayment obligations should -not be established if
there appears to be no reasonable prospect of
repayment.

Can there be any possible doubt that
absolutely none of this money will ever
-come back to the United States?
. The gentleman from Wisconsin, Hon.
LAWRENCE H. SMITH, a member of the
committee, in his minority report, points
out that since 1823, historians say that
Greece has been sustained by loans from
other countries.
Up to the beginning of 1947, the United
States has made available to the Greek
Government approximately $451,500,000,
including UNRRA shipments of which we
contributed 72 or 73 percent-see report,
page 16. Within the past week or so, we
passed House Joint Resolution 153 for
$200,000,000. The report says: "Under
the provisions of this relief bill Greece
would receive" about "$60,000,000" of the
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original $350,000,000-now cut to $200,000,000. And to Turkey $130,979,811.
So we have made available to Greece
and Turkey together $617,479,811, taking
the sum of $35,000,000 as the share of
Greece under the reduced foreign relief
resolution. Although that bill made no
express provision for any country involved, look at the committee report on
the present bill, page 9:
Under provisions of the relief bill, Greece
would receive from $50,000,000 to $60,000,000
for minimum requirements.

But that is not all. Last year this
Congress gave Great Britain $3,750,000',ooo; one of the purposes being to support
her -empire policy so that we would not
'face the very situation we are facing now.
And with all of that, this bill provides
for $400,000,000 mqre-and just until
June 30, 1948: After that, still more.
And to other countries still more. In
contemplation right now are these addi·
tional amounts.
From hearings, section 4, paragraph
<b>, of the bill says:
There Is hereby authorized ~o be appro:priated to the -President not to exceed $400,000,000 to carry out the provisions oJ ~his act.

So we are, as usual, merely saying that
we can appropriate in the future, this
sum of money, or are we?
Paragraph <a>. of the same section
says.
Notwithstanding the provisions of any
other law, the Reconstruction Finance Cor'poration is authorized and directed, until
such time as an appropriation shall be made
pursuant to subsection (b) of this section,
to make advances not to exceed in the aggregate $100,000,000, to carry out the provisions
of this act, in such manner and in such
amounts as the Presideut shall determine.

If that is not an appropriation of $100,000,000 I do not understand the meaning
of the .word.'
Mr. Chairman, with all due respect to
General Marshall in his own profession,
I cannot consider him an outstanding
expert on diplomacy, economics, or political prognostication. His training
has been to wage war when war was
necessary, and has · never been in the
field of diplomacy, the sensible object of
which today should be to prevent war.
Having had some slight military experience myself, I know that no good soldier
is a good economist. His job is to win
a war no matter what the economic or
other cost. As a result, ·the economic
waste that has accompanied wars, particularly our own, has been appalling.
Nor am I a believer in the modern tradition that you can make anybody an
expert overnight by either electing or
appointing him to a governmental job
with a title. Furthermore, I think I am
justified in not placing too much reliance
on the general, as the present administration, in presaging what will take place
in the future if we do this thing or do
not do that thing, when he, nor it, was
able to predict Pearl Harbor 48 hours
before it happened. Without attempting to place any blame for past performances, I think I am justified in having
doubts about future ones.
Lastly, General Marshall, being new
at this diplomatic game, is taking the
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advice of those in his Department whom as we can legitimat~ly prevent it until
he assumes know something about the she comes across with a few concessions
business, although many of the · rest of about letting Greece, Turkey, and other
us question the soundness of this as- countries strictly alone, about treaties
sumption from past experience. In any to end the present state of technical war
event, it is clear to anyone who has and a few other things in which we and
followed the course of events since the the rest of the world are interested. The
appointment of our latest Secretary of one thing Russia needs and has needed
State, that he is not yet running the to hold communism in Russia and spread
State Department. The State Depart- it throughout the world is economic
strength, and that strength has been conment is running him.
Mr. Chairman, I do not ask anybody stantly bolstered by the policy heretoto rely on my mere statement that I am fore followed by the very administration
not really an isolationist. Not only have which now proposes to weaken our own
I advocated adequate national defense economic strength by the presently prowhen the majority of our people were posed policy. Russia needs steel, maagainst it, but I went further. I did chinery, food, manufactured articles,
something about it. After serVing in and everything we are in a position to
World War I, I spent several years in supply, It is very late, but perhaps
the Reserve of the Army, 14 years in the still not too late to adopt my suggestion.
National Guard and was mustered into Yet the administration has not adopted
the Federal service for World War II. I it, and shows no inclination to adopt it.
have advocated the creation of a United According to reliable information, we
States intelligence service throughout have supplied Russia with $16,000,000,the world so that we would never leave 000-$16,000,000,000; think of it-to build
the people of our Nation ignorant of up her economic strength to spread her
what was going on and with no opportu- Vile communism throughout the world,
nity to prepare for it. I voted for the and now frightened of the progress and
appropriations for UNRRA-with mis- the danger it holds, the only thing we
givings as to its administration which can think of is to spend more billions to
were subsequently justified. I not only counteract the e:tfect of the billions we
voted for the foreign relief bill a few have spent, and are still spending, to
build up.
days ago, but I voted against the amendMr. Chairman, if we are to start out on
ment to reduce it from $350,000,000 to
a policy of imperialism of our own va$200,000,000.
Nor do I ask anybody to rely on my riety. let us not bt hypocritical about it.
mere statement that I am opposed to Let our people know what it is, how dancommunism. For over a quarter of a gerous it is, how it may ruin our own
century I have fought communism, in the economy, and make us a fertile field for
face of ridicule and being called a Red the propagation of the very evil germ we
baiter and a witch hunter. I certainly say we are going to exterminate elsedo not belong to the Johnny-come-late- where.
Mr. Chairman, the New Deal adminislies who are suddenly and vociferously
opponents of communism but who for tration has proceeded upon the theory
years past have been its most devoted that it can buy anything. It has tried to
buy friendship. It has tried to 'Quy off
friends and protectors.
Mr. Chairman, I am merely amused communism on our own western conat the fright of some people at being tinents. The success has been negligible
classed with Henry A. Wallace should and costly. How can we expect to do
they oppose the presently proposed policy better in Europe and Asia?
And what will inevitably follow an
of the President. I have never voted one
way or another because somebody· else, American policy of bribery and control
for reasons of his own, voted one way of other nations? Corruption and color another. I expect to go on voting . lapse, both at home and abroad.
If we pursue this policy to every corthe way I think is right no matter who,
for entirely different reasons, may go the ner of the earth to which we are lured
same way at that particular time. And, by the machinations of the Communists
if it be any comfort to those who are
it will ruin our own national economy,
stricken with this fear, reliable informa- which is the one big object of commution has reached me that Eleanor Roose- nism, and will we not lose the confidence
velt is much in favor of the President's and good will of the people in every
policy. This presents either a dilemma country in which we have bribed and
or an out for those who suffer from· this bought control of the Government? If
kind of fear. Either they will not know we do not follow the policy to its logical
which way to go, or they can be right or conclusion it seems nonsensical to inaugurate it, for when we abandon it
wrong whichever way they go.
Yet, Mr. Chairman, with all this, there will we not lose prestige, all the money
stm might be some l~ttle excuse for vot- we have sunk in it, and the good will of
ing for this bill, if there were no other those who liked the hand-outs and excourse to follow. But there is another pected a continuance of them?
We fed and fed the economy of Japan,
course, a better course, a surer course, a
safer course, a cheaper course, which is only to build her up to try to strike us
now and always has been open to us. down, with the loss of thousands of good
Our refusal to follow it has brought American lives and billions of dollars
about the very conditions we are now worth of our substance. Have we learned
facing, It is, to my mind, a simple and absolutely nothing from this experience?
e:tfective course. It is-- to say in polite, It seems not.
diplomatic language to Russia that she is
I have in mind at least 15 different
not playing our brand of ball, so she gets reasons why I must vote against this
no more money and no more materials bill. I will not take time to list them.
out of us, nor out of anyone else so far If what I have said thus far does not
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justify my stand, ·no further reasons will
do so, and I will have to remain in error.
But it will be honest error.
The present proposed policy of the
President and the State Department
which H. R. 2616 is designed to initiate,
is a policy to "save the rest of the world
in order to save America."
Considering conditions ·existing in the
rest of the world, those which now need
attention at home and those which will
be created at home as a result of this
policy, and with the realization that we
are the last hope of individual liberty, so
that if we go, everything goes, such a
policy is clearly in reverse.
What we should have done long ago,
what we should do now, is to follow a
policy to "save America in order to save
the rest of the world."
Mr. Chairman, I am beginning to
doubt the moral, if not constitutionalt
right of this body to continue the dissipation of the wealth of the America~
people for purposes which do not bring
any direct benefit to theni, but which are
for the direct benefit of foreign peoples
and foreign governments, upon a nebulous theory of some vague theoretic-al
future, indirect benefit to the American
people, or through a psychology of fear
that by not doing so, they will suffer
from some future calamity.
Mr. Chairman, I believe it to be my
duty to vote against this bill, and I shall
do so.
Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, I yield
5 minutes to the gentlemPn from Cali.
fornia [Mr. HOLIFIELD].
Mr. HOLIFIELD. Mr. Chairman, no
one has attempted to deny that the Truman doctrine as embodied in the legis~
lation before us is a drastic departure
from our previous foreign policy, which
had as one of its basic factors nonintervention in the affairs of foreign nations
in time of peace. Although I realize
that the record of the United States is
not spotless on nonintervention in times
of peace, yet in spite of our adventures
into Nicaragua, Panama, Mexico, and a
few other ill-advised experiments in imperialism and dollar diplomacy, we have
at least given lip service to the policy of
nonintervention. We have also had as
part of our foreign policy another doctrine known as the Monroe Doctrine.
The Monroe Doctrine, in brief, has been
a two-edged sword. One edge was
pointed toward "any attempt on their
part-European nations-to extend
their system to any part of this hemisphere as dangerous to our peace and
safety." The other edge of the sword
theoretically pointed toward ourselves
and it is embodied in these words from
the doctrine, "In the wars of the Euro·pean powers in matters relating to themselves, we have never taken any part
nor does it comport with our policy so
to do." Any attempt on the part of the
proponents of this bill to make the statement that we are extending the Monroe
Doctrine to the borders of Russia and
its satellites is fallacious and without
foundation in historical record. The
Greek-Turkish aid bill is not an extension of the Monroe Doctrine. It is · a
Violation of the Monroe Doctrine. This
point cannot be denied. Let us there-
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fore not try to hide behind any distor- of international threats to the peac~ of
tion of the Monroe Doctrine.
·
the world.
Two years ago, at the conclusion of the
The claim has been made by our Presimost devastating war in history, the del- dent that the United Nations is too weak
egates of most of the important nations to take care of the present situation. In
of the world gathered in San Francisco. view of the previous collective security
For 3 months they dedicated themselves solutions in . Iran, Lebanon, Syria·, and
to the task of forming an international Indonesia, many of us consider this
organization for the purpose of "saving statement in need of justification. On,
succeeding generations from the scourge March 12 President Truman enunciated
of war, which twice in our lifetime has the Truman doctrine. In my opinion,
brought untold sorrow to mankind." this doctrine is in contradiction to many
· They determined. to "unite our strength articles within the United Nations Charto maintain international peace and se- ter. In my opinion, the Truman doccurity." They wanted to "insure, by the trine is a return to the unilateral · relaacceptance of principles and the institu- tionship between nations. It is a betion of methods, that armed force shall trayal of the principles enunciated in
not be used save in the common inter- the United Nations Charter, which
est." They pledged themselves to "em- clearly indicates that collective security
ploy international machinery for the pro- of the nations of the world depends upon
motion of the economic and social ad- a multilateral approach to the problems
vancement of all peoples," and they between nations.
pledged further "to take effective collec· The whole theory of the United
tive measures for the prevention andre- Nations is based upon multilateral solumoval of threats to the peace and for the tions preceded by full debate and dissuppression of acts of aggression or other cussion in the General Assembly and
breaches of the peace, and to bring about the Security Council. Such debate and
by peaceful means, and in conformity discussion to be held openly and in the
with the principles of justice and inter- pitiless glare of publicity. The solutions
national law, adjustment or settlement arrived at must be openly arrived at, and
of international disputes or situations must be sustained by a majority vote of
which might lead to a breach of the the delegates of the respective judicial
peace." It was upon these principles that panels. The conclusions of the General
the United Nations Charter was formed. Assembly and the Security Council must
It consisted of 19 chapters and contained
also be sustained by a higher force than
111 articles to implement and to facili- armaments, be they as antique as the
tate the development and insurance of weapons of Greek guerrillas or as modthese principles. The common people of ern as the atomic bomb. This force is
the world lifted up their hearts in hope- the moral and spiritual force which is
hope that at long last the dream of man- part of the conscieJlCe of the common
kind for peace was to be realized. In the people of the world. It is the force that
2 years which have passed since then the framed the United Nations Charter. It
United Nations has grown. Corollary
the force which alone can sustain
and auxiliary international groups· have international peace. The question bebeen formed. In the main, the United fore us today is not a question of isolaStates has taken the lead. In most in- tionism; it is basically a question of
stances the Russian representatives have whether we shall throw the great moral,
failed to vote in harmony with the mem- spiritual, and financial strength of the
bers of the General Assembly and the United States behind the United Nations,
Security Council. I hold no brief for or whether we shall turn back again to
their lack of cooperation. In spite of the unilateral and bilateral methods of
this lack of cooperation, the United Na- solving international difiiculties which
tions has made progress. Various inter- have twice within our generation ennational problems have .been settled, gulfed the people of the world in war.
problems which are just as grave and . Be not deceived by· the sophistry and by
fraught with just as much danger as the the plausible arguments which have been
impending Greek-Turkish matter. Seri- presented. Do not be scared by the
ous international situations in Iran, Leb- spectre of war which has been raised by
anon, Spain, Syria, and Indonesia arose. those who seek to support their position.
These situations came up for considera- It
has been said within the well of this
tion before the Security Council at the House
that this is a question which has
reterence of one or more of the member
nations. Until the present occasion the to b'e decided between each Member and
United States has persistently proclaimed his God, and I agree with that statethat the jurisdiction of the Security ment. I will probably be in the minority
Council and the United Nations be recog- when the vote is cast in the House. But
nized as the prime instrumentality for unless 'this bill is :.mended to bring it
the maintenance of international peace within the framework of the United
and security. Our delegates have criti- Nations I shall vote against it, and I will
cized other members for what seemed to vote knowing that I voted in harmony
us a failure to recognize such jurisdiction with the principles of the United Nations
and authority. In each of the above- Charter, upon which rests the hopes of
named cases, Iran, Lebanon, Syria, and the common people of the world for
Indonesia, and Spain, a solution was international peace.
I consider the Truman doctrine as an
found by multilateral action on the part
of a majority of the Security Council undeclared declaration of war if our
delegates. We were proceeding within challenge of unilateral intervention on
the spirit of collective security and Russia's borders is accepted.
within the framework provided in the
I do not believe that war with Russia
TJnited Nations Charter for the solution is either justified or inevitable.

is
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If war must come; let it come through
the decision of a majority of the United
Nations. Let it come with open covenants openly arrived at in harmony with
the conscience of the majority of the
members of the United Nations;
Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, I yield 5
minutes to the gentleman from Utah
[Mr. GRANGER].
.
Mr. GRANGER. Mr. Chairman, there
is one thing upon which everyone here
agrees, the sponsors of this legislation
and the opponents. That !s, they agree
that no one knows what this will entail.
No one knows where it will end. No one
knows when it will end. No one knows
what it will cost in either blood or money.
We are asked under those conditions to
give a blank check to somebody to carry
out the objectives of this proposed legislation.
When our constituents ask us what
this is all about, we might remember the
old barber-shop quartet, we used to sing:
"I don't know where· I'm going but I'm
on my way."
·
I hope your minds are more susceptible to change than mine is, because, in
every part of my being, I feel this is
dangerous and the wrong .step to take. I
was a soldier in the First World War.
I was at Versailles when Woodrow Wilson was pleading the cause of the League
of Nations. I came back home, and you
well remember the charge was made that
a few willful men destroyed the League
of Nations. Are we to adopt another
technique? Is another branch of the
Government going to destroy an organization such as the United Nations, that
every man, woman, and child with a decent respect for humanity has been
praying for for 2,000 years? Yes; you
say we have got to be realistic.· We have
used that old gag over and over again.
Are we willing to forget everything we
have been taught at our mother's knee.
Your preachers and priests and teachers
are trying to tell you today that this is
not the course to follow. No. I do not
think that our Government would intentionally embark upon a policy of imperialism, but I say to you when .you take
this step there is no retreat. You have
got to make good, and the "no imperialism" you are talking about today may
be the rankest kind of imperialism tomorrow. Make no mistake about it. The
announced purpose of this legislation is,
in my opinion, although it is directed at
an ideology, a declaration of war. If any
other nation would direct toward us that
same threat that we now make, I would
be willing to declare war on them tomorrow.
Yes; there is an alternative, and that
alternative is the United Nations organization, which is intended to dea}
with problems of this kind. It will never
be any stronger than the United States
will make it. Let us give to the United
Nations this difiicult pro"Qlem to solve.
Let us give it our united support, for it
can do everything we can do under the
so-called new Truman doctrine.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Utah has expired.
Mr. EATON. Mr. Chairman, I yield
7 minutes to the gentleman from Connecticut [Mr. LoDGE].
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Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, I yield

3 minutes to the gentleman from Con-

necticut [Mr. LODGE].
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
from Connecticut [Mr. LoDGE] is recognizel~ for 10 minutes.
Mr. LODGE. Mr. Chairman, a great
philosopher once remarked that "The
history of the world is none other than
the progress of the consciousness of freedom." If we are really conscious of this
·blessing in our land, we must also be consciou..; of the lack of it elsewhere. We
must be conscious of it, not only out of
a humanitarian regard for others but
also as a matter of our own national selfinterest.
· It must be obvious to most people that
even were we so inclined we cannot isolate ourselves from the rest of the world.
Thee is no need to rehearse here the
well-established fact that because of recent developments in modern science our
frontiers are virtually contiguous with
the frontiers of others. It is desirable
that a world contracted by science be
united by freedom in order to preserve
peace.
I have been interested in the critic!sms
which have been made of this measure
and I should like to ta.tt:e up a few of
these criticisms in order, if possible, to
shed some light on what I consider to be
the vital issue.
First, it has beEm said that this is not
a relief bill. Of course, it is not primarily a relief bill. It is a measure which
is proposed as a strategical move to preserve the independence and territorial
integrity of Greece and Turkey, to protect our own national interests, and to
preserve peace. The theory behind this
bill is that we cannot preserve by appeasement those things which we recently gained by fcrce of arms, and yet in a
s~nse this is a relief bill. If military aid
were not given to Greece, the relief which
we propose to grant could not reach the
needy who are ekeing out a meager existence in the guerrilla-infested mountains.
Furthermore, this measure constitutes
relief ~n another sense. If we believe
that man does not live by bread alone,
then we must recognize that there are
things other than food and clothing,
which man needs. If our system of government has any meaning, it is that we
reject the purely materialistic philosophy and base our lives upon spiritual
values for which we are willing to make
supreme sacrifices. Had Patrick Henry
said "Give me security or give me death"
we should not know his name today.
~econdly, the argument has been
made that the policy represented by this
measure is imperialistic and unfriendly
to Russia. I have always felt that the
Russians themselves who reside in this
country must realize that we are not
imperialistic. It rather surprises me to
find that some of our own compatriots
have doubts concerning our intentions.
Was it imperialistic when the British
landed troops in Greece to help the
Greeks defend themselves against the
Nazi invaders? Was it imperialistic
when the British came to the assistance
of Poland and when they landed troops
in France? Was it imperialistic when
we invaded North Africa, Sicily, Italy,
France, and finally Germany? I be-
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lieve that the reason for this accusation seek to shackle their own country in Its
stems from the failure to recognize that efforts to contain the spread of despotthere is no sharp dividing line between ism. I believe that instead we should
war and peace. Wars are but exten.;. talk softly but carry a big stick. It is
sions of peacetime conflicts-the final more becoming to be patient and reconfession of man's inability to solve his strained in our utterances and firm and
just in our actions. Then we shall be
differences by peaceful means.
Accordingly, if we were justified in calling the tune; then we shall cease to
participating in the world's wars, we are revolve in the Russian orbit. We shall
at least as justified in participating in . have created an orbit of freedom into
the world's peace-time conflicts. We which we can hope to include Soviet
must abandon the idea that we can op- Russia.
In the meantime, we should stop
pose the disruptive forces now at large
in the world without interfering in the apologizing for our share in the recent
internal affairs of other countries. We war.
We must renounce the hope that we
must interfere. We must interfere in
order to bring relief ~nd economic aid can prevent World War III b~· methods
to those who need it rather than those which failed to prevent World War II.
who do not and who use it to destroy We should place our faith in the force
principles which are still widely cher- of principle rather than in the power
ished. We must interfere in order that of appeasement. We must bolster these
principles, not only by our industrial and
thes~ nations shall not be a constant
drain on our resources. We must inter- , military might but by a dynamic confere in order that we may rehabilitate cept of our own conviGtions. It is my
rather than pauperize these destitute profound belief that a peaceful accomhuman beings. We must interfere in modation can more easily be predicated
order to protect the American people on American strength than on American
from the use of their money in the cause weakness.
We can perhaps indulge the hope that
of communism. More than two billion
dollars in relief and economic aid have self -assurance and firmness now will
been expended since the war's end reveal the essential debility of commulargely through UNRRA. This money nism. To quote from Abraham Lincoln:
did much to strengthen the antifreedom
In our intercourse with other nations it
forces. It helped the very forces to behooves us to be at once compromising
which we are opposed. It assisted Com- and stern. If international understanding
munist and terrorist minorities to impose can be perpetuated by giving a little more
their will on freedom-loving majorities. and taking a little less, why, then, let us
a little more and take a little less. But
I am- relieved that the administration give
never must we do all the giving. Rather in
has at last seen the error of its ways. the case of a long-threatening misunderI am happy that it has abandoned a standing let us prepare for the worst and
policy of appeasement.
.work for the best.
There is no question that the betrayal
We can work for the best through the
of Poland at Yalta, the help we have
furmshed to Tito, the hands-off policy good offices of the United Nations, and
in China, the uncontrolled expenditures we can best prepare for the worst by
of millions of the American taxpayers' an abiding sense that until the United
dollars, as well as many other incidents Nations has gathered vital momentum
the choice for the world lies between a
1n the administration's confused approach to postwar problems have con- . Pax Sovietica and a Pax Americana.
tributed to our present predicament. This is the issue. This is the salient
Had the administration been more de- fact. This is the essential challenge of
cisive and clear-headed we might not now the hour.
Are we prepared to nullify the tragic
be confronted with this grave crisis.
Let us hope that the discords and con- sacrifices so gallantly made in World
fusions of the past can provide the har- War II? Are we · now ready to consign
monies of the future. Let us face the the rest of the world and ourselves along
actualities as · they are presented to us with it to the ash heap of a totalitarian
by our President. We must do more than subjugation which differs but little from
use the power of money. We have been that which recently engulfed millions of
asked to "authorize the detail of Ameri- lives?
It is difficult for me to understand
can civilian and military personnel to
Greece and Turkey at the request of those those who trust the good intentions of
countries and for the purpose of super- other countries and do not trust the invising the use of such financial and mate- tentions of their native land; those who
rial assistance as may .be furnished." cry "war" and "imperialism" when the
This means involvement. In order to United States acts to protect the threatbring this about, in order to shoulder ened and neither report nor denounce
these responsibilities, we must do more certain actions of foreign powers.
than simply export American dollars to
Third, the criticism has been made
relieve human distress. True charity that we are incapable of carrying out
means more than the writing of a check. this policy. This is a counsel of defeatTrue participation means more than ism and despair which I reject. We
financial and economic aid.
have been· capable of winning several
Now that does not mean that we should great wars. Surely we are capable of
be warmongers. In a nation of our winning peacetime conflicts. It has
demonstrated power, in a people of our been said that this will result in a higher
mighty achievements, a show of trucu- cost of living; that it will bankrupt
lence -would be as unfitting as it is un- America. While I do not believ~ that
necessary. But I am full of wonder this will happen, I suggest to you that
when I hear people violently and vocif- if the iron curtain were to be extende\i
erously denounce Soviet Russia and yet to high tide on the western shores of
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Europe our standard of living would
surely go down. May I say also that we
were quite willing to make sacrifices to
win a war and that, therefore, we should
now be willing to make sacrifices to preserve the peace.
Fourth, it has been said that the Greek
Government is a reactionary monarchy
unrepresent~tive of the will of the majority. Am I to gather from this accusation that because Russia has a totalitarian form of government we should
have refused assistance ~o her when she
became our ally? We may find ourselves in a very difficUlt position if .we
cling to such a standard. Iii might also
be pointed out that we in this country
have not yet achieved perfection in our
· Government. With respect to Greece, I
should like to state· that although th~
Greek Government is not perfect it represents 85 percent of the Greek Parliament, which was chosen in a fair eleation under the vigilance of an Allied mission of observers.
It has been said that we should clean
out all the Communists in the United
States before we take action outside our
own countr~r. ~re we to wait. until
utopia has been achieved in Greece and
in the United States before we are allowed to tal{e action to salvage some of
those things for which the war was
fought? Will we have the chance peacefully to preserve our respective systems?
Is it not more sensible to take action in
order that we may have the opportunity
to evolve toward a more perfect freedom? Half a loaf is better than none.
Our choice in life is very rarely between something perfect and something
imperfect; it is usually between two imperfect things. Let us not allow the
ideal to be ·~he enemy of the attainable.
Fifth, much has been made of American investments in oil in the Middle
East. This question of oil is a large subject by itself. While there is no time to
go into it in detail, may I say that we
should not sacrifice our national interests and the peace of the world simply
in order to deprive certain individuals of
profits on their investments in oil. May
I point out also that aside from oil there
are abundantly sufficient reasons for the
enactment of this legislation.
We are fast becoming a have-not nation with respect to oil, and we shall do
well to look outside our own borders in
order to make our strategical position
secure. Oil and profit should not be
ugly words. Oil has brought comfort
and happine.cos to millions of people, but
it would not have done so unless there
had been profit.
Sixth, the thought has been advanced
with considerable fervor that this measure would involve our fighting on foreign
soil. I favor this measure because I believe it to be a deterrent of war. However, I should like to add that if we are
to do any fighting, let us by all means do
it on foreign soil.
Seventh, it has been argued that we
are here bypassing the United Nations.
On the contrary, we are proposing to
take action in defense of the Charter
wi1ich the United Nations is incapable ·

of taking in time. As was well stated
in the New York Times:
It will be poor service to the United Nations if Greece has been engulfed by a Communist tide by the time the Committee
makes its report.

The United Nations has neither the
money, the resources, the military
means, nor the power to act. I favor
this bill, also, because I have high hopes
for the United Nations. Amendments
to this bill have been accepted by the
other body and by our committee which
clearly indicate that the United States
has no intention of evading its obligation to consult with the United Nations.
Mankind's aspirations for a peaceful
world demand that the United Nations
receive encouragement while the Greeks
and Turks receive our aid.
Aside from all this, Mr. Chairman,
there remains the relentless fact that
no constructive alternative has been put
forward. I realize that this is a sickening moment and I do not suggest for a
minute that we are faced with a happy
choice. However, we cannot find salvation or security by tieing our hands behind our backs. We cannot promote
peace by cutting down on our power.
We have tried that before. Ours is in a
sense a tragic generation. We live in a
happy land in which felicities beyond
the dreams of man abound. It is hard
for us to take the cold plunge. But we
are now, even without this bill, inextricably involved in world affairs. Let
us enlarge our conceptions to the circle
of our duties. Let us accept the challenge not only within but beyond our
borders. Let us remember the words of
Winston Churchill when, shortly after
the recent war, he said in talking to the
British people:
You must be prepared for further effort
of mind and body and further sacrifices to
great causes if you are not to fall back into
the rut of inertia, the confusion of aim, and
the craven fear of being great.

This is no time to grow tired. This is
the time for greatness.
Mr. EATON. Mr. Chairman, I yield
such time as he may desire to the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. RAMEY].
Mr. RAMEY. Mr. Chairman, when a
group of the Pharisaical, or the selfrighteous, called on Mr. Lincoln at the
time he was President, they said, "Mr.
President, we have our way; the Lord's
on our side." To which the Great Emancipator replied, "I am not concerned as
to that; the question is, Are we on the
Lord's side?"
It is not my intention to be dogmatic
but let me ask you, fellow colleagues,
"Has this so-called debate been fair or
has self-righteousness held the right of
way and then adroitly put the Lord into
the so-called affirmative message in behalf of this power politics proposal?" As
has been stated just last week, we voted
on this floor and I was happy to vote in
behalf of $200,000,000 for relief, a part
of which went to the people-! mean
the distressed people; not a ruler-in
Greece. We are willing to vote for funds
necessary to assist the brave and heroic
Greek peopJe in getting food, clothing
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and shelter, but how can we support a
military alinement with the governments
of Greece and Turkey?
Of course the proposal has been blessed
with counterfeit metaphysical c}othing
but I am concerned. Why not listen to
the Lord today instead of allowing our
self-will and self-righteousness to control us and then claim he has blessed
powerl politics plus propaganda. The
common people of no country want war;
the common people of whom Lincoln
said, "God must have loved them for he
made so many." Why could not we listen
to the voice of right instead of to leadership that cries, "Peace, peace" and yet
detours from the gra"P-d trunk line .of
peace to the side tracks which can only
lead us farther afield each mile we travel.
The Senate of the United States has
acted on one of the most serious and
far-reaching prc.posals ever presented to
this Republic. The Senate vote which
approved the President's plan for extending aid to Greece and Turkey marks
the official beginning of a new era in
world politics. There is little reason to
believe that any action can now be taken
which will alter the course decided upon
by the Chief Executive and the Senate.
We owe it to ourselves and to our children, whose lives will be affected by the
decision made this week, to inform ourselves completely as to the direction in
which we are traveling. We must reexamine our basic aims in our dealings with
other · nations. We must recognize the
nature of the means which are to be used
in an effort to obtain the desired goal.
We must anticipate the sacrifices each
and every American may be required to
make in order to carry this new policy to
its ultimate conclusion.
The first and fundamental fact to be
faced is that we are now playing power
politics, and we are in the middle of the
game. The sanctimonious statements
made about our humanitarian concern
for the Greek people. and for the Turkish
people, are window-dressing for the benefit of those who would rather not look
at the actual facts , some cf which may
not be very pretty. If we do not know it,
we had better be quick about finding
out; we are out to defeat Russia, by
peaceful means, we hope, but to defeat
her whatever the cost.
Why, we may ask, must we defeat Russia? What about the United Nations?
What about the years we worked together
as allies against the common enemy,
Nazi Germany? What about the principle "live and let live"? What about
defeating the threat of communism by
making democracy and free enterprise
work successfully at home?
,
The answer to those questions is,
"Do not be old-fashioned. Do not be
naive. The United States and Russia
came out of the recent war the two
strongest nations in the world. Unquestionably, we are now stronger than Russia. But potentially Russia is considerably stronger than we can hope to be if
we do not expand our sphere of influence." These are the reasons given us
for our new policy aimed at defeating
Russia. We are also told, by some honest
enthusiasts of the new· policy, "We
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should have had it out with the Russians
before we brought our boys home from
Europe."
Let us agree Russia is out to take over
what she can of eastern Europe, the Near
East, and parts of Asia, either physically
or ideologically.
Let us agree, we have no stomach for
the present Russian Government because it is not a free Government, but a
totalitarian dictatorship, which has used
cruel and inhuman means to acquire
power and maintain itself in power.
Let us agree, we have committed ourselves to stand for free elections in coun·
tries throughout the world.
But let us not delude ourselves into
thinking that we are planning to solve
the problems raised by Russia . in the
Christian spirit of brotherly love.
Let us not indulge in transparent hypocrisy by pretending our policy is based on
love of our fellow man or on the will of
God.
Let us realize that despite the support
given the new Truman doctrine by Secretary of State Marshall it has yet to be
shown that anyone has thought through
the consequences. · The bill was passed
by the Senate. The present hysterical
fear of Russia has swept Washington so
completely that it has drowned the voice
of sanity.
Our avowed aim is to keep communism out of Greece and Turkey. · Why?
Is it because we feel communism would
be a bad thing for the Greeks or for the
Turks? Examine the form of government which Turkey now boasts. Examine the nature of the present Greek Government. You begin to understand why
there are Greek Communists. You begin to see that the present Government
of Turkey has a great deal in common
with the present Government of Russia.
No; Greece and Turkey must be written off as pawns in the new game of
power politics and national self-interest.
Congressional representatives who
have just returned from the Middle East
admit the truth quite -frankly. This is
a direct move to keep Russia from gaining access to the Mediterranean.
This is a power struggle to keep Russia
from getting into a position from which
she might challenge the monopoly held
by private British and American oil companies on the vast oil reserves in the
Middle East.
This is a one-sided, one-way move to
support a worn-out British Empire in
its age-old power struggle against
Russia.
The question has been asked: "In
formulating this new policy, are we consulting with other members of the United
Nations?" The answer is, "Yes, we are
consulting with certain other members
of the United Nations who stand to
benefit by this policy. Certainly we have
not consulted with Russia, supposedly a
member of that group. There is no
indication that we have consulted with
·France, for France, too, has a Communist taint. The State Department, in
answer to congressional questioning,
promises we will keep the United Nations
informed, after we have taken the action
we think best.
The question has been asked: ."Are we
simultaneously building up the UN so

that it will be prepared to take over responsibility of similar problems?" The
honest answer is a matter of history.
How can a world organization function
when its two strongest and most influential members are at swords' points?
The official State Department answer is,
"It may be that at some future time the
United Nations will be organized and
equipped so as to render emergency aid
to member states of the kind now needed
in Greece and Turkey," but, say the managers of our foreign affairs, "Even if the
project were not blocked by the objections of certain members of the United
Nations, much time would have been
lost, and time is of the essence." So
. you see, there is no reason to build up the
United Nations so that it will be prepared
to take over such responsibility, for there
is always the possibility that the decision
might not be in accordance with our
wishes.
The question has been asked: "Are we
preparing progressively to turn over responsibility to UN?" The honest answer
is "Certainly not." We are anticipating
a knock-down drag-out struggle between
our way of life and the Communist way
of life. Bpt is the honest answer given
to the Senate when it asks a similar
question? Indeed not. The intelligence of our senior statesmen is held in
such low repute by the State Department that they apparently expect the
following official answer to be credible.
I quote: "In the longer range, the United
Nations may be aple to take over various
parts of the economic and financial
problem in Greece and Turkey. We are
giving serious study and consideration
to ways in which the United Nations may
take hold of this problem after the present emergency is past."
The question has been asked: "Are
military expenditures preparing the
Greek Army to maintain order as preparation for a :i'ree choice of government?"
The answer is, according to the committee report on the bill, as folllows: A
total of $150,000,000 will be spent for
arms, ammunition, rations, clothing, and
other supplies and equipment for the
Greek armed forces for 15 months, ending June 30, 1948. I quote:
This sum will permit the Greek armed
forces to ma.intain a determined _campa!gn
against guenlla bands during the summer
of 1947 and to maintain their forces at a
strength sufficient to asaure internal order
thereafter.

Mr. Dean Acheson, in testimony before the committee, said:
The present Parliament of Greece was
democratically elected in an election which
foreign observers agreed was fair. There can
be no doubt that it represents the majority
of the Greek people. The present Greek
Cabinet contains representatives pf 85 percent of the Greek Parliament. It is not the
object of our aid to Greece either to help to
maintain or to help to remove the present
government of the King of Greece.

The·question has been asked: "Are expenditures being used to improve the
basic economic needs of Greece?"
The answer, according to Mr. Dean
Acheson, is that a very considerable part
of it-the money asked for Greece-is
to be used for the importation of current consumable goods. Further sums
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for what is called rehabilitation,- fertilizers, and agricultural tools and matters of that sort, would be included:
A comparatively small amount would be
used for reconstruction-the building of
bridges which have been blown up, and matters of that sort.

A go.od many beautiful and humanitarian aims have been voiced during the
discussion of this bill. The trouble is,
some people are going to believe those
high-flown phrases. Let us be realistic.
Are the American people willing to follow through? High-flown phrases win
us resounding applause, today. That applause can turn to catcalls and boos in
a matter of hours, if we fail to carry out
our promises.
It has been argued that this is the
economical way to stop Russia. Now, it
may look like a bargain to some people,
but, as we all know, we usually get what
we pay for. The hatred we can incur
by wrong guessing on the real temper of
the people we are "protecting,'' the loss
of prestige we will suffer if we fail to
follow through on our stated policy, not
to mention the cost of war, if war should
eventually result, afl these will cost us,
not only money but something far more
valuable-the respect, admiration, and
good will of our fellow men thioughout
the world.
Let us remember that to raise the
standards of living around the world, to
insure security to others, means lowering
our standards at home. In the long run
we may get something in return, just as
a family that scrimps and saves to invest
money temporarily lowers its standards,
expecting .a return on its investment.
Are we really willing to make these
sacrifices? Try to translate into actual
food, wood, coal. and clothing the sum
of $20,000,000,000, our postwar commitments in Europe and Asia. plus the staggering sum of $341,000 ,000,000 which
wen~ into war expenditures.
We have a right to ask, Will this initial
sum of $400,000,000 be used to help the
Greek people free themselves of need for
our aid? Let us use a homely analogy.
A child growing up depends on his parents. This is right and good. But there
comes a time when the child becomes a
youth, and eventually reaches adulthood.
The parent who .has not prepared the
child to go out on his own, support himself, rely on his own inteliigence and
ability, has been guilty of gross negligence, to say the least.
We saw the effects of continuous support in the thirties. The elections in
November proved that 'the people of this
country wanted to get back on their own.
They wanted to shake off the parental
hand of Government.
Is this new policy in Greece and in
Turkey to be carried out like a WPA
project, · or will it be a healthy building
process which will enable the Greek and
the Turkish people to become masters of
their own destiny? Will our aid be so
applied that the people who benefit from
it will be preparing to go on their own
in the near future?
It has been said that we must uphold
the hand of the President in this matter.
Let us uphold the hand of the President,
by all means. But-let us not uphold the
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mailed fist. . If we are to uphold his will not have contributed a penny to the
hand, let it be a hand raised in benedic- cause. Mr. Chairman, we have been
tion, stretched fortl_ to aid and lift up 'c harged 'with creating a new 'imperialism .
our fellow man, not a hand raised to here in the .United States with our unistrike down and crush humanity that we lateral aid program. I do not believe
may stand forth as the most powerful that is true. However, if we should connation on earth.
centrate all this aid in the United NaMr. EATON. Mr. Chairman, I yield tions, no one could have any doubts
such time as he may desire to the gentle- about the falsehood. of these charges.
man from Connecticut [Mr. PATTERSON].
Mr. Chairman, a year before the war
Mr. PATTERSON. Mr. Chairman, I ended, the United Nations Monetary and
rise with heavy heart and acute sense of Financial Conference was held in Bretresponsibility to discuss this most im- ton Woods, N. H. Present were the
portant piece of legislation confronting ranking members and the chairman
us here today. It is not easy to bring of the House Committee on Banking
one's self to take a decisive stand or a and Currency. Present also were the
bill about which we know so many people · now Chief Justice of the Supreme
have such grave doubts. All of us in Court, Fred Vinson, and the now
this historic Chamber are well aware of Under Secretary of State, Dean Acheson.
the far-reaching significance of what They, together with meri like Senators
we do here today. We are actually being TOBEY and WAGNER, helped chisel out a
called upon to place our stamp on a new hew form of international finance. The
- American foreign policy, one without two new United Nations agencies deprecedent. One in fact, which violates veloped at Bretton Woods are the Interall the traditions of our country. Never national Monetary Fund and the Interbefore have we indulged in political loans national Bank for Reconstruction and
to other countries on so grand a scale. Development.
Never before have we handed our relief
Both -the bank and the .fund are capinot to all the needy but only to those talized at $10,000,000,000 each. Many
who agree with our views.
countries are to contribute to make up
Mr. Chairman, when we hear an ur- this $20,000,000,000 ·sum. True, the
'g ent call for blood donors over the radio United States is contributing 60 percent
these days, we do not ask about the race, of the money. But it is ·also true that
color, creed, or political views of the on a bad loan it is better to lose 60 cents
needy man. Yet when we hear the call on the dollar rather than 100 cents on
of urgency from foreign lands today, we a dollar. Now the very name Internaask questions about everything from the tional Bank for Reconstruction and Decolor of their eyes to the politics in their velopment should mean something in
hearts. There are many here who say itself. I supposed the bank was set up
this measure will insure the peace. to help war-devastated countries get
Those of us who have watched with back on their feet. It ·seems to me that
alarm the steady developing chasm be- to bypass the bank when we nee~ it is
tween ourselves and the Russians are not to bypass the United Nations. And the
so sure that this is not the road to war. United Nations is like an organ of the
Be war necessary, every red-blooded human body. Fail to use or exercise it
American will rally to his flag. But let long enough and it will shrivel and die.
us make sure that war is necess2.ry. Let The Russians are not ·members of the
none of us forget that when war cvmes, world bank. They have no veto in its
it is not you or I who are called. No; the actions. The bank has been established
postman rings twice and ten times a,t the for almost a year. Yet, it has not loaned
door of every land in the country eligible a dime or stabilized a penny's worth of
currency anywhere in the world. The
to fight.
The Gallup poll shows, Mr. Chairman, spirit of the bank is being violated daily.
that 6~ percent of the people who have The American members no longer think
heard of this new foreign policy disagree in terms of need, but instead in terms
with it. None oppose aid to Gr.eece. of political opportunism.
They do oppose unilateral action by the
A reading ef section C of part 4 of the
United States. The people, perhaps bet- charter of the International Bank proves
ter than some presidents, know the conclusively that this .United Nations
meaning of the United Nations. They agency can be used to help the people
want the United Nations. They say that of Greece. It says, and I quote, "if a
if the United Nations is not strong member suffers from an acute exchange
enough to help Greece, let us strengthen stringency, so that the service of any
it until it is able to work. Another loan contracted by that member or
public opinion poll, the Roper poll, guaranteed by it or by one o! its agenshows an even greater majority of the cies cannot be provided in the stipulated
people opposed to the loan than Mr. Gal- manner, the member concerned may
lup indicates. It seems clear that the apply to the _b ank for a relaxation of the
people have more faith in the United conditions of payment." This certainly
Nations than some in Congress have. applies to Greece today as it seems to me.
The very first chapter of the bank's
They know it is still imperfect·, but they
charter is even more specific in its appliwant to help perfect it.
Mr. Chairman, I arise in support of cation to Greece today. It says under
the loan to Greece and Turkey. Under section B the resource shall be used "for
the legislation now under consideration, the purpose of facilitating the restorathe United States is called upon'to carry tion and reconstruction of the economy
100 percent of the burden. We are lay- of members whose metropolitan terriing every penny on the line. Yet, if the tories have suffered great devastation
plan works, and we all pray that it will, from enemy occupation or hostilities.
other countries also in a position to carry The bank, in determining the conditions
some Qf ~qe burden, will benefit, but they and terms of loans made to such -mem-
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bers, shall pay special regard to lightening the financial burden and expediting .
the completion of such restoration and
reconstruction."
This, Mr. Chairman, is more than a
charter. It is a mandate to us to use
the International Bank in this Greek
crisis. The charter of the bank was
ratified overwhelmingly by the House of
Representatives, which at the same time,
voted authorization and moneys into the
billions to make it work.
I dare say that many of mY colleagues
when they voted for the bank and the
fund saw the same possibilities I have
described. It comes as something of a
shock, therefore, to reac;. the account in
today's New York Times of the utterances of Vice President Robert L. Gaines.
I think the article should be considered
in the light of my comments and under
unanimous consent, I include the article:
GARNER SEES GREEK-TURK LOANS NOT ACCEPT•
ABLE TO WORLD BANK
(By FrankL. Kluckhohn)
BosTON, May 6.-United States loans to
Greece and Turkey are noneconomic operations and not the type the new World Bank
will handle, Robert · L. Garner, vice president of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, told the Nation's
mutual savings banks executives today at
their twenty-seventh annual convention in
the Statler Hotel.
Earl B. Schwulst, executive vice president
of the Bowery Savings Bank, New York, was
elected president of the association. Other
officers elected were William L. M~ude, president of the Howard Savings Institution, Newark, N. J ., vice president; Edmund P. Livingston, vice president of the Union Dime Savings. Bank, New _ York, treasurer; John W.
Sandstadt, executive secretary, New York.
In his speech and later in a brief press conference, Mr. Garner emphasized .tllat the new
World Bank, now financed principally with
Unitect States official funds, had as its intention the making of loans that would be
repaid, so that prospective private purchasers
of the Bank's bonds would - be encouraged
and at the same time international trade
would be accelerated. He went so far in his
press conference as ·to say that , the Bank
hoped many propositions made to it could
be handled by private United States capital.
Referring to the Greek and Turkish loans,
Mr. Garner said that "it has been frankly
stated by the United States Government that
these are in effect grants for purposes beyond the economic development of these
countries."
·
"This type of loan," he added, "is completely different from the economic purpose
loans for which the Bank is designed. The
Bank has no intention of-in fact is prohibited from~engaging in such noneconomic
loan operations."
·
Mr. Garner disclosed in his press conference that, while no decision yet has· been
tak;en on the proposed French loan, "we are
hopeful we can get them started on the basis
of about $250,000,000 and go on from there."
Asked whether the results of the conference had not been to eliminate partly the
objective of the ·World Bank by making impossible loans to get eastern Europe back
on its feet, Mr. Garner replied that "if you
can assure western Europe of food and coal
for the next year, that's the problem."
Conceding that "there's a kind of economic
and political instability" in Europe and emphasizing that "to the extent you get people.
to work you offset communism," Mr. Garner
indicated that if Polish coal could be moved
into western Europe with the help of the
World Bank it would help relieve the most
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urgent of problems. He added, in this connection, that "the Russians are getting only
a small part of Polish coal."
Prof. S. H. Slichter, Lamount professor at
Harvard, told the gathering of 600 savings
bank executives that the Twentieth Century
Fund's estimate that national income in 1960
will be $245,000,000,000, compared with $194,000,000,000 last year is too low.
This, he explained in his speech, was "partly because the work force has been underestimated and partly -because the man-hour
production during the next 15 years is likely
to be greater than normal." His own estimate for the national income was $275,000,000,000 ln 1960, and perhaps considerably
more.
T. B. King, director of the Veterans' Administration's loan guarantee service, called upon the savings bankers to protect from
gouging the veterans who are building homes
under the GI bill of rights. This, he emphasized, was important to the banks in protecting their part of financing of these loans.

.

'

One further word, Mr. Chairman. Today again America finds itself at the
crossroads. But this time the choice between war and peace will be harder than
ever before in our history. I was in the
war just . ended. It is impossible to
translate the yearning for peace of a
tired soldier on a lonely Pacific island in
the dead of night, with ~our only company the hiss of insects and the nervous
Jap rustling in the bushes only yards
away. This was a . terrible war. But
those who stayed behind felt it only
slightly. The next wat will not be
fought in the islands anC. on the beaches.
It will be fought in the stricken cities of
our own country, burned to crisps under
theo fantastic fury of exploding A bombs
and guided miss.iles. Twenty-five years
ago wars could still be won. We already know that there was no victor
from the war which ended 2 years ago.
The lands we devastated, we now
finance. ·The homes we destroyed, we
now rebuild. Only the dead whom we
buried, we cannot resurrect.
We
thought long and hard before entering
World War II. Before we take any step
toward World War III, let us think and
pray as we have never done before, that
Almighty God in His divine wisdom may
keep us on the path to peace, plenty,
and the brotherhood of mau, rather
than on the road to war, ruin, and eternaJ anguish.
Mr. EATON. Mr. Chairman, 1 yield
such time as he may desire to the gentleman from California [Mr. JoHNSON].
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr.
Chairman, in approaching the question
of what to do with this resolution which
proposes aid to Greece and Turkey, I do
so in a little different manner and from a
different viewpoint than mas~ of those
whom I have heard discuss the problem.
To me the determination of what we do
today with this bill is a problem of national and international security. If we
adppt this bill I am firmly convinced it
will be a step in the direction of world
stability and world peace.
Before asking you to accept that conclusion I think we should keep in mind
certain well-established facts and cir-·
cumstan.ces which have a direct bearing
on the problem of our security today.
Measured in terms of transportation
· the world is a relatively small world and
is still shrinking fast. Also, that portion

of the world in which so-called civilization has developed and flourishes is,
generally speaking, the area of the globe
north of the thirtieth degree, north latitude. This same area contains the
trouble spots of the world. Also, in this
civilized area of the world is where ail
of the wars of the past several centuries
have been started. To the present time,
the only method by which nations solve
their. important controversies is by means
of mass murder, popularly called war.
Twice in 30 years war has broken out and
although the United States was not a
belligerent at the beginning we became
involved and turned the baiance that
won the victory for the nations allied
with us. Any future war would undoubtedly be a world war and encompass our
Nation as well as all the major nations
of the world. The last war developed a
new technique by s.t arting the war without any formal declaration thereof. Any
future war will undoubtedly COlJle upori
us without notice. The rapid air transit
of today and the faster transit which
will be here tomorrow makes it possible
for aircraft to go from any part of the
area of the world from which a war might
come and return without landing or refueling. The increase in the destructive
power of weapons has been tremendous.
Furthermore, some of the most powerful
and devastating weapons are relatively
light in weight. It is true that the human
race now has the capacity to literally destroy itself by the mass murder which
we call war. We got a preview of what
could happen jtist at the close of the Japanese war when two atomic bombs destroyed two large cities of Japan and
killed •several hundred thousand people.
The result is that danger is right in our
lap whether we want it or not. Every
part of our country-the interior cities,
exactly the same degree as the border
cities of San Francisco and New York,
are subject to attack and within the range
of any possible attacker. The result is
that we are really on the military alert
24 hours a day, every day of the year, if
there is any serious friction between us
and any other great nation. In this new
age of a small world and explosive and
annihilating destructive capacity of
armed forces we must face the possibility of complete destruction unless some
method other than warfare is found to
handle the disputes and differences of
nations. If some system of security other
than one based on might and power and
murder is not developed, the people of
the world, including ourselves, can no
longer live in peace and quiet.
Therefore, we all agree that we must
find a system based on law and order to
settle international disputes.
This idea is not new. In our own
country in 1916 ex-President Taft recognized the need for such an organism and
organized the league to enforce peace.
In other ·words, he realized that there
must be joint action by the great nations
of the world and they must combine to
be able to enforce peace if necessary.
Following the First World War we made
efforts to bring about international
understanding and set up machinery to
settle controversies between countries,
without resort to war. A beginning ·waa
made but our country kept aloof and
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really walked 'away from its allies as far
as the development of an international
peace organism was -concerned. The result was that the world relapsed into tur.:..
moil and ultimately war, within 25 ~ ·ears
of the termination of the First World
War.
The last World War engulfed the whole
civilized world. Its destructive capacity
was a hundred times as great in property
destruction and several times as great in
the destruction of human life as the First
World War. In the modern war all persons are subject to attack and destruction. · The· entire nation is the battlefront. There are no longer any barriers
of oceans, mountains, climate, altitude,
and the world is truly round in the conception of those that made war. .The
planes and missiles fly over Arc.tic regions and over the highest mountains of
the world with the greatest of ease.
·
During the war, the leaders· of the AI-·
lied Nations laid plans for a world of
peace. Some men criticize them bitterly
today, but I believe we can truly say that
these leaders honestly and sincerely
wanted to lay the fabric of world peace by
the creation of some type of effective
international organization to settle the
fights and controversies between nations.
Among one of the things that they decided was that countries which have been
devastated and occupied should have the
right to select their own rulers and their
own form of government. That was true
in the case of Greece, a country which was
overrun by Nazis, .badly punished anci
severely injured. We made that agree-:ment with Russia and our other allies.
It was a solemn agreement and not only
were the nations to have this right but
there was. the implied agreement that .
once the right to determine their own
form of government had been exercised
that that decision would not be nullified
by the direct or indirect action of one of
the large countries. Greece has held an
election. Its electors decided by an overwhelming vote that they wanted a monarchical government similar to the one
they had previous to the war. It is no
business of ours what their type of government is, so long as they do not injure
their neighbors, and so long as the selection of the type by the people was their
free choice.
These preliminary agreements made
between the United States and Russia
were the preliminary steps toward a
world organism which it was hoped and
believed would be in a position to develop
world peace and stability. Russia has
violated some of these solemn agreements
entered into between its top man and our
President. In some cases we have only
protested. We have permitted Russia to
have her way. Today, we are faced with
a problem in Greece as to whether we
shall allow Russia by indirection, by infiltration, by the aiding and encouraging
. of enemies of Greece to destroy the free
choice which we guaranteed her. Russia
is trying to create chaos, dissension, confusion, and even the destruction of the
Greek Governrr.ent. This strikes at the
very foundation of the efforts and \.he
plan to bring about a world of law and
order. Therefore, I say we should challenge her right to do this. We should stop
Russia from doing this very thing. We
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should help Greece secure the govern- money and our men if necessary behind ing into the hands of Russia. Their
ment which she by a solemn election de- our effort to bring permanent peace to ghastly bungling has resulted !n comcided that she wanted. The sanctity of this tumultuous world.
munism making more gains by American
tl.lis agreement is the very foundation of
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Chairman, a par- assistance in 4 years than they made by
the future development of orderly proce- liamentary inquiry. I want to ask a themselves in 25 years.
dure through the United Nations to bring question of the gentleman from New •
This administration held in its hands
about world peace.
Jersey. I want to know whether or not during World War II decisive industrial,
We should find out today whether Rus- there is going to be an attempt to finish military, and economic power. It used
sia is willing to abide by these solemn the bill tonight. We will reach the 5- that power so recklessly and stupidly
agreements or whether they were made minute rule, according to tlie Chairman, that Russia came out of the war the only
with her tongue in her cheek. She is aft"er 5 o'clock.
true victor.
Mr. EATON. Is the question whether
talking about disarmament, outlawing
An earlier speaker has called the roll
the atomic bomb, ana, in fact, outlawing we plan to finish this bill tonight?
on the countries that have been taken
Mr. RANKIN. Yes.
war itself. Let us now, before we take
into the Russian orbit following World
Mr.'EATON. Underthe5-minuterule? War II. Who had the power that was
these steps, understand whether she will
Mr.
RANKIN.
Yes.
permit little Greece to have the kind of
used: in such a· manner that Russia made
l4r. EATON. Certainly · not. It will those gains? It was the United States
government she wishes after the electors
of Greece have made their choice. ·By take all day tomorrow under the ' 5- that had that decisive power.
taking a firm stand today it is my con- minute rule, and it ·may go over · even
There may be those 'in this House who
viction that we will move toward world . beyond that. We will be lucky to finish can shut their eyes to that kind of fail·
peace. The only dividend. that the peo- debate tonight.
ure and place in the same hands new
Mr. RANKIN. I thank the gentleman. instruments to wield in foreign affairs,
ple of the world expect out of the terrific
Mr. EATON. Mr. Chairman, I yield 13 but I want no part in such· irresponsible
sacrifices made in this war is a stable
and -lasting peace. We , are the most minutes to the gentleman from Nebraska action.
[Mr. BUFFETT].
stable country in the world, economically,
lt is not unlike a chauffeur havir)g
Mr. gUFFETT. Mr. Chairman, does your car and driving it up and down
politically, and socially. We have the
the
Greek-Turko
sch·
e
me
commit
us
to
capacity to lead if we have courage to
the. road and smashing up one cat after
act today to compel Russia tci abide by gigantic hand-outs the world over that another and killing people and then com ..
the agreement which ·sne made to permit will 'restilt :in economic and social col- ing ·back ahd saying, "Let me drive
small countries a free choice of their la'pse in America? Those favoring this another new car for you."
government. Only by developing slowly proposal cannot answer this question
No; I will not agree to placing new
but surely a course leading to the :peace- fully, fairly, al;ld honestly: That is my power in the kind of administration
ful settlement of international contro- first reason for voting against this hands that have given the Russian Govversies can we have real security tor our;. proposal.
ernment for 14 years ·steady gains all
For there . is no more certain way to over
selves and our posterity. The time has
the world.
destroy
Amertcan
capitalism
than
to
come for us· to make that decision in
I
would
rather put a fully loaded rnaoverload
it
with
an
·
impossible
burden.
the case that we have before us.
The proponents of this legislation cannot china gun in the hands of a delinquent
If we lack the courage to irisi,st that
more opportunities for
Russia abide by her agreements to al- show how we can give away billions of teen-ager than
destruction in the hands of
low this litU.e country her freedom and our resources each year in peacetime international
choice in selecting her government and without continuous inflation or war regi- ou.r State Department.
.Mr. COMBS. Mr. Chairman, will the
the right to maintain that government mentation at home.
And so, this act means continuous high gentleman yield?
without interference' we will be guilty of
Mr. BUFFETT. I yield to the gentleappeasement, weakness, and expediency. prices or peacet.=me . regimentation is
That in my opinion would be _the road a1lead-taking us on the one-way road man from Texas.
· Mr. COMBS. Does the gentleman
to a war, and it might be the fin-al gasp toward· totalitarianism.
Lenin, himself, declared that the most consider General Marshall that kind of
of civilization. If we take a firm stand
today, I believe that we are ~acing to- certain way to destroy the existing social stupid leader, or driver?
Mr. BUFFETT. The gentleman has
ward a world of peace. I believe we are order is to debauch the currency. This
laying the groundwork for a system of scheme sets off a new outpouring of asked a fair question and he is entitled
security that will be based o"n law and American dollars. That means higher to an answer. The gentleman may be
justice. I believe that Russia herself will prices, higher taxes, and systematic and willing to put his trust in the hands of
by the passage of this bill determine that legal cheating of the humble people and a man ·who under oath before a commitwe mean what we say and she will find the·poor. That economic condition helps t-ee of the Senate and the House of Rep.
resentatives could not remember where
ways and means of getting along with communism, not -freedom.
Suppose you were trying to devise a he was or what he was doing on the most
us. Weakness, procrastination, passing
this job on to the United Nations which way to destroy this country? Could ·you important day in his life, but by my
is not now able to handle it, is the road figure out a more certain method than · standards of integrity I cannot do that.
Mr. COLE of Missouri. Was the
of indecision that will lead to chaos, con- to commit this country, '140,000,000
troversy, strife, and ultimately world people, to underwriting the combined gentleman referring to the Pearl Harbor
the
non-Russian
budget
deficits
of
disaster?
destruction.
Mr . . BUFFETT. I was referring to
A firm stand today will give hope to world?
That is what this bill anticipates-that that event; yes. There are a lot of facts
the millions of peoples who have been
saddened and ruined by this tragic war. the budget deficits of every nation in the in chapters of our history that have not
It will give hope to those small nations world may be paid out of the savings of not been revealed. We ought to find out
who are the victims and the pawns of the people of America. No people can where we are, how we got there, and
what shape we are in, before being
the. aggressive nations of Europe. It will carry that kind of a burden very long.
Already food prices are up close to 50 shoved in any new global messes involvbreed new confidence in the hope of manpercent
from
a
year
ago.
How
do
you
ing military action.
kind that, under the guidance of God
and by our own intelligence and char- suppose this spiral reflects in the pocketAn administration that is responsible
books
and
the
market
baskets
of
our
acter, it can weave a fabric that will
for unconditional surrender, for postthrifty
people?
This
hand-out
program
·bring the peaceful world we are all lookwar lend-lease to Russia, for UNRRA,
guarantees that that sort cf inflation is for the Morgenthau plan, for Potsdam,
ing and praying for.
for the Atlantic Charter going into the
For that reason and other reasons I going to continue.
'£hat is the kind of economic condi- wastebasket, and for the sell-out of Pohope with every ounce of my strength
that this bill will pass by a resounding tion that makes communism just as fast land and other lands does not get new
instruments to menace civilization by
vote to tell the world that we believe in as the bayonets of Russian soldiers.
A 14-YEAR RECORD OF BUNGLING
my vote.
the sanctity of contracts, we are willing
to risk our destiny and our power to
My second reason for voting against . My third reason for voting against this
compel obedience to agreements made. this loan is equally important. For 14 scheme is because instead of restraining
We are willing to put our leadership, our years this administration has been play- communism abroad, it will shore up
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Privately men of that class tell a visiting
ruling politicians everywhere and actually promote and accelerate the spread American, if they know him well enough to
be frank, that America is going to fight Rusof communism.
sia. Therefore, America needs China, and it
Mr. Chairman, we have seen the must anc'l should stiffen up the national
ghastly failures during and since World government. It must support the KuominWar II ended. Perhaps it seems hard tang govern}llent against the ·Chinese Comto believe that worse disasters can occur. munists, because the Communists are the
But they can and will if this Congress vanguard of Russia.
What they do not say to Americans but do
votes to allow the administration to take
to each other is why, ·then, make any
us into an American attempt to deter-- say
to Arr.erica in return for support,
mine the pattern of human life every- concessionF
especially concessions by way of reforms that
where.
will cost them the perquisites and profits of
Mr. Chairman, God Almighty with monopolistic power?
And except in words they make no concesinfinite wisdom and unlimited power·does
not try to make any person behave ac- . sions by way of reforms.
Actually the Chinese ·c ommunists say
cording to His ideas. He sets dowb the
the same thing. They, too, think
natural laws we can live by or disobey much
America in keeping troops in China has
at our own risk.
Russia · in mind. They &ay that America
We are asked to go out on a crusade wants a base from which to fight Russia and
now to tell everybody in the world how therefore it supports the Kuomintang regime.
to live. I do not think that God ap- They hold that a deal has been made: Supproves of such egotism. I do not think port for a corrupt, reactionary, and quasiit will work. I am sure the people of fasciat regime in exchange tor service against
Russia.
America do not think it will work.
must be emphasized and understood
But let us see how that pattern has in This
America: Many Chinese .not Communist,
been working thus far. ·
not even radical, are coming to telieve the
FAILURE IN CHINA

Some time ago, it was announced that
America was to help China solve its
problems-and that ir.~. doing so we were
going to drive communism from China.
That scheme was a reasonable facsimile of what is now proposed in Greece
and Turkey. About $3,000,000,000 has
been spent to date in China. Our official
top man in military and political affairs,
Gen. George Marshall, spent a year in
China.
Marshall came home in disgust and
failure. What did he accomplish? The
civil war goes on. Inflation is worse
. than ever in China. Human butchery
has taken place on a large scale in Formosa. .Evil days unlimited seem to be
the fate of the Chinese.
In the May 4 New York Times we have
a report from an authority on Chinese
affairs, Nathaniel Peffer, professor of
international relations at Columbia.
Members would do well to read the whole
article. I quote briefly from its most
significant passage.
Peffer deGlares:
Scant as is the hope for improvement,
there is no chance of its growth so long as
America continues to give even color of support to the existing government. In fact,
it has already been diminished by such support as America has given in the form of
maintenance of troops in the country, training of the Nationalist army, and the sale on
easy terms of surplus property. That this
support has been falsely exaggerated by the
Communists is a consideration apart.
The help already given has worked to entrench those now in power, those who make
China's outlook hopeless. Whatever America's intention may have been in keeping
troops in China-and about this, too, the
Communists consciously lie in their propaganda-the effect has been to stiffen the elements in power and negate prospects of reform.
Those elements listen respectfully to America's exhortations to reform, to institute democracy, whether made. by President Truman, General Marshall, or Ambassador Stuart, but they have no intention of giving
heed to them. They do not believe they
have to. Whatever they may say openly,
they believe America has to support them ·
anyway. They believe tliey are in a posit.lon
to blackmail America. The reason is Russia.
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But you do not have to· take his word
for it. The logic of his appraisal of the
situation is perfectly plain for anyone
to see.
. NATIONS DO NOT STAY BOUGHT

Mr. Chairman, I urge Members to look
up the record and see how many countries have ever stayed bought.
Before World War II France made
loans to 10 different nations.. When the
war came 5 of those 10, half of them,
50 percent of them, . fought against
France. Four of the remaining five were
overrun inside of 30 days. · No. 10, good
old Turkey, sat on the side lines and
played both sides.
That is the record of trying to buy
assistance in fighting a prospective foe.
That is the record of trying to bribe
somebody into coming in on your side.
Look 1;1.t the record of France and you will
get the answer as to how far this scheme
will work in giving us protection against
communism.
Everywhere we are going to have from
now .on attempts to get hand-outs on
account of communism.
-

sam~ thing.
And so far as they believe it,
they have also come to the conclusion that
A RAT RACE FOR HAND-OUTS WILL RESULT
America has betrayed not only its own tradiWhispers about -communism were used
tions but it~;; traditional role in China, which
has been to foster republicanism and dein this House last summer to put over
mocracy.
the British loan. Then the Communist
Therefore-and this, too, should be underthreat was used in silk-glove fashion.
stood in America-anti-Americanism 1s
Now it is used in bombastic style-pergrowing in China, not only among Comhaps by some trying to wash out the
munists and leftist students but among the
stains of their earlier appeasing of
liberal intellectuals and the scholar class
Russia.
who stm make opinion. Much of it is incited
Mr. Chairman, passage of this act will
by Communist propaganda-lying propaganda, no doubt-but not all.
accelerate rivalry between most non·
There is an increasing conviction among
Russian foreign governments for Amerall classes that America, having become . ican hand-outs. Each will connive to get
supreme, is going the way of all great powers,
a lion's share of the resources of Ameracquisitive in its ends and cynical in its
ica before the bubble bursts. This
means.

A SET-UP FOR INTERNATIONAL BLACKMAIL

Mr. Peffer declares:
They beUeve they are in a position to
blackmail America. The reason is Russia.

The logic of this statement is terrifying. One does not have to be an expert
in foreign affairs to forecast what will
happen once the Greek-Turko deal is
passed.
Ruling politicians everywhere are going to spend much of their energies on
one goal. That aim will be devising ways
and means of using the threat of Com. munism to blackmail America for continuous handouts. And they do not stay
bought.
Picture the outlook. Figure out the
possibilities for politicians from everywhere in the world to come around to
the back door of our Treasury and say,
"Give me the dough or communism
comes in the morning."
It is the slickest blackmail racket that
has ever been invented for foreign politicians to get the savings of the American people. Make no mistake about it.
Mr. KUNKEL. Mr. Chairman, wlll the
gentleman yield?
Mr. BUFFETT. I yield.
Mr. KUNKEL. Why do you think that
they will come to the back door?
Mr. BUFFETT. I accept a correction-they may come in at the back door,
the front door, the side door, or through
the windows.
The Peffer article reflects our position in China.

scramble will cause a rat race between
nations for aid in their alleged opposi·
tion to communism.
Every ruler abroad, be he tyrant or
parliamentary politician, will claim the
threat of communism is the most
dangerous in his land. Then he will get
the largest and quickest hand-out of
American resources. At any sign of
American reluctance, the pressure wilJ be
stepped up.
·
This scheme sets the stage for inter·
national blackmail-blackmail on a scale
that will lead our kindergarten diplomats into even worse bungling than that
of the past 5 years.
Mr. Chairman, the Greek-Turkish deal
will promote a demoralizing rat race to
exhaust American resources. With the
American people betrayed and bankrupt
from this outpouring, the end result
might be world triumph for communism.
For once the Truman administration
gets us on this blackmail roller coaster,
we will be on a boom-and-bust ride toward a bloody smashup.
Mr. Chairman, this Truman scheme,
like the hypocritical actions of the New
Deal for 14long years, plays into Stalin's
hands. Only a badly hypnotized Congress will embark on such a reckless
course. H. R. 2616 should be defeated.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Nebraska [Mr. BUFFETT]
has expired.
Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, -I yield
15 minutes to the gentleman from New
:York [Mr. MARCANTONIO] •.
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Mr. MARCANTONIO. Mr. Chairman,
it has been repeatedly stated here, by
the President on March 12 and by every
proponent of this legislation, that the
United Nations cannot handle the problem of economic rehabilitation in
Greece. That statement, in my considered judgment, is belied by the facts. I
am not charging anyone with suppressing the facts here, but I am charging
many of the proponents with not informing this Congress of the fact that
the United Nations has gone into this
Greek situation and has, through one of·
its most important organizations, made
specific recommendations. There exists
in the United Nations an organization
called the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations. At the
request of the Greek Government itself,
this organization of the United Nations
sent a mission into Greece, and that mission worked in Greece from May through
August 1946. It made a report. I hold
that report in my hand, "Report of F. A.
0. Mission to Greece." It made 85 itemized specific recommendations for the
economic rehabilitation of Greece. The
members of this mission are all American citizens, outstanding educators, experts in their fields, and, as much as the
Committee on Un-American Activities
may try, it and no one else will ever be
in a position to charge any of these geQtlemen with having any reputation other
than that of being conservative.
For instance, the chairman of the
committee is none other than Dr. Franklin S. Harris, president of the Utah Agricultural College, located at Logan, Utah.
I cannot in this brief time give you
the 85 recommendations this organization made, but I want to give you some of
the high lights:

How do we meet it here? We meet it
here by a proposal to implement the
policy of doing what? Not of having
these sound recommendations put into
effect and bring about financial and economic stability in Greece. Our proposal
here is to wipe out, to starve and kill, the
opposition to the revtme in Greece which
has refused up to now even to .show any
semblance of initiating any of these reforms which may be very properly described as mere rudimentary economic
democracy.
It is my contention and the contention
of the gentlemen who made this comprehensive on-the-spot study and who did
not spend their time speaking to only
the rulers of Greece or the men in charge
of the police in Greece, that these recommendations, if they were put into effect,
would go a long, long way in eliminating
the existing civil strife in Greece. If
these recommendations were adopted. if
the people who are now fighting in the
hills were guaranteed the freedom about
which you gentlemen have been speaking here this afternoon there would be
no civil strife in Greece and there would
be no problem such as the President described in his speech of March 12. and
which many Members are seeking to accentuate on the floor of this House.
Why do we bypass the United Nations?
Why do we insist on ignoring the recommendations of the Food and Agricultural
Organization of the United Nations?
Why do we insist on a program that
would prevent the adoption of these reforms in Greece, reforms that would do
away with the civil strife and which
would give Greece at least some substance of economic stability':' Why is
it that we ask for legislation that would
implement a policy of merely starving or
1. A program of special feeding, regarddestroyin~; the opposition to a regime
less of religion or politics.
which refuses to accept these recom2. A program of citizen labor on repair of
mendations made by American citizens,
roads, participated in by all able-bodied
mind you, acting as agents of the United
males and also b!' the armed services.
Nations organization after a careful and
3. Curbing inflation by rationing and price
exhaustive study of the problem?
controls; expansion of industrial production;
Mr. Chairman, I recommend that beproviding funds for purchase of consumer
goods; setting up joint buying and sell1ng
tween now and tomorrow or when we
offices of the Agricultural Bank and the
vote on this bill the Members obtain this
Confederation of · Cooperatives; and underdocument and spend some time with it.
taking to negotiate exchange of goods with
I .am sure after they have they will know
countries which still have controlled foreign
much more about the situation in Greece
trade.
than they know now.
4. Restoration of export markets with the
use of proceeds for the balance of trade,
Mr. Chairman, the :?rogram before us
instead of hoarding dollars abroad.
is to starve and kill the opposition to a
5. Larger output per farm family. Breakregime that. refuses to a\!cept these reing up of large estates and raising the acreforms. That is the program set forth in
age of land cultivated per family.
this legislation, This legislation repre6. Reorganization of the Ministry of Agrisents a policy of refusal to do that which
culture.
will really aid to eradicate civil strife
7. Increased support of cooperatives and
extension of production credit to farmers.
and rfstore economic stability and free8. Abolition of the spoils system and pay
dom in Greece. Some may say, "Well,
roll padding in the Civil Service and the
the Greek Government will be forced
accepted system of graft and perquisites.
· to do this if we adopt the pending legis9. Complete reform of taxes and insistence
lation." That is impossible. The ruling
that the Government undertake to put into
class in Greece cannot maintain its
effect reforms in its tax system to make it
sinecures that it now holds on to if these
less regressive, and more like that of the
reforms were put into effect. In other
United States of America and the United
words, the Fascist rulers of Greece today
Kingdom and other developed countries.
the well-entrenched few families in
And the last and most important from anJ
Greece toaay would not be able to mainthe standpoint of this debate:
tain their posit!on of political and class
A United Nations Advisory Mission and
ruk ·s if these reforms that have been
financial aid on an international basis.
recommend~d by the United Nations
These recommendations were made by organization were adopted.
In all fairness to Great Britain, it
this very important body of the United
made ~orne effort to have some of these
Nations organization.
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reforms adopted during the period of its
disgraceful rule there. It met with
nothing but resistance, refusal, and
sabotage on the part of the Greek regime
which we are now asked to sustain with
money and with military aid. That regime cannot accept these recommendations and survive. If it accepts· these
recommendations its control of the political and the economic life of Greece
wm be destroyed. For the present ruler.s
of Greece to accept these recommendations means extinction for them. They
will hang on to their present position and
refuse to accept these recommendations.
Therefore again I sa.Y, this legislation
implements a policy not of reform so
necessary and vital for the freedom and
the economic rehabilitation of Greece,
but it implements a policy of destroying,
starving out, the people who oppose the
regime which refuses to accept these
very elementary recommendations so
necessary to a democracy, freedom and
stability in Greece.
Mrs. ST. GEORGE. Mr. Chairman,
will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MARCANTONIO. Mr. Chairman,
I yield to the gentlewoman from New
York.
Mrs. ST. GEORGE. I just want to ask
the gentleman why it is that these very
excellent recommendations of the United
Nations have not been put into effect in
Greece. How does the gentleman think
they could have been effected?
Mr. MARCANTONIO. This report was
printed, may I say to the distinguished
lady, in March 1947, right here in Wash·
ington, D. C. On March 12 the President came here and proposed unilateral
action on the part of the United States.
Certainly, that foreclosed action on the
pa.rt of the United Na.tions to carry out
these recommendations.
Now, Mr. Chahman, why are we doing
all this? We are doing it under the guise
of stop communism, and I say while we
are doing all this, we are aiding a regime
which is shot through and through with
Ff-·Scists, with Nazi ·collaborators, petty
and big Quislings. Read the roll of those
who rule Greece today: The Minister of
Public Security, the Chief of Police, the
·present King, the present Queen, blood
relatives, politically and otherwise, of
naziism. I just wonder how our men who
fought against the Nazis will feel when
they learn that we are giving aid and
comfort to a regime that is made up of
those elements who aided and gave comfort to the Nazis. I wonder how the exGI will feel when he lean-is that we pass
this legislation _which provides for the
shooting down, yes, of these guerrillas,
some of them Communists, many of them
non-Communists, but all men and women
who fought heroically against the Nazis
and against the Fascists, and thereby
saved the lives of thousands of Americans.
Why are we doing this? We are doing
this under the guise of stop communism.
I have heard that used before; so have
you. You heard it to justify the destruction of republican Spain. You heard it at
Munich; the betrayal of Czechoslovakia
and the betrayal of democracy in Europe
was alibied with the same cry, stop communism. You heard it to alibi the creation of the anti-Comintern Pact. You
heard it to excuse the terror of the AXis.
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You heard it from the lips of Hitler, Tojo,
Mussolini, and Goebbels. You heard it at
the Nuremberg trials from the lips of
the guilty, from 'Goering and Ribbent1·op.
It was used before to excuse ruthless warfare waged on the democratic people of
the world. Now monopo}y capital and its
agents set up the same cry in an attempt to stop the forward march of mankind toward freedom from fear and want.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from New York has expired.
Mr. EATON. Mr. Chairman, I yield
7 minutes to the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. FULTON].
Mr. FULTON. Mr. Chairman. may I
make a short answer to the gentleman
from New York who has just spoken on
the FAO report. That report says that
the purpose of the Mission was the longtime reconstruction and rehabilitation
of Greece and was not aimed at immediate help. It went into such things as
reconstruction of industry and rehabilitation tha-t can be done over a long
period of time, while this particular bill
of aid and assistance is aimed at the
present, immediately, so that disposes
of the FAO report on that basis.
Certainly, the FAO report clearly had
in mind that they would go to some
other nations for help, and specifically
talked of the United States helping.
Mr. MARCANTONIO. Mr. Chairman,
WiU t.he gentleman yield?
Mr. FULTON. I should like to ask
the gentleman from New York this: The
State Department on June 11, 1946, received a cablegram from Yugoslavia stating that Russia had entered into a unilateral compact with Yugoslavia for the
reconstruction of Yugoslav industry, assisting its arms industry and putting it
back into effect, and also giving them
mechanical and other equipment for their
armies. Did the gentleman on June 11,
1946, object to unilateral action by Russia
in connection with this agreement with
Yugoslavia?
Mr. MARCANTONIO. .May I say to
the gentleman that this is the first I
have heard of it. I cannot account for
the accuracy of that report.
Mr. FULTON. The gentleman may
accept it as accurate~ because I will produce the cablegram to the State Department.
Mr. MARCANTONIO. However, assuming the statement to be correct, then
I say that that action as well as this action should be handled through the
United Nations.
Mr. FULTON. So .t he gentleman now
disapproves the action of Russia on June
11, 1946; is that correct?
Mr. MARCANTONIO. I disapprove
the action of any country that takes unilateral action on any matter that involves the peace of the world.
Mr: FULTON. Including Russia?
Mr. MARCANTONIO. Including Russia, the United States, Turkey, Greece, or
any other nation in the world.
Mr. FULTON. Then if I am right in
my statement that we did receive such a
cablegram from Yugoslavia, the gentleman condemns Russia just as he condemns the United States right here, does
he not?
Mr. MARCANTONIO. I do.

Mr. FULTON. That is very interesting.
Mr. MARCANTONIO. I think . any
action should go through the United Nations when that action atiects the peace
of the world.
Now, will the gentleman let me n;1ake
a statement with respect to the FAO?
The gentleman says that it made only
long-range recommendations. I think
that if the gentleman will read the report he will find that some of those recommendations were made to be put into
effect before the initiation of the 1947
crop.
· Mr. FULTON. Yes, and did they not
say to go to the United States to get
the money?
Mr. MARCANTONIO. No; they said
to go to the United Nations, including
the United States.
Mr. FULTON. Yes.
The United
States was specifically mentioned.
Mr. MARCANTONIO. The United
States is part of the United Nations.
Mr. FULTON. I refuse to yield further.
May I correct someone else? The eminent chairman of the Committee on Ways
and Means of the House of Representatives said yesterday we were "one of the
principal sponsors of the United Nations,
yet now, less than 2 years later, we are
the first nation to attempt to nullify it
by propos.i.ng to act alont." We were
not. On June 11, 1946, Russia did it by
specific agreement with Yugoslavia. He
was wrong.
. "It means our embarkation upon a new
policy that may lead to no one knows
where." The gentleman does not know
where.
May I answer him further. I think the
Republican Party should ask the gentleman what he m~ns when he says on
page 4640 of the REcoRD, "Are we prepared for it? Can we do so with anational debt of $258,000,000,000?" Then
he states specifically, "An.d with a budget
for next year that may approximate
thirty-seven and one-half billion dollars?" These are President Truman's
exact figures, from the chairma~ of the
Committee on Ways and Means of the
Republican Party.
Mr. BENDER. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. FULTON. I yield to the gentleman from Ohio.
Mr. BENDER. With this program
and what will follow, it will be away in
excess of what that budget indicates.
Mr. FULTON. Let me answer the
gentleman from Ohio on that one. Can
we help Greece? We certainly can. The
gentleman says we are going to bankrupt
ourselves. I do not see how anybody
from Ohio, one of the gr~naries of the
country, can stand there and say that
when Time magazine on April 28 had
this to say:
THE BIN

Actually, the United States could stand
the drain on its food resources without
even tightening its belt. Production was
high. The Agriculture Department predicted
a bumper 1947 wheat crop of 1,240,000,000
bushels, compared to 1,1P5,000,000 last year.
Despite 14,000,000 more mouths than before
the war, per capita food consumption in the
United States had increased 16 percent. In
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1946 the United States supplied the world
with a net of $6,600,000,000 of goods and
services, but this was only 8.4 percent of
the total value of goods and services produced by a fat and wealthy land. Far from
scraping the bottom of the food bin, the
United. States was only spooning out its ·
resources.

May I further state that we also .have
the greatest industrial production right
around Pittsburgh, where I come from.
Look and see if anybody else can do it.
They cannot. Only the United States
under present conditions, with ingot out'put at a rate above 80,000,000 tons, can
even begin to supply the immense world
needs for steel. British industry has
only 15,000,000 tons of steel. German
industry is to be limited to 5,800,000 tons.
France has some st-eel capacity but none
for export. Russia has only 20,000,000
tons, and Japan is to l>e permitted 2,000,000 tons.
.
Mr. BENDER. What is the gentleman's point?
Mr. FULTON. That we are perfectly
able to go ahead on this program, and all
these cries of anguish about bankruptcy
from certain parties certainly amaze me.
Mr. BENDER. I read some of the
gentleman's speeches in the last campaign when he was speaking about bankruptcy.
Mr. FULTON. They were good, because I won.
Mr. BENDER. But you did not win
on this program. You did not win by
telling them you were going to vote
$400,000,000 for Greece.
Mr. FULTON. I won on a program
saying that we were going to help everyone who was friendly to us, whether they
were Republicans or Democrats, and
that whether it was in this country or
abroad we would not let anyone starve.
I do not think that we should.
Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, I yield
5 minutes to the gentleman from
Georgia [Mr. PRESTON].
Mr. PRESTON. Mr. Chairman, I do
not hold myself out as an expert on foreign a1fairs, but as a soldier in the United
States Army in the recent war I spent
20 months in Europe. Although I
learned much about the geography.
customs. habits, and political crosscurrents of Europe, I know little of the
economic and political structure of
Greece and Turkey. Few of us have
first-hand information on these phases
of the question. All of us know, however, first, that these two countries
occupy strategic geographic locations;
second, that Russia is seeking the collapse of the Greek and Turkish Governments; and, third, that Russia is engaged
in a program of expansion toward the
south and west.
If we are perfectly frank, we must
admit that Russia is conducting a bloodless war in Europe today. She is accomplishing the same results as if she had
used her military-that is, placing small
powers under communistic rule. The
question is-and it is not a complex
one-shall we move to stop Russian expansion? Or shall we listen to the familiar cry of the professional isolationist
as we did when Japan moved into Manchuria, Italy into Ethiopia, and Hitler
into the Rhinel_and? My answer to the
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question is to act, and act now, to let
Communists throughout the world know
that the issue is joined as between democracy and communism; that Godhating Communists shall not overthrow
the Christian brotherhood of man; that
the precious blood of the American soldier was not shed to make Europe an
impotent prey to the power lusts of
Russia.
If we were justified in entering Europe
in 1918 and again in 1944 with our
troops to save democracy, then we are
justified in spending our dollars there
to preserve the democracy we have saved.
We have waited too long now to take
steps to deter Soviet expansion. Long
ago we should have issued an ultimatum
to Russia that unless she agreed to an
accounting of her lend-lease accountswe would stop the ftow of millions in
manufactured goods as reparations from
the American zone of occupation in Germany.
.
This is the opportune time for America
to strike her telling blow to communism;
a time immediately following the fruitless talks recently held in Moscow; a
time when a tottering and weak government of France expelled its Communist
cabinet members, although she is facing
an industrial collapse; and a time when
the President of the United States has
decreed that no longer will any tainted
pink disciples of Stalin and Molotov hold
jobs in our departments to better sabotage our form of government. The passage of this measure at a time when
our Appropriations Committee has very
wisely decided to recommend the continuance of our Voi'ce of America
broadcasts to Russia will have a telling
effect throughout the war-weakened nations who are valiantly fighting communism in the face of starvation and sickness.
Yes; it can be said with great truth
that not one of us can foretell the
eventual results of our passage of or failure to pass this measure, but I, for one,
want to be recorded as favoring the
spending of dollars to do something now
that may prevent the spending of blood
in the future.
To you who choose to take the course
of an isOlationist, I would say: Turn back
the pages of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
and look at the names of those who
voted against repeal of the Neutrality
Act, against arming the merchant marine, lend-lease, and selective service.
They thought they were right, too.
Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, I yield
5 minutes to the gentleman from South
Carolina [Mr. DoRN].
Mr. DORN. Mr. Chairman, I would
jus-t like to say to the House today that
quite a few of us UI's who served in
World War II are disillusioned. I know
those of you who were in Europe, if you
wilJ turn back with me, w:n rerr.P-mber
how the Army publication, Stars and
Stripes, from day to day cartooned the
picture of Joe Stalin as one of the finest
men who ever lived; a smiling benefactor
to humanity. And they talked of the GI,
when the war was over, as returning to
a home with little kids playing all
around-a perfect idea of Utopia. But
I tell you, gentlemen, that millennium

days have not come. Utopia is not here.
They told us if we would just go ahead
and get rid of Hitler the world would
be a great place in which to live. Mr.
Chairman, you have another dictator in
his place today in Europe. If we get rid
of him, who will be the next? I tell you
frankly, I reluctantly will vote for this
bili and pray that some good will come
of it. I have heard a lot of talk the last
few days about realism. Let us be really
and· truly realistic. If we are going. to
send this loan to Greece and Turkey, let
us back it up with a great army and navy
and air force second to none in the
world. That fs one foreign policy that
America has never adopted in peacetime.
That is, maintaining an adequate national defense. I favor that today as a
safeguard to peace. Let me remind the
membership that when the Roman legion was the most feared force in the
world, that was the greatest era of peace
that the world has ever known. Not a
major war for 300 to 500 years. After
the Dark Ages, when Britannia ruled
the waves, how many nations of this
world were prevented from aggression by
the power of the British Navy? I -tell
you today that the only thing th9zt will
stop Russia at the Dardanelles is not this
$400,000,000 that we are voting, but an
air force right here in the United States
·Of America that can bomb Moscow, that
can strike at the industrial potential beyond the Ural Mountains. That and
that alone, and the knowledge that we
have the atomic bomb and are willing
· and prepared to use it, that and that
alone will prevent Russia from moving
on the Dardanelles or into Turkey and
Greece.
Mr. Chairman, the Scripture says that
1
'a wise man's eyes are upon the things
about him, but a fool's eyes are in the
ends of the earth." Let us not neglect our
home front and the power of our home
base, which is the one that really counts.
France put her trust in her Maginot
line only to have her armies defeated
from within. The great Roman legion,
feared as it was through the then known
world, was finally overcome from within.
The great civilizations of the past have
fallen mostly from within. I will vote for
this loan, but along with it, Mr. Chairman, let us vote adequate national defense to back up our foreign policy. Let
us take up where the British Government
is no longer able to patrol the seas and
have an air force that will put fear into
the heart of any would-be world .con.
queror.
Mr. BENDER. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. DORN. I yield.
Mr. BENDER. In line with what the
gentleman is saying, does he not think
we ought to stop the sale of our surplus
war materials?
Mr. DORN. The gentleman is absolutely correct.
I am told, I know not whether it be
true, but I am told that right now goods
are being loaded on ships at ~orfolk, New
Orleans, and elsewhere and being sent to
Russia. I am opposed to that policy.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from South Carolina has expired.
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·Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, I yield
4 minutes to the gentleman from North
Carolina [Mr. JONESJ.
Mr. JONES of North Carolina. Mr.
Chairman, the proposal to extend American aid to Greece and Turkey, as I see
it, is based upon two considerations:
humanitarianism and the national security of the United States.
Greece resisted the Axis invaders heroically, but was overcome by superior
forces and suffered tremendously from
She
mistreatment and spoliation.
emerged from the war a shattered nation. Recovery would have been diffi ..
cult at best; under postwar conditions,
with rival groups fighting for control of
the country, recovery has been impossible. Political stabilization is necessary
in order for the Gre2k people to achieve
economic recovery and rebuild their
homeland.
The record of the Greeks in the recent
war should have earned them the gratitude not only of the United States but
·of all the Allies, and the right to work
out their future in peace, with such financial assistance as they might require.
The war record of Greece and the historic friendship between the Greek and
American peoples would, I believe, dispose our people and our Government to
~id the Greeks from motives of sympathy, even if other considerations were
lacking.
In the case of Turkey, sentiment does
not sway us as strongly, though Turkey
conducted herself during the war to the
advantage of the Allied cause, which she
formally joined in the closing months of
the conflict. In the matter before us
the case of Turkey is strategically tied
up with that of Greece, and therefore
the two countries should be considered
together. ·
Now, the question of American aid
to Greece and Turkey cannot properly
be examined save in the context of the
current international situation. I must
confess that I find that situation disquieting. I refer mainly to the uneasy
relations between the United States and
the Soviet Union. Frankly, I find it
difficult to reconcile the occasional conciliatory statements attributed to Generalissimo Stalin. with the more bellicose
.s tatements of other Soviet spokesmen
and-what is much more importantthe aggressive policies of the Soviet Government and its Communist adherents
in other countries.
President Truman stated the situation
concisely in his message to Congress on
March 12, when he said:
At the present moment in world history
nearly every nation must choose between
alternative ways ,of life. The choice is too
often not a free one.
One way of life is based upon the will of
the majority, and is distinguished by free
institutions, representative government, free
elections, guarantees of individual liberty,
freedom of speech and religion, and freedom
from political oppression.
The second way of life is based upon the
will of a minority forcibly imposed upon the
majority. It relies upon terror ar ·1 oppression, a co~trolled press and radio, fixed elections, and the suppression of personal freedoms.
I believe that it must be the policy of
the United States to support free peop les
who are resisting attempted subjugation by
armed minorities or by outside pressures.
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In the face of the self-evident Soviet
policy of expansion, the democratic way
of life-of which the United States is the
foremost exponent-is challenged to
maintain its position, or to give way by
default. If we are realistic, we must
face the fact that-through Soviet
choosing, not ours-we· confront Soviet
communism across a common frontier in
Germany, in Austria, in Korea-and,
most important of all, across a common
frontier in the minds of men everywhere.
The m aning of this, in my opinion, is
that we must either stand our ground, or
retreat. I believe that, since the Soviet
Union chooses to repulse all our efforts
to eliminate the barriers between us, it
is to our best interest to maintain the
frontiers as far from our ·own s'lores as
possible, and not wait for communism to
encroach upon our own territory.
Greece and Turkey comprise one area
where the frontier is not stable, or where
stability is threatened by Communist
pressure. The United States cannot ignore the obvious evidence that Soviet ·
communism is pressing to advance to
the shores of the Aegean and into the
Middle East, where the equilibrium is
delicately balanced at best. It is a matter of record, as the President stated,
that "the very existence of the Greek
state is today threatened by the terrorist activities of several thousand armed
men, led by Communists."· At the Paris
Peace Conference, the Soviet delegate
supported Bulgarian demands for Greek
territory in western Thrace. The Soviet
Government has exerted strong pressure
on Turkey in an effort to obtain a preferred position in control of the Dardanelles and military bases on that strategic waterway, which runs through entirely Turkish territory. The Government-controlled Soviet press and radio
have waged a determined propaganda
campaign ·for annexation of territory in
the eastern provinces of Turkey-an area
specifically awarded to Turkey in, the
Treaty of Moscow, signed by Turkey and
the Soviet Union in 1921. It is well to
remember that these lands in eastern
Turkey are adjacent to northern Iran,
where Soviet troops last year over-stayed
their treaty deadline by 2 months, and
a Soviet-sponsored rebel group seized
power until put down by the Iranian
Government.
It has been charged that the present
Governments of Greece and Turkey are
not fully democratic, and therefore do
not deserve our support. Though they
fall short of perfection, these Governments were chosen by the people of their
respective countries, and were not imposed by force controlled from without.
I maintain that the substitution of aggressive communism for the imperfecf
Governments of Greece and Turkey
would not solve the basic issues, but
would make the solution more difficult.
I am not an alarmist, and I do not
mean to imply that war is inevitable, or
even imminent. But realism compels us
to recognize that we are engaged in a
struggle to determine which parts of the
world are to be dominated by the Communists and which parts left free to
choose their own way of life. I am con-

vinced that the Soviet Government is
not ready for war, and does not desire
war, but is determined to keep expanding the areas under Communist domination by every means short of war. I believe that an American foreign policy
exemplified by the proposal to aid Greece
and Turkey is our most effective means
to prevent war, by delimiting the area
of Communist expansion and exploitation and by stabilizing the frontiers between communism and the democracies.
Perhaps with each at work behind its
frontiers, both systems can learn to cooperate for world peace-as Stalin professes the Soviets want to do, and as the
United States has demonstrated it wants
to do.
I desire to make one further point,
concerning the relation of American
policy to the United Nations. I think
it is useful to recall that Great Britain
was aiding both Greece and Turkey, at
the request of those two countries. This
arrangement was strictly a matter between governments, and was not a concern of the United Nations. When
Britain served notice that she no longer
could continue that arrangement, the
governments of Greece and Turkey
appealed directly to the Government of
the United States. As for me, I fail to
see the logic of the objections raised
to the replacement of Great Britain by·
the United States as the nation supply.
ing the financial and economic aid required by Greece and Turkey, without
special reference to the United Nations.
This is particularly true when the U.N.,
and its subsidiary organizations, are
without funds to· respond to the urgent
requests of those two GOUntries. Clearly,
it seems to me that this is a matter
that necessarily must be handled outside the U. N. As President Truman
declared:
In helping free and independent nations
to maintain their freedom, the United States
will be giving effect to the principles of
the Charter of the United Nations.

American aid to Greece and Turkey
would contribute to the strengthening
of the United Nations because it would
contribute to the political stability and
economic well-being that are essential
to the preservation of peace, and to the
maintenance of the national security of
the United States.
May I say in conclusion that I am
heartily in favor of the President's recommendation of a loan of $400,000,000
to Greece and Turkey and shall vote
accordingly when the bill comes on for
a final vote in the House of Representatives.
Mr. EATON. Mr. Chairman, I yield
6 minutes _to the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. KUNKEL].
GREEK-TURKISH Mn.ITARY MISSION

· Mr.. KUNKEL. Mr. Chairman, the
proposed policy of intervention in
Greece and Turkey is limitless. President Truman said: "I believe that it
must be the policy of the United States
to. support free peoples who are resisting attempted subjugation by armed
minorities or by outside pressure." This
sets no reservation on the type, the
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scope, or the place of the proposed help
and support. It is clearly global and
permanent in its application.
While at first glance it might seem as
though the United States would determine this policy, upon careful analysis,
actual control would rest with Russia.
Russia could, and no doubt would, stir
up the domestic strife or the outside
pressure wherever and whenever Russia
wanted to force intervention by the
United States. Russia would be able to
force the extension of the policy to various areas of the world, carefully selected
by the Kremlin. By Russia's actions, the
United States could be forced to overextend itself or to abandon the policy,
either of which would be most unfortunate. Indeed, either would be fatal.
Some kind of control of these countries from Washington must result. If
this were not so, there would· be no point
at all to the program. Would we move
in to prevent communism and yet allow
the natives freely to choose communism?
Russia has deviated from the original
theory of Karl Marx in some respects.
Stalin uses communism as an instrument of Russian nationalistic policy.
He has abandoned the Marxian theory,
as practiced by Lenin and Trotsky, of a
general world revolution of international
character, but he retains the theory of a
world revolution for the benefit of Russian nationalism. Marxian theory still
dominates Russian policy. The basic
axiom of Karl Marx is that world capitalism leads to an inevitable crisis, that
this crisis is the mother of communistic
revolution and that, therefore, the sooner
the crisis comes, the sooner will the world
revolution be accomplished. Hence, the
cornerstone of Russian policy is to precipitate economic crisis in capital:stic
and democratic nations, particularly in
the United States, the strongest one of
all . . Premier Stalin referred to this in
his famous speech of February 9, 1946.
What Russia has done during the past
years in general conforms to this thesis.
If the United States embarks upon a policy which will deplete and weaken its
strength and its resources, then we are
actually playing into the hands of the
Soviet Union and the Communists. We
· will be doing for the Soviet Union what
they are unable and impotent to ·do for
themselves. We will be enabling the
Soviets to control indirectly our own
domestic economy. By forcing us to expand and affirm at her will, she will decide what we are to make and to do here
at home.
•
The uncompromising attitude of Russia in respect to Germany supports this
thought. This was the key question to
settle with Russia in the Moscow Conference. Secretary Marshall failed to
reach some kind of an agreement whereby the load would be lifted from the
United States. He has been unable .to
do so. Before Moscow, a settlement in
respect to Austria was widely anticipated. This failure is even more significant.
This country, with some help from the
United Kingdom, has been supplying
western Germany, the British and American occupation zones, with goods valued
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at more than $500,000,000 per year.
From eastern Germany, Russia first took
factories and equipment. After the Russians found they were unable to set these
factories up in Russia and make them
work, the Russians then changed their
method, leaving the factories in Germany and taking the goods currently
produced from the factories: Russia has
been taking goods currently produced
equal to $500,000,000 which the United
States is · putting into Germany and
which may have to be put into
Germany· at least until some kind
of agreement is reached. The division
of Germany gave Russia the self-supporting agricultural section of eastern
Germany. The western .section, under
the British and American control, cannot feed itself, and never did. In this
area, the vast majority of the population of Germany have poured-Germans from various other European countries, such as Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia,
as well as refugees from - the Russian
· zone. In spite of German territory taken
by Russia and Poland, the population
of the present curtailed Germany is
larger than that of prewar Germany.
Seventy-two million Germans are being
· crowded into an area one-quarter smaller than the whole prewar Germany which
supported only 69,000,000 Germans. A
square kilometer of German land will
have an average of 200 inhabitants compared to 168 before the war. This creates
the problem of either a continued drain
on American resources or, according to
President Hoover, letting 25,000,000 Germans starve. The situation will continue
until some kind of an agreement whereby Germany can support itself eventually is reached. The French see in
this the threat of a future demand for
expansion by Germany and hence, a
threat to France.
The net effect of the present policy is
for the American taxpayer to feed the
Germans so that the Germans cari work
and produce goods to turn over to the
Russians for reparations. Almost exactly the same thing happened between
1924 and 1931. Then the United States
loaned Germany over $2,000,000,000
which was never repaid but out of which
most of the reparations sent to France
and Britain came. Today our expenditures amount to a subsidy to Russia just
as in the former case it amounted to a
subsidy to France and Britain. It is entirely inconsistent with President Truman's position on the Greek-Turkish
question. We are asked to supply $400,000,000 to erect a bulwark against Russia
in Greece and Turkey, while at the same
time the policY. in Germany is to give
Russia $400,000,000 to $500,000,000 worth
of goods to bolster her economy for futu.re expansion. The same can be said
of the Italian Peace Treaty, under which
we would supply funds and goods to
Italy, while Italy would be required to
pay reparations to Russia and Yugoslavia. Secretary Marshall is attempting to negotiate an agreement under
which Germany can repay us for all
sums advanced and can become selfsu,pporting, and thereafter, but only
thereafter, undertake the task of paying
reparations to other countries. The ~us-

sian policy certainly seems to be desjgned to drain -our resources, to keep
this load upon our backs. This pattern
is completely clear in every phase of Soviet policy.
in ex-President Hoover's report on
feeding the Germans, he calls attention
to the fact that, under a limitation imposed by Russia, and I quote from . his
report:
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strong opposition to the Truman doctrine
in the British Isles themselves.
It is entirely in the cards that we may
be called upon. to take over further British commitments, particularly those in
the British-occupied zone of Germany.
It is reported that discussions have taken
place as to what the United States should
do after the British withdraw from India
in 1948. Russian aid to the Chinese Communists might well force our reentry into
The fishing grounds in the Baltic and
China. All these moves and proposals
North Seas are being limited against Germans fishing. As there are ample supplies of
must be taken into account in deciding
fish in these seas,. it seems a pity that British
this question.
and American taxpayers are called upon to
From parts of the foregoing you can
furnish food in substitution for fish the
readily see why I oppose this program.
Germans could catch for themselves.
Mr. BENDER. Mr. Chairman, will the
Fish are one of the finest proteins in gentleman yield?
Mr. KUNKEL. I yield to the· gentlethe world. Proteins are most needed in
Germany. The American taxpayers are man from Ohio.
Mr. BENDER. Does not the gentleman
required to send protein or protein -sub-·
stitutes all the way across the .ocean to feel that, if we undertake this policy, we
Germany in order to supply a commodity might just as weiJ tell the gentleman
quite freely available off their own from New York, JoHN TABER, and his
Committee on Appropriations to stop
coast line.
I used to play chess quite frequently. trying to reduce Army and Navy exIn chess, before making a move, you al- penses and other expenses, because . in
ways study the probable continuation or line with the argument made by the genvariation your opponent will adopt. tleman from South Carolina [Mr. DoRNl
What move will he .make to counter or we are on the march?
Mr. KUNKEL. We are on the march,
offset yours? The Russian counter move
to the Greek-Turkish program seems to and as the gentleman from Nebraska
me not only obvious but also deadly effec- [Mr. BUFFETT] has pointed out, we have
opened the door to every country of the
tive. It will be under their control.
There is another phase. Once we an~ world to come in and request aid from us
nounce our intention of advancing loans on the ground of combating communism.
and missions to check communism How can you refuse them if they can
everywhere, we have advertised to every present any kind of a legitimate case?
Mr. EATON. Mr. Chairman, 3 mingovernment throughout the world that
they can call on us with reasonable hope utes to the gentleman from Pennsylof success for any Communist menace, vania [Mr. CHADWICK].
Mr. CHADWICK. Mr. Chairman, I
whether real or faked. If all this keeps
up long enough, one uf these days we will shall content myself with less time than
be broke · and totalitarian ourselves. the distinguished chairman of the comDorothy Thompson said, a few days ago, · mittee has granted me. I do not rise to
in which she developed this thought quite suggest any particular answer for the
question before us, but rather to define if
clearly. To quote:
I can, and for my own purposes, the
There is also a more immediate danger
nature of the problem as it presents itself
tha.n that it will lead us into war. It might,
to me.
instead, lead us into bankruptcy. • • •
I envy those of my colleagues who find
The greatest barrier against the spread of
this question simple and uncomplicated,
communism the instrument of Russian messianic imperialism, is a prosperous, solvent
and who have a completely apt answer
America.
which fully satisfies them. I notice that
• • • The quickest way to communism
in such cases the answer is almost inis American bankruptcy after a failure of
variably on the negative, ·.vhich is itself
dollar diplomacy-more dollar than diplonot without significance.
macy-that, plus war hysteria.
I also observe that a majority ,of' my
I say, if we adopt this Truman doctrine, constituents who have addressed me on
Russia will totalitarianize this country this subject also find the question more
without firing a popgun.
simple than it appears to me, and that
We can draw some lessons from the they too are negatively minded. Perhaps
British on this. The situation within they are right.
But it seems to me that . the negative
the United Kingdom today, combined
with the changes occurring externally in approach to this question is based upon
the British Empire, deserve constant a misconception of its character. There
study. Recently, speaking in Richmond, are obviously many who feel t,hat if we
Va., Lord Inverchapel, the British Am- can only avoid adopting this bill we wili
bassador to the United States, frankly be safe-safe from· war; safe from national bankruptcy; safe even from t,h e
said:
necessity of making hard decisions.
I am prepared to concede that weThey seem to think that this problem,
The British Empirelike the fabled unicorn, has only one
may have overdone our expenditure abroad.
horn, and that to avoid its cruel possibiliIn fact, we have. That is why we have come
ties is the ultimate good. But this queshere to ask your Government to take over
tion is not that kind of a-n animal; it is,
our financial responsibllities in Greece and
on the contrary, a dilemma; and there is
Turkey.
nothing merely fabulous about dilemYet, from the accounts of Wallace's _ mas; they are part of the stubborn stnif
trip to the United Kingdom, there is a of life,· of our urgent realities.
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This question threatens us with two declared policy of the United States on
horns, on one of which we must volun- Palestine.
tarily impale ourselves by our collective
Now comes Secretary of State Marvote. Both are about equally grim. To shall who believes it would be premasupport this bill is to abandon a national ture for the United States to formulate
policy which had its first expression in its policy on Palestine. What about the
Washington's Farewell Address; to sup- two resolutions passed by Congress which
port this bill is to advance our declared called for unlimited immigration of Jews
sphere of national interest to the very into Palestine, for close settlement on the
core of the Near East, at the hottest spot land and the eventual establishment
on an already overheated globe. It therein of a Jewish democratic commonmeans that we are deliberately toeing up wealth? What about the planks in the
to the Russian bear; and that, Mr. Chair- platforms of both the Republican and
man, is quite a chore. Let us have no Democratic Parties in the last Presidential campaign which advocated the
mistake about that.
But not to support this bill is itself same? What about the testimony of
an affirmative decision; a decision to our Nation as embodied in forthright
abandon any 'effort to face up to our declarations of Presidents Wilson, Hardinternational problems and try to alter ing, Coolidge, Hoover, Roosevelt, and
them to our advantage by courage and Truman?
firmness; a decision to-repeat past errors,
President Roosevelt said:
rather than profit by them; a decision to
I know how long and ardently the Jewish
repudiate the responsibility which our people have worked and prayed for the estabConstitution clearly commits to the Ex- lishment of Palestine as a free and demoecutive; and finally, a rejection of the cratic Jewish commonwealth. I am conleadership. of the one man in America vinced that the 1\merican p~ople give tpeir
to this aim, and if re-elected I shall
in whose wisdom, courage and proven support
help to bring about its realization.
competence we all place the highest trust.
President Truman said:
To me, this has never been an issue of
humanitarianism, in the smaller and
It is only natural, therefore, that this Govnow more generally accepted sense of ernment should favor at this tim~ the entry
the word; it is not merely a matter of into Palestine of considerable numbers of
"opposing the spread of communism" displaced Jews in Europe, not only that they
find ::,helter there but also that they
in foreign lands; it is rather a move in may
contribute their talents and energies to
the field of international relationships, may
the upbullding of the Jewish national home:
an o:peration of over-all and major .
Perhaps Palestine is a new subject for
strategy. I have neither the personal
knowledge nor the experience to reach . Mr. Marshall, but it is not a new subject
any finally satisfying conclusion as to for the Nation. Perhaps he is being
its ultimate wisdom. l3ut I believe that briefed by Mr. Loy Henderson, the
the man who has already steered this Arabphile. I do not wonder that he is
Nation's cause at one of the most critical possibly confused. He must know, howjunctures of history, is probably the best ever, that his party is pledged, as is his
equipped American to guide us in this chief, President Truman, to demand the
new emergency. I hope that none, even abrogation of the Malcolm MacDonald
among my constituen~ . will disparage white paper of 1939 which shamelessly
him a.s being a "militarist"; he is a closed the doors of Palestine to escaping
soldier, but he is also a statesman of the Jews. He must be aware of the inconfirst order.
sistent attitude of our delegates at the
I am going to vote for this bill, not General Assemb!y, who but for the delewithout the deepest concern for the gates of the small nations would have
future, but because, being in doubt, I even precluded Jewish representation
revert to my basic philosophy that lead- from appearing before Committee No. 1,
ership is the sine qua non of all security, the Political and Security Committee.
Does Mr. Marshall forget the six mifall success, and all progress; and I am
willing to trust the foreign relations of lion killed in Hitler's charnel houses?
America to the leadership of General He dare not forget that. The Jews must
Marshall.
have a voice, although they have no vote.
Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, I yield Who is to speak for them unless they
5 minutes to the gentleman from New speak for themselves? Mr. Austin, apYork [Mr. CELLER].
parently, does not speak for them.
There is something indecent about the
Mr. CELLER. Mr. Chairman, we have
a task force in the eastern Mediterra- way Great Britain's spokesmen and
nean. We have a foothold in Saudi American spokesmen and Indian spokesArabia where the Arabian-American Oil men, and even Arabian spokesmen, begin
Co. will pay six billions for oil conces- with an apology about Jewish suffering
sions to Ibn Saud and his 600 sons. We and Jewish martyrdom and end up with
will soon be in Turkey and Greece. The a verbal shrug. Never mind these apoladministration is definite about its policy ogies. Never mind the soft-soap. Do
in those places, but what about the vacil- not bother with the dripping sentimenlation in Palestine in the Near East. In talities. Say your piece and do not bother
the instance of Greece, compulsion comes
to prettify it. The insistent note of
from the East and in the instance of the hypocrisy is by this time a maddening
Holy Land, the oppression comes from monotone.
the West. May I ask, "Do we measure
The Arabs in full dress and full parade
have seized upon their advantage and
evil by who fosters it?"
It is difficult to comprehend the atti- have stated their arguments and disttide of our delegates to the UN, Warren torted the truth before the General AsAustin and Herschel Johnson. They sembly. But Warren Austin and Herhave given less than lip service to the schel Johnson would have precluded the

-
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Jews from replying. Do they not want
the truth? The whole question of Palestine revolves about the Jewish stake in
Palestine, and yet it is claimed they are
not entitled to representation. They are
relegated to the antechamber, cooling
their heels while their fate is decided.
And what does all this sound and fury,
this procedural tangle add up to, all this
feverish debate and thumbing of memorandum, and the whispered metings between the Arabs and the British and the
United States, all the sage remarks of
our columnists and the breathless reporting of our radio commenators?
What will be the sum total? Another
investigatory commission, the twentieth
of its kind. And what, too, if that commission probes and searches and listens
to testimony of all sides and recommends
in.all sincerity what it considers the best
of solutions? If not acceptable to Great
Britain, then she will dismiss the commission with the usual British civility
and proceed on her devastating way in
Palestine.
Will this farce never be played out?
Will commission follow commission in
an endless merry-go-round? How much
can one people endure?
Well-wishers of Jews and the Jews
themselves, the people of our country,
can expect little from those in the middle
echelons of the British Foreign Office of
our own State Department. The Loy
Hendersons have their counterparts in
the assistants to Bevin at Whitehall
Street. Most of those having to do with
Palestine were educated or spent a long
period of time in the Middle East. Henderson, who is Director of the Office of
Near Eastern Affairs, was Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to
Iraq. Gordon P. Merriam, Chief of the
Division of Near Eastern Affairs, was a
teacher of English and geography at
Robert College, Constantinople, and was
vice consul and consul at various times
at Beirut, Damascus, Aleppo, and Istanbul. He was secretary of the Embassy
at Cairio as well as at Tehran. In turn,
Evan Wilson, assistant to Merriam, was
vice consul at Cairo.
These men have all taken on the color
of their surroundings and have become
Araphiles. In fact, they are more Arab
than the Moslems. · They never walked
and talked with the fellahin, the humble
denizens of Arabia, but they were wined
and dined by the :')ashas and emirs and
caliphs and courted by the British Foreign Office on all occasions.
Mr. Loy Henderson had the audacity
some years ago to try to explain to me
that the splitting off of Trans Jordan
from Palestine and the promulgation of
the white paper of 1939 were not violations of the Anglo-American Treaty of
1924.

We see these devil's advocates acting
behind the silken curtain when they attempted unduly to influence the American members of the Anglo-American Inquiry· Committee. Bartley Crum in his
book speaks of the action of Loy Handerson in attempting to brief him and
his colleagues. He wanted to have them
prejudge the whole subject of Palestine
before there was any inQUiry.
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We see Evan Wilson as the villain of
the piece. He accompanied the American members of the inquiry committee
and sought to pressure them. Wilson
used the phrase, "an aroused Arab
world." He spoke of Britain's life line
and as he did Bartley Crum "heard in
my mind again the careful words of Loy
Henderson."
The presence, too, at Flushing Meadows, of the State Department oil expert,
Hayden Raynor, is very significant.
These are the mischief makers who
sabotage the declared congressional and
executive policy of 'the United States.
Perhaps they applaud the appearance of
the members of the higher Arab committee before the political and security committee. This is the same Arab higher
committee, most of whose members, according to British and American intelligence reports, played the pro-Axis game
in the last war. It is headed by the Hitler stooge, the Grand Mufti, who in his
broadcasts from Berlin encouraged the
Moslems to fight against the Allies, who
organized the Arab brigade that killed
Allied soldiers. He should long since
have been hanged as a war criminal on
a gibbet five times higher than the one
from which Haman hanged.
It is high time that our State Department spurned the Loy Hendersons and
Gordon Merriams and Evan Wilsons and
refused to dance to the tune called by
the British Foreign Office. It is high
time our Palestine policy were made by
the President of the United States and
the Secretary of State and not by our
striped-trousered underling saboteurs.
Mr. EATON. Mr~ Chairman, I yield 7
minutes to the gentleman from lllinois
[Mr. BUSBEY].
Mr. BUSBEY. Mr. Chairman, we are
advised that the $400,000,000 provided in
H. R. 2616 is to be given to Greece and
Turkey to stop communism. I challenge anyone to show me how communism is going to be stopped b~ the granting of this gift.
I must admit, however, that it is encouraging to see the President of the
United States, after all these years,
·finally acknowledge there is such a thing
as a Communist threat in this world.
There are many pf us who have been
trying to point out the dangers of communism to the people of this country,
as well as those in high places in our
Government, and as a result of our patriotic efforts have had to stand up under
one of the most vicious smear campaigns
that has existed in the history of our
country. We were called Red baiters,
witch hunters, Fascists, Hitlerites, and
many other names which are all a part
of the familiar technique of the Communist, left-wing, and fellow-traveler
groups in this country.
Instead of stopping communism, the
granting of this gift will only act as t.n
invitation for any country in the world
to come to us with the plea 'that its Government is threatened by communism
and ask for gifts for the purpose of
stopping communism. It is only reasonable to assume that· if these ·gif·t s are not
granted, the· United States will then be
charged with taking an unfriendly atu.:.
tude toward those who -are refused.
XCIII--299

Already many countries are lining up
with hat in hand ready to ask for these
gifts if they are granted to Greece and
Turkey.
You can no sooner stop communism
by granting gifts to the various countries
of the world than you were able to stop
people from drinking when the eighteen~h amendment was added to the Constitution. Friendship is something you
cannot buy. It is something you must
earn, and, in order tc earn it, you must
have a definite program better than
communism, and a means of conveying
that program to the peoples of the world.
The Communists, through the Soviet Socialist Republics of Russia, have had a
·very definite foreign policy of world revolution from the beginning of the Lenin
regime. They not only stick to it but
work at it consistently throughout the
world in every country. On the other
hand, the United States of America has
·n ot had a definite foreign policy and no
one seems to know from year to year in
what direction we are going. Combatting the ideologies of communism is an
educational problem and not a monetary
one.
It Is encouraging, at least to a slight
degree, to see the President of the United
States recognize the threat, and I hope
a practical and constructive program will
be offered by him to meet this menace,
particularly here at home.
I received a letter the other day from
one of my constituents and he raised a
question which I think very aptly states.
the point:
Did it ever occur to you that a lot of people
in the United States think it is more important to protect the Potomac from the Communists than the Dardanelles?
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- We have actually been appeasing
Soviet Russia for the past 11 years. In
fact, we started appeasing Russia when
President Roosevelt, through Ambassador Bullitt, in August of 1935, charged
Soviet Russia with violating her pledge
of November 16, 1933, the conditions
under which we gave her recognition.
The exchange of these communications
regarding the violation of Russia's pledge
makes very interesting reading at this
particular time. These communications
were released by the Department of
State on SaturdaY, August 31, 1935, and
they were as follows:
VIOLATION BY XHE SOVIET GOVERNMENT OF ITS
PLEDGE OF NOVEMBER 16, 1933-NOTE OF
PROTEST BY THE UNITED STATES

(Released August 25)
The following is the text of the note presented today to the Acting People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs at Moscow by Ambas:sador Bullitt and thereafter made available to
the press at Moscow by Ambassador Bullltt:
"Under instructions from my Government,
I have the honor to call attention to the activities, involving interference in the internal
affairs of .the United States, which have taken
place on the territory of ne Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics in connection with the
VII All-World Congress of the Communist
International, and, on behalf of the Government of the United States, to lodge a most
emphatic protest against this :flagrant violation of the pledge given by the Government
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on
November 16, 1933, with respect to noninterference in the internal affairs of the United
States.
"That pledge, which was given by the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics as a result of the discussions which
.took place prior to the establishment of
diplomatic relations between the United
States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. reads in full as follows:

"WASHINGTON. November 16, 1933.
Anticipating that some Members of this
FRANKLIN D. RooSEVELT,
House might raise the point here by say- "Mr.
"President of the United States ot America,
ing, Did not the President in his Execu"The White . ~ouse.
tive order of March 22, 1947, recognize
"MY DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: I have the honor
the threat of Communists on the Poto- to inform you that coincident with the estabmac, particularly those employed by the lishment of diplomatic relations between our
Federal Government, and prescribed pro- two Governments it will be the fixed policy of
cedures for eliminating them from public the Government of the Union of Soviet Reoffice?, I have studied this release very ,publics:
"1. To respect scrupulously the indisput~
carefully; and, notwithstanding the . able
rights of the United States to order its
.screaming headlines of the press on the own life within its own jurisdiction in its
fo~lowing day to the eft'ect that Mr. Truown way and to refrain from interfering in
. man was going to get rid of Reds in . any manner in the internal affairs of the
·Government, there is nothing in the United States, its Territories and possessions.
"2. To refrain, and to restrain all persons
Executive order that will expedite or
assist in getting rid of these subversives. in government service and all organizations
It may come as somewhat of a shock to of the Government or under its direct or
indirect control, including organizations in
you to know that in the opinion of a receipt
of any financial assistance from i~,
great many people, as well as myself, who from
any act overt or covert liable in any way
have studied this Executive order, sin- whatsoever to injure the tranqulllity, prospe~;
cerely believe that it will be twice as hard ity, orde_r, or security of the whole or any part
to remove these Benedict Arnolds from of the United States, its Territories or possesour pay rolls under the President's order. sions, and, in particular, from any act tending
Ever since we recognized Soviet Russia to incite or encourage armed interventions,
any agitation or propaganda having as an
in 1933 we have done nothing but ap- or
':he violation of the territorial integrity
pease her. We have written numerous aim,
of the United Sta·ces, its Territories or possesletters of protest, arid our Ambassapors sions, or the bringing about by force of a
to Soviet Russia have made many verbal change in the political or social order of the
protests, but nothing was ever accom- whole or any part of the United States, its
plished. We ·have let Russia dominate territories or possessions.
"3. Not to permit the formation or resiFinland, arid take over completely such
countries as Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, dence on its territory of any organization or
group-and to prevent the activity on its
~ and let her set up puppet governments in
of any organization or group, or of
Poland, Bulgaria, Rumania, Yugoslavia, territory
representatives or officials of any organiza. and many other places. Why did we not · tton or group-which make~ claim to be the
·.call her hand at that time rather than at Government of. or makes attempt upon the
territorial integrity of, the United States, its
this late date?
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territories or possessions; not to form, subsidize, support or permit on its territory mmtary organizations or groups having the aim
of armed struggle against the United States,
its territories or possessions, and to prevent
any recruiting on behalf of such organizations and groups.
"4. Not to permit the formation or residence on its territory of any organization or
group-and to prevent the activity on its territory of any organization or group, or of
representatives or (j.Jlcials of any organization or group-which has as an aim the overthrow or the preparation for the overthrow of,
or the bringing about by force of a change in,
the political or social order of the whole or
any part of the United States, its territories
or possessions.
"I am, my dear Mr. President,
"Very sincerely yours,
"MAXIM LITVIN OFF,

"People's Commtssar tor Foreign Affairs,
"Union of _Soviet Socialist -Republics."

"My Government invites particular attention to the obligations of the Government of
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics contained in the J:3ragraph numbered 4:
"In view of the fact. that the aim and activity of an organization, such as the Congress of the Communist Internatio!lal, functioning on the territory of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, cannot be unknown to the Government of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, it does not seem
_necessary to present material to show the
aim .of the .Congress of the Communist International with respect to the political or
social order of the United States or to quote
from the· published proceedings of the congress to show its activity relative to the internal affairs of the United States •• as evidenced in the discussion at the congress of
the policies and activities of the Communist
organization in the United States and the
determnation and formulation by the congress of policies to be carried out in the
United States by the Communist organization in the United States. Nor does it appear necessary to list the names of representatives or omcials of the Communist or·ganization in the ·United States who were active at the above-mentioned congress whose
admissions into the territory of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics was, of course,
known to the Government of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics.
"As I have pointed out to the People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs when discussing
earlier violations of the undertaking of November 16, 1933, the American people resent
most strongly interference by foreign countries in their internal affairs, regardless of the
nature or probable result of such interference,
and the Government of the United States
considers the strict fulfillment of the pledge
of noninterference an essential prerequisite
to the maintenance of normal and friendly
relations between the United States and the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
"The Government of the United States
would be lacking in candor if it failed to state
frankly that it anticipates the most serious
consequences if the Government of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics is unwilling, or
unable, to take appropriate measures to prevent further acts in disregard of the solemn
pledge given by it to the Government of the
United States.
"I may add that it is a source of regret
that in the present international situation
the development of friendly relations between the Russian and American peoples will
inevitably be precluded by the continuance
on territory of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republ1cs, in violation of the promise of the
Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, of activities involving interference in the internal affairs of the American
people."
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"The recent note of this Government · to
the Government of the Soviet Union and the
(Released August 27)
. reply of that government raises the issue
The following is a translation of a note
whether that government in disregard of an
received by the Department of State from
express agreement entered into at the time
the American Ambassador to the Union of
of recognition in 1933 will permit organizaSoviet Socialist Republics. The note was
tions or groups operating on its territory
handed to the American Ambassador on
to plan and direct movements con tern pia ting
August 27 by the Acting People's Commissar
the overthrow of the political or social order
for Foreign Affairs:
of the United States. For 16 years this GovMoscow, August 27, 1935.
ernment withheld recognition-as did many
MR. AMBASSADOR: By note of August 25 of
other governments-mainly for the reason
this year you invited my attention to the
that the Soviet Government had failed to reactivity of the Congress of the Communist
spect the right of this Nation to maintain its
International which took place at Moscow
own political and social order without interand, referring to the note of the People's
ference by organizations conducting in or
Commissar for Foreign Affairs Utvinov to
from Soviet territory activities directed
the President of the United States of Ameragainst our institutions.
ica, Mr. Roosevelt, under date of November
"In 1933 this Government, observing the
16, 1933, protested against this activity, conserious effects upon peace and prosperity of
sidered by your Government as a violation
the many partial or dislocated international
of the obligations of the Government of the
relationships throughout the world, took up
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics concernanew the question whether the United States
ing noninterference in the internal affairs
and the Soviet Union, two of the largest
of the United States provided for in the note
nations, could not find a way to establish
of November 16, 1933.
more natural and normal relations, which
In connection therewith I consider it necwould afford a basis for genuine friendship
essary to emphasize with all firmness that
and collaboration to promote peace and imthe Government of the Union of Soviet Soprove material conditions both at home and
cialist Republics has always regarded and
abroad. After various stipulations in writing
still regards with the greatest respect all ·had first been carefully drafted and agreed
obligations which it has taken upon itself,
upon by representatives of the two Govern-·
including naturally, the mutual obligation
ments, recognition was accorded to the Govconcerning noninterference in internal afernment of the Soviet Union by this Govfairs provided for in the exchange of notes
ernment in November 1933. One of the most
of November ·16, 1933, and discussed in detatl
important provision of the agreement thus
in the conversation between the President
reached was the pledge of the. Soviet Govof the United States of America, Mr. Rooseernment' to respect the right of the United
velt, and the People's Commissar Litvinov.
States 'to order its own life within its own
There are contained no facts of any kind in
jurisdiction in its own way and to refrain
your note of August 25, which could be confrom interfering in any manner in the insidered as a violation . on the part of the ·ternal affa1rs. of the United States,' its TerriSoviet Government of its obligations.
tories, or possessions. • The essence of this
On the other hand it is certainly not new
pledge was the obiigation assumed by the
to the Government of the United States that
Soviet Government not to permit persons or
the Government of the Union of Soviet
groups on its territory to engage in efforts
Socialist Republics cannot take upon itseif
or movements directed toward the overthrow
and has not taken upon itself obligations of
of our institutions! The representative of
any kind with regard to the Communist Inthe Soviet Government declared in writing
ternational.
.that 'coincident ·with the establlshment of
Hence the assertion concerning the violadiplomatic relations between our two Govtion by the Government of the Union of
ernments it wlll be the amxed policy of the
Soviet Socialist Republics of the obligations
Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist
container:i in the note of November 16, 1933,
Republics:
does not emanate from obligations accepted
"'4. Not to permit the formation or resiby both sides, in consequence of which I can.dence on its territory of any organization or
not accept your protest and am obliged to
group and to prevent the activity on its
decline it.
·
territory of any organization or group, or of
The Government of the Union of Soviet
representatives or omctals of any organization
Socialist Republics, sincerely sharing the
or group which has as an aim the overthrow
opinion of the Government of the United
or the preparation for the overthrow of, or the
States of America, that strict mutual noninbringing about by force of a change in, the
terference in internal affairs is an essential
political or social order of the whole or any
prerequisite for the maintenance of friendly
part of th~ United States, its Territories, or
relations between our countries, and steadpossessions. •
fastly carrying out this policy in practice,
"The 13:nguage of the above-quoted paradeclares that it has as its aim the further degraph irrefutably covers activities of the
velopment of friendly collaboration between
Communist International, which was then,
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and
and still is, the outstanding world Commuthe United States of America respo~ding to
nist organizatiGn, with · headquarters at
the interests of the people of the Soviet
Moscow.
Union and the United States of America and
"In its reply of August 27, 1935, to this
possessing such great importance for the
Government's note of August 25, 1935, the
cause of universal peace.
Soviet Government almost in so many words
Taking advantage of the occasion, I invite
repudiates the pledge which it gave at the
you to accept the assurance of my high
time of recognition that 'it will be fixed policy
esteem.
of the Government of the Union of SOviet
N. KltESTINSKI.
Socialist Republics • •
not to permit
and to prevent' the very activities against
STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE
which this Government has complained and
(Released August 31 for morning newspapers
protested. Not for a moment denying or
of September 1)
questioning the :act of Communist International activities on Soviet territory, involvIn connection with tbe prot'est lodged by
ing interference in the internal affairs of the
Ambassador Bullitt against the violation by
the Soviet Government of its pledge of NoUnited States, the Soviet Government denies
vember 16, 1933, with regard to noninterhaving made any promise 'not to perference in the internal affairs of the United
mit • • • and to prevent' such activiStates, and the reply of the Soviet Govern- .ties of that organization on Soviet territory,
ment thereto, the Secretary of State today
asserting that it has not taken upon itself
made the following statement:
obligations of any kind with regard to the
REPLY OF THE SOVIET GOVERNMENT
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Communist .International. That the language o( the pledge,
set out above, is absolutely clear and in no way ambiguous and
that there has been a clean-cut disregard and
disavowal of the pledge by the Soviet Government is obvious.
"The American Government, having previously made oral complaints of failure by the
Soviet Government to carry out its pledge
and being deeply concerned over the growing instability of international relations and
the dangerous consequences thereof to peace
and economic recovery, sought most earnestly in its note of August 25 to impress upon
the Soviet Government the sanctity of its
pledge to the end that there might be between the two nations continued development of friendly and official relations and
valuable collaboration in many beneficial
ways. When in its reply the Soviet Government indicated an intention entirely to
disregard its promise to prevent such activities as those complained of, it struck a severe
blow at the fabric of friendly relations between the two countries.
'"l'o summarize, in view of the plain language of the pledge, It 1s not possible for the
Soviet Government to disclaim its obligation to prevent activities on its territory di•
rected toward overthrowing the political or
social order. In the United States. And that
Government does not and cannot disclaim
responsibility on the ground of inabillty to
car.-y out the pledge, for its authority within
its territorial limits is supreme and its power
to control the acts and utterances of organizations and individuals within those limits is
absolute.
"It remains to be seen to what extent the
intention indicated by the Soviet GovernIl?-ent's reply, which is directly contrary to
the fixed policy declared in its pledge, wlll
be carried into effect. If the Soviet Government pursues a policy of permitting act!vities on its territory involving interference
in the internal affairs of the United States,
il}Stead of preventing such activities, as its
writ~en pledge provides, the friendly and of- ·
ftcial . rel&.tions .b etween the two countries
caJJ.nQt but be seriously impaired. Whether
such relations between these two great countries are thus unfortunately to be impaired
and cooperative opportunities tor vast good
to be destroyed, will depend upon the attltt.;de and action of the Soviet Government."

as

Regardless of these protests, we have
continued to appease Soviet Russia by
permitting her to carry on her insiduotis propaganda against our country
throughout the world, and particularly
inside the United States. Our present
program must come as somewhat of a
shock to Soviet Russia in view of our
many years of appeasement.
In August of 1941 we were given the
Atlantic Charter. This was the charter
which was to give hope to all small nations and guarantee their independence
at the termination of World War ll.
Let me read you the third provision of
the Atlantic Charter, which is as follows:
Third, they respect the right of all peoples to choose the form of government under
whlch they will live; and they wish to see
sovereign rights and self-government restored to those who have been fOJ"Cibly deprived of them.

Did we stand by our commitment to
that. Charter when we let Soviet Russia
gobble up all her satellite states? The
answer is obviously "No."
A greater disgrace, however, was when
the ·President of the United States,
Franklin D. Roosevelt, and Winston
Chu.rchill, the Prime Minister of · Great
Britain, sold the brave, gallant, patri-

otic people of Yugoslavia down the river
to Stalin, and permitted him to put his
Communist leader, Tito, in as dictator
of Yugoslavia.
We must admit in this present situation, if we will be honest, that the Communist pressure on the Greeks is due
wholly to the activities and the program
of Tito. Tito would not be in a position
today to bring this pressure to bear on
the Greeks if Mr. Roosevelt and Mr.
Churchill had not agreed to Tito for the
dictator of Yugoslavia. He was supplied
with millions and millions of dollars'
worth of foQd and various materials,
through UNRRA and other agencies,
with \7hich to build up his strength in
Yugoslavia. This total amount almost
equals what we are asked to appropriate
in this bill. In other words, we are asked
to appropriate $400,000,000 to fight a
program that was set up by approximately a like amount for Tito.
Now the President of the United States
has the audacity to come before the Congress and ask us to furnish money to
fight what he and his predecessor are
responsible for.
The most effective way to promote the
forward march of communism througbout the world, and particularly in our
own country, is to weaken our economy
to the extent that we are no longer
financially able to help ourselves, let
alone the peoples of other countries.
The New Deal can accuse the Republican Party all it wants for the in:flation
of prices and wages, but the fact still
remains that the reason prices have gone
up, thereby giving labor a legitimate excuse for increased wages, is due to our
own GOvernment and the governments
of other countries, with money we have
given · them, · coming in and bidding
against individuals for merchandise and
commodities.
It is high time that the Congress of
the United States starts paying a little
attention to the people of our own country. I do not believe any lmlividual,
including the President of the United
States, has the right to put the Congress
and the people of our country in the position of either granting this gift to Greece
and Turkey or losing face with the peoples
of all the other nations. And that is
exactly the position we are in today.
If the administration had not been so
foolish as to appease Soviet Russia at
the San Francisco Conference that
brought forth the United Nations organization, when they agreed to give her
the veto power, we would not be in the
position we are today.
The Congress should either agree that
situations of this kind should be handled through the United Nations organization, or be willing to admit the United
Nations organiza+ion is a failure and
is not capable of doing those things we
were told it would do when it was organized. A proposition of this kind
should be handled through the United
Nations organization as long as it 1s in
existence. Loaning this money to
Greece and Turkey will be serving notice
on the entire world that in our opinion
UN has failed. ·
·
Our plight in considering this gift to
Greece and Turkey -Is proof of the old
adage that "politics has strange bed-
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fellows.'' I assure you my reasons for
opposing this gift are entirely different
from those of the Communists and their
fell ow-travelers.
In a speech made by Daniel Webster
in Congress on January 26, 1830, he bad
this to say:
When the mariner has been tossed for
many days in thick weather and on an unknown sea, he naturally avails himself of
the first pause in the storm, the earliest
glance of the sun, to take his latltude and
ascertain how far the elements have driven
him from his true course. Let us imitate
this prudence and before. we float further
on the waves of this debate, refer to the
point from which we departed, that we may
at least be able to conjecture where we
now are.

I sincerely believe the best interest for
the future of our country lies in the defeat of this gift to Greece and Turkey.
Mr. EATON. Mr. Chairman, I yield
such time as he ·may desire to the gentleman from Ohio £Mr. SMITH].
Mr. SMITH of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,
the Congress is being maneuvered into
a course of action simulating the one
that led the Nation into World War II.
Is this a mere coincidence?
I, along with many others, warned tn
1940-41 ti1at legislation forced through
the Congress at that time under the
guise of Aeeping America out of . war
would have the reverse e1Iect Each of
us that were Members of the House at
that time remember the repeal of the
Neutrality Act, lifting of the arms embargo, cash and carry, arming merchantmarine vessels, use of American ships to
convoy materials to countries at war and
lend-lease. And all of this in the name
of peace, but we know it finally ended
with a declaration of war.
What will be the next step? Restoration of OPA? It is well known that the
administration reluctantly yielded to the
public clamor for ending price control
and that it has been possessed of the
urge to restore it. Furthermore, as the
reenactment of the rent-control law Ia.St
week clearI~ · reveals, the thinking of a
majority of the Members of Congress is
in line with that idea.
Will the President request Congress
to reenact the price-control law on the
ground that this is essential to e1Iectuate
the policy embraced in the pending bill?
If so, will the Members who ::;upported
the measure presently under consideration refuse such request? How could
they?
All this comes at the very moment inflation is getting out of control. Carrying out of the program projected by the
pending bill will add to the existing inflationary forces and will have the effect of increasing the efforts of the
groups that are pressing for restoring
the OPA.
Suppose the President some time later
tells the Congress that conscription is
also necessary to carry out the program
involved in the pending bill and requests
Congress to reenact the conscription law.
Will the Members who ·a re voting for the
measure under consideration refuse such
request? Would it be consistent for
them to do so?
A vote for this bill is sanction for the
administration to restore OPA and all
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. the political restraints and regimenta- tion that were in effect during the war,
but intensified to a degree that will make
the political interferences of World War
II look like a picnic by comparison. ·
It will simply mean the completion of
the collectivist economy.
To stop Russian territorial expansion
and domination is one thing. To take
action against her to stop communism is
s:>mething else. It is ridiculous. How
can the United States pretend to be opposing communism when we · ourselves
are already more than half way down
the road to that irreligious ideology?
It is wrong to say that the United
States is not launching upon a program
of imperialism. The fact is that we have
already done so, as those who are familiar with the work of thP. International
Trade Organization and other international bodies weil know. Either we will
have to levy tribute upon some or all of
the peoples of the world to meet the cost
of policing it, if that is what the cult of
internationalism succeeds in establishing, or we will bleed our. own Nation to
death in the attempt to meet sueh cost..
Emotion and blind belief are also playinv, an important role in· the passing of
this bil.l. Does the. For-eign Affairs Com,_ mittee pretend to tell the other Members
of Congress that it ·knows the whole
background of the President's re-q uest
for this legislation? . Who believeli anything of the s.ort after Yalta, Potsdam,
Tehran, and the Atlantic Charter, and
so forth?
In going into Greece ·we are .. taking
sides in a q1.,1arrel between two groups; a
quarrel · that is not remotely related to
communism versus free enterprise, but a
quarrel that ;relates solely to the control
of the Greek state. Can it be expected
that the other nati-ons of the world will
look upon this act as being proper and
just? Is not this action we are taking
tantamount to declar-ation of war upon
Greece itself? Does it not involve our
holding Greece by military foi·ce? Let
the Members supporting this measure
pass these things off lightly, if you will,
but coming events will have it otherwise.
Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, I yield
such time as he may desire to the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. MoRGAN].
Mr. MORGAN. Mr. Chairman, as a
member of the Foreign Affairs Committee of the House of Representatives, I
have listened to the testimony of the officials of our State, War, and Navy Departments and that presented by our
Ambassadors to Greece and Turkey. All
have testified that the need for this legislation is immediate and urgent and
·that it is essential if Greece and Turkey
are to survive as free and independent
nations of the world. These officials
have also given the committee absolute
assurance that the passage of this bill
would not lead us into war.
On the other hand, we have listened to
the opponents of the bill, who have testified that it is a complete reversal of
our previous foreign policy, that it is bypassing the United Nations, that it will
lead us into war, that it will end in a
race for armaments and will eventually
lead to bankruptcy of the entire world.
Thus, I have earnestly sought, how I
should vote on this pending bill and
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· after careful consideration, I wm sup- help s-ave a free and proud people.
port the foreign policy proposed by our · Greece has always been a very poor na·President. It has been called '-'dollar tion, one that was just able to survive on
diplomacy" and rightfully so, but it is a hand-to-mouth basis. That, together
my belief that it is better to give dollars with great destruction caused b'Y 4 years
· now than to receive bullets later.
of war, has left Greece in such a weakThis bill authorizes an appropriation ened condition that at present she is ferof not to exceed $400,000,000 and gives tile· pasture for aggressors and expand- .
the President the power "when he deems ing neighbors. In fact, Greece has
it in the interest of the United States" charged before the Security Council of
to furnish assistance to Greece and Tur- the United Nations that her nnighbors
key upon the requests of their govern- to the north have been supplylng and
ments and upon the terms determined by training insurgents who have been conhim. Thus the assistance would be of ducting raids upon her northern civilian
·four types: First, finan--cial aid in the population. In order to comb~t this,
form of loans, grants, and credits; sec- House Resolution 2616 will provide $150,ond, sending American officials for the 000,000 for the armed forces of Greece.
purpose of assistance; third, a limited It will permit the Greek Army to main~
· number of military men in an advisory tain operations against tpe Russian· capacity for instruction and training;
inspired guerrilla forces operating from
and, fourth, articles, services, and infor- the north and also that she may defend
mation which the President may deem her other borders. What Greece needs
advisable. This has been described as : most ·is militaqr -equipment for mountain
giving the President a blank check for fighting. The other $125,000,000 is in$400,000,000, but if the program is going -tended for civilian reconstruction and
to be successful, it is absolutely neces- ·rehabilitation. This will help her resary to grant the President blanket p~ir her bridges, roads, railroads and
.
.
powers.
farms. This will be necessary if Greece
Mr. Chairman, we hav.e the testimony · is to survive as · a free and independent
of State Department officials that Turkey nation and enab-le her to return to the
is- being subjected to severe ex~ernal export market.
pressure from the north, which- has
Mr. Chairman, the opponents of this
-forced he!! to maintain a large armed legislation have charged that it is byforce for defense purposes. ·Her army at passing the United Nations. I deny this
the present Ume is about 800,000 ·· men -accusation. Tl;le United Nations is still
and this has put a severe strain on her ' in its infancy , and it is not possible for
national ~ economy, The pressure - in- it to do the job. ·For almost 2 years the
cludes definite demands for portions of United Nations organization has been
east Turkey and for bases that would trying to lay the ground work for a patgive other powers control of the Dar- tern by which the people of the world
daneHes. This would lead to the col- can once again live normal lives free
lapse of Turkey and let Russia gain con- ·from fear. The progress ·thus far has
trol of the entire· Middle East. In my been slow because of the obstructive
opinion this would comprise the stra- action of Russhi. · This action of Russia
tegic position of the United States and and- her aggressive tactics_ toward her
make lt impossible to gain world peace. smaller neighbors should convince every
'rhus·, I think it is vit~lly essential that Member ·of this great body that there
we aid Turkey to remain militarily can be no lasting peace until she demonstrong. From information received, we strates a greater degree of cooperation.
find that the morale of the Turkish Army · So by helping Greece and Turkey we are
is excellent, and knowing the background ·strengthening the United Nations. I am
of the Turks that they will fight if in- ·for a strong international organization
vaded, the financial aid poured into for -peace and wiL support such an orTurkey will not be wasted. In fact, I
ganization as long as I remain a Member
feel sure that in years to come the entire of this body.
world will profit by this investment. The
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, it is our
sum of $100,000,000 has been recom- desire to let the world know that we are
mended to be used to provide military through with appeasement and are going
security for Turkey. No part of this to stand firm against Russia. Our policy
·amount will be used for civilian sup- is one of great sacrifice to our own people
plies. The funds will be used to modern- and all we ask is to attempt to bring lastize the Turkish Army. The purchases ing peace to the free peoples of the world.
will be under the supervision of our amMr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, I yield
bas's ador and I feel sure that the mem- such time as he may desire to the gentlebers of the committee who have listened man from Texas [Mr. TEAGUE].
to the frank and enlightening stateMr. TEAGUE. Mr. Chairman, I have
ment of Mr. Wilson, who appeared before attempted to obtain as much information
the committee, of the existing conditions as possible on the subject of assistance
in Turkey, that they can have no doubt to Greece and Turkey in order that I
as to his ability to see that the money is could intelligently reach a decision on
expended as this great body intends it our aid to these countries. It is a gross
to be.
understatement to say that this is · a
However, in Greece we face an en- grave decision for us to make, as I betirely different situation. The Greek lieve we are well aware of the implicaGovernment is weak and her condition tions this policy may entail if enacted.
has become very acute after 4 years of I believe that we are also aware of the
war and enemy occupation. The $275,- fact that world peace is threatened
000,000 thus proposed for Greece is going whenever totalitarian regimes are imto be quite a gamble. It will, however.. posed on free people by aggression.

/
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I have tried to read every written
statement on this subject since the President addressed the Congress bringing this
matter to our attention. I have listened
to the Members of the House debate this
proposed legislation both pro and con.
- The hearings held by the House Com" mittee on Foreign Affairs and by the Seri'ate Committee 011 Foreign Relations have
been very thorough and reflect sincerity
on the part of both Houses to examine
. this measure carefully.
Greece fought valiantly on the side of
the Allies during the recent war and continued to offer effective resistance even
when she was occupied by enemy forces.
The ravages. of war have left Greece with
many serious economic problems which
can only be solved if assistance is given
to her and the threat of communistic
aggression is removed. Greece is in need
of our assistance to bolster her economic
position. In this way only will she be
able to defend herself from the disrupting attacks of the Greelt Communists
who receive a substantial portion of their
supplies from the Communist-dominated
neighboring countries.
Mr. Chairman, I do not think any of us
fought to free these countries from Nazi
oppression and to remove the Hitler
threat from the world only to deliver
them into the hands of the Communists.
We would not be accomplishin~ a single
aim we fought for if we continue to allow
freedom-loving people to be subjected to
the expanding policy of another totalitarian regime.
The following testimony of Mr. Frederick J. Libby, of the National Council
for Prevention of War, before the House
Committee on Foreign A.ffairs, is incompatible with the American ideals of freedom and fighting for that freedom.
Note: Mr. JOHN DAVIS LODGE, Congressman from Connecticut, directs the
q].lestions:
Mr. LoDGE. Do you believe there is anything worse than war?
I can answer the question. Can you answer it?
Mr. LIBBY. I think, Mr. LODGE, that my answer will be that there is nothing worse than
war. It sums up all the evils that there are,
it breaks all the commandments, and there
is always another way out.
Mr. LoDGE. If we wer ~ now living under the
German Nazis, under Hitler, with their race
persecution, their hangings, their concentration camps and incinerators, that would be
better than war; is that your view?
M!'. LIBBY. Yes.

Mr. Chairman, I believe the Greeks
know that there are several things worse
than war. They feel, I am sure, that living under a communistic totalitarian
government would be worse than war. I
know that I would rather fight for my
freedom than· to submit to either Nazi
or Communist domination. I hope that
all the Members of the House feel this
way.
The situation in Turkey is not a
healthy one either. It . is reported th~t
the Russians have 20 divisions of troops
on the Turkish border. This is a war of
nerves against the Turks, and their government has requested military equipment to provide the Turkish army with
weapons to defend their borders. Our
military leaders feel that if Turkey is
compelled to _give in to the Russian de-

mands for military control of strategic
areas, Turkey would collapse which
would involve the subjugation of the entire Middle East by Russian forees.
Mr. Chairman, world leadership has
been thrust upon the United States and
whether or not we accept this leadership
is a part of this present bill. If we do
not accept this leadership, a less desirable leader will accept it. I do -not believe this policy if enacted will lead one
step toward war, but instead will be
another step toward the prevention of
a third world war.
It is my belief that General Marshall is one of the greatest living Americans and if we support his leadership,
the United States will remain strong as
we must be if we are to prevent World
War III and to assist other nations in
becoming strong democracies.
Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, I yield
10 minutes to the gentleman from Colorado [Mr. CARROLL].
. Mr. CARROLL. Mr. Chairman, I have
listened attentively to this debate for the
past 2 days. I am amq,zed and at the
same time depressed at the utter callousness of warlike statements issued by certain Members in support of this bill. It
has been said by some that the passage
of this bill will strengthen the United
Nations, thereby contributing greatly to
the cause of peace. Others have said
that the United Nations is a weakling and
that it is incapable of meeting the crisis
which confronts the world today.
Let us examine the immediate past.
Two years ago we were on the eve of a
great victory, culminating one of the
most terrible wars in the history of all
mankind. That war was so prolonged,
devastating, and destructive that all of
the nations of the world were convinced
that it was necessary to build an organization to prevent further wars. This
Nation assumed the leadership in the
building of such an organization in the
search for a permanent and durable
peace.
Fifty-one nations of the world joined
together pledging themselves to the principle of collective security, binding themselves and their peoples in a solemn obligation to work out their differences and
conflicts by peaceful means rather than
by force of arms. This new organization
was properly called the United Nations
and gave great joy and hope to the people of every color, race, and creed
throughout the world. After the hundreds of years of wars, here at last was
an organization by and through which
the common people of all nations could
achieve their dream for a continuing and
lasting peace.
Yes, Mr. Chairman; I am amazed that
anyone could believe that we are
strengthening the United Nations when,
in fact, we refuse to use· it at all. The
United Nations can only be strengthened by continued use of its machinery
in settling those problems which affect
the peace of the world. That is the purpose for which the United Nations was
created. Leading educators, scientists,
and diplomats of the world are al: of the
opinion that by ignoring the United Nations as we propose to do in this bill, we
are dealing it a· blow from which it will
not soon recover, 1f ever.
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I am depressed, Mr. Chairman, at the
cynicism and pessimism of leaders who
now regard the United Nations as being
incapable of performing those functions
for which it was created. This is indeed
a bitter pill to the people of the world
who repose so much hope and faith and
confidence in the peace machinery of
their own organization.
I do not share the view of those cynical leaders. I believe the United Nations
can work if we have the will to make it
work and will give it the opportunity. It
is imperative tbat we do so, for only by
following such a course will we travel
along the road to peace.
'
Mr. Chairman, I have been in two
world wars. In the first I believed, as
most people believed at that time, we
were fighting a war to make the world
safe for democracy. We know now the
history of the League of Nations, we
know of the great spiritual and moral
leadership the United States gave to the
world in the quest for peace. We know
now that a small group of selfish, willful
men interfered with our leadership, and
it was only a matter of time until the nations of the world began to play the same
old game of power politics. And then we
entered World War n.
Every thinking person admits that under the circumstances we had to fight
in that war in our national self-interest.
True, it cost us blood and trea.sure but
it was a war we had to fight. If nations
begin again to act independently of one
another, maneuvering and conspiring to
outdo each other in the broad field of
power politics, war is inevitable. All
through the centuries this had been the
history of civilization. Practically an of
the military leaders of the world and
most of the world's politicians and diplomats regard war as inevitable. They accept without question the doctrine of
Hegel, the German philosopher, who is
dogmatic about the inevitability of war.
I suppose it is the thinking of this group
that is primarily responsible for this
tongue-in-the-cheek attitude insofar as
our present United Nations organization
is concerned. However, there are wise
leaders in this world of ours and they
have the support of all of the common
people who believe that war is not inevitable; that we can have peace if we
have the will to have peace; that we can
have peace if we remain united for that
purpose.
Mr. Chairman, there can be no peace
in this world if each of the big powers
arrogate to themselves the sole right to
determine what is just or unjust. In
pure and simple language that is anarchy. That course of action has always
led to war. It is for that reason that
the United Nations, imperfect as it is
in some respects, must be given the opportunity to determine what is just or
unjust if war is to be prevented. It may
well be that the United Nations, due to
the existence of the veto power, cannot
give us a positive and definite assurance of peace, but a proper use of its
machinery can focus world attention
upon those who are trying to defeat its
purpose. From my experience, I can tell
you that the game of war is stupid, and
criminal, and brutal. No nation ever
solves anything by war. It is true that
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sometimes we have to wage war to prove
that point. All will agree that wars have
become so terrible and costly that even
the victor is also the loser in the end.
I should like to emphasize this point.
As an '\merican I want to do everything
possible to assure and protect our own
national self-interest. If the occasion
arises and there is no other alternative,
I will not hesitate to wage war against
Russia in the protection of our own
Nation. I do nut believe we have reached
that point yet, nor do I believe that the
people from Colorado and particularly
of Denver, whom I represent, believe that
we have reached that point yet. That is
why I urge upon the Members of Congress to use the machinery of the United
Nations in the hope that we may not
reach that point at all.
What can we do through the United
Nations? What can we do to prevent us
from taking this step toward war? We
can do this. We have given $50,000,000
for food and medicine tor Greece. That
is a step in the right direction but it is not
enough. We can, by resolution of this
body, give to the President of the United
States authority to spend $100,000,000,
or whatever additional amount we may
designate, to be used in restoring the
economic stability of Greece. That can
also be done through the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation. There is no delay
in that program. That can be accomplished immediatelJ'. Any military aid
must come and should be given through
the United Nations. There is machinery
in the United Nations notwithstanding
what has been said on the floor in the
past 2 days. There is action that can
be taken against Russia or her satellites.
Vigorous action by our United States
representative in that body can clearly
point up the issue. If Yugoslavia and
Bulgaria are . threatening, let us smoke
them out into the open.
Let us turn to Turkey for a moment.
The situation there is critical. The President in his message states that the situation existing there is a threat to the
peace of the world. In the interest of
world peace, of course, it is important
that Russia does not overrun Turkey.
What can Turkey do about it is the
question? Under the provisions of the
Charter of the United Nations, she can
petition the Security Council of that body
for action. She has merely to say, "My
national sovereignty is being threatened
by Russia and I ask the protection of the
United Nations." The matter will then
go to the Security Council, which would
then set up an investigating committee.
There is a difference of opinion as to
whether or not Russia has the power of
veto. The majority opinion is that Russia, having been named as an offender,
could neither vote nor veto, this being a
procedural matter. However, let us as.:.
sume that Russia not only had the power
but exercised her veto. She would then
stand indicted before all the people of
the world. No; she would not dare to
exercise such a veto in that situation
any more than was possible when Iran
asked for protection. You must understand that the United Nations has been
effective in similar situations and I refer
specifically to the call for help from Iran;
Syria, and Lebanon.
-· ·

If Turkey is fearful that the Russians
are about to attack her for · the purpose
of seizing the Dardanelles, under the
Charter of the United Nations there is a
proper procedure to handle such a situation. If there is justification for such a
charge, it is the duty of the United Nations to notify · the Russians that any
such aggressive action is contrary to the
Charter, of which Russia is signatory.
The United Nations could then set in motion the existing machinery to resist and
prevent such an aggression. Then at
that time it would be the duty of the
United States to come forward, assuming
its rightful leadership, and say to the
nations of the world, "I stand ready to
meet my obligations under the Charter
of the United Nations and I ask the nations of the world to join with me in
resisting this act of aggression."
No, Mr. Chairman; the path we are
pursuing is not the right one. I am in
complete agreement with the objectives
of this bill, but I should like to travel another road-a road that leads through
the United Nations. Again I want to
make my position perfectly clear. I am
not in agreement with isolationists who
are opposed to this bill for different reasons. They are the fear mongers who
have always been afraid to go forward.
I am not unwilling to spend the amount
of money set forth in this bill. I am
willing to spend a lot of money now
rather than to spend it later for war.
Mr. Chairman, I have been informed
that there will be amendments·presented
to this bill for the purpose of bringing
the United Nations into this picture.
I shall support those amendments.
Clearly by doing nothing we shall inj"ure
our own national security and at the
same time we shall not be providing the
means whereby the United Nations can
function at a later time. Therefore, it
is my present opinion that should these
amendments fail I shall join with others
who are in favor of the passage of the
bill in the hope that the United Nations
may in the future take upon itself what
so rightfully belongs to it now.
As for those orators who feel we must
act unilaterally and who feel that we,
independently, can fight for the "four
freedoms" all alone all over the world, in
my opinion they ought to talk to the
GI's back home. But I warn you that
they have a peculiar cheer for that type
of oratory which would place them again
in military service. They are not
anxious to go into another war. They
have had their belly full of it for now.
It is all very well for world politicians
and .for striped-pants diplomats to
determine these great issues which lead
people into war, but, I tell you, the people
do not want to go to war, and I say to
you that this bill, unless amended, may
very well lead us into World War Til.
All history is screaming at us. In this
age of the atomic bomb, religious leaders,
educators, scientists, and elder statesmen
have implored and beseeched us to close
the gap between present political think·
ing and the great advances made by science. Truly this is a race between education and catastrophe. As ~ a result
of World· War ll, on- every side there is
chaos, misery, and suffering. It will
take a generation for some of t'he nations
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of the world to recover from the effects
of. the last war.
Already we have seen evidence of great
political changes throughout the world.
The tide of these political -changes will
ebb and flow until some measure of economic stability is restored to those nations most seriously affected by the war.
Our greatest contribution to world peace
and to our·own peace is to do all that we
can, without endangering our own economy, to aid and assist the people in the
war-torn areas of the world in regaining
their economic balance. This is the
proper method to meet the challenge of
communism. By proper action the people of the world will continue to look to
this Nation for hope and leadership.
Such will not be the case if we assume
the position followed by others in the
game of power politics. That is a costly
game and one for which we as a people
are unsuited both by temperament and
tradition.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Colorado has expired.
Mr. E~TON. Mr. Chairman, I yield
such time as he may desire to the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. REEDJ.
Mr. REED of Illinois. Mr. Chairman,
America is faced by two prongs of a foreign policy. The one prong is to pour
out our money in foreign relief which
inevitably will be a heavy drain on our
national resources. The other prong of
the foreign policy involves loans being
sought by foreign governments. These
also will add to the drain on our national
resources and to the danger of inflation
which results from an artificial activity
which brings in no return.
Last week I voted for the reduced relief
assistance to people of countries devastated by war because I realized, as did
other Members of the House of Representatives, that to withhold food from
the starving, wherever situated, is inhuman and cruel, even in the countries
of our former enemies or in those whose
present' governments are dominated or
coerced by the Soviet Union. We were,
and are, firmly convinced that unless we
help to keep starvation out of Europe,
chaos-communistic regimented chaoswill sweep the Old World. ·
Now we are considering another bill, a
proposal for loans approximating $400,000,000 to Greece and Turkey. My vote
on that proposition will be in the negative.
The relief funds, voted last week,
while .they do constitute a drain on our
resources, are temporary in nature, and
are designed to help sustain hungry
European peoples until they can recover
sumciently from the ravages of war to
take care of themselves.
The Grecian-Turkish loans in their
naked reality are military loans. They
simply open the door to demands for the
expenditure of not hundreds of millions
but many billions of dollars over a long
period of time in a policy which would
involve us in every war, big or little, thet
would take place in Europe or the Orient
for the next 50 or a hundred years.
Since this proposal by ·the administration has split paz:ty lines in all directions, it is not a partisan question.
What actually has been proposed by
the administration is that we, the Con-
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gress, commit the American people to
accept and to finance a jigsaw-puzzle
foreign policy, the outlines of which we
can only surmise. Two-only two-little
pieces of this jigsaw puzzle are laid down
for the American people to see. · Those
are the loans to Greece and to Turkey.
It is admitted that they are military
loans. .
If we grant these loans, what about
Poland, Estonia, Finland, Rumania, Austria, Russian- occupied Germany, all the
countries which are now behind the iron
curtain or under the domination of Soviet influence, or which may in the future come within that zone? Are we
going to lend money to all of them along
with more billions to England and France
and China and Italy? What is to be our
attitude toward other countries which
may be menaced by the shadow of "the
bear that walks like a man''?
The American people, and I as a Member of Congress, want to see more of this
picture. It is not enough that the door
to the United States Treasury be opened
while the door to this whole foreign policy is kept closed against the view of the
American people.
It becomes appalling when we stop to
realize the billions upon billions of .dollars we have loaned in addition to our .
war expenditures.
We have loans amounting to $9,280,. 000,000 to 58 for~ign countries.
We have the bulk of the money in tb~
World Bank Fund. We have the bulk of
the .money in . the Foreign Currency
Stabilization Fund. We put the bulk of
the money into UNNRA. The pattern
thus far is that we not only fought and
paid for two war~. one of them in the
Pacific which we fought practically alone
and unaided, but we are now asked to
rehabilitate, to feed and clothe not only
our allies, but our former enemies as well.
The question ev~rybody in America is
asking, the question uppermost in your
thoughts and in my thoughts is this:
"Are we going to have to fight Russia
to stop the expansion of despotism by
the Soviet group over all Europe and the
Orient?" If that is so, is it better to
stop Russia now and compel her to move
the iron curtain back to her borders, or
is it better to wait for 10 or 15 years,
meanwhile maintaining the strongest
national defense in the world, cost what
it may, and run the risk that Russia may
become so strong, or that she may attain
the secrets of atomic warfare, and that
such a conflict would simply be mutual
suicide, and the destruction of our civil.ization?
It serves no good purpose for us to
keep that question unspoken and under
cover to fester and spread until it overshadows all other questions. Let U3 at
least have the courage to look it squarely
in the face.
If the Grecian-Turkish proposed military loans are for the purpose of stopping
Russia from expanding Stalin despotism,
then $400,000,000 is a mere bagatelle-it
is not enough. If these Grecian-Turkish
loans are not for the purpose of stopping
Russia, then what are they for?
What is the tc tal cost going to be if we
embark on this adventure totally out of
keeping with American tradition? These
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are questions the American people want the ones to fight it, wm: at least, have
answered before they are led into this an even break and will do so under the
policy.
most favorable circumstances possible.
If we make these loans, shall we have
It is my belief, as a result of observaAmerican military and civil commissions tion and study, that such a war, if it is
set up in the debtor countries to super- to come, will have its origin in the MidVise and police the spending of those dle East, in Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia,
hundreds of millions and btllions of dol- Lebanon, Palestine, and Trans-Jordan.
lars, or will we turn our money over to From the time when the memory of man
foreign manipulators to be stolen-much runneth not to the contrary, the Middle
of it to be used to finance communistic East has been the crossroads of the
expansion? If we are to police the world, both physically and ideologically,
spending of this money, then we shall and today, with our global air lines, it is
have embarked upon an imperialistic more so than ever. Its tentacles reach
technique with colonial administration, into India and Tibet and thence into
whether we like the term or not.
China, into Egypt ·a nd North Africa, into
What w111 be cione in the case of China;
Greece and Turkey. Never, with some
Korea; India; Palestine? These are all few exceptions like the Valley of the Nile
pieces of this great jigsaw puzzle of and the Fertile Crescent, a productive
foreign policy which the administration land, it is yet immensely wealthy in hyhas thus far refused to :iay down for us droelectric power and in oil. Its reto see.
sources in those things have hardly
If, as, and when the other parts of this
begun to be tapped.
puzzle are brought into clear view, I shall
In years gone by England has been
then decide how I will vote, but untll the dominant power in that region.
those questions are answered ·for the Today
the British Empire can no longer
American people, I shall vote against fulfill its
commitments. It is on the
taking this Nation into any such policy verge
bankruptcy and must,
with our eyes shut and the American if it isoftonational
preserve its national economy,
people blindfolded.
of that whole region. It is a
Mr. EATON. Mr. Chairman, I yield draw out
of physics that nature abhors a
3 minutes to the gentleman from Penn- truism
vacuum. And when Britain moves out,
sylvania [Mr. JENKINS].
someone is going- to move in, and, unless
Mr. JENKINS of Pennsylvania. Mr. we
take steps to prevent it, that someone
Chairman, as I have listened to my colbe Russia. Today two countries
leagues who have preceded me in dis- will
stand on the flank of that advance, and
cussions of this bill, I have been only
. their territories can that adimpressed with the sense of responsibil- vancefrom
be hampered or stopped. They
ity that they feel rests upon them in are Greece
and Turkey. As a result,
casting their votes either for or against they are being
for what is hapthe resolution. I have been gratified pening is but aattacked,
of military opera·that, almost without exception, they tions and unlessform
are aided they
have approached the problem with a cannot survive as they
independent
nations.
sense of its tremendous importance, its
With
their
flank
secure,
with
Salonika
implications and imports to all America,
the Dardanelles under the control of
and free from partisan political bias or and
prejudice; that they have attempted to a vassal regime, the Russian march into
oil fields of the Middle East is but a short,
resolve any questions in their minds from
a safe, step. And with the inoculathe point of view of Americans, rather and
tion of the Arabs of that region with the
than as members of a political party.
of communism, an inoculation
I am glad that that is the case, and virus will
follow occupation as the night
that this debate has been kept on that which
the day, it is but a step to spread the
plane, for, it seems to me, the matter disease
to their coreligionists of India,
rises far above any considerations of par- the Dutch
Indies, Egypt, and North
tisan politics. I shall try to emulate Africa. AsEast
the distinguished gentleman
them in my own discussion.
Jersey will tell you, once an
Mr. Chairman, I propose to vote for from Newstarts
it spreads fast. Only. by
this bill because, primarily I believe that epidemic
isolating the patients and imposing a
its passage is essential, is vital, to our quarantine
it be conquered. I am
national security, and to our national for imposingcan
that quarantine as a matter
defense. However much I might be of self preservation.
moved by humanitarian considerations,
Some gentlemen have referred to this
I am in complete accord with the gentle. men who feel that our first duty is to our as a blank check. If it helps to prevent
own people, tha' we should not squander a third world cataclysm it will be worth
our substance in riotous living, and that all its costs, for, as the distinguished
we cannot afford to play Santa Claus to gentleman from Ohio so correctly obthe whole world until we first take c~re served, civilization can ill afford another
such debacle as those through which we
of our domestic requirements.
To my mind, this is not a relief bill, have just passed. If it fails to do so it
however, not a charity, no matter how will have immeasurably added to our
it is entitled and no matter how it is pre- strength in any conflict which might
sented. Whatever may be the disguise come.
Others have referred to it as a change
it wears, I hope we may see beneath it
the reality that confronts us. Having in our foreign ·policy. I do not consider
been in two wars I shall vote for the bill it as such. To my mind, it is. but the
to prevent, if possible, a third world war, logical application, in a world grown
but if that be impossible, then to ensure smaller in this day-of more speedy cc~
that our sons, the sons of my constitu- munications, of the Monroe Doctrine
ents and your constituents, who will be wb.ich has guided us over the years since
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its .enunciation. As the world has decreased in size our frontiers have pushed
farther and farther from our coast lines
until today we must, of necessity, as a
matter of self-preservation, be concerned with attacks on democratic institutions and free nations whereyer in
the world they occur.
I wonder if the gentlemen who propose to vote against this bill have forgotten Munich , and Mr. Chamberlain's
remarks on his return from that surrender, that he had insured at Munich
''peace in our time." AIJ that Munich
did for peace was to enable the aggressor
the better to prepare for war, to permit
him to grow so strong that he was ready
to take on all of Europe, all the world.
And he nearly succeeded. It took us 3
years to win that one.
Have we not seen enough of the results
of such appeasment policies? We tried
them with the Kaiser's Germany, and
also again with Hitler's, and what was
the result? You all know.
·
Are we to learn nothing from those
experiences, so recently and so vividly
before us? Are we again going to sacrifice needlessly the lives of thousands of
our young men to stop an aggressor
whom we, ourselves, have helped to
strengthen? But for the change innames, we are today in exactly the sa-me
position in which the world was after
Hitler had moved into the Rhineland
and before his troops occupied Austria
and Czechoslovakia.
Are we going to let history repeat itself, or have we, at last, learned a little
wisdom? The vote on this measure, I
believe, will answer that question.
Mr. JARMAN. Mr. Ch_airman, I yield
5 minutes to the gentleman from Texas
·
[Mr. COMBS].
Mr. COMBS. Mr. Chairman, I have
listened for these two days with a great
deal of interest to the debates. I question no one's motiv~s. for to me it is inconceivable that a Representative of the
people in this House, facing so great an
issue as Wt:. face, would approach it in the
spirit of partisanship or fail to do what
he conceived to be his duty.
A little more than 25 years ago I engaged, I think, in the most bitter political debate in my career with a very dear
friend then, as he is today. I supported
the ·League of Nations proposal, and in
the Democratic convention in my section my friend opposed it. A lot has
been said through the years since that a
few willful men in the United States
sabotaged the League. I have come to
look at it diffP.rently and to believe that
our people were not prepared in their
hearts and in their thinking to accept the
responsibilities that go with world leadership.
But whatever the reason, we then
turned away from our opportunity and
left the stricken peoples of the world
who were struggling toward freedom
without our leadership, and without it
they turned to their Mussolinis and their
Hitlers. The white crosses which mark
graves of our sons all over the world bear
striking testimony to the price we paid
for our failure to humanity.
Let us turn our minds back a moment.
When World War I ended and our President went abroad, in Italy and in France

and throughout the countries he went
through multitudes that thronged the
streets, millions of them, until traffic was
jammed for hours, simply to catch a
view of him. To them he represented
that one great nation which had demonstrated in the 150 years of its history
the truth that men are qualified to govern themselves and to build free institutions. But when he came back we
would · not accept that leadership. We
drifted down to World War II.
I think one of the tragic examples of
our failure, one that will not be a proud
page in our history, occurred in 1936
when the struggling League of Nations,
which was doomed without our leadership and our membership, was in session
in Switzerland in an effort to devise
means of stopping Hitler and Mussolini.
We were there represented not as a member but by an observer who peeked
through the keyhole while the conference failed and preparations were continued by the aggressors to plunge us into
World War II. In the weak-kneed attitude of the freedom-loving peoples of the
world we permitted Hitler and Mussolini
to go their way until World War II was
inevitable. No matter what one may
think of the League of Nations or of the
wisdom of President Wilson, I would
recommend that every m-ember before
he votes on this bill read that series
of speeches he made in . support of it
back in 1920. One passage in the spe-ech
he made, I think at St. Louis, I shall never
forget. He there predicted that unless
America took her place of leadership for
democracy and gave assurance to the
world that we meant to support free ins-titutions, that before another generation should pass away .t he soil of Europe
· would be stained with the blood of our
sons. It reads like prophecy.
The real issue here today is not
whether we shall contribute $400,000,000
to aid in the rehabilitation of Greece and
Turkey. Were that the controlling issue, it might be well to consider whether
it would not be better to extend it
through the United Nations, or as a loan
through the International Bank, or by
some other means as a simple gift to the
stricken people who sorely need aid. But
the fundamental issue is not the mere
extending of aid to needy people. The
bill under consideration is an expression
of the policy of this Nation to aid weaker
nations to maintain their freedom and to
resist efforts from without to force communism upon them. The grant of funds
is a necessary means to an end. It is
merely the implementing of an international policy of our Government in which
we are saying to the people of the world
that this Nation will hereafter assume its
place of leadership and give its strength
and support to people who are trying to
establish for themselves free government. That poJtcy requires more than
-just money; it takes our leadership.
Four hundred million dollars is a relatively small contribution for the maintenance of peace. Having contributed
so much in. blood and treasure to win a
war we should not hesitate to contribute
this relatively small sum to win the
peace and insure that we and our children shall live in a d,ecent . world. A
world in which the people of every coun-
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try, large and small, shall be free to
work out their own government and their
own social institutions without fear of
aggression from without or sabotage
from within by any other country. It
is only in such a world that we can hope
to maintain our own freedom. I believe
devoutly in the principle of ·collective se·curity, and in United Nations. Our
membership in that organization is a
guaranty of our support---an assurance
that we shall not repeat the mistake of
1920. We are not bypassing it. The
Vandenberg amendment expresses our
desire to work with United Nations.
That organization can take over the task
whenev_er it chooses. This Government
will withdraw when the Assembly or the
Security Council desires it. In the
meantime, and on a temporary basis
only, we shall meet the emergency. We
shall accept communism's challenge to
democracy. This is urgent. This does
not weaken United Nations. It gives it
added strength and recognition.
The policy of President Truman and
Secretary Marshall, embodied in this
bill, is intended to secure these ends and
I shall vote to uphold their hands and
sustain their efforts in this crucial hour.
Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. Mr. Chairman, I make the point of order that a ·
quorum is not present.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will
count. [After counting. i One hundred
and four Members are present, a quorum.
Mr. EATON. Mr. Chairman, I yield
such time as he may require to the gentleman from Kentucky [Mr. MORTON].
Mr. MORTON. Mr. Chairman, I
favor the passage of this bill. Like most
American.3, l regret the world conditions which force us to consider such
legislation. I concur fully with the views
so ably· expressed yesterday on "this subject by the distinguished gentleman from
South Dakota [Mr. MUNDT]. Histoiy
teache~ us that the principal nations of
the world have, for years, pursued foreign policies for war. What is now
needed is a world policy for peace. To
accomplish this end, the United States
· must take a positive, courageous, and
realistic stand in its dealings with other
nations. The adoption of this measure
will, in my opinion, implement such a
stand.
Yesterday, during the debate on· the
rule, the ge~Itleman from Colorado [Mr.
CHENOWETH] stated that it has been sug·. gested that no one could vote for this
measure in view of his oath of office, unless he felt that our first line of defense
was the Greek or Turkish border. I disagree with this point of view, but for the
sake ot argument, let us accept it. Where
is our first line of defense" It is not a
static line to be found on any map or
chart. It is a mobile line depending on
the precarious balance between the offensive and defensive implements of war.
It might well be determined by the cruis. ing radius of tomorrow's plane, or the
range of some rocket-propelled guided
missile, or even some imaginative fantasy found in a Buck Rogers comic strip.
'In any event, the war head of the missile
will be filled with a derivative of U"anium
and not nitrogen.
Along with most Americans, I deplore
the fact that the United Nations organ-
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ization does not yet have the stature to
deal with this problem. I know that
most of my constituents in Kentucky
agree with me that the peace of the world
depends upon a strong and effective
United Nations. Yet, in Kentucky, no
one in his right mind would think of
startin6 a 2-year-old, carrying top
weight, in a mile and a quarter race.
Let us not cripple the United Nations
in its infancy.
Mr. EATON. Mr. Chairman, I yield
such time as he may require to the gentleman from New Jersey [Mr. HANDJ.
Mr. HAND. Mr. Chairman, the whole
9 hours of debate allowed to discuss the
Greek-Turkey $400,000,000 gift is an
inadequate time to analyze its far-reaching implications, and certainly I cannot
do it in the short time allotted me. It
may be useful, however, to point out the
profound misconception of the ~cope of
this proposal advanced yesterday by the
gentleman from South Dakota [Mr.
MUNDT].
In the course of the debate, he said
this:
The second thing that this bUl does not
· do is this. 1 think it does not mean that
· we are adopting for America a permanent
foreign policy called the Truman doctrine,
or anything else which could be interpreted
. as meaning that we are going to finance faltering governments all ove'" the world simply because they claim to be operated by
free men . 1 do not think that that is tn! volved in this decision.
We are meeting an
important problem, recognizable at two spe.-cHic points, and answering it 1n a specific
manner.
This does not mean that we are commit,· ting ourselves--and our committee report
· makes that very clear-to faltering governments which may get into difficulty all over
the world, and simply by coming to us and
saying, "We need help; we believe in freedom," expect that we will aid them with
hundreds of milllons of dollars. These are
two unique cases paralleled by no other
country in the world, unless possibly you
could present the case of Irav In Iran we
have already done the thing we now propose
to do in Greece and Turkey.
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And the President said:
We shall not realize our objectives, however, unless we are willing to help free peoples to maintain their free institutions and
their national integrity against aggressive
movements that seek to impose upon them
totalitarian regimes. This is no more than
a frank recognition that totalitarian regimes
imposed on free peoples, by direct or indirect aggression, undermine the foundations
of international peace and hence the security of the United States.

The gentleman from South. Dakota
[Mr. MuNDT] said that the instant problem is unique, "unless possibly you could
present the case of Iran." But the President said:
The peoples of a number of countries of
the world have recently had totalitarian regimes forced upon them against their will.
The Government of the United States has
made frequent protests against coe1·c1on and
intimidation, in violation of the Yalta agreement, in Poland, Rumania, and Bulgaria. I
must also state that in a number of other
cou~tries there have been similar developments.

If the President thinks that the United
States has the moral duty, or even the
moral right, to interfere with all governments that are not democracies, he might
have also mentioned most of the rest of
the world; not just Iran, but Iraq, Egypt,
India~ Korea. He might have mentioned
the communistic threat of Togliatt1 in
Italy, of Thorez in France. He could
have referred to the totalitarian Franco
in Spain, and closer to home, Argentina
and Chile are not conspicuous adherents
to the form of government that we in
America prefer.
Mr. Chairman, it is the President's
proposal that we are voting on, not Mr.
MuNDT's. Four hundred million is appropriated to the . President, to start
America on a dark journey, a dangerous
journey, an imperialistic adventure to
every plague spot in the world.
There should be no misunderstanding
of the Truman doctrine. The President
was frank about it. Summed up, it is
this:

Not a word of this statement is correct.
I am not concerned with what the genI believe that it must be the policy of the
tleman thinks the bill means, or what United States to support free peoples who
some newspaper writers say it ought to . are resisting attempted subjugation by armed
mean. If we w1ll take the trouble to minorities or by outside pressures.
oelleve that we must assist free peoples
read the President's speech to the joint to I work
out their own destinies in their own
session of Congress, we will know what it way.
means.
I cannot bring myself to believe any
Mr. MUNDT says this part1cular problem is unique. He suggests that we vote such thing. I do not believe we have
this four hundred million and stop. But either the duty or the right to interfere
with the internal affairs of foreign
the President said:
nations throughout the globe.
One aspect of the present situation, which
So much for the broad implications of
I Wish to present to you at this time for your
consideration and decision concerns Greece
the general doctrine.
and Turkey.

This :s "one aspect" for our consideration "at this time." Let me warn you
that the other aspects are innumerable, impossible, and ruinous.
Mr. MUNDT said that we are not committing ourselves to faltering governments all over the world. But Mr. Tru~
man said:
. I believe that it must be the policy of the

•

United States to support free peoples who
are resisting attempted subjugation by armed
minorities or by outside pressures .
I believe that we must assist free peoples
to work out their own destinies in their own
way.

DRESSED UP IN ATTRACTIVE CLOTHES

Mr. Chairman, this proposal would not
get 50 votes in the House if it were not
appealingly presented as a move to curb
communism, or to contain Russia. Both
objects are greatly to be desired. In
common with almost all Americans, I
hate communism, and am exasperated
with Russia's lack of cooperation. But
this bill will do neither.
Indeed, it is not even aimed at communism, which is a threat in many other
parts of the world in addition to Russia;
and I hope no one is so gullible as to
think that one hundred and fifty million
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for the Turkish Army or new uniforms
for the Greeks will reforlJl the Soviets.
If Russia is to be contained it must be
done by more direct and less scattered
means. We must say bluntly, "Thus far
and no further": and our State Depart-·
ment must make up its mind which way
it is going. You cannot in common
sense advocate the Truman doctrine in
one breath and the continuance of lendlease in the next; nor ask $31 ,000,000 for
propaganda broadcasts one day and
extol Henry Wallace the next.
ARE WE · HELPING DEMOCRACIES?

Strengthening the democracies of
Greece and Turkey to oppose Russia ,is
the old balance-of-power system, which
has not kept peace in 500 years. Let us
examine the nature of the democracies
we seek to ally with us.
Greece is a very small country with
a population of approximately 7,000,000
people, the overwhelming majority of
which are illiterate. Because of its
strategic location on the Mediterranean
Sea-which even now must not be overlooked-it was, shortly before the time
of 'Christ, the world's leading community, since which time it has experienced a continuous deterioration. Although the birthplace of democracy it
has not for centuries, and does not now,
enjoy democratic government, and particularly in modern times it has suffered
a series of dictatorships including that
of the notorious Metaxas, and today it is
for all practical purposes a police state.
There is no proof that in their- government there is anything remdely like our
conception of democratic government,
which is evidenced, among other things,
by their tax law, which bears heavily on
the poor and lightly on the rich, with
virtually no income tax and virtually no
government revenues of consequence, so
that the result is that the President's
proposal asks American income taxpayers to pay for government expenses
that the Greeks do not even try to pay
for.
Their agricultural methods are wholly
primitive, with no surplus crops except
olive oil and wine. Their soil is eroded
and uncared for. Their manufacturing
is nonexistent for all practical purposes,
and their army, whlle fighting gallantly
against the Italians, is of no consequence
in the modern world. So it is my position that they are a liability to the country which "takes them over" rather than
an asset. Their only possible advantage,
if we are talking about imperialism and '
control of the Mediterranean, is a highly strategic location, with a land easy to
defend with its mountainous terrain, and
of great naval importance because of literally hundreds of excellent bays and
harbors.
The talk about this country as a free
country or a democracy Is laughable.
They probably have not been ·for 2,000
years. For the last few years they have
lived entirely on the benefit of foreign
capital, princi_pally Eritish, although
America has contributed since VJ-day
about $500,000,000. Aid to Greece can
be justified only as to a people who are
unable and unw1lling to help themselves.
In the modem world there is no sense
to their archaic met1'!,ods of agriculture
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and industry, and fn their complete unwillingness to. make sacrifices that we in
America are now making, and have been
making, to support their own Government by the taxation of their own
people.
Only as a bastion or a fortress for offensive and defensive actions in the
Mediterranean against Russia, as a recognized enemy, and to protect the great
on fields in the Middle East, in which
American and British oil companies have
a substantial interest, can we possibly
justify the slightest interest in Greece.
It must also be remembered. that notwithstanding the gallant fight of the
small Greek armies against Italy, Greece
was definitely pro-German before and
after World War I, and its political history indicates that no reliance could be
put on their sympathies, since for 50
years they wavered back and forth between one policy and another-and what
has suddenly happened to change this
situation? Nothing, except that Britain
has decided that they could no longer
·afford to keep soldiers in Greece to protect British interests. So now we do it,
while Britain can still afford to keep
100,000 troops in Palestine.
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of recovery operated much more quickly
after the last war and the danger~ of
Communist aggression were much less.
You will remember that it was France
which in 1920 sent Marshal Weygand to
Poland and helped the Poles to preserve
their freedom from Russian domination.
Some of our other adventures in Russia
may have been less wel'l-advised, but despite Communist activities in the twenties
and thirties, I think it cannot be said
THE UNITED NATIONS
that Russia became definitely an aggresThe criticism that the United States, sor state until after the victory of 2 years
in acting unilaterally, bypassed the ago.
United Nations was so obviously justified
I am perfectly aware of the many conthat Senator VANDENBERG was prompt to siderations which cause us to shrink from
present an amendment, since passed, pursuing this course. A constituent
providing that United Nations could stop writes me that it is power politics for
this proposal, which was evideritly an us to pass this measure. I think ~'.; is.
apology for the premature action of the There is no alternative to power politics
President. I am skeptical of United Na- except collective security, and you cannot
tions success, but we must patiently try have collective security really operative
to support it as the only means toward in the world while the dominant power
peace, and nothing could have weakened of the Eurasian Continent is willing to
it more than the American attitude that pay it only lip service.
we will do what we want in the Near East,
I hear it said that the Governments of
and will fight all governments that we Greece and Turkey are not democratic
do not like, regardless of what anybody governments, that the Government of
else says.
Greece is a corrupt monarchy and that
the Government of Turkey, although
THE BOTTOMLESS BARREL
stronger, is not what we shouid fancy. i
Is the Treasury of the United States a
TURKEY
bottomless barrel? We now owe $260,- have no first-hand knowledge aboutAnd what of Turkey?
000,000,000-the Truman peacetime either of these governments and the bits
Although aid to Greece might be justi- budget is thirty-seven billion this year. of information which one receives do not
fied on an exclusively humanitarian To cope with such staggering sums we always harmonize. However, our official
basis, and undoubtedly they need aid as levy income taxes ranging up to 90 per- observers at the Greek election said that
a" helpless people,' aid as such to Turkey cent. In an attempt to find the road back it was a fair election. Over and beyond
is pure :tlOnsense. See the article of the to solvency, the House has cut about four that, it seems to me that the important
London Statist in January 1947 indicat- hundred million from appropriations for thing to us is that the Turkish Governing that Turkey is one of the well-off our own needs. In one stroke we cancel ment be Turkish and the Greek Governcountries of the world. It is evident that these savings. We provide this money ment be Greek. We have suffered the
Turkey needs no aid whatever except to for people that do not tax themselves; Polish Government to be non-Polish, the·
revamp and modernize its military do nottry to be self-sufficient.
Rumanian Government to be nonforce-which force was used on the side
Rumanian, the Bulgarian Government to
NONPARTISAN POLICY
of Germany in World War I, and in
be non-Bulgarian, and the Yugoslav
It is argued that we must ~ot oppose
Worl-d War II was neutral unti11945, and
Government to be non-Yugoslav and the
was then forced into a technical declara- the President because foreign policy is Czechoslovak Government to be only
tion of war by Roosevelt pressure, and nonpartisan. I understand that to· pallidly Czechoslovak. There is a limit
mean that pa,rty politics should not be to which we can go in ignoring and apafter the war against Germany and
Japan was obviously successful. There injected, and I agree. I do not under- peasing and I believe that that limit has
is no possible justification for suppot:t- · stand it to mean that we must swallow been reached.
ing Turkey by reasofi of its need or from whatever is spoon-fed to us by the State
I do not enjoy seeing my country walkany sentiment, or from past favors, and Department.
ing a tight rope over disaster. There has
Mr. Chairman, this proposal will be been very little enjoyable about the world
the only reasons are:
adopted, but my conscience impels me since Hitler came into power in Germany
A. Turkey controls ·the Dardanelles
to continue to fight it and similar de- nearly a half a generation ago. However,
and wishes to keep Russia out.
B. Turkey stands in a strategic posi- mands in the future. I did not come to we must face the facts. Hindsight makes
tion with reference to a considerable in- Congress to assist in dissipating the blood it crystal clear that in the period from
terest in oil fields by various American and treasure of America in the Balkans; the Japanese entry into China in 1932
in Asia, all over the world.
until the passage of the Selective Service
and British oil companies.
Mr. EATON. Mr. Chairman, I yield Act in 1940 we did everything wrong.
Again it must be said that it is absurd
to talk about aiding democracy and re- 3 minutes to the gentleman from Maine We could not get cooperation in stopping Japanese aggression in China so
sisting totalitarianism in Turkey because [Mr. HALE].
Mr. HALE. Mr. Chairman, I rise in we did nothing. We made no serious atof all the nations in the world, including
tempt to stop Italian aggression in
Russia, none has shown consistent totali- support of the pending measure, H. R.
Ethiopia, we allowed the Axis powers to
tarianism more than Turkey for six or 2616
Since the President C3Jlle before us treat Spain as a proving ground for their
seven solid centuries, first under the
complete domination of a sultan, and in on March 12 I have had very little doubt ordnance, and we raised not so much as
modern times under practically the first about the necessity of giving financial an umbrella when Hitler in swift succesrigid dictatorship, that of Kemal Pasha, assistance in Turkey and Greece. The sion entered first the Rhineland, then
who knew all about dictatorship long be- alternative to the action provided for in Austria, then Czechoslovakia. Even
the pending measure is to allow these after the British and French declared
fore Hitler, Mussolini, and Stalin.
countries to become Russian domir. .ated, war on Hitler, millions of Americans
IF THE SHOE WAS ON THE OTHER FOOT?
then to stand idly by while Russian ag- thought we could stand by while Hitler
What would happen if Russia said, gression spreads over the whole Middle invaded Denmark, Norway and the Low
"We sympathize with the evidently to- East and the Mediterranean Basin. That, countries, then France, then the Balkans.
talitarian government in Argentina, and to my mind, is an unthinkable course to If the familiar pattern of totalitarian
we feel that the United States is attempt- take, or rather an unthinkable piece of aggression is being pursued by Stalin
ing to encircle Argentina with pressure inaction.
as it has been for 2 years then I think
and propaganda, and therefore we will
Even after the last war we pursued the correct course is to consider what
send money, food, and a military mission the policy of having a sanitary cordon we did in Hitler's case and de- the opto Argentina to help hez: resist the ColQS· about Russian communism. The forces posite.
·
sus of the N01 th." I think this is analo.gous. · If Russia took that position, the
United States would declare war in 24
hours; and I think further that Russia
would declare war in 24 hours against
us if she had reasonable hope for success, which presently she does not have.
The principle, however, remains the
same. It is an act which invites war,
either now or in the future.

•
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I hear it said that Greece is a British
Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1
chestnut which we are pulling from the minute to the gentieman from Illinois
fire. Have no illusions about that. [Mr. OWENS].
When we pass this legislation we shall
Mr. OWENS. Mr. Chairman, the great
have acted for Arr..erica and not for sovereign State of Illinois, eight and oneBritain. But I make bold to say that half million people, of which I represent
the weakening of British power in the over a million persons, the Seventh Disworld is a catastrophe for the United trict of Illinois, largest in the United
States. If, unlike Winston Churchill, States, is allowed 1 minute. When ·r
Clement Attlee became the King's First asked the chairman to yield, he said, "I
Minister to preside over the liquidation won't yield. You ask too many quesof the British Empire, it will mean that tions." I asked five questions in 2 days,
the ideas we live by are losing power in which took a total of about 1 minute.
the world. Inveigh as you will against
I just wish to say that I think it is a
the British imperialism, it has been use- mighty unfair distribution of time to give
ful to us from Waterloo on.
one-third of the 9 hours to those opposed,
I hear it said that we should not try then take away 10 percent of that allowto check communism in Greece and Tur- ance, and permit a total of 6 minutes to
key until we. have put a stop to it at · Members from Illinois in opposition,
home and in other countries. That, I when you gave a . half an hour to a genthink, is a sophistical argument. We tleman who represents less than 300,000
cannot squander our resources by waging people in the State of Ill1nois, who spoke
war against communism wherever it ap- in favor of this abominable measure.
pears any more than we could send an
I want time to read just one telegram
expeditionary force to every island in out of hundreds of communications I
the Pacific where the Japanese had have received against this proposition.
landed a few soldiers. We wisely did not I did not receive one in favor thereof. I
try to do that. Instead, we took the few will read one telegram from a man in the
vital places that took us to the gates of State of Illinois who did as much as any
Tokyo. We are fortunate, in my estima- other person in t.he United States to win
tion, to have the s~rategist of that cam- the late war. It reads as follows:
paign to guide us now. What we oppose
GENEVA, ILL., May ' 5, 1947.
in Greece and Turkey is not communism Hon. THOMAS L. OWENS,
Congressman From Illinois,
per se but the threat of Russian agHouse Office Building,
gression.
Washington, D. C.:
Lastly I hear it said that this bill will
I still urge you to oppose Greek-Turkish
get us into war. I do not think so. Rus- subsidy
and· any other gifts · or -loans to forsian aggression fiows like a river down- eign countries unless there is a definite and
hill. If we oppose it by a dike, I think guaranteed. basis of repayment ·with interthe dike will ·be effective. ·It is about the est. History has demonstrated that most
best investment we can make in flood loans are defaulted'. This Greek deal can be
control. · In any event, this bill seems to a precedent for others Which can bankme to afford our best chance of averting rupt us. It is entirely political and the Russian situation is not and wlll not be involved
w.~r. · Our vote this week will go echoing
except as New Dealers try to involve Russia
around the world.
so as to secure public approval of them:Mr. SMITH or"Wisconsin. Mr. Chair- selves. Certain business interests and bankman, will the gentleman yield?
ers approve of it for their own selfish reasons. This is demonstrated whe National
·Mr. BLOOM. I yield.
Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. I wonder Manufacturers• Association boarct approves
loan
on recommendation of John R. Suman,
if the gentleman would agree to yield to
vice president, Standard 011, New Jersey.
a couple of Members who wanted to Most
members of NAM in downstate illinois
speak who had been promised time to are opposed
to action taken by NAM. My
speak under the agreement, but have not company is resigning its membership in
been able to do so?
NAM because of · the un-American position
The CHAIRMAN. Let the Chair state assumed by NAM board 1n respect t() this
cheap
political issue.
the time is being charged to the gentleC. M. BURGESS.
man from New York.
Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, I yield
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
2 minutes to the gentlemen to make gentleman from Dlinois has expired.
statements. I yield 1 minute each.
Mr. OWENS. Will the gentleman
Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. Under the yield me one more minute?
agreement the opposition still has 21
Mr. BLOOM. I am sorry. I do not
minutes. Are -we going to have it or are have any more time.
we not? I have two or three gentlemen
Mr. OWENS. That is just what I
here who would like to speak for 3 or 4 would expect from the dictators who are
proposing this bill, and depriving memminutes.
Mr. JARMAN. On this side we have bers of their right of speech.
cinly 22 .minutes remaining. Obviously
I ask unanimous consent to revise and
it.would be impossible to yield the gentle- extend my remarks.
man the 22 minutes. However, if the
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
gentleman has two speakers for 1 minute to the request of the gentleman from
each, we will be happy to yield them that Illinois?
much time. We regret that we do not
There was no objection.
have any more time.
Mr. OWENS. Mr. Chairman, during
Mr. SMITH of Wisconsin. I will be the recent hearing which was held by
glad to accept just that much. However, two of our colleagues and myself in Millt· is in violation of the understanding.
waukee with respect to possible perjury in hearings before the Committee
Mr. JARMAN. I did not mean to vioon Education and Labor, I had occasion
late any understanding.
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to examine a young Communist about 22
years of age who stated that he had received only a common-school education
and had become a Communist about 4
years prior thereto. He gave as his reason for joining the ranks the results
which had been achieved by Communist
leadership in Russia during a span of
less than 30 years. While we realize the
immaturity of this lad there were many
remarks made on this floor · yesterday
and today which could easily lead one to
believe that some of our brilliant members were of the same opinion as this
young man, or else they are overlooking
the true facts. At the time of hearing in
Milwaukee, I called attention to the
words of the young French noble, Alexis
De Toqueville, who had visited our shores
about the year 1829 and, after spending
approximately 1 year here, returned to
his native land when, within a few years,
he completed the first volume of his remarkable work, Democracy in America.
Because of the fact that certain newspaper correspondents at Milwaukee requested information concerning De
Toqueville, after I had mentioned his
propi1ecies, I shall read briefly from the
last page of the first volume of that
work:
The time wlll therefore come when one
hundred and fifty mlllions of men ryUl be
living in North America. • • •
There are, at the present time, two great
nations In the world, which seem to tend
toward· the s~me end, although they started
from different points; I allude to the Russians and the Americans. Both of them have
grown up unn· tlced; and while the attention
of mankind was directed elsewhere, they have
suddenly assumed a most prominent place
among the nations; and the world learned
their existence and ·their greatness at almost
the same time.
All other nations seem to have nearly
reached their natural limits, and only to be
charged with the maintenance of their
power: but these are st111 tn the act of
growth; all the others are stopped, or continue to advance with extreme difficulty;
these are proceeding with ease and with celerity along a path to which the human eye
can assign no term. The American struggles
against the natural obstacles which oppose
him; the adversaries of the Russian are men;
the former combats the wllderness and savage life; tbe latter, civilization with all its
weapons and Its arts; the conquests of the
one are therefore gained by the ploughshare;
those of the other. by the sword. The AngloAmerican relies upon personal interest to
accomplish his ends, and gives free scope to
the unguided exertions and common sense of
the citizens; the Russian centers all the authority of society in ··. single arm: the principal Inr · rument of the former is freedom; of
the latter, servitude. Their starting-point is
different, and their courses are not the same;
ye . each of them seems to be marked out by
the will of Heaven to sway the destinies of
half the globe.

Are we to believe that this prophecy
of De Toqueville is completely a thought
of his own creation? It was not. While
he was here he read carefully of the
expressions and utterances of our found•
ers, including Washington, John Adams,
Jefferson, Madison, Alexander Hamilton,
and Chancellor Kent, all men of great
vision. They fores!l.w the future and left
their tho·ughts, yes, even their prayers for
our guidance with reference to that matter. I particularly call your attention to
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the Farewell Address of our first President, which address is often acknowledged to be the combined work of Washtngton, Madison, and Hamilton,.and particularly to these words:
In the execution of such a plan nothing
ls more essential than that permanent,
inveterate antipathies against particular nations and passionate attachments for others
should be exclude<:V, and that in place of
them just and amicable feelings toward all
should be cultivated . The Nation which
indulges toward another a habitual hatred,
or a habitual fondness, is in some degree
a slave. It is a slave to its animosity or
to its affection, either of which is sufficient to
lead it astray from its duty and its interest.
Antipathy in one nation against another
disposes each more readily to offer insult
and injury, to lay bold of slight causes of
umbrage. and to be haughty and intractable,
when accidental
trifling occasions. of
dispute occur. Hence frequent collisions,
obstinate, envenomed and bloody contests.
The nation prompted by 111 will and resentment sometimes impels to war the government, contrary to the best calculations of
policy. The government sometimes participates in the national propensity, and
adopts through passion what reason would
reject; at other times, it makes tl:ie animosity
of the nation subservient to projects of
hostility instigated by pride, ambftion, ·and
· other sinister and pernicious motives. The
peace often, sometimes perhaps the liberty,
of nations has been the.. victim.
So likewise a passionate attachment of one
nation for another produces a variety of
evils. Sympathy for the favoi'ite nation,
facilitating the illusion of an imaginary
common ln terest iri cases where .no real common interest exists, and infusing into one
the enmities of the other. betrays the former
into a participation in the quarrels and wars
of the latter, without adequate inducement
or justification. It leads also to concessions
to the favorite nation of privileges denied
to others, which is apt doubly to injure the
nation making the concessions; by unnecessarily parting with what ought to have ·
been retained, and by exciting jealousy, ill
will, and a disposition to retaliate, in the
parties from whom equal privileges are w'i thheld; and it gives to ambitious, corrupted,
or deluded citizens (who devote themselves
to the favorite nation) facility to betray,
or sacrifice, the interests of their own country, without odium, sometimes' even with
popularity: gilding with the appearances of
a virtuous sense of obligation, a commendable deference for public opinion, or a laudable zeal for public good, the base or foolish
compliances of ambition, corruption, or infatuation.

or

There are some who would seoff and
say that the years have changed the
situation. However, they have not.
The prophecy of De Toqueville seems to
be realized, and it appears that natural
location and resources are more responsible than is any individual governing
body. Russia does sway the destinies of
that half of the globe in which she is
located. Are we swaying, or even influencing, the half in which we live? If not,
it is time that we begin, and not make
our destiny the attempt to conquer the
entire world. If we will only look about
us we shall find that there are subversive
influences which we should overcmp.e on
our own soil. The same is true tn the
lands of many of our Latin-American
neighbors. What are we doing about it?
Very l~ttle. Nevertheless, we would take
the step on which we are about to embark before we have even received a
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report from the Etheridge Commission, ·have the means of extinction at hand.
which was assigned by the United Na- We also have the United Nations ortions to investigate the Greek border ganization, which we virtually created
incidents. Without any proof of an act for the purpose of bringing about world
of aggression by Russia, we would now .peace and order. Omar Khayyam asked
commit an overt act, one almost as in- if the potter would destroy the pots which
sane and unnecessary as the use of the he marred in the making. I ask a simiatomic bomb on Japanese land. As I lar question. Are we going to destroy
said yesterday, when I asked a question the instrument of peace which we creof my distinguished colleague from Illi- ated, and put in place thereof an instrunois, which question was not answered, ment of destruction and horror? Which
shall we use? That is the question. The
"If the Soviet Union has offended us,
why should we not sever diplomatic rela- answer lies with us. May GOd guide our
tions instead of taking the same pusil- decision.
Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, I yield 1
lanimous actions which side-stepped us
into two previous wars?" But we know minute to the gentleman from .Tennesthat we do not have any ground for see [Mr. PHILLIPS].
Mr. PHILLIPS of Tennessee. Mr.
offense, so we shall take the first overt
step, just short of war, as we have dcine Chairman, it is my idea that -we are in
before. I say to you let us pause. Let a sad hour when today this Congress is
us act within our own sphere, our own taking action that may plunge this counorbit, and show that we know how to try directly into war, and because some
of us have an honest difference of opinion
take care of our interests over here.
The very record of hearings before the we are denied the right of free speech in
Committee on Foreign Affairs shows a the well of the Congress of the United·
statement, page 216, by the eminent Sam- States. I say if this action prevails touel Guy Inman, guest professor of Inter- day, then we are short-circuiting and
national Relations; Ohio Wesl~yan Uni- destroying the United Nations. The proponents of this bill say that their people
versity, where he said:
Every man who travels outside the United ·oppose it. If they oppose it, why do we
not have the courage to take the story
States today knows that people everywhereeven ih Canada, the Scandinavian countries,
directly to the American people and tell
Holland, and England-talk of fear of Ameri'them we are leading them down the road
can dominance. The other great re'a r is· of ·to a third world war?
communism. The way to tprow the weight
Mr. Chairman, today we have beof t):l-e public opin~on of J;l\e ,world on thefore us for -consideration a new internaside of Russia is to follow the President's
tional -world poUcy: -The President and ·
.plan to start arranging th~ aff~irs of other
the State Department have recommendnations for them.
ed that the Congress appropriate $400,Charles F. Boss, Jr., executive secretary 000,000 for aid to Greece and Turkey.
of the Commission on World Peace of First of all we ·should understand that
the Methodist Church, also told the same
this is a gift from the taxpayers of Amercommittee, at page 266, that the comica. The American people look to Conmission had voted unanimously that it gress for the preservation and safeguardopposed the use of relief funds and the ing of the finances of this Government.
making' of loans for the purpose of po- I have listened carefully to the discussion
litical war against the Soviet Union in throughout the course of this debate. I
Greece, Turkey, and the Near East, or for
cannot see how we can base or predicate
supervised training of armed forces in a vote upon any facts that have been
Greece or Turkey.
presented to this Congress. We have
Monsignor Sheen, well known for his
discussed legislation in the Eightieth
radio addresses on the Catholic Hour,
Congress touching important domestic
said:
problems and volumes of testimony have
been produced for our guidance and conWar is not the answer to communism.
We must not hope for the extinction of Comsideration. The· proposed legislation bemunists, ~ut must pray for their conversion.
fore us is based upon a small, brief document which is in itself full of contradicIt appears, however, that we are men
who would be God. Are we going to tions. I cannot understa~d that it is my
disregard the advice from the past, and duty to cast a vote upon secrecy and upon
a diplomacy tpat no Member of this
-the mistakes of the past, and launch
House has explained to the Members.
ourselves upon a campaign which may
The ill-fated misunderstanding of the
mean the destruction not only of our own
Nation but that of the world? Do not State Department in days gone by has
give me an answer that opposition to such led this Government down a road of ina program means appeasement, because ternational chaos and involvement.
The proponents of this bill admit that
that word is just as trite as the word
this is the most important decision that
"isolationism," which has been used so
this Congress may ever be called upon to
frequently on this floor. I inquired yesdecide.' We have been compelled to fight
terday if the antonym of the word "isolation" is "intervention," and I did not for time to briefly discuss the real issues
involved. The American people do not
receive an answer. The answer is that it
is the antonym. That is, those who are favor this new and complete reversal of
casting the word "isolationism" at the our long-standing policy in foreign affairs. When we launch upon this propersons who would think of America first
gram we commit ourselves to a responare those who would intervene in the
affairs of the other nations and thereby sibility to assume the economic burdens
of all nations that claim to be afflicted
bring us into another world conflict. It
is time we place our trust in divine provi- with the scourge of communism. Many
dence, and at the same time mind our
others will appear upon. the horizon with
own business in our own sphere. We
their hands out desiring relief at the ex-
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pense of America. This is only the beginning. Before we launch upon this
program, ·we would do well to take stock
Df our national assets. With a national
debt of $260,000,000,000, how can we place
upon the brow of the taxpayers of this
country a burden so heavy and great as
this? How can we give something which
we do not have? France, Italy, Chir...a,
India, and many other nations will answer the roll call when Uncle Sam announces to the world that he is Santa
Claus whose heart bleeds with compassion for all the world except the financial
security and development of our own
people. Under the Constitution of this
country we are the representatives of the
people and it is our duty to safeguard and
promote their general welfare. A bankrupt treasury cannot promote the general welfare of the millions of people of
this country.
If we allow a smooth delivery and mass
propaganda to lull us into a false decision that will lead to a complete breakdown of our financial structure we can
then look to a day of inflation. Inftation will bring higher prices, cheap.
money, and will compel this Government to institute controls. Controls
may again forge the shackles of economic
sla,rery and controls upon our people.
To me the specter of such a reality in the
future is a real possibility. When that
day comes we can only blame ourselves
for the hardships of tomorrow. I do not
.speak as one unfamiliar with the hardships, blood and sacrifice of war. I had
the honor and privilege to wear the
American uniform in World War II. I
saw at first hand the devastating effects
of war upon the whole civilization. It
is now time that this Congress face the
real isSue in this proposed legislation.
We should declare to the American people that what we are doing here today
may easily lead to an immediate war
With Russia. I am opposed to communism every day, every week, and every
year of my life, and I say to the Members
of this Congress that the mere spending
of money will not stop communism. We
have poured billions into countries and
no man or woman can stand up in this
House and say that communism bas
been stopped by the spending of money.
I shall think seriously before I cast a
vote that will send the young men of this
country to don the uniform in a third
world war.
In one generation we have fought two
world wars and when the news goes out
over America that we have voted to send
food, supplies, equipment, and the military necessities along with the military
strength to build up Turkey and Greece
the mothers of this land, and the wives
and sweethearts, will experience in their
hearts and souls a sad feeling indeed. I
am disturbed about this whole situation.
Nobody has told the Congress how much
money we propose to spend. No person
has informed the American people just
how far we expect to go with this policy.
We have a United Nations with 51 member nations. Why should we short-circuit this United Nations and destroy it.
We. are undertaking to solve a problem
that rightfully belongs tc the United Nations. I submit that it is now time that
we begin to look to and after our own
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household. Charity begins at home. It
is now time that we formulate an American foreign policy and stick to it. Much
has been said in the course of this debate
concerning the destruction of communism. We would do well to drive the
Communists from the departments of
gove~ment in America. People all over
America are pointing to the fact that
this Government is continuing to deal
with Russia, continuing to send supplies
to Russia, and at the same time proposing to appropriate money to stop the
spread of communism.
In conclusion, it is my humble opinion
that we can best promote the general
welfare of America if v.-e turn our attention toward home: if we spend our money
to rehabilitate and care for the disabled
and wounded veterans and orphans and
widows; if we look after the education of
our people at home; if we preserve and
protect the financial integrity of this
country; if we announce to the world that
America will not establish a worldwide
WPA but that the spirit of self-help, individual liberty, and determination must
be reestablished in all countries in the
world, and that no nation can look to
America to save her from financial involvement and that it will not be the
policy of this Government to come to the
aid of any tottering empire; and that we
here and now divorce ourselves once and
for all time from such a policy. I would
like to say that the strongest and safest
course for America to take is to teach our
people the spirit of self-help and to build
.ourselves strong and powerful and en-·
gage in military and scientific development so that no nation or combination
of powers can inflict harm upon us.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Tennessee has expired.
Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, I yield
the remainder of my time to the gentleman from Texas fMr. RAYBURNl.
The CHAffiMAN. The gentleman
from Texas [Mr. RAYBURN] is recognized
for 18 mi11utes.
Mr. RAYBURN. Mr. Chairman, Iregret deeply to detain you at this late
hour. I would not now ask your indulgence if I did not feel so very deeply the
moving hour in which we live, if I did not
have a memory, if I had not .Jeen a Member of the Congress during the first great
war, and, of course, a Member of Congress during the last great war. I saw
us win a glorious victory in 1918. I saw
us throw away the fruits of that victory.
I knew that isolationism existed in the
United States before that war. It was
not eviderit to any great extent during
that war, but after that war that infamy
crawled out of the shadows and made
itself very evident.
I hope that after more th<tn a quarter
of a century in which to fin1 out our
mistake we do not repeat that mistake
and withdraw from the remainder of
the world and not be willing to do a
man's part in the world's great work
of peace as our fighting men in two
wars did a man's job on the battlefields
of the earth. I trust that in our considerations here and in the other body
this thing Galled isolationism may not
again crawl out of the shadows and defeat the hopes of men and again break
the heart of the world.
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Woodrow Wilson came back from
France many years ago with a dream of
world cooperation, world concord, and
world peace. That was spurned by the
representatives of the peopJe. He cried
out at that hoU1 and made a prediction
that if we did not cooperate, if we did
not do our part in the effort for permanent world peace, that the world Within
25 years, a quarter of a century, would
be &hocked by a greater and a more
devastating war than even that one. His
prediction came tragically true. We
stand today with the leadership urging
upon us certain action. Whether we
like that leadership or not we have it.
It is the voice of America and whether
that leadership is followed or spurned
will have a tremendous effect upon our
position and our influence in this world.
A few weeks ago our leader came to
us and said:
The gravity at the situation which confronts the world today necessitates my appearance before a joint session of the Congress. The foreign policy and the national
security of this country are involved.
This bill was reported to the Senate.
A great Senator in that body had this
to say:
Mr. President, in response to the urgent
recommendations of the President of the
United States, the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee has unanimously reported the
bill (S. 938) entitled ..A b1ll to provide for
assistance to Greece and Turkey."
It could be alternatively titled "A bill to
support the purposes of the United Nations to
maintain internation.al peace and security,"
or it could be titled "A bill to serve America's
self-interest in the maintenance of independent governments."
Further on he said:
This 1s a plan to forestall aggression which,
once roll1ng, could snowball into global danger of vast design. It is a plan for peace. It
is a plan to steriiize the seeds of war. We do
not escape war by running away from it.
No one ran away from war at Munich.
Another great Senator of that body
had this to say:
There is ample evidence that these armed
bands are being encouraged, stimulated, and
motivated from the states of Albania, Yugoslavia, and Bulgaria, all of which are under
the domination of Russia and her communistic system.
Only this week our great Secretary of
State, who is not a warmonger-God
knows he has seen enough of war-in a
letter to the gentleman from New Jersey
[Mr. EATON], chairman of the Comm:ttee on Foreign Affairs, ha':! this io say,
and I will read only one paragraph:
My strong conviction that immediate
passage of this bill is a matter of the greatest
urgency was made even more positive by the
recent meeting in Moscow.
This bill, not mangled by amendments.
He is talking about this bill.
That is the Secretary of State. That
is the man who planned our campaigns
and led our armies triumphantly to victory. Are his words to be taken lightly?
He just returned from Moscow. He
thinks this aid to TUrkey and to Greece
is urgent. and should be given now. Shall
we listen to him, shall we listen to the
head of the Government and to Senators
who sat around these tables trying to
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bring about world concord, world co- expect to do in the situation in which
operation and world peace, or shall we I am placed is to try to pick up some of
listen to some one who is so scared of war the points which may not have been
that he is willing to allow conditions to overemphasized and to give as best I can
again obtain in the world that brought the picture as I see it.
As I indicated in a. 2-minute speech
us into two wars?
I remember not many years ago when while the rule itself was under considwe were trying to prepare this country eration, I am very strongly in favor of
for an eventuality and an emergency if this bill. In halting sentences in conit should come. I remember when we versation with some of my colleagues on
were trying to appropriate money to build last Friday afternoon I confessed to them
5,500 airplanes. Men took to the well of that were l the master of my own desthis House and said, "Whom are we pre- tiny I should like to spend the rest of
my life under the shade of a tree, comparing to fight?"
Pull down the map and look at Greece fortable and happy. I likened my own
and Turkey. What does it mean if they wishes in that regard to the wishes of
are absorbed into the maw of commu- the people of the United States. Indeed,
nism and accept the leadership of Rus- we would be happy, our children would
sia, which they do not want to accept? be, and our grandchildren would be, if
That includes Turkey, Greece, the Middle we and they as they come after us could
East, the Mediterranean, northern Africa live that way. But fate apparently
Italy, and maybe France. If $400,000,000 determines otherwise. The work of the
will help to stop that thing, I for one, world is never finished. The tasks of
am willing to appropriate it. Maybe if humanity are never finished. The
our vision had been broader, our insight struggle for liberty is never finished.
As I look across the face of the world
keener a few years ago, and we had built
up our forces, there might not have been today it strikes me that the struggle for
a Pearl Harbor. They knew we were un~ liberty rather than having been won, or
prepared to fight and, frankly. they read half won, is more acute than ever, and
speeches and newspaper articles, some of that means that instead of resting under
them from the Unitect States, that made the shade of a tree we must stand up on
the Japanese think we would not fight. our feet and support our convictions.
May I look back, and I hope I shall not
General Marshall said, "This bill."
Now, let me say just a word about consume too much time, over some of
one amendment that is going to be of- our experiences? The gentleman from
fered, as I understand, and that is about Texas has referred to some of them, and
this thing of turning the matter over to one or two speakers during the debate
the United Nations. The United Nations have referred to others. They have to
is impotent to handle this matter. The do with the struggle for liberty and the
United Nations has not the money, it mistakes which I believe those most dehas not the power, it has not the organi- voted to liberty have made from time to
zation to do this job. So, it would appear time, mostly mistakes of neglect.
I wonder how many of the members
to me that the better thing to do and
the more candid thing to do by the peo- of this committee have read a book enple who intend to· support an .amend- titled "The Far Eastern Crisis," written
ment like that would be to rise upon the by Henry L. Stimson, who wrote that
floor of this House and move to strike book after he left the office of Secretary
the enacting clause from this bill. If of State, the office which he occupied
Greece and Turkey need help, they need under President Hoover. In it you will
it now; not 60 days from now, not 90 find the story of the beginning of Japadays from now or a year from now. It nese aggression in Manchuria. In it you
might be too late, my friends; it might will find the record of his protests and
his appeals to the democracies, not only
be too late.
It is a trite expression that we stand to the people of the United States, but
at the crossroads. I think we do. We to the other great democracies of that
are the most powerful Nation that has day. In it you will find the prophecies
existed on the face of the earth, com- which he made as to what the ultimate
parably, since the Caesars bestrode the objective of the Japanese was and how
world 1ike a colossus. Leadership has it would undoubtedly affect us.
been offered us. People who love liberty
Neither America nor Great Britruin
and cry for a fair chance want us to as- nor France nor Belgium nor any other
sume that leadership and lead the world democracy rallied to his call. His was
and not follow in this challenging hour, a lone voice, in a sense, crying in the
on this fateful day and in these fateful wilderness, and the Japanese aggression
times. If we do not accept our responsiprospered, starting from 1931, ever
bility, if we do not move forward and spreading its power and overrunning one
extend a helping hand to people who section of Asia after another as the
need and want help, who are democdemocracies of the world stood idle, we
racies or want to be, who do not want among them.
to be smothered by communism; if we
We know the results of that neglectdo not, I repeat, assume our place,· God at least, I hllpe we have learned that
help us; God help this world.

lesson.

Mr. EATON. Mr. Chairman, I yield
the balance of my time to the gentleman
from New York [Mr. WADSWORTH].
Mr. WADSWORTH . . Mr. Chairman, it
is gravely doubtful, in fact, it is almost
certain that I shall not be able. to add
much to this discussion ~ Every,face,t of,
this issue has been debated with ability.
and with sincerity. All that one can

Coming on later, in the 1930's, after
Hitler had seized power in Germany-!
wonder if any of you have read the volume entitled "While England Slept." It
is well worth reading. It is a collection
of speeches of Winston Churchill delivered in· tl;le British House of' Commons
in the middle 1930's in which he, a voice
crying in the wilderness, begged the Mac-
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Donald government and begged the
Baldwin government to look, to look and
understand, what was brewing in Germany, begging France to wake up, begging Belgium to wake up, begging the
League of Nations to wake up.-speech
after speech. But he was a member of a
hopeless minority. France crouched behind the Maginot Line and you know
what happened to her. Belgium was
overrun. The democracies in those prewar years did not meet the issue that
confronted them. They dodged it.
I hope we have learned a lesson here in
America, and I believe we have, that if
freedom, if liberty, if democracy are to
live, we must rise upon our feet and
defend them.
The Hitler-Japanese combination represented an enormously strong and aggressive force. We defeated it at· terrific
cost. It may be partly our own fault,
partly a misconception of our psychology
as a people, indulged in by others, but,
nevertheless, I think it is true and I think
it 9annot be denied that a new aggression is raising its ugly countenance; a
new aggressor, strong, determined. employing tactics perhaps somewllat different from that of Hitler and the Japanese, but, nevertheless, employing tactics taught in its central school-make
no mistake about that-calculated
eventually to destroy liberty upon the
face of the earth.
· And here we are, after these failures of
the past to understand the meaning of a
menace launched by totalitarian powers,
here we are facing the same sort of menace, and for one-and I can speak only
for myself-! rejoice that for the first
time in the history of what we might
term modern days, America, spiritually
equipped as well as materially supplied,
through her President has announced to
the world that she intends to defend liberty; and as she does that I am convinced from the bottom of my heart that
we are actually defending · our own
liberty.
This bill to me signifies such an attitude on the part of the great United
States; a forthright declaration in support of righteousness.
The CHAIRMAN. All time has expired.
The Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That, notwithstanding
the provisions of any other law, the President may from time to time when he deems
it in the interests of the United States furnish assistance to Greece and Turkey, upon
request of their Governments, and upon
terms and conditions determined by him(1) by rendering financial aid in the form
of loans, credits, grants, or otherwise, to
those countries;
(2) by detailing to assist those countries
any persons in the employ of the Government of the United States; and the provisions of the act of May 25, 1938 (52 Stat.
442), as amended, applicable to personnel
detailed pursuant to such act, as amended,
shall be applicable to personnel detailed pursuant to this paragraph: Provided, however,
That no civilian personnel shall be assigned
to Greece or- Turkey to administer the purposes of this act until such personnel haa
been !lPproved by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation;
(3) by' deta111ng a limited nuinber of members of the military services of the United
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States to assist those countries, in an advisory capacity only; and the provisions of
the act of May 19, 1926 (44 Stat. 5'65), as
· amended, applicable to personnel detailed
pursuant to such act, as amended, shall be
applicable to personnel detailed pursuant to
this paragraph;
(4) by providing for (A) the transfer to,
and the procurement for by manufacture
or otherwise and the t ransfer to, those countries of any articles, services, and information, and (B) the instruction and training of
personnel of those countries; and
(5) by incurring and defraying necessary·
expenses, including administrative expenses
and expenses for compensation of personnel, in connection with the carrying out of
the provisions of this act.

Mr. EATON. Mr. Chairman, I move
that the Committee do now rise.
The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the Committee rose, and
the Speaker having resumed the chair,
Mr. CASE of South Dakota, Chairman of
the Committee of the Whole House on
the State of the Union, reported that that
Committee, having had under consideration the bill H. R. 2616, had come to
no resolution thereon.
GENERAL LEAVE TO EXTEND ON H. R.
2616, AID TO GREECE AND TURKEY

Mr. EATON. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that all Members may
have three legislative days within which
to extend t.heir remarks in the RECORD
on the bill <H. R. 2616) to provide assistance to Greece and Turkey.
The SPEAKER. Is· there objection to
the request of ·the gentleman from New
Jersey?
There was no objection.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Mr. MILLS asked and was given per-

mission to extend his remarks in the
Appendix of the RECORD and include a
statement made by Mr. C. D. Jackson,
vice president of Time, Inc., before the
Committee on Ways and Means this
morning.
Mr. BENDER asked and was .gtven
permission to include as part of the remarks he made in the Committee of the
Whole today certain new.spaper clippings
and articles.
Mr. PATI'ERSON asked and was given
permission to revise and extend the remarks he made in the Committee of the
Whole today and include therein an ar. ticle from the New York Times.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. Speaker, yesterday
I asked and obtained unanimous consent
to have included in the Appendix a report entitled "American Economic and
Technical Aid to Foreign Countries Since
mid-1945," prepared by the Division of
Historical Policy Research of the Department of State. This report is referred to in my remarks at page 4600 of
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of May 7 Under the heading of Aid for Economic Reconstruction. Due to the fact that the
manuscript was excessive in length for
the leave granted, I now ask unanimous
consent to include it in the Appendix
of the RECORD notwithstanding the estimate of cost of $177.50.
The SPEAKER. Notwithstanding the
. excess, 'w ithout objection, the extension
may. be made.
·
There was no objection.

Mr. CASE of South Dakota asked and
was given permission to extend his remarks in the Appendix of the RECORD
and include a bill he introduced some
time ago and include a letter from the
Secretary of the Interior.
Mr. HAYS asked and was given permission to extend his remarks in the
Appendix of the RECORD and include an
editorial from the Christian Science
Monitor.
LEAVE OF ABSENCE

By unanimous consent, leave of absence was granted as follows:
To Mr. MILLER of Nebraska <at therequest of Mr. STEFAN), indefinitely, on account of illness.
To Mr. PRESTON, for May 8, 9, and 10,
on account of official business.
To Mr. CANFIELD <at the request of Mr.
AucHINCLoss), indefinitely, on account of
illness.
To Mr. REEVES <at the request of Mr.
ARENDS), for today, on accourit of illness.
SENATE BILLS REFERRED

Bills of the Senate of the following
titles were taken from the Speaker's table
and, under the rule, referred as follows:
S. 125. An act to amend the Civil Service
Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as amended,
so as to extend the benefits of such act to the
Official Reporters of Debates in the Senate
and persons employed by them ln connection
with the performance of their duties as such
reporters; to the Committee on Post Office
and Civ'l Service.
S. 361. An act for the relief of Alva R.
Moore; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
S. 423. An act for the relief of John B.
Barton; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
S. 522. An act to authorize the sale of certain lands of the L'Anse Band of Chippewa
Indians, Michigan; to the Committee on Public Lands.
S. 554. An act to provide for the collection
and publication of statistical information
by the Bureau of the Census; to the Committee on Post Office and Civil Service.
S. 560. An act to prohibit the operation of
gambling ships, and for other purposes; to
the Committee on the Judiciary.
S. 583. An act to authorize the exchange
of lands acquired by the United States for
the Silver Creek recreational demonstration
project, Oregon, for the purpose of consolidating holdings therein, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Public Lands.
S. 614. An act to amend the act entitled
"An act to provide for a permanent Census
Office," approved March 6, 1902, as amended
(the collection and publication of statistical
information by the Bureau of the Census);
to the Committee on Post Office and Civil
Service.
S. 620. An act for the relief of Mrs. Ida
Elma Franklin; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
s. 629. An act concerning common-trust
funds and to make uniform the law with
reference thereto; to the Committee on the
District of Columbia.
S. 640. An act to authorize the Secretary
of Commerce to sell certain property occupied by the Weather Bureau at East Lansing, Mich., and to obtain other quarters for
the said Bureau in the State of Michigan; to
the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce.
S. 664. An act for the relief of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward· H. Isenhart; to the Committee
on the Jl..:iiciary.
·
S. 665. An act to reimburse certain Navy
personnel and former Navy personnel for
money stolen or obtained through false pre-
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tenses from them while they were on duty
at the United States naval training station,
Farragut, Idaho; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
S. 800. An act to make additional funds
available for access roads to standing timber;
to the Committee on Banking and Currency.
S. 980. An act to amend the act entitled
"An act to define the area of the United
States Capitol Grounds, to regulate the use
thereof, and for other purposes," approved
July 31, 1946; to the Committee on Public
Works.
ENROLLED BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS SIGNED

Mr. LECOMPTE, from the Committee
on House Administration, reported that
that committee bad examined and found
truly enrolled bills and joint resolutions
of the House of the following titles,
which were thereupon signed by the
Speaker:
H. R. 173. An act to authorize the sale o!
certain public lands in Alaska to · victory
Bible Camp Ground, Inc.;
H. R. 326. An act for the relief of Wilma
E. Baker;
H. R. 4~0. An act providing for the appointment of a United States commissioner
for the Big Bend National Park in the State
of Texas, and for other purposes;
H. R. 492. An act to authorize the juvenile
court of the District of Columbia in proper
cases to waive Jurisdiction in capital offenses
and offenses punishable by life imprisonment.
H. R. 729. An act to provide that the
United.States District Court for the Western
District of Virginia shall alone appoint the
United States commissioner for the Shenandoah National Park;
H. R. 804. An act authorizing the reduction of certain accrued interest charges payable by the Farmers' Irrigation District,
North Platte project;
H. R.1359 . An act to amend the act of August 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 556), as amended,
so as to increase the total authorized number of commissioned officers of the act ive
list of the Corps of Civil Engineers of tl-~3
Navy;
H. R. 1363. An act to amend further the
Pay Adjustment Act of 1942, as amended:
H. R. 1365. An act to establish a Chief of
Chaplains in the United States Navy, and for
other purposes;
H. R. 1367. An Ret to authorize the construction of experimental submarines, and
for other purposes;
H. R. 1368. An act to include civilian officers and empioyees of the United States Naval
Government of Guam among those persons
who are entitled to the benefits of Public
Law 490 of the Seventy-seventh Congress, approved March 7, 1942 (56 _ Stat. 143), as
amended. and for other purposes;
H. R. l369. An act to amend th" act entitled "An act providing for the reorganization of the Navy Department, and for other
purposes," approved June 20 , 1940, to amend
the act entitled "An act authorizing the
President to appoint an Under Secretary of
War during national emergencies, fixing the
compensation of the Under Secret ary of War,
and authorizing the Secretary of War to prescribe duties," approved December 16, 1940,
as amended. and for other purposes;
H. R. 1381 . An act to amend t he act of July
20, 1942 (56 Stat. 662), relating to the acceptance of decorations, orders, medals, and
emblems by officers and enlisted men of the
armed forces of the United States tendered
them by governments of cobelligerent nations or other American Republics;
H. R. 1605. An act to amend the act approved December 28, 1945 (59 Stat. 663) , entitled "An act to provide tor. the appointment
of ' additional commissioned officers in the
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Regular Army, and for other purposes," as
amended by the act of August 8, 1946 (Public
Law 670, 79th Cong.);
H. R. 2199 . An act authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to issue a patent in fee
to Henry Big Day and other heirs of Catherine Shield Chief, deceased. to certain lands
on the Crow Indian Reservation:
H. R. 2758 . An act to amend the act entitled "An act to provide for the administration of the washington National Airport,
and for other purposes," approved June 29,
1940:
H. R. 2846. An act authorizing and directing the removal of stone piers in West Executive Avenue between the grounds of the
White House and the Department of State
Building; ·
H J . Res. 90. Joint resolution to correct an
error in the act approved August 10, 1946
(Public Law 720, 79th Cong .. 2d sess.), 'relating to the composition of the Naval Reserve; and
H. J. Res. 116. Joint resolution to correct
technical errors in the act approved August
13, 1946 (Public Law 729, 79th Cong., 2d
sess.). •

The SPEAKER announced his signature to an enrolled bill and a joint resolution of the Senate of the following
tit:es:
S. 874. An act to authorize the President
to appoint Lt. Comdr. Piml A. Smith as
alternate representative of the United States
to the Interim Council of the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization or
its successor, and as representative of the
United States to the Air Navigation Committee of the Provisional International Civil
Aviation Organization, without affecting his
status and perquisites as an officer of the
Coast and Geodetic Survey; and
S. J. Res. 86. Joint resolution to authorize
Herschel V. Johnson, Deputy Representative
of the United States to the Security Council
of the United Nations, to be reappointed to
the Foreign Service.
·
ADJOURNMENT

Mr. HALLECK. Mr. Speaker, I move
that the House do now adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; accordingly
<at 5 o'clock and 20 minutes p. m.> the
House adjourned until tomorrow,
Thursday, May 8, 1947, at 12 o'clock
noon.
EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS, ETC.

Under.clause 2 of rule XXIV, executive
communications were taken from the
Speaker's table and referred as follows:
661. A letter from the Secretary of War,
transmitting a report as to the number of
men on active duty on March 31, 1947, who
en~isted or reenlisted in the Regular Army
after June 1. 1945; to the Committee on
Armed Services.
662. A letter from the Acting Secretary of
the Navy, transmitting a draft of a proposed
b1ll making certain changes in the organization of the Navy Department, and for
other purposes; to the Committee on Armed
Services.
PUBLIC BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS

Under clause 3 of rule XXII, public
bills and resolutions were introduced and
severally referred as follows:
By Mr. ALBERT:
H. R . 6362. A bill to amend
curity Act (49 Stat. 620) by
title thereto to be known as
for other purposes; to the
Ways and Means.

the Social Seadding a new
title XIV, and
Committee on
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By Mr. SASSCER:
By Mr . ANDERSON of California:
H. R. 3375. A bill for the relief of Henry A.
H. R. 3363. A bill to amend section 2 (a) of
Bowie;
to the Committee on the Judiciary.
the Alien Registration Act, 1940, with respect
to certain subversive activities; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
PETITIONS, ETC.
By Mr COLE of New York:
H. R. 3364. A bill to provide for retirement
Under clause 1 of rule XXII, petitions
at full active-d'lty pay for any individual
and papers were laid on the Clerk's desk
who has served in the Army or the Navy on
and referred as follows:
the active list for a period of 50 years or
452. By Mr. BUFFETT: Petition of 34 Elmmore; to the Committee on Armed Services.
wood, Murdock, and Eagle, Nebr., citizens,
By Mr DAVIS of Georgia:
urging favorable consideration and support
H. R . 3365. A bill exempting from tax cigof S. 265, a bill to prevent the interstate
arettes sold to certain organizations for distransmission of advertising of all alcoholic
tribution as gifts to hospitalized veterans;
beverages and the broadcasting of such adto the Committee on Ways and Means.
vertising by means of radio; to the CommitBy Mr. BROPHY:
tee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
H. R. 3366. A bill to amend section 4934
453. Also, petition of 34 Weeping Water
of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35,
and Avoca, Nebr., citizens, urging favorable
sec. 78), as amended, to permit public liconsideration and support of S. 265, a bill to
braries of the United States to acquire back
copies of United States letters patent, and
prevent the interstate transmission of adverfor other purposes; to the Committee on the
tising of all alcoholic beverages and the
Judiciary.
broadcasting of such advertising by means
of radio; to the Committee on Interstate and
By Mr . HOPE:
Foreign Commerce.
H. R. 3367. A biU to enable the Secretary
of Agriculture, through the Federal Exten454. Also, petition of 28 Louisville, Nebr.,
sion Service, to cooperate with the landcitizens, urging favorable consideration and
grant colleges and universities in carrying
support to S. 265, a bill to prevent the interout lt program for the collection and disstate transmission of advertising of all alcosemination of information with respect to
holic beverages and the broadcasting of such
the supply of, the need for, and the effecadvertising by .means of radio; to the Comtive use of agricultural workers, and for
mittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
other purposes; to the Committee on Agri,.
455. By Mr. CASE of South Dakota: Peti·
culture.
tion of A. E. Brown and 22 other signers, of
H. R. 3368. A bill to extend, for an addiDeadwood, S. Dak., requesting that commutional year. the provisions of the Sugar Act
nism be stopped and stamped out completely
of 1937, as amended, and the taxes with
in this country; to the Committee on Onrespect to sugar; to the Committee on AgriAmerican Activities.
culture.
456. Also, petition of Carl H. Loocke and 24
By Mr. TENKINS of Ohio:
other signers from Hill City, S.Dak., requestH. R. 3369. A bill to treat certain predeing that communism be stopped and stamped
cessor and successor railroad corporations as
out completely in this country; to the Comthe same t-axpayer for the purposes of cermittee on On-American Activities.
tain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code;
457. By Mr. EA';l'ON: Concurrent resolution
to the Committee on Ways and Means.
of the New Jersey State Senate, opposing
By Mr. MURRAY of Wisconsin:
ratification of any treaty or agreement with
H. R. 3370. A bill to direct the Secretary
Dominion of Canada or passage of any legof Agnculture to support the price of milk
islation to provide for the construction of
at not less than $3.10 per 100 pounds; to
St. Lawrence seaway; to the Committee on
the Committee on Banking and Currency.
Foreign Affairs.
By Mr. WELCH:
458. By Mr. LYNCH: Petition of women's
H. R. 3371. A bill to transfer jurisdiction
division, American Jewish Congress, urging
o" certain lands comprising a portion of
enactment of the Federal fair employment
Acadia National Park, Maine, from the Depractice bill; to the Committee on Educapartment of the Interior to the Department
tion
and Labor.
of t.h • Navy. and for other purposes; to the
459. By Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts:
Committee on Public Lands.
Petition <-- Touro Lodge, No. 814, B'nai B'rith,
H. R. 3372. A bill authorizing cel'tain agreeurging full representation for the Jewish
ments with respect to rights in helium-bearpeople in all deliberations regarding Palesing gas lands in the Navajo Indian Reservatine within the United Nations; to the Comt.ion. N. Mex., and for other purposes; to the
mittee on Foreign Affairs.
Committee on Public Lands.
460. By Mr. ROHRBOUGH: Petition signed
By Mr . CLASON:
by 22 citizens of Jane Lew and Kincheloe,
H. R. 3373. A bill to permit certain Polish
Third
District of West Virginia, urging supveterans to enter the United States for perport .of S. 265, a bill to prohibit the transmanent residence; to the Committee on the
portation of alcoholic-beverage advertising
Judiciary.
in interstate commerce and the broadcasting
By Mr. STEFAN:
of alcoholic-beverage advertising over the
H. J. Res. 191. Joint resolution requesting
radio; to the Committee on Interstate and
the President to design :,.~ e May 7 for annual
Foreign Commerce.
observation as American Heroes' Day; to the
461. Also, petition signed by 29 citizens of
Committee on the Judiciary.
Clarksburg, W. "Ia., urging support for S. 265,
By Mr. KEATING:
a
bill
to prevent the interstate transmission
H. Con. Res. 48. Concurrent resolution to
of advertising of all alcoholic beverages and
invite Canada to join the Pan American
the broadcasting of such advertising by
Union; to the Committee on Foreign Affairs.
means of radio; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS
462. By Mr. VAN ZANDT: Petition of
district council, Depat·tment of
Under clause 1 of rule XXII, private twenty-first
Pennsylvania, the American Legion, adopted
bills and resolutions were introduced and at a meeting held February 2, .1947, at Holliseverally referred as follows:
daysburg, Pa., opposing any legislation that
would permit the immigration of displaced
By Mr. ANDERSON of California:
persons from other countries in excess of
H. R. 3374. A b1ll awarding a Distinpresent quotas, and requesting that present
guished Service Cross to Tony Siminoff, vetquotas be investigated in an effort to detereran of the Philippine Insurrection; to the
Committee on Armed Services.
·
mine the possibility of decreasing the pres-
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erine Shield Chief, deceased, to certain lands
ent quota; to the Committee on the Judireading clerks, announced that the
on -che Crow Indian Reservation;
ciary.
Speaker had affixed his signature to the
2
H. R. 2758. An act to amend the act en463. By Mr. WOLCOTT: Petition of 0
following enrolled bills and joint resolutitlfld "Ar. ·act to provide for the adminresidents of st. Clair County, Mich., expresstions, and they were signed by the Presiing interest in proposed legislation which
istr.:~.tion of the Washington NA,c·ional Airport,
seeks to prohibit the transporting of alcodent pro tempore:
and for other purposes,'' approved June 29,
1940;
holic-beverage advertising in interstate coms . 874. An act to authorize the President
H. R. 2846. An act authorizing and directmeree and over the radio; to the Committee
to appoint Lt. Comdr. Paul A. Smith as
ing the removal of stone piers in West Execuon Interst ate and Foreign Commerce.
alternate representative of the United States
tive Avenue between the grounds of the
464. By the SPEAKER: Petition of memto the Interim Council of the Provisional
White House and the Department of State
bers of Everett Townsend Club, No. 1, EverInternational Civil Aviation Organization or
Building;
ett, Mass., petitioning consideration of their
its successor, and as representative of the
S. J. Res. ~6 . Joint resolution to authorize
resolution with reference to endorsement of
United States to the Air Navigat ion ComHerschel V. Johnson, Deputy Representative
the Townsend plan; to the Committee on
mittee of the Provisional International Civil
of the United States to the Security Council
Ways and Means.
Aviation Organization, without affecting his
of the United Nations, to be reappointed to
465 Also, petition of the Left Liberal Party
status and perquisites as an officer of the
of Greece, petitioning consideration of their
Coast and Geodetic Survey:
the Foreign Service;
resolution with re~erence to imposing the
H. R. 173. An act to authorize the sale of
H. J. Res. 90. Joint resolution to correct an
formation of a government of the center and
certain public lands in Alaska to Victory
error in the act approved August 10, 1946
the left in Greece; to the Committee on ForBible Camp Ground, Inc.;
.
(Public Law 720, 79th cong., 2d sess.), reeign Affairs.
H. R. 326. An act for the relief of Wilma
lating to the composition of the Naval
466. Also, petition of the Common Council
E. Baker:
Reserve; and
of the City of Milwaukee, petitioning considH. R. 490. An act providing for the apH. J. Res. 116. Joint resolution to correct
eration of their resolution with reference to
pointment of a United States commissioner
technical errors in t:he act approved August
supporting the program for Palestine; to the
for the Big Bend National Park in the State
13, 1946 (Public Law 729, 79th Cong., 2d
Committee on Foreign· Affairs.
of Texas, and for other purposes;
sess ..).
467 Also, petition of the Jewish CommuH. ft. 492. An act to authorize the juvenile
LEAVE OF ABSENCE
nity Council of Metropolitan Washington,
court of the District of Columbia in proper
Mr. ROBERTSON of Virginia. Mr.
petitioning consideration of their resolution
cases to waive jurisdiction in capital offenses
President, 1 ask unanimous consent to
with reference to Jewish immigration. into- and offenses punishable by life imprisonPalestine; to the Committee on Foreign
ment;
be excused from the session of the SenAffairs.
H. R. 729. An act to provide that the
ate after 3 o'clock p. m. today by reason
468 Also, petition of Puerto Rican IndusUnited States District Court for the Western
of public business.
trial Soldiers A'SSociation, of Guayama, P. R.,
District of Virginia shall alone appoint the
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Withpetitioning consideration of their resolution
United Stc..tes commissioner for the S~enan
out objection, the order is made.
with reference to compensation for the Puerto
doal. National Park;
Rican industrial sold!ers of the First world
· H. R. 804. A act authorizing tne reductJon
LABOR RELATIONS
war; to the committee on the Judiciar;v. , of certain accrued interest charges payable
The Senate resumed the consideration
by the Farmers' Irrigation District, North
Platte project;
of the bill S. 1126> to amend the NaH. R. 1359. An act to amend tne act oJ. Autional Labor Relations · Act to provide
gust 29. 1916 (39 Stat. 556), · as amended,
additional facilitic:>s for the mediation -of
so as to increase the total authorized numlabor disputes affecting commerce, to
ber of commissioned officers of the active
equalize legal responsibilities of labor
list
of
the
Corps
of
Civil
Engineers
of
the
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organizations and employers, and for
Navy;
'
other purposes.
<Legislative day of Monday, April21,
H . R.1363. An act to amend further the
Pay Adjustment Act of 1942, as amended;
1947)
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
H. R. 1365. An act to establish a Chief of
Chair will state the parliamentary situaChaplains in the United States Navy, and for
The Senate met at 11 o'clock a. m., on
tion. The Senate is proceeding under
other purposes;
'
·· the expiration of the recess.
'
a unanimous-consent agreement, which
H. R. 1367. An act to authoriZe the conThe Chaplain, Rev. Peter Marshall,
the clerk wil1 read.
.
struction of experimental .submf',rines, and
D. D., offered the following prayer:
The legislative clerk read as follows:
for other purposes;
We open our hearts unto Thee, our
H. R. 1368. An act to include civilian offiOrdered, That on the calendar day of
Father, and pray that Thy spirit may · cers and employees of the United States
Thursday, May 8, 1947, at the hour of 12:30
Naval
Government
of
Guam
among
those
o'clock
p. m., the Senate proceed without
indwell each one of us and give us poise
persons who are entitled to the be;n::lfits of
further debate to vote upon any amendment
and power. We believe in Thee, 0 God.
Public Law 490 of the Sevent.r-seventh Conthat may be pending or that may thereGive us the faith to believe what Thou
gress. approved March 7, 1942 (56 Stat. 143),
after be offered, to the pending amendment
hast said. We trust in Thee, 0 God.
as amended. and for other purposes;
proposed to Senate bill 1126, the Federal LaGive us the faith to trust Thee for guidH . R. 1369. An act to amend the act en- . bor Relations Act of 1947, by Mr. BALL (for
ance in the decisions . we have to make.
himself. Mr. BYRD, Mr. GEORGE, and Mr.
titled "An act providing for the reorganizaSMITH) on page 54, after lin~ 4, and then
Help us to do our very best this day
tion of the Navy Department. and for other
upon the said amendment, whether modified
purposes.'' approved June 20 , 1940, to amend
and be content with today's troubles, so
the act entitled "An act authorizing the
or amended.
that we shall not borrow the troubles of
Ordered further, That on said day of May 8
President to appoint an Under Secretary of
tomorrow. Save us from the sin of
the time intervening between the meeting
War during national emergencies, fixing the
worrying, lest stomach ulcers be the
of the Senate and the said hour of 12 :30
compensation of the Under Secretary of War,
badge of our lack of faith. Amen.
o'clock p. m. be equally divided between the
and authorizin~ the Secretary 'lf War to preproponents and the opponents of the said
scribe duties," approved De.::ember 16, 1940,
THE JOURNAL
amendment, to be controlled, respectively,
as amended, and for other purposes;
On request of Mr. WHERRY, and by
by the Senator from Minnesota jMr. BALL)
H. R. 1381. An act to amend the act of July
unanimous consent, the reading of the
and the Senator from Oregon fMr. MoRsEj.
20, 19~-2 (56 Stat. 662) . reHl.tmg to the acJournal of the proceedings of Wednesceptance of decorations, ordert-~, medals, and
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
emblems by officers imd enlisted men of the
day, May 7, 1947, was dispensed with,
question is on the amendment offered by
armed forces of the United States tendered
and the Journal was approved.
the Senator from Minnesota [Mr. BALL],
them by governments of cobelligerent naMESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
tions or other American Republics;
for himself, the Senator from Virginia
H. R. 1605. An act to amenti the act ttp[Mr. BYRD], the Senator from Georgia
A message in writing from the Presiproved December 28. 1'945 (59 Stat. 663), en[Mr. GEoRGE], and the Senator from New
dent of the United States submitting a
titled "An act to provide for the appointment
Jersey [Mr. SMITH].
nomination was communicated to the
of additional commissicned officers in the
Mr. WHERRY. Mr. President, if the
Senate by Mr. Hopkins, one of his
Regular Army, and for other purposes," as
Senator from Oregon and the Senator
secretaries.
'
amended by the act. of August 8, 1946 (Public
· from Minnesota will permit me, I should
Law 670, 79th Oong.);
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
H. R. 2199: An · act authorizing the Secre- ; like to suggest the absence of a quorum,
A message from the House of Reprethe time taken for the roll call to be ditary of the Interior to issue a patent in fee
sentatives, by Mr. Maurer, one ot its
to Henry Big Day and other heirs of Cathvided as usual between the two sides.
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